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Abstract

Many systems exhibit rule-based behavior that can be modeled very well by means of graph
transformation. In this thesis, a new graph transformation theory is introduced for a more
expressive kind of graph transformation than the usual one. This kind of graph transfor-
mation not only allows positive pre- and post-conditions to be expressed in rules, but also
allows so-called negative application conditions. Present analysis techniques are extended
for this more expressive kind of graph transformation. These techniques allow, amongst
other things, the static detection of potential conflicts and causal dependencies between
transformations, and the detection of local confluence in cases of conflicts. For this pur-
pose, the theory of critical pairs is extended. Moreover, new kinds of analysis techniques
are introduced and present techniques are improved. One new technique enables, for exam-
ple, the static analysis of applicability (resp. non-applicability) of rule sequences. The main
part of the newly developed theory in this thesis does not only apply to graph transforma-
tion. In addition, it is formulated in the more abstract adhesive high-level-transformation
framework. Consequently, the analysis techniques can be applied not only to graphs, but
also to other complex structures such as, for example, Petri nets and attributed graphs. Fi-
nally, a general road map is presented leading to the certification of a selection of properties
in rule-based models. The certification, based on graph transformation analysis techniques,
is illustrated by a case study of an elevator control system. Moreover, the current tool sup-
port for certification of rule-based models using graph transformation provided by AGG is
outlined.



Zusammenfassung

Viele Systeme zeigen regelhaftes Verhalten auf was sehr gut durch Graphtransformation
modelliert werden kann. Diese Dissertation führt eine neue Graphtransformationstheorie
für eine ausdruckskräftigere Variante von Graphtransformation als die bisherige ein. Sie
erlaubt nicht nur positive Vor- und Nachbedingungen in Regeln, sondern auch negative
Anwendungsbedingungen. Die bisherigen Analysetechniken werden erweitert für diese
ausdruckskräftigere Variante. Diese Techniken ermöglichen unter anderem das statische
Aufspüren von potentiellen Konflikten oder kausalen Abhängigkeiten zwischen Transfor-
mationen, und das Feststellen von lokaler Konfluenz im Falle eines Konflikts. Zu diesem
Zweck wurde die Theorie der kritischen Paare erweitert. Es werden auch neuartige Analy-
setechniken eingeführt und die bisherigen werden teilweise effizienter gemacht. Eine der
neuen Techniken ermöglicht zum Beispiel eine statische Prüfung der Anwendbarkeit bzw.
Nicht-Anwendbarkeit von Regelsequenzen. Der Hauptteil der entwickelten Theorie in die-
ser Dissertation ist nicht nur auf Graphtransformationen anwendbar. Sie wird ausserdem
formuliert im abstrakteren Rahmenwerk der adhesiven High-Level-Transformation. Somit
können die Analysetechniken nicht nur auf Graphen, sondern auch auf andere komplexe
Strukturen sowie z.B. Petrinetze und attributierte Graphen angewandt werden. Schliesslich
wird eine allgemeine Vorgehensweise vorgeschlagen, die zur Zertifizierung einer Auswahl
von Eigenschaften der regelbasierten Modelle führt. Die Zertifizierung, basierend auf Ana-
lysetechniken für Graphtransformation, wird illustriert am Fallbeispiel einer Fahrstulkon-
trolle. Ausserdem wird die aktuelle Werkzeugunterstützung in AGG, hinsichtlich der Zer-
tifizierung von regelbasierten Modellen mittels Graphtransformation, vorgestellt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When people in a concert hall are listening, for example, to a Beethoven piano sonata, then
they are probably simply enjoying a wonderful evening of music. Only a minority of the
audience might be aware of the fact that some modeling was conducted in order to realize
such a concert evening. If there were no scores, for example, it would be very difficult for
the musicians to play the piano sonata that Beethoven had in mind about two hundred years
ago. Instead, Beethoven wrote down the notes for his piece of music into scores, and that
is why people today can still enjoy his music. Precisely these scores can be understood as
a model for his music.

By means of the musical example, I would like to point out to the reader, in an intro-
ductory way, the characteristics of modeling that play an important role in this thesis. In
particular, I concentrate on the way models abstract from contextual data, the communi-
cation of models by formulating them in a specific language, and how models provide an
advantage for the analysis of the modeling subject.

A fundamental property of models is that they abstract from the reality that they de-
scribe. For example, the scores for the piano sonata usually do not give any information
about which pianist should interpret them – or even on which kind of piano the music
should be played. As long as the pianist masters the techniques required for playing the
music, expressed by the scores, the concert evening can take place. Moreover, the model
does not give complete information about the temperament of the artist when playing the
music. Therefore, although the notes are the same, and annotations on the scores about
tempo, temperament, and sound volume might be given, concerts will be similar, but not
identical. There is still freedom for the artist when interpreting the scores.

Another important property of models is that they are expressed in a proper modeling
language, which can be understood or should be learnt by the model interpreter. For exam-
ple, musicians understand the language of scores after learning how to read them. Thanks
to this common language, composers can communicate their music – the subject that they
are modeling. Moreover, as already mentioned, the existence of such a modeling language
for music enables us to listen to music that was composed a couple of centuries earlier. The
scores keep hold of the music in their own language.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

A third property of models, which I would like to highlight, is that their analysis is useful
for finding out more about the modeling subject. For example, music theoreticians listen
to live or recorded music of a certain composition in order to understand better what the
composer is trying to express with it. However, in addition, they examine the scores to find
out more about the character of the music. When examining the scores, it is easy to find
out the timbre in which a piece of music is written. If someone does not have an absolute
pitch, however, it becomes difficult to find out the timbre just by listening to the music. In
particular, when analyzing contemporary music, specific kinds of mathematical techniques
might be used to examine the scores. Such type of analysis leads to a better understanding
of the music. It would be very tedious – or sometimes nearly impossible – to arrive at the
same level of understanding by just listening to the music. Even in the case that merely
scores, and no recordings, for some musical piece are available, it is possible to obtain a
good impression of the music through examining the scores.

The kind of models that I concentrate on in this thesis are rule-based. Rules are able
to reflect dynamics in the system being modeled in the following way: they express what
condition holds before (resp. after) a certain system change occurs. A rule, therefore,
encloses a so-called precondition and postcondition. The modeling language I concentrate
on in this thesis is graph transformation [109]. It is a visual and formal language enabling
us to describe rule-based models in a very concise way. In addition, it enables us to apply
analysis techniques on these models. If we expect that specific properties hold in our
system, then they can be verified on the rule-based model of our system. If the verification
of the property by means of graph transformation theory is successful, then a corresponding
certification may be added to the rule-based model.

The use of graph transformation as a modeling language for systems showing rule-
based behavior has been successful in the last few decades in many application fields [30,
108], for example, the modeling of distributed systems, visual language definition, object-
oriented modeling, and model transformation. The advantage of graph transformation is
that, on the one hand graphs visualize in a natural way the inner structure of complex sys-
tem data and on the other hand, we have graph rules expressing modifications of these
structures in an easily understandable and schematic way. Another important advantage
is the formal foundation of graph transformation, enabling concise modeling and formal
analysis. The expressiveness of graph transformation has been increased significantly since
its emergence in the 70s as generalization of Chomsky grammars and term rewriting in
the context of formal languages. In the mean time, graph transformation is able to sup-
port the precise modeling of a wide range of applications. However, the development of
corresponding graph transformation theory has not always kept up with this evolution.
Therefore, the formal analysis of these more expressive models becomes at least inac-
curate or impossible. In order to verify specific properties of rule-based models, graph
transformation theory is indispensable though. Moreover, it is important for the increasing
success of this modeling technique. In particular, if safety-critical systems are modeled us-
ing graph transformation, then powerful analysis techniques are essential. Furthermore, in
view of the commercialization of specific applications, formal analysis of the correspond-
ing models can be of particular importance in order to avoid expensive development cycle
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iterations.
Negative application conditions (NACs) [44] make graph transformation more expres-

sive as a modeling technique. However, the development of theory has not completely kept
up with the introduction of these conditions. NACs forbid specific structures before or after
applying a rule, and are already used extensively in modeling praxis using graph transfor-
mation (see, for example, [19, 59, 84, 116]). Therefore, as the first main topic in this thesis,
we concentrate on the generalization of analysis techniques for graph transformation with
so-called negative application conditions (NACs). In addition, the efficiency of already ex-
isting analysis techniques is improved, and new kinds of analysis techniques are proposed.
As a second topic in this thesis, we propose a generic way to apply analysis techniques,
rooted in graph transformation theory, to verify specific properties of rule-based models.
If the verification of the property is successful, then a corresponding certificate can be
awarded. Moreover, for a selection of properties the road to certification is outlined, using
graph transformation analysis techniques. This allows for documenting and developing
concise tool support with regard to these properties, enabling the automation of the certifi-
cation process.

This thesis starts off with an informal description of the main contents of this work at
the end of this chapter. It should enable the reader to decide if the contents of this thesis
might be interesting to study more in detail. First, we introduce the running example, the
control of an elevator, and use it to illustrate the characteristics of rule-based modeling.
Moreover, we explain how graph transformation comes into play for the purpose of rule-
based modeling. Finally, we sketch the main properties, dealt with in this thesis, that can be
certified using graph transformation, and illustrate it on the example of the elevator control.

Chapter 2 is concerned with presenting the graph transformation theory that can be used
for rule-based modeling. One of the main achievements of this thesis is that existing graph
transformation theory in the algebraic approach is extended to graph transformation with
so-called negative application conditions. These conditions express that specific structures
are forbidden before or after applying a rule. Another achievement of this thesis, with
regard to the extension of graph transformation theory, is the introduction of a new analysis
technique, called applicability analysis of rule sequences. Moreover, this thesis improves
the efficiency of existing analysis techniques detecting statically potential conflicts and
causal dependencies between rules. The theory introduced in this chapter is explained
continuously using the running example of the elevator control. Note that most results in
this chapter are instantiated from the corresponding results in the abstract framework of
adhesive HLR systems with NACs, as presented in the next chapter.

Chapter 3 presents the main results of Chapter 2 in the more abstract framework of ad-
hesive HLR systems with NACs, another important achievement of this work. This abstract
framework is based on a special kind of category, called the NAC-adhesive HLR category.
Formulating all results on this more abstract level has the following main advantages: the
proof reasoning for all results is performed on the basis of category theory, mostly allow-
ing for more elegant and compact proofs than for the set-theoretical case. Moreover, the
obtained results can be instantiated for the transformation theory of all kinds of high-level
structures. Not only graph transformation is a valid instantiation, but also, for example,
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

typed attributed graph transformation, hypergraph transformation, algebraic signature or
specification transformation, and Petri net transformation. Readers who are not interested
in the categorical background of rule-based modeling, as presented in this chapter, might
also skip it.

After these two theoretical chapters, Chapter 4 explains how this theory can be applied
for the purpose of certifying rule-based models using graph transformation. It presents a
general road map towards certification supported by analysis techniques based on graph
transformation theory. In this thesis, thereby, we concentrate on static analysis techniques.
They run on components of the rule-based model without actually applying the rules (cf.
compile time). In contrast, dynamic techniques might have to run through the whole state
space generated by the rule-based model, which in many cases is infinitely big (cf. run
time). A selection of properties, significant for rule-based models, is presented, for which
the road to certification is described. On the running example of the elevator control it is
illustrated how each of these properties can be certified. Moreover, typical application areas
are described for certifying rule-based models using graph transformation, as presented
in this thesis. Finally, in this chapter, tool support for certifying rule-based models is
discussed. In particular, a survey is given on tool support for the certification process
in the tool environment AGG [115, 114, 13, 1]. It supports the algebraic approach to
graph transformation, and consists of a graph transformation engine, analysis tools and a
graphical user interface for convenient user interaction.

Chapter 5 starts with an overview of related work. It points out why the certification
approach of rule-based models as presented in this thesis can be a good alternative to other
verification techniques for graph transformation. In the second section of this chapter,
we summarize the main results of this thesis, and outline the relationship with own work
published already. Finally, in the last section, the most important lines of future work
arising from this thesis are discussed.
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What’s in a Name?

“What’s in a name? That which we call a rose
By any other name would smell as sweet.
So Romeo would, were he not Romeo call’d,
Retain that dear perfection which he owes
Without that title. Romeo, doff thy name;
And for that name, which is no part of thee,
Take all myself.“

William Shakespeare. Romeo and Juliet (1597).

”Certifying Rule-Based Models using Graph Transformation” is the title of this the-
sis. The reader might just quickly gain an understanding of the topic. Therefore, in this
section, we point out the terminology used in this thesis in a compact and informal way.
In particular, we start by clarifying what is meant by rule-based modeling using graph
transformation in this thesis. Afterwards, we explain how specific properties of rule-based
models using graph transformation can be certified. We introduce the running example of
this thesis first, and illustrate all concepts with this example.

We model an elevator control system with the following requirements as a running exam-
ple. The type of control that we consider is meant to be used in buildings where the elevator
should transport people from or to one main stop, for example, in apartment buildings or
multi-story car parks [11]. Each floor in the building is equipped with one button in order
to call the elevator. The elevator car stops at a floor for which an internal stop request is
given. External call requests are served by the elevator only if it is in downward mode in
order to transport people to the main stop. The direction of the elevator car is not changed
as long as there are remaining requests in the running direction. External call requests as
well as internal stop requests are not deleted until the elevator car has arrived.

Graphs are a well-suited means to describe in a natural way all kind of systems, where
nodes describe system entities and edges describe relations between them. The manip-
ulation, evolution, or reconfiguration of systems can often be described in a rule-based
manner. Thereby, rules specify in a local way the pre- and post-condition of such system
modifications, expressing which graph structure should be present before (resp. after) ap-
plying the rule to a graph, expressing some system state. Note that the rule’s pre-condition
(or post-condition) may hold some special conditions, so-called negative application con-
ditions (NACs) [44]. In particular, they express what structure may not be present before
(resp. after) applying the rule. In this thesis, these conditions play an important role since
graph transformation theory is extended from rules without NACs to rules with NACs. In
the end, the application of a graph transformation rule leads to a graph transformation
step, modeling some concrete rule-based system modification. For a tutorial introduction
to graph transformation from a software-engineering perspective, see [8]. Moreover, for a
presentation of the graph transformation approach used in this thesis for rule-based mod-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

eling (based on [32, 28, 23, 29]), see Chapter 2.
The different types of entities and relations that we can recognize in the above presented

elevator control system are captured by the graph below on the left, where nodes represent
entity types and edges represent relation types.

This so-called type graph expresses that an elevator car of type elevator exists, which can
be on a specific floor. Moreover, the elevator can be in upward or downward mode. Floors
are connected by next up edges expressing which floor is directly above another floor.
Moreover, higher than edges express that a floor is arranged higher in the building than
another floor. Each floor can hold requests of two different types. The first type is a call
request expressing that an external call for the elevator car on this floor is given. The
second type is a stop request expressing that a call in the elevator car is given for stopping
it on this floor.

Having modeled by the type graph, which type of system entities and relations occur,
we can now consider single system states. They are modeled by a typed graph, consisting
of a concrete node and edge configuration respecting the node and edge types defined
by the type graph. In particular, the above typed graph on the right expresses that the
elevator is in upward mode on the second floor in a four-storey building with a call request
pending on the ground floor. Now, for the elevator control rules may describe the pre- and
post-condition of its operations. For example, the rule set direction down, as depicted on
the next page, describes the pre- and post-condition of changing the elevator’s direction
mode from upward to downward1. In particular, this rule expresses that before switching
the direction mode, there must be some request on a floor that is lower than the elevator
floor for the elevator being in upward mode. After applying this operation, the elevator
must have changed its direction mode from upward to downward. Moreover, according
to the requirements of the elevator control, as introduced in the beginning of this section,
we need to consider the following constraint: ”The direction of the elevator car is not
changed as long as there are remaining requests in the running direction.” In order to
meet this requirement, in addition, the rule’s pre-condition holds two NACs that need to be
fulfilled before applying the rule.

1Thereby, note that nodes and edges in pre- and post-condition should be interpreted as identical ones
according to the numbering.
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In particular, the first NAC of rule set direction down, as depicted below on the left, ex-
presses that the rule may only be applied if no stop request is still pending on the elevator
floor. This is because in upward direction stop requests on the elevator floor need to be
processed first. Moreover, the second NAC, as depicted below on the right, expresses that
the rule may only be applied if no request at all is still pending on a higher floor than the
elevator floor. This is because in upward direction remaining requests need to be processed
first.

Note that it would be very tedious to express these NACs, by formulating them somehow in
a positive way. This illustrates the usefulness of NACs. Finally, the rule set direction down
can be applied to the typed graph presented earlier, since it fulfills the pre-condition for
this rule2. The application of rule set direction down then leads to a graph transformation
step such that in the resulting graph, the elevator is in downward direction mode.

Rules occurring in a rule-based model can be characterized according to the type of
modification they are describing. Roughly speaking, we can distinguish three kinds of
modifications: syntactical, operational, or transformational. In the first case, rules define
how to generate – and afterwards edit – the syntactical structure of a system. Thereby,
these rules are applied to graphs, modeling some state of the system structure. In the
second case, rules define the operational semantics of a system. Thereby, these rules are
applied to graphs, modeling some operational state of the system. In the third case, rules
define some model transformation. Thereby, these rules are applied to graphs, modeling

2Thereby, note that in this graph, the edges of type higher than have been omitted since they would
overload the picture.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

some state of the model transformation. Such model transformations can have as an ob-
jective to structurally improve the model of the system one is modeling. Moreover, model
transformations may lead to refined models, describing the system one is modeling in a
more detailed way. Model transformations may also lead to adapted models, describing
the system one is modeling, fulfilling some revised requirements.

In this thesis, for example, we model the control of an elevator system. We develop rules
describing the generation of the elevator system structure, and rules describing its opera-
tional semantics (see Example 2.3.16). The generating rules, for example, add additional
floors to a building, or generate edges of type higher than, by building the transitive clo-
sure of the opposite edges for type next up. The operational rules, describe – other than
switching the direction mode of the elevator – how requests are made and processed, and
how the elevator car can move upward or downward. In this thesis, we do not describe
any rules transforming the model of the elevator system. However, one could imagine rules
structurally improving the model of the elevator system, as presented in this thesis. For
example, attributes or inheritance could be introduced to describe more appropriately the
direction mode of the elevator, resp. the inner stop or outer call requests. One could also
consider a model transformation, refining the model such that in addition an elevator door
control is described by the model. Finally, one could, for example, consider a model trans-
formation, such that outer call requests are served with the same priority as inner stop
requests also in upward direction.

We can distinguish the following main components of a rule-based model using graph
transformation: primarily, it consists of graph transformation rules, possibly constrained
by means of a type graph. Moreover, some distinguished start graphs, representing initial
system states, may be present. Optionally, additional constraints – not captured by the type
graph yet – may be imposed on the rule-based model, describing which kind of system
states are valid ones. We refer to Example 2.2.11 in Chapter 2 for more details on this kind
of constraints. It is possible to consider particular parts of the rule-based model, zooming
in on interesting aspects with regard to verification. For example, one can consider partic-
ular graph transformation steps via rules of the rule-based model, specific rule sequences
– with or without a distinguished start graph, or also particular control structures over its
rules, expressing more precisely in which order to apply which rule, . . . . As soon as ded-
icated start graphs are available for the rule-based model, it is also possible to consider
its so-called state space. It consists of all graphs, respecting the type graph and possible
additional constraints, that are reachable from these start graphs by modifying them using
rules of the rule-based model.

Now, having built a rule-based model for a system under consideration, we can analyze
it in order to find out if specific properties hold in this model. Therefore, in this thesis, an
overview is given of how to certify a selection of properties for rule-based models using
graph transformation. If it is possible to verify that a property holds for the corresponding
rule-based model, then a so-called certificate can be awarded3. The properties investigated
in this thesis describe, for example, how rules of the model may conflict with each other, or

3A general certification procedure for rule-based models using graph transformation is explained in Sec-
tion 4.2 of this thesis.
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also causally dependent on other rules. Moreover, we consider safety properties, express-
ing that rules preserve specific constraints, or expressing that in a terminal state specific
constraints are guaranteed. Concerning liveness, for example, it is investigated if specific
rule sequences are applicable. Moreover, due to the non-deterministic nature of rule-based
models, properties like local confluence and termination – leading to functional behavior –
are investigated. Each of these properties is illustrated on the running example of the ele-
vator control system. See Section 4.2.2 for a short overview and see Section 4.3 for more
detailed explanations. Exemplarily, we will show here the certification of one of these
properties, being local confluence, in an introductory way. Thereby, the characteristics of
using static analysis techniques for graph transformation – as presented in this thesis – is
illustrated. Static analysis techniques run on components of the rule-based model without
actually applying the rules (cf. compile time). In contrast, dynamic techniques might have
to run through the whole state space of the rule-based model (cf. run time), which may
become very large or even infinitely large. Note that in Section 4.5 of this thesis, expla-
nations on tool support, implementing static analysis techniques for graph transformation,
are given.

Suppose that two rules are applicable to the same state in a rule-based model. Then, it
is important to know if no matter which rule I choose, it is possible to reach the same state
again by applying other available rules of the rule-based model. If this is the case, then
we say that the transformations via these two rules fulfill the property local confluence.
Now, the running example of the elevator control holds different rules that may process
requests if the elevator is in downward direction: process stop down, process call down,
and process stop and call (see Fig. 2.16 and 2.15). If two rules compete for processing the
same request in downward direction mode, then it should be possible to reach a common
state afterwards anyway. In this case, this will be the state in which all requests on the
elevator floor are processed.

We can certify the property local confluence for these rules as follows. Roughly speaking,
a set of rules is locally confluent if all conflicts in a minimal context via these rules can be
resolved in a specific way (see local confluence theory in Section 2.10 of Chapter 2). We
explain this on the figure depicted on the next page in an informal way. On the left, it depicts
the competition of rules process call down and process stop and call for the same request
– surrounded by a thick black dashed line – in a minimal context4. These are conflicting
transformations in a minimal context – also called critical pairs. Now, the picture describes
on the right, how this minimal conflict can be resolved since after processing a call request
in downward direction, the elevator can process also a single stop request, reaching the
same state again. If this minimal solution, in addition, respects some additional condition,
called strict NAC-confluence (see Def. 2.10.7 and explanations in Chapter 2), then it can be
repeated as a solution in each possible context. Thereby, strictness means that the solution
may not delete graph structures that are preserved by both conflicting transformations.
NAC-confluence means that the NACs occurring in the solution are satisfied in each bigger
context, if they are satisfied for the conflicting transformations in this bigger context as

4Thereby, imagine that the elevator nodes are glued in our model since we describe the operations of one
elevator car.
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well. Summarizing, whenever the same conflicting minimal situation occurs in a bigger
context – no matter how many other floors and requests are present – it is possible to
repeat an analog rule application as in the minimal solution, leading to a common system
state again. This certification procedure can be repeated for all rules, being able to process
requests in downward direction. It is explained more in detail in Section 4.3.18 of Chapter
4, where we award the above-mentioned processing rules of the elevator example with a
local confluence certificate. Finally, note that in order to find out if it is possible to reach a
common state in all possible situations after competitive processing of requests, it was not
necessary to explore the whole state space of the rule-based model of our elevator example.

These were the main concepts elaborated in this thesis, presented in a compact and infor-
mal way, and the reader is now invited to commence reading through the main body of this
work. We conclude this section with the following remarks. The running example in this
thesis is concerned with modeling an elevator control system. In Section 4.4.1 and Section
5.1, also other kinds of application areas for rule-based modeling are presented. More-
over, Section 4.4.2 describes which kind of properties may be worthwhile certifying for
rule-based models, depending on the kind of modifications described by the rules. Finally,
note that systems do not necessarily have to be modeled by typed graphs; for example, Petri
nets [102] or typed attributed graphs (see several examples described in Section 4.4.1) can
also be used for rule-based modeling. Thereby, the rules do not describe modifications of
typed graphs, but modifications of Petri nets or typed attributed graphs, correspondingly.
The analysis techniques as presented in this thesis can be applied to the reconfiguration of
these structures as well, as explained in more detail in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 2

Rule-Based Modeling using Graph
Transformation

2.1 Introduction

As described in the previous chapter, graphs are a well-suited means to describe all kinds
of systems in a natural way. The manipulation, evolution, or reconfiguration of systems
can often be described in a rule-based manner. Thereby, rules specify in a local way the
pre- and post-condition of such system modifications. The application of rules then leads
to graph transformation, modeling concrete rule-based system modifications. See [8] for a
tutorial introduction to graph transformation from a software-engineering perspective.

In the algebraic approach to graph transformation as initiated in [32, 28], two gluing
constructions are used to describe a graph transformation step. For this reason, this ap-
proach is known as the double-pushout (DPO) [23] approach, in contrast to the single-
pushout (SPO) [100, 81] approach. In this thesis, we concentrate on the former approach.
This approach is recapitulated with all main theoretical results in [29]. In particular, it is
explained how to define application conditions for rules to restrict their application. How-
ever, most of the theoretical results in [29] have been formulated for graph transformation
systems based on rules without application conditions. These results should be generalized
to graph transformation systems based on rules holding application conditions. The most
frequently used (see, for example, [19, 59, 84, 116]) kind of application condition is the
so-called negative application condition (NAC), as introduced in [44]. It forbids a certain
structure to be present before or after applying a rule. One of the main achievements of
this thesis is generalizing the theoretical results formulated for graph transformation rules
without application conditions to rules holding NACs.

Note that in [29], the algebraic theory on transformation systems has been presented
in the categorical framework of adhesive High-Level Replacement (HLR) systems. As a
consequence, more high-level structures such as, for example, typed attributed graphs can
be handled by the algebraic approach. In Chapter 3, it is proven that the most important
extensions introduced in this thesis to DPO graph transformation hold as well for adhesive
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High-Level Replacement systems with NACs. As a consequence, the theory introduced
in this thesis also holds for the instantiation of typed, attributed graph transformation with
NACs. However, in this chapter we restrict ourselves to typed graph transformation with
NACs without attribution, such that the reader does not have to be familiar with the attri-
bution concept as presented in [29]. Note that most results in this chapter are instantiated
from the corresponding results in the abstract framework of adhesive HLR systems with
NACs, as presented in the next chapter.

The algebraic approach to graph transformation is supported by AGG [115, 114, 13], a
tool environment consisting of a graph transformation engine, analysis tools, and a graph-
ical user interface for convenient user interaction. How the algebraic graph transformation
approach can be used for rule-based modeling is explained in a running example, model-
ing the control of an elevator. All results introduced in this chapter are illustrated on the
rule-based model of the elevator control. AGG is used as a tool environment to support the
modeling of this running example. The use of the analysis tools of AGG is illustrated in
Chapter 4.

The structure of this chapter is as follows: in Section 2.2, we present a way to specify
graphs formally. Moreover, the notion of graph constraints, as presented already in [29],
is reintroduced. In Section 2.3, it is explained how graph rules are captured formally and
how they can be applied to graphs leading to graph transformation. Thereby, we follow the
algebraic approach as presented in [29]. After having reintroduced typed graph transforma-
tion with NACs, we start presenting a new theory for this kind of graph transformation. In
Section 2.4, we introduce the local Church-Rosser property for graph transformation with
NACs [69]. Therefore, a new notion of parallel independence, and thus, also sequential
independence is defined between transformations with NACs. This is because the NACs
can be responsible for new kinds of dependencies between the transformations. Based on
the definition of sequential and parallel independence for transformations with NACs, it is
possible to formulate a Parallelism Theorem for transformations with NACs. It expresses
how to summarize a sequence of two sequentially independent transformations into one
parallel transformation step with the same effect. The analysis part of the Parallelism The-
orem, on the other hand, expresses under which condition it is possible to analyze a direct
parallel transformation step into two sequentially independent transformation steps. Note
that the Parallelism Theorem in this thesis is an enhanced version of the one presented in
[72].

Not every sequence of two direct transformations consists of sequentially independent
transformations. Therefore, it is not possible to summarize this sequence into one trans-
formation step via the Parallelism Theorem. In this more general case, the notion of con-
currency comes into play, which we present in Section 2.5. For the Concurrency Theorem,
it is explained how to construct a concurrent rule holding NACs from a sequence of rules
holding NACs. The Concurrency Theorem with NACs states that the concurrent rule with
NACs is applicable with the same result if and only if the rule sequence with NACs is
applicable. The construction of the concurrent rule itself is analogous to the case without
NACs. In addition though, it is necessary to shift all NACs occurring in the rule sequence
to equivalent NACs on the concurrent rule. To this end, we use a construction translating
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application conditions over rules as described in [29] and a construction translating NACs
over a morphism. Note that in [46], similar shifting results are presented for the more gen-
eral nested conditions. Moreover, in [31], based on these results, a Parallelism Theorem
and Concurrency Theorem are presented for rules with nested application conditions.

If a pair of transformations is not parallel independent, we say that they are in conflict.
If a sequence of two transformations is not sequentially independent, we say that they are
causally dependent. For these pairs of transformations (resp. sequences of transforma-
tions) the Local Church-Rosser property does not hold, and we investigate them further.
Therefore, in Section 2.6, we characterize different kinds of conflicts and causal dependen-
cies. In particular, two transformations with NACs are in conflict if one of the following
situations occur: one transformation deletes a graph part that is used by the other transfor-
mation. One transformation produces a graph part that is forbidden by the other one. A
sequence of two transformations with NACs is causally dependent if one of the following
situations occur: the first transformation produces a graph part that is used by the second
one. The first transformation deletes a graph part forbidden by the second one. The first
transformation has forbidden a graph part that is produced by the second one. The second
transformation deletes a graph part delivered by the first one. Moreover, as presented al-
ready in [68], yet another characterization is shown accentuating the reason for the arising
conflict or dependency between transformations.

In order to come up with techniques for static conflict (resp. dependency) detection
and analysis, it is central to describe the theory for so-called critical pairs (resp. critical
sequences). We concentrate on this theory in Section 2.7. The notion of critical pairs
was introduced in the area of term rewriting systems [53], and later, introduced in the
area of graph transformation for hypergraph rewriting [95, 94], and then, for all kinds of
transformation systems fitting into the framework of adhesive HLR categories [29]. Critical
pairs (resp. sequences) describe conflicts (resp. causal dependencies) in a minimal context.
By means of the conflict (resp. causal dependency) characterization for transformations
with NACs it is possible to define a generalized critical pair (resp. sequence) notion for
graph transformation systems with NACs. Critical pairs (resp. sequences) should fulfill
two important properties that were fulfilled in the case of graph transformation systems
without NACs as well. It should be possible to formulate a Completeness Theorem [69]
and a so-called Local Confluence Theorem [73]. The Completeness Theorem describes
that for every pair of transformations in conflict (resp. sequences of causally dependent
transformations), there exists a critical pair (resp. sequence) expressing the same conflict
(resp. causal dependency) in a minimal context. We prove that the critical pair (resp.
sequence) definition for graph transformations with NACs is complete in this sense. Local
confluence theory is dealt with in Section 2.10 of this chapter. In the next sections, we first
deal with another topic.

We can not only formulate the notion of conflicts and causal dependencies on the level
of transformations, but also on the level of rules. We address this topic in Section 2.8. If
transformations along a pair of rules exist that are in conflict, then we say that the rules
are in conflict. Analogously, if a sequence of transformations along a sequence of rules
is causally dependent, then we say that the rules are causally dependent. Critical pairs
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(resp. sequence) help out in detecting rules in conflict or causally dependent rules in rule
sequences. Moreover, conflict and causal dependency characterizations can be transferred
to the level of rule conflicts and causal dependencies. This notion transfer to rules is im-
portant, amongst other things, to enforce static analysis techniques such as investigating
applicability (resp. non-applicability) of rule sequences [74] as we do in Section 2.9. Suf-
ficient criteria are given that infer applicability (resp. non-applicability), and in addition
reduction techniques for rule sequences are presented that deduce applicability (resp. non-
applicability) from its original rule sequences. Some basic reduction techniques of this
kind have been shown already in [54, 76]. Moreover, in the beginning of this section we
relate the notion of constraints to applicability (resp. non-applicability) of a single rule.

In Section 2.10, we address local confluence. In order to formulate and prove the Local
Confluence Theorem for graph transformation systems with NACs, we need to generalize
the Embedding and Extension Theorem to transformations with NACs [73]. Using the
Concurrency Theorem with NACs, it is not too difficult to find an extended condition on
the extension morphism in order to also generalize the Embedding and Extension Theorem
to graph transformation systems with NACs. After that, we are finally able to handle
critical pairs and local confluence with NACs. The Local Confluence Theorem [73] for
graph transformation systems with NACs is not yet fully satisfactory since the sufficient
condition on the set of critical pairs (resp. sequences) is difficult to check. Therefore,
an extra theorem is formulated expressing a stronger sufficient condition, which is easier
to check, and seems to be useful for showing local confluence in many practical cases.
Moreover, a necessary and sufficient condition for local confluence is introduced by means
of the notion of extended critical pairs. This condition is, in general, difficult to check, but
it is helpful to decide on the running example of the elevator control that specific rules,
which do not fulfill the sufficient condition of the Local Confluence Theorem with NACs,
lead to local confluence anyway.

In the last sections of this chapter, two improved notions of critical pairs (resp. se-
quences), called critical pairs (resp. sequences) satisfying negative constraints and essen-
tial critical pairs [71] (resp. sequences), are presented. They promise a more efficient static
conflict (resp. causal dependency) detection since these new sets of critical pairs (resp.
sequences) are smaller than the usual set of critical pairs (resp. sequences), but still com-
plete. Note that the notion of essential critical pairs (resp. sequences) does not yet consider
conflicts and causal dependencies caused by negative application conditions in rules.

2.2 Modeling with Graphs

In this section, we introduce the running example of this chapter. It models an elevator
control system. We illustrate in this example system how graphs can be used to model
system states, and how graph constraints can be used to describe properties that may be
satisfied by specific – or even all – system states. Graph rules and transformations are
reintroduced in the next section, and they are used in the remaining part of this chapter to
model dynamic aspects of this example system. We reintroduce in this section the formal
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notion of typed graphs and typed graph morphisms first.

2.2.1 Example (running example Elevator). As a running example throughout this chapter
we will deal with the modeling of the control of an elevator. The type of control that we
consider is meant to be used in buildings where the elevator should transport people from
or to one main stop, for example, in apartment buildings or multi-story car parks [11]. Each
floor in the building is equipped with one button in order to call the elevator. The elevator
car stops at a floor for which an internal stop request is given. External call requests are
served by the elevator only if it is in downward mode in order to transport people to the
main stop. The direction of the elevator car is not changed as long as there are remaining
requests in the running direction. External call requests as well as internal stop requests
are not deleted until the elevator car has arrived.

2.2.2 Definition (graph and graph morphism). A graph G = (GV , GE, s, t) consists of a
set GV of vertices, a set GE of edges and two mappings s, t : GE → GV , assigning to each
edge e ∈ GE a source s(e) ∈ GV and target t(e) ∈ GV . A graph morphism f : G1 → G2

between two graphs Gi = (Gi,V , Gi,E, si, ti), (i = 1, 2) is a pair f = (fV : GV,1 →
GV,2, fE : GE,1 → GE,2) of mappings, such that fV ◦ s1 = s2 ◦ fE and fV ◦ t1 = t2 ◦ fE .
The category having graphs as objects and graph morphisms as arrows is called Graphs.

2.2.3 Definition (typed graph and typed graph morphism). A type graph is a distinguished
graph TG = (VTG, ETG, sTG, tTG). VTG and ETG are called the vertex and the edge type
alphabets, respectively. A tuple (G, type) of a graph G together with a graph morphism
type : G → TG is then called a typed graph. Consider typed graphs GT

1 = (G1, type1)
and GT

2 = (G2, type2), a typed graph morphism f : GT
1 → GT

2 is a graph morphisms
f : G1 → G2 such that type2 ◦ f = type1.

G2 f //

type1
DDD

!!DDD

G2

type2
zzz

}}zzz

TG

The category having typed graphs as objects and typed graph morphisms as arrows is called
GraphsTG.

2.2.4 Assumption (typed graphs and morphism). For the rest of this chapter we work
within the category GraphsTG. Each graph is typed, although not explicitly mentioned.
Analogously, a morphism between typed graphs is automatically typed, although we do
not explicitly mention it. Note that the category Graphs can be interpreted as a special
case of GraphsTG with TG = F the graph consisting of one node and a loop on this node.
In category theory graph F is called the final object of Graphs. Each graph in GraphsF
consists then of nodes and edges of the same type.

2.2.5 Definition (injective, (jointly) surjective morphisms, overlapping). A graph mor-
phism f : G1 → G2 is injective (resp. surjective) if fV and fE are injective (resp. sur-
jective) mappings. Two graph morphisms m1 : L1 → G and m2 : L2 → G are jointly
surjective if m1,V (L1,V ) ∪m2,V (L2,V ) = GV and m1,E(L1,E) ∪m2,E(L2,E) = GE . A pair
of jointly surjective morphisms (m1,m2) is also called an overlapping of L1 and L2.
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2.2.6 Example (initial system state of Elevator as typed graph). In Fig. 2.1, a type graph
for Elevator is depicted. This type graph expresses that an elevator car of type elevator
must exist, which can be on a specific floor. Moreover, the elevator can be in upward or
downward mode. Floors are connected by next up edges expressing which floor is directly
above another floor. Moreover, higher than edges express that a floor is arranged higher in
the building than another floor. Each floor can hold requests of two different types. The
first type is a call request expressing that an external call for the elevator car on this floor
is given. The second type is a stop request expressing that a call in the elevator car is given
for stopping it on this floor. Note that in addition maximal and minimal multiplicities for
nodes and edges are shown. They can be formalized by constraints (see Def. 2.2.7 and
2.2.9) as mentioned in Remark 2.2.10. In Fig. 2.2, an initial system state of Elevator as

Figure 2.1: type graph of Elevator

a graph typed over the type graph as shown in Fig. 2.1 is depicted. It models a building
with four floors, where the elevator is on the ground floor, and the direction mode is set
upward. Note that each node and edge is labeled with some type occurring in the type
graph indicating how to map this graph by a graph morphism to the type graph in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.2: system state of Elevator as typed graph
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In this thesis, negative application conditions (see Def. 2.3.3) for rules play an important
role, but we also consider so-called constraints, expressing properties that may be valid for
specific – or even all – system states. The difference between constraints and application
conditions is that a constraint can be checked against each graph representing a system
state, where application conditions are attached to a rule, and thus, checked locally with
respect to a match (resp. comatch) to a graph, representing the system state before – in the
case of left application conditions – or after – in the case of right application conditions –
applying this rule (see Def. 2.3.6).

Note that in Section 2.9, we investigate the interrelationship of rule applicability and
constraints. In Section 2.11.1, we use them to make conflict and causal dependency de-
tection more efficient. Moreover, in Chapter 4 we propose a way to verify the fact that
rules preserve specific constraints. The expensive checking of constraints imposed on the
rule-based model can be made superfluous if it is possible to prove in such a static way that
they hold at any time anyway. Imposed constraints must hold in each graph, representing
a potential system state of the rule-based model. In a model with imposed constraints, a
graph transformation step from a graph, representing a system state fulfilling the imposed
constraints, is valid only if the resulting graph still fulfills these constraints.

The following definition reintroduces constraints as presented in [29]. Note that in [46],
more general kinds of constraints and application conditions are considered, but they are
beyond the scope of this thesis1.

2.2.7 Definition (positive atomic constraint). A positive atomic graph constraint is of the
form PC(a), where a : P → C is a graph morphism. A graph G satisfies a positive atomic
graph constraint PC(a) if for every injective graph morphism p : P → G, there exists an
injective graph morphism q : C → G such that q ◦ a = p. A graph G satisfies a set of
positive graph constraints PC if it satisfies each positive graph constraint belonging to this
set.

P a //

p
@@@

��@@@

C

q~~~

��~~~

G

A positive graph constraint of the form PC(a) with a : ∅ → C is also notated as PC(C).
A graph G satisfies this constraint if an injective graph morphism q : C → G exists.

2.2.8 Example (positive atomic constraint for Elevator). Consider the positive atomic con-
straint PC(U), where U is a graph, consisting of a single node of type up. This con-
straint is fulfilled in each system state in which the elevator is operating in upward mode.
Moreover, consider the positive atomic constraint that
consists of the inclusion from a graph, containing one
request node, to a graph, containing in addition a stop
loop to this node. We depict it as on the right.

1In this regard, note that nested application conditions would make some of the rules of Elevator more
compact and elegant. Moreover, the running example would benefit from concepts like attribution and inher-
itance. It is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, to treat the corresponding theory for these concepts in
all details.
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This constraint expresses that each graph fulfilling this constraint should possess only re-
quests holding a stop loop.

2.2.9 Definition (negative atomic constraint). A negative atomic graph constraint is of the
form NC(a), where a : P → C is a graph morphism. A graph G satisfies a negative
atomic constraint NC(a) if for every injective graph morphism p : P → G, there exists
no injective graph morphism q : C → G such that q ◦ a = p. A graph G satisfies a set of
negative constraints NC if it satisfies each negative constraint belonging to this set.

A negative graph constraint of the form NC(a) with a : ∅ → C is also notated as
NC(C). A graph G satisfies this constraint if no injective graph morphism q : C → G
exists.

2.2.10 Remark (multiplicities and constraints). Note that maximal multiplicities as de-
picted for Elevator in the type graph in Fig. 2.1 can be formalized by negative atomic con-
straints. The fact that at most one elevator exists in the system is formalized by a negative
atomic constraint NC(C), where C consists of two elevator nodes. As soon as more than
one elevator is present in some graphG, the negative atomic constraintNC(C) is not satis-
fied. Maximal edge multiplicities, expressing, for example, that a request node is connected
with an incoming holds edge from at most one floor node, can be formalized as follows:
Consider the negative atomic constraint
NC(floors no same req) where floors no same req is
a graph, consisting of a request node connected with two
incoming holds edges from two different floor nodes as
depicted on the right. Analogously, minimal multiplicities can
be formalized by positive atomic constraints, expressing that
at least a specific number of nodes (resp. edges) should be
present.
Note that multiplicities are constraints imposed on the rule-based model, expressing that
only graphs satisfying them represent valid system states.

2.2.11 Example (negative atomic constraints for Elevator). Consider in addition to the
maximal multiplicities as given in the type graph depicted in Fig. 2.1 the following neg-
ative atomic constraints as depicted in Fig. 2.3. We explain more in detail two of these
constraints: the negative constraint NC(no up and down) describes that the elevator car
cannot simultaneously be in upward and downward mode. Moreover, the negative con-
straint NC(higher is not next) describes that some floor f that is higher than another floor
f ′ cannot be the next lower floor of floor f ′. Note that these constraints can be imposed on
the rule-based model of Elevator. However, it is possible to verify that the set of these neg-
ative atomic constraints is satisfied in each system state of Elevator anyway. This avoids
checking after each graph transformation step to ascertain whether the resulting graph still
fulfills the imposed constraints. How it is possible to verify that a constraint is preserved,
is explained in more detail in Section 4.3.9 in Chapter 4. Since these negative atomic con-
straints hold in each potential system state of Elevator, it is possible to use them in order
to restrict the number of critical pairs, representing potential conflicts between rules in a
minimal context. This is explained in more detail in Section 2.11.1.
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Figure 2.3: negative atomic constraints for Elevator

2.2.12 Remark (critical pairs (resp. sequences) satisfying negative constraints). Note that
in Section 2.11.1, a more efficient way of static conflict (resp. causality) detection is pro-
posed, considering only critical pairs (resp. sequences) satisfying negative constraints of
the form NC(C). If each potential system state under consideration of the rule-based
model satisfies these negative constraints, then it is sufficient to compute this reduced set
of critical pairs.

2.2.13 Definition (constraint). A graph constraint is a boolean formula over positive atomic
graph constraints. A graph G satisfies a graph constraint c, if c = true, c = PC(a) and G
satisfies PC(a), c = ¬c′ and G does not satisfy c′, c = c1 ∧ c2 and G satisfies c1 and c2,
c = c1 ∨ c2 and G satisfies c1 or c2.

As remarked in [29], a negative atomic graph constraint does not give more expressive
power. For every negative atomic graph constraint, there is an equivalent constraint: if
a : P → C is injective, then NC(a) is equivalent to ¬PC(C); otherwise NC(a) is
equivalent to true.

2.2.14 Example (constraint for Elevator). Consider graph U (resp. graphD), consisting of
one node of type up (resp. down). Each system state of Elevator should fulfill the constraint
(PC(U)∧¬PC(D))∨ (¬PC(U)∧ PC(D)). This is because the elevator operates either
in upward or in downward mode, but not in both of these modes contemporarily.
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2.3 Rule-Based Modeling using Graph Transformation

Now that we have introduced graphs as a formal means to model systems, we can model
their modification by introducing graph transformation. The way in which a system can
potentially be modified is described by some graph transformation rules. A rule applica-
tion corresponds to a graph transformation step, modeling a system modification step. In
this chapter, we reintroduce graph transformation rules with NACs, and describe how these
rules can be applied to graphs in order to obtain graph transformations. Thereby, we fol-
low the double-pushout approach as presented in [29]. We illustrate each concept on our
running example Elevator as introduced in the previous chapter.

We start with defining the notion of graph rules. A rule p : L ← K → R consists of
a span of total graph morphisms, where its left-hand side describes the pre-condition, and
its right-hand side describes the post-condition of the rule. Therefore, before applying the
rule to a graph, at least L should be present, which is replaced by R through the rule’s
application. In particular, the graph part in L that does not belong to the image of its
left-hand-side morphism describes which graph nodes and edges are to be deleted, when
applying the rule. On the other hand, the graph part in R that does not belong to the image
of its right-hand-side morphism describes which graph nodes and edges are to be added,
when applying the rule. Finally, the domain K of both morphisms describes which part is
to be preserved, when applying the rule.

2.3.1 Definition (rule). A graph transformation rule p : L
l← K

r→ R consists of a rule
name p and a pair of injective graph morphisms l : K → L and r : K → R. The graphs
L,K andR are called the left-hand side (LHS), the interface, and the right-hand side (RHS)
of p, respectively.

2.3.2 Definition (match). Given a rule p : L
l← K

r→ R and a graph G, one can try
to apply p to G if there is an occurrence of L in G i.e. a graph morphism, called match
m : L→ G.

A negative application condition or NAC as introduced in [44] forbids a certain graph
part to be present before or after applying the rule. A NAC is a morphism with as codomain
the LHS or RHS of the rule. The part of the codomain that is not in the image of this
morphism describes the forbidden part.

2.3.3 Definition (negative application condition, rule with NACs).

• A negative application condition or NAC(n) on L is an arbitrary graph morphism
n : L → N . A graph morphism g : L → G satisfies NAC(n) on L, written
g |= NAC(n), if and only if @ q : N → G such that q is injective and q ◦ n = g.

L

g

��

n // N

qXrrG
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A set of NACs on L is denoted by NACL = {NAC(ni)|i ∈ I}. A graph morphism
g : L → G satisfies NACL if and only if g satisfies all single NACs on L i.e.
g |= NAC(ni) ∀i ∈ I .

• Similarly, a negative application condition or NAC(n) on R is an arbitrary graph
morphism n : R → N . A graph morphism h : R → H satisfies NAC(n) on R,
written h |= NAC(n), if and only if @ q : N → H such that q is injective and
q ◦ n = h.

• A set of NACs NACL (resp. NACR) on L (resp. R) for a rule p : L
l← K

r→ R is
called left (resp. right) NAC on p. NACp = (NACL, NACR), consisting of a set of
left and a set of right NACs on p is called a set of NACs on p. A rule (p,NACp) with

NACs is a rule p : L l← K
r→ R with a set of NACs on p.

2.3.4 Remark (different NAC satisfaction). Note that Def. 2.3.3 demands the non-existing
morphism q : N → G to be injective. Another interpretation of the satisfaction of NACs
demands the morphism q : N → G to be non-injective only on N \ n(L). This has as a
consequence that q may glue the same graph parts as the match is gluing. The translation of
this approach, as implemented in the tool environment AGG [1], to the one in Def. 2.3.3 is
described in [52]. Basically, for each kind of potential gluing of the LHS, a corresponding
NAC needs to be added. For example, see NAC no stop request glue of rule move up as
described in the following example.

2.3.5 Example (rules stop request and move up for Elevator). In Fig. 2.4, the rule
stop request is shown expressing that an internal stop request is recorded for a certain
floor. This rule holds a NAC no stop yet expressing that there is no stop request already
recorded for this floor. In Fig. 2.5, the rule move up is shown expressing that the elevator
car moves upward to the next floor if the upward mode is set and a request is present on one
of the upper floors. NAC no stop request disallows the rule to be applied if a stop request
is present on the elevator floor. This is because stop requests in upward mode need to be
served, and thus, processed first (see rules process stop up and process stop and call) in
Example 2.3.16. NAC no stop request glue is analogous to NAC no stop request with the
difference that it takes hold of matches that map in a non-injective way the floors with la-
bels 3 and 5. This is necessary for the case that a request is present on the floor to which the
elevator moves to. Finally, note that a possible external call request is ignored in upward
direction since rule move up could be applied in this case anyway. This corresponds to the
requirements for Elevator as described in Example 2.2.1.

Note that only the LHS L and RHS R of the rules are depicted in Fig. 2.4 and 2.5. Rules
in this chapter are always depicted in this way. Thereby, the intermediate graph K and
morphisms l and r can be derived as follows. Graph K consists of all nodes and edges
occurring in L and R that are labeled by the same number. Morphism l and r then map
nodes and edges according to the numbering. Analogously, the morphism n from L into
some NAC consists of mappings according to the numbering of nodes and edges. Finally,
note that also in [44] the control of an elevator was modeled using graph transformation
rules with NACs, illustrating their usefulness.
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Figure 2.4: rule stop request

In the following definition, we introduce the notion of graph transformation (GT) based
on the double-pushout (DPO) approach. Thereby, the left pushout of a direct graph trans-
formation describes the deletion of graph parts, and the right pushout describes the addition
of graph parts, marked accordingly by the corresponding rule. A pushout is constructed
over a span of morphisms. Intuitively speaking, it describes how the codomain graphs of
this span can be glued together along the common domain graph. We refer to [29] for a
definition and construction of pushouts (POs).

2.3.6 Definition (GT system, grammar, transformation, language with NACs).

• A graph transformation system with NACs GTS = (P, TG) consists of a set of rules
with NACs P typed over a type graph TG. A graph transformation grammar with
NACs GR = (GTS, S) consists of a graph transformation system with NACs GTS
and a start graph S.

• A direct graph transformationG
p,g⇒ H fromG toH via a rule p : L← K → R with

NACp = (NACL, NACR) and a match g : L → G (resp. comatch h : R → G)
consists of the double pushout (DPO) [23] in GraphsTG

L

g

��

K //

��

oo R

h
��

G D //oo H

where g satisfies NACL, written g |= NACL and h : R → H satisfies NACR,
written h |= NACR. Since pushouts along injective morphisms in the category
GraphsTG always exist, the DPO can be constructed if the pushout complement of
K → L → G exists. If so, we say that the match g satisfies the gluing condition
of rule p. A graph transformation, denoted as G0

∗⇒ Gn, is a sequence G0 ⇒
G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Gn of direct transformations. For n = 0, we have the identical graph
transformation G0 ⇒ G0. Moreover, for n = 0 we also allow graph isomorphisms
G0
∼= G′0, because pushouts, and hence also direct graph transformations, are only

unique up to isomorphism.
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Figure 2.5: rule move up

• A graph language L(GR) consists of S and all graphs G such that there exists a
graph transformation from S to G via rules in P .

2.3.7 Remark (gluing condition). Note that a match fulfills the gluing condition if and only
if it fulfills the dangling edge condition – expressing that nodes to be deleted are matched
such that all incident edges are to be deleted as well such that no dangling edges arise –
and the identification condition – expressing that graph elements glued by the match are
not to be deleted. For a more detailed explanation of this topic see [29].

2.3.8 Remark (GTS with NACs is adhesive HLR system with NACs). As mentioned in
Chapter 3 in Fact 3.2.15 and Remark 3.3.3, (typed) graph transformation systems with
injective rule morphisms and NACs are adhesive HLR systems with NACs. This means
that all results proven in Chapter 3 for adhesive HLR systems with NACs hold for (typed)
graph transformation systems with NACs. Thus, in this chapter we repeat each relevant
result for the instantiation of graph transformation systems with NACs, and refer for the
proofs of these results to Chapter 3.

2.3.9 Assumption (left NACs). From now on we consider only graph transformation sys-
tems with rules having an empty set of right negative application conditions.

This is without loss of generality, because each right NAC can be shifted to an equivalent
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left NAC as explained in [34] and [29], where Def. 7.16 and Theorem 7.17 can be special-
ized to NACs as shown in the following construction and lemma. Note that [46] presents
this result for more general nested application conditions.

2.3.10 Definition (construction of left from right NACs). For each NAC(ni) on R with
ni : R → Ni of a rule p = (L ← K → R), the equivalent left application condition
Lp(NAC(ni)) is defined in the following way:

L

n′i
��

Koo //

��
(2) (1)

R

ni

��
N ′i Zoo // Ni

• If the pair (K → R,R → Ni) has a pushout complement, we construct (K →
Z,Z → Ni) as the pushout complement (1). Then we construct pushout (2) with the
morphism n′i : L→ N ′i . Now we define Lp(NAC(ni)) = NAC(n′i).

• If the pair (K → R,R → Ni) does not have a pushout complement, we define
Lp(NAC(ni)) = true.

For each set of NACs on R, NACR = ∪i∈INAC(ni) we define the following set of left
NACs:

Lp(NACR) = ∪i∈I′Lp(NAC(n′i))
with i ∈ I ′ if and only if the pair (K → R,R→ Ni) has a pushout complement.

2.3.11 Remark. Note that Z is unique since pushout complements along injective graph
morphisms are unique up to isomorphism in the category GraphsTG [29].

2.3.12 Lemma (equivalence of left and right NACs). For every rule p with NACR a set of
right NACs on p, Lp(NACR) as defined in Def. 2.3.10 is a set of left NACs on p such that
for all direct transformations G

p,g⇒ H with comatch h,

g |= Lp(NACR)⇔ h |= NACR

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Lemma 3.3.7 in Chapter 3.

2.3.13 Example (construction of left from right NACs for Elevator). Consider the rule
stop request as depicted in Fig. 2.4. Suppose that it holds a right NAC no call as depicted
in the right bottom of Fig. 2.6. Then the pushout complement Z exists, and consists of a
floor with a call request. The construction of the pushout no longer adds anything new to
Z. The left NAC, therefore, consists of a floor with a call request. If a call request is not
there before applying the rule, then it will not be there afterwards either. Vice versa: if a
call request is not there after applying the rule, then it was not there before either.

Since we have assumed without loss of generality that NACp consists of only a set of
NACs on its left-hand side, we can define applicability of a rule with NACs as follows. The
construction of a direct transformation remains the same as for transformations without
NACs [29].
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Figure 2.6: shifting right NAC into left NAC for Elevator

2.3.14 Definition (applicability of rule). Let p : L
l← K

r→ R be a rule with NACp. For
a graph G and a match m : L → G, p is applicable via m if the pushout complement
for K l→ L

m→ G exists (i.e. m fulfills the gluing condition), and in addition m satisfies
NACp.

2.3.15 Fact (construction of direct transformations). Given rule p and match m : L → G
such that p is applicable to G via m as given in Def. 2.3.14, then a direct transformation
can be constructed in two steps:

1. Construct the pushout complement K k→ D
f→ G of K l→ L

m→ G in diagram (1)
below.

2. Construct the pushout D
g→ H

n← R of D k← K
r→ R in diagram (2).

This construction is unique up to isomorphism.

L

m

��
(1)

K

(2)k
��

loo r // R

n

��
G D g //foo H

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Fact 3.3.9 in Chapter 3.
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2.3.16 Example (generating and operating Elevator using graph transformation). Con-
sider rule add floor together with the start graph as depicted in Fig. 2.7. This rule adds
with each application a floor to the elevator building. Thereby, we start with a model of a
two-storey building and an elevator in upward mode. Rule add floor, rule initial higher,

Figure 2.7: rule add floor and start graph of grammar GGElevatorGen

and rule transitive higher constitute a graph transformation system GTSElevatorGen. To-
gether with the start graph as depicted in Fig. 2.7, we have a generating graph grammar
GGElevatorGen = (GTSElevatorGen, SElevatorGen). The corresponding graph language con-
sists of graphs, modeling different kinds of multi-story buildings in which the elevator can
operate. Rule initial higher (see Fig. 2.8) adds for each edge of type next up between two
floors an edge of type higher than in the other direction. Rule transitive higher (see Fig.
2.9) adds the transitive closure of all higher than edges if it is applied as long as possible.
The NAC not yet of both rules takes care that there is only one edge of type higher than
between each pair of floors. Thus, these rules generate for each pair of floors in the building
an edge of type higher than, expressing which one of both floors is the highest.

Figure 2.8: rule initial higher

In Figs. 2.10 - 2.17, additional rules of Elevator are depicted. They constitute together
with rule stop request (see Fig. 2.4) and move up (see Fig. 2.5) a graph transformation
system GTSElevator describing the operational semantics of our elevator system. Together
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Figure 2.9: rule transitive higher

with the initial system state SElevator as depicted in Fig. 2.2, we have a graph grammar
GGElevator = (GTSElevator, SElevator). The graph SElevator models a building with four
different floors and an elevator with in its initial system state being on the ground floor
in upward mode2. The corresponding graph language consists of graphs modeling system
states in which the elevator can get into, starting from the initial system state SElevator,
and operating according to the rules in GTSElevator. We briefly describe each additional
rule belonging to GTSElevator. Rule call request (see Fig. 2.10) is analogous to rule
stop request (see Fig. 2.4) with the only difference that an external call request is recorded
instead of an internal stop request. Rule move down (see Fig. 2.11) moves the elevator car

Figure 2.10: rule call request

in downward direction. Therefore, it requires that a request is present for one of the lower
floors. Moreover, NAC no request makes sure that the elevator car starts moving only if
a possible request still present for the given floor is processed first. NAC no request glue
takes hold of matches in which floors 4 and 5 are mapped in a non-injective way. This
is the case if the elevator moves down to a floor on which a request is present. Note that

2Note that SElevator can be generated with the above introduced grammar GGElevatorGen.
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in contrast to rule move up, rule move down is not applied if a request is still present re-
gardless of its type. This is because only in upward direction internal stop requests do
have priority over external call requests. This corresponds to the requirements for Eleva-
tor as explained in Example 2.2.1. In addition to rules moving the elevator car and rules

Figure 2.11: rule move down

producing requests, we need rules allowing the elevator car to change its direction. Rule
set direction down changes the direction mode of the elevator from upward to downward.
Therefore, it requires the presence of some request on a lower floor. NAC no stop request
takes care that no internal stop request is still present on the elevator floor. Moreover, NAC
no higher request allows to change direction only if no request still has to be processed on
an upper floor. Rule set direction up is depicted in Fig. 2.13. It changes the direction mode
for the elevator from downward to upward. NAC no request allows to change direction
only if no request is still left on the elevator floor itself. Moreover, NAC no lower request
takes care that no request still has to be processed on some lower floor. Note that this
corresponds to the requirements for Elevator as explained in Example 2.2.1. Finally, we
present rules that can process a request if the elevator has arrived on the corresponding
floor. Note that, when extending Elevator with the modeling of a door control, these pro-
cessing rules should be connected with the door-controlling rules. Rule process stop up
(see Fig. 2.14) describes that an internal stop request can be deleted in upward direction
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Figure 2.12: rule set direction down

mode if there is no external call request on this floor (see NAC no call). If there was a
call request on this floor as well, then it should be deleted together with the stop request
by rule process stop and call (see Fig. 2.15). Regardless of the elevator’s direction mode,
this rule deletes a stop request and a call request. This rule as well as the processing rules
process call down and process stop down have no NACs. Rule process stop down (resp.
process call down) deletes a stop (resp. call) request in downward mode as shown in Fig.
2.16. Rule process call down is not depicted, but analogous to rule process stop down
with the only difference that no stop request, but rather a call request is deleted. Finally,
we have a rule process call up highest (resp. process call up lowest), describing that a
call request on the elevator floor is processed exceptionally in upward mode if the call re-
quest is the highest request in the building. Rule process call up highest is depicted in Fig.
2.17 with a single NAC highest request forbidding a higher request than the call request
on the elevator floor. Rule process call up lowest, on the other hand, is not depicted, but is
analogous to this rule with a different NAC lowest floor expressing that the elevator does
not serve any lower floor, and therefore, the call request can exceptionally processed in
upward mode.

In Fig. 2.18, an exemplary graph transformation sequence starting with the initial system
state SElevator is depicted. It models the recording of a stop request for the 3rd floor and a
call request for the 2nd floor; consequently the elevator car moves upward to the next floor
because of the triggering stop request on the 3rd floor. This transformation can be con-
tinued by moving the elevator car such that it serves first the stop request, and afterwards
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Figure 2.13: rule set direction up

in downward mode the call request. The graph, modeling the final state of SElevator after
serving and processing both requests, is depicted in Fig. 2.18. Note that the way of serving
the requests corresponds to the requirements for Elevator as described in Example 2.2.1.

By means of the following definition and theorem, we show that it is possible to ap-
ply a rule inversely. It is based on the shifting of NACs over a rule as presented in Def.
2.3.10. Inverse transformations will be used, for example, in Section 2.6 to define causal

Figure 2.14: rule process stop up
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Figure 2.15: rule process stop and call

Figure 2.16: rule process stop down

dependencies (see Def. 2.6.2) between transformations. In particular, it is shown that a
transformation can become irreversible, after applying an intermediate transformation.

2.3.17 Definition (inverse rule with NACs). For a rule p : L ← K → R with NACp =
(NACL, ∅), the inverse rule is defined by p−1 = R ← K → L with
NACp−1 = (Lp−1(NACL), ∅).

Figure 2.17: rule process call up highest
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Figure 2.18: transformation sequence for Elevator

2.3.18 Theorem (inverse direct transformation with NACs). For each direct transforma-
tion with NACs G ⇒ H via a rule p : L ← K → R with NACp a set of left NACs on p,
there exists an inverse direct transformation with NACs H ⇒ G via the inverse rule p−1

with NACp−1 .

N

L

��

n

OO

K

��

//oo

(1)(2)

R

��
G D //oo H

N ′

R

��

n′

OO

K

��

//oo

(2)(1)

L

��
H D //oo G

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.3.11 in Chapter 3.

In Def. 2.3.10, we have shown how to shift NACs over a rule. The following definition
introduces how to shift NACs over a morphism. Consider a graph A with NACs, and some
graph morphism m : A→ B. In order to obtain the set of equivalent NACs on B, it is not
enough to consider the PO of m and the single NACs on A. In addition, all overlaps have
to be considered, where in addition graph elements not stemming from A may be glued.
Thereby, note that elements in the NAC of A may not be glued. In Section 2.5, we use this
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construction to define concurrent rules with NACs. Note that [46] presents the following
result for more general nested application conditions.

2.3.19 Definition (construction of NACs on B from NACs on A with m : A → B).
Consider the following diagram:

N ′j
eji //

(1)

Ni

A

n′j

OO

m // B

ni

OO

For each NAC(n′j) on A with n′j : A→ N ′j and m : A→ B, let

Dm(NAC(n
′
j)) = {NAC(ni)|i ∈ I, ni : B → Ni}

where I and ni are constructed as follows: i ∈ I if and only if (eji, ni) with eji : N ′j →
Ni jointly surjective, eji ◦ n′j = ni ◦m and eji injective.
For each set of NACs NACA = {NAC(nj)|j ∈ J} on A the downward shift of NACA is
then defined as:

Dm(NACA) = ∪j∈JDm(NAC(n
′
j))

2.3.20 Lemma (equivalence of set of NACs on A and set of NACs on B with m : A→ B).
Given g : A→ G0, m : A→ B with NACA and g′ = g ◦m as in the following diagram:

N ′j
eji //

q

%%

(1)

Ni

q
qq

A
=

n′j

OO

m //

g′

��

B

g}}||||||||

ni

OO

G0

then the following holds :

g′ |= NACA ⇔ g |= Dm(NACA).

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Lemma 3.3.13 in Chapter 3.

The following corollary reduces the set of NACs obtained by the above shifting operation
over a morphism for the case that we have injective matching only. In this case, it is
sufficient to keep all NACs consisting of an injective morphism. In order to obtain the
restricted set of injective NACs shifted over a morphism m : A → B, it is again not
enough to consider the PO of m and the single NACs on A. In addition, all overlaps have
to be considered, where graph elements not stemming from A may be glued. Thereby,
note that neither elements from the NAC of A may be glued, nor may elements from B be
glued. Thus, additional overlaps arise only if forbidden graph elements from a NAC on A
can be glued with graph elements in B not stemming from A.
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2.3.21 Corollary. Assuming in the previous lemma that g is injective, then the construction
of NACs on B from NACs on A with m : A → B as given in Def. 2.3.19 can be restricted
to a subset

Dinj
m (NACA) = ∪j∈JDinj

m (NAC(n′j))

with
Dinj
m (NAC(n′j)) = {NAC(ni)|i ∈ I, ni : B → Ni injective}.

Proof. We need to prove that

g′ |= NACA ⇔ g |= Dinj
m (NACA).

We show that g |= Dinj
m (NACA) ⇔ g |= Dm(NACA), and then, this follows trivially

from Lemma 2.3.20. Consider NAC(ni) with i ∈ I, ni : B → Ni and ni non-injective,
then g |= NAC(ni). Otherwise there would exist some injective morphism q : Ni → G0

such that q ◦ ni = g. This is a contradiction since by decomposition of injective graph
morphisms, it holds that ni is injective if g and q are.

2.3.22 Example (shift NAC over a morphism for Elevator). Consider the morphism as
depicted in Fig. 2.19 and a NAC no call on its domain graph. Fig. 2.19 shows how to
shift the NAC no call over a morphism embedding the floor with label 2 into a graph with
an extra floor with label 1 holding a stop request. Note that not all NACs of Dm(NACA)
are shown. In principle, there still exist some more NACs gluing not only floor 1 and 2,
but moreover, gluing the request nodes, and possibly also the corresponding holds edges.
However, in Elevator such graphs never occur, because of the multiplicities given in the
type graph as shown in Fig. 2.1. Therefore, we can omit these kinds of NACs.

2.4 Independence and Parallelism

In order to generalize the notion of parallelism to graph transformation systems with NACs,
it is first necessary to define when two direct transformations with NACs are parallel and
sequentially independent. For a pair of transformations with NACs it is not only possible
that one transformation deletes a structure that is needed by the other one, but also that
one transformation produces a structure that is forbidden by the other one. Moreover, for
a sequence of two direct transformations with NACs it is not only possible that the first
transformation produces a structure that is needed by the second one, but also that the first
transformation deletes a structure that is forbidden by the second one. For this new notion
of parallel and sequential independence we formulate the local Church-Rosser property
with NACs and also a Parallelism Theorem with NACs.

2.4.1 Definition (parallel and sequential independence). Two direct transformationsG
p1,m1
=⇒

H1 with NACp1 and G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp2 are parallel independent if

∃h12 : L1 → D2 s.t. (d2 ◦ h12 = m1 and e2 ◦ h12 |= NACp1)
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Figure 2.19: shift NAC over a morphism for Elevator

and

∃h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. (d1 ◦ h21 = m2 and e1 ◦ h21 |= NACp2)

as in the following diagram:

N1 N2

R1

��

K1
//oo

��

L1

n1

OO

h12

''
m1   @@@@@@@@ L2

n2

OO

h21

ww
m2~~~~~~~~~~

K2
oo //

��

R2

��
H1 D1 d1

//
e1
oo G D2d2

oo
e2
// H2

Two direct transformations G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 with NACp1 and H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp2 are

sequentially independent if

∃h12 : R1 → D2 s.t. (d2 ◦ h12 = m′1 and e2 ◦ h12 |= NACp−1
1
)

and

∃h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. (e1 ◦ h21 = m2 and d1 ◦ h21 |= NACp2)
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as in the following diagram:

N1 N2

L1

n1

OO

��

K1
//oo

��

R1

h12

((
m′1   BBBBBBBB L2

n2

OO

h21

ww
m2}}||||||||

K2
oo //

��

R2

��
G D1 e1

//
d1

oo H1 D2d2
oo

e2
// H2

2.4.2 Remark. Note that as for the case without NACs we have the following relationship
between parallel and sequential independence: G

p1⇒ H1
p2⇒ H2 are sequentially indepen-

dent iff G
p−1
1⇐ H1

p2⇒ H2 are parallel independent.

2.4.3 Theorem (local Church-Rosser theorem with NACs). Given a graph transformation
system with NACs GTS and two parallel independent direct transformations with NACs

H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒ H2, there are a graph G′ and direct transformations H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′ and

H2

p1,m′1⇒ G′ such that G
p1,m1⇒ H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′ and G
p2,m2⇒ H2

p1,m′1⇒ G′ are sequentially inde-
pendent. Vice versa, given two sequentially independent direct transformations with NACs

G
p1,m1⇒ H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′ there are a graph H2 and sequentially independent direct transforma-

tions G
p2,m2⇒ H2

p1,m′1⇒ G′ such that H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒ H2 are parallel independent:

H1
p2,m′2

"*NNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNN

G

p1,m1

4<qqqqqqqqqqqq

qqqqqqqqqqqq

p2,m2
"*MMMMMMMMMMMM

MMMMMMMMMMMM G′

H2

p1,m′1

4<pppppppppppp

pppppppppppp

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.4.3 in Chapter 3.

2.4.4 Example (independent transformations for Elevator). Consider the graph SElevator
modeling the initial system state of Elevator. Rule stop request (see Fig. 2.4) and rule
call request (see Fig. 2.10) can be applied to SElevator resulting in the upper graph (resp.
lower graph) as depicted in Fig. 2.20. These transformations are parallel independent
since induced matches exist such that call request is applicable to the upper graph and
stop request is applicable to the lower graph leading to the same resulting graph. Theorem
2.4.3 also implies that SElevator ⇒ H1 ⇒ G′ and SElevator ⇒ H2 ⇒ G′ are sequentially
independent.

Now we can generalize the notion of parallelism to graph transformation systems with
NACs. Recall that in Def. 2.3.19, a construction is given to shift NACs on some graph A
to a set of equivalent NACs on some graph B via some morphism m : A→ B. Moreover,
recall that in Def. 2.3.10, it is explained how to construct an equivalent set of left NACs
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Figure 2.20: parallel and sequentially independent transformations for Elevator

from a set of right NACs on a rule. In the following definition, we use these constructions
to define a set of NACs on the parallel rule p1 + p2.

2.4.5 Definition (parallel rule and transformation with NAC). Given two rules p1 = (L1
l1←

K1
r1→ R1) with NACp1 and p2 = (L2

l2← K2
r2→ R2) with NACp2 , the parallel rule

p1 + p2 with NACp1+p2 is defined by the disjoint union of the corresponding graphs and
morphisms: p1 + p2 = (L1 + L2

l1+l2← K1 + K2
r1+r2→ R1 + R2) and NACp1+p2 =

Di1(NACp1)∪Di2(NACp2)∪Lp1,2fix(Di′2
(NACp2))∪Lp1fix,2(Di′1

(NACp1)) with p1,2fix =
L1 + L2 ← K1 + L2 → R1 + L2 and p1fix,2 = L1 + L2 ← L1 +K2 → L1 +R2.

L1

i1
��

K1

(2)(1)

l1oo r1 //

��

R1

$$IIIIIIIII L2
i′2

zzvvvvvvvvv

L1 + L2 K1 + L2l1+idL2

oo
r1+idL2

// R1 + L2
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L2

i2
��

K2

(4)(3)

l2oo r2 //

��

R2

$$IIIIIIIII L1
i′1

zzvvvvvvvvv

L1 + L2 L1 +K2idL1
+l2

oo
idL1

+r2
// L1 +R2

A direct transformation G ⇒ G′ via p1 + p2 with NACp1+p2 and a match m : L1 +
L2 → G satisfying NACp1+p2 is a direct parallel transformation with NAC or parallel
transformation with NAC for short.

The following theorem describes that two sequentially independent transformations with
NACs can be synthesized to a parallel transformation with NACs, and – the other way
around – that a parallel transformation with NACs can be analyzed to two sequentially
independent transformations with NACs.

2.4.6 Theorem (parallelism theorem with NACs). Synthesis. Given a sequentially inde-
pendent direct transformation sequence with NACs G⇒ H1 ⇒ G′ via p1,m1 (resp.
p2,m

′
2) with NACp1 (resp. NACp2), there is a construction leading to a parallel

transformation with NACs G ⇒ G′ via [m1,m2] and the parallel rule p1 + p2 with
NACp1+p2 , called a synthesis construction.

G

p1+p2,[m1,m2]

��

p2,m2

"*NNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNN
p1,m1

t| ppppppppppppp

ppppppppppppp

H1

p2,m′2 "*NNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNN H2

p1,m′1t| pppppppppppp

pppppppppppp

G′

Analysis. Given a direct parallel transformation with NACsG⇒ G′ viam : L1+L2 → G
and the parallel rule p1 + p2 with NACp1+p2 , then there is a construction leading to
two sequentially independent transformation sequences with NACs G ⇒ H1 ⇒ G′

via p1,m1 and p2,m
′
2 and G ⇒ H2 ⇒ G′ via p2,m2 and p1,m

′
1, called an analysis

construction.
G

p1+p2,m

��

p2,m2

"*NNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNN
p1,m1

t| ppppppppppppp

ppppppppppppp

H1

p2,m′2 "*NNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNN H2

p1,m′1t| pppppppppppp

pppppppppppp

G′

Bijective Correspondence. The synthesis and analysis construction are inverse to each
other up to isomorphism.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.4.7 in Chapter 3.
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2.4.7 Remark. Note that in [72], NACp1+p2 is defined differently. It contains fewer sin-
gle NACs as contained in NACp1+p2 in Def. 2.4.5. Therefore, the analysis part of the
Parallelism Theorem with NACs in [72] needs an extra compatibility condition.

2.4.8 Example (parallel transformation for Elevator). Consider the graph SElevator model-
ing the initial system state of Elevator. Rule stop request (see Fig. 2.4) and rule call request
(see Fig. 2.10) can be applied in parallel with non-injective matching to SElevator resulting
in the right graph in Fig. 2.20. The parallel rule stop request + call request is depicted in
the upper row in Fig. 2.21 together with its parallel NAC consisting of four single NACs.
The two first (resp. last) NACs in the second row stem from the two single NACs on
stop request (resp. call request). Recall that the construction of Di′2

(NACcall request) is
explained in detail in Example 2.3.22.

Figure 2.21: parallel rule for Elevator

2.5 Concurrency

Let t be a transformation via some rule sequence p0, . . . , pn−1, pn with NACs and matches
g0, . . . , gn−1, gn. In general, there will be causal dependencies between several direct trans-
formations in this transformation sequence. Therefore, it is not possible to apply the Paral-
lelism Theorem in order to summarize the transformation sequence successively into one
equivalent transformation step. It is possible however, to formulate a Concurrency Theo-
rem expressing how to summarize such a sequence into one equivalent transformation step
anyway via some induced concurrent rule. The other way around: it is possible to split
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up a transformation via such a concurrent rule into a sequence via single rules. In order
to develop the corresponding theory, we build on the notion of concurrent rules without
NACs as introduced in [29]. Moreover, we have to shift all the NACs occurring in the rule
sequence p0, . . . , pn−1, pn backward into an equivalent set of NACs on the concurrent rule
pc of this rule sequence. This means that we are looking for a setNACpc for the concurrent
rule pc such that NACpc is equivalent to NACp0 , . . . , NACpn−1 , NACpn for the transfor-
mation rules in t. This section describes gradually how to obtain this concurrent NAC, and
then generalizes the Concurrency Theorem to transformations with NACs.

At first, we define how concurrent rules for rule sequences without NACs can be con-
structed. This definition corresponds to the definition of concurrent rules in [29]. We
generalize this definition however, to rule sequences containing more than two rules. Then
we reintroduce the Concurrency Theorem for transformations without NACs, and thereby,
define what a concurrent rule induced by a transformation t is3. After that, we also intro-
duce concurrent rules with NACs for rule sequences with NACs. This definition is based
on a shifting operation of all NACs on the rules in a rule sequence to an equivalent set
of NACs on its concurrent rule. Finally, a Concurrency Theorem for transformations with
NACs is formulated.

First we reintroduce how to construct a pair factorization of morphisms with the same
codomain into a pair of jointly surjective morphisms and an injective morphism (see also
Remark 5.26 in [29]).

2.5.1 Construction (pair factorization). Given a pair of morphisms f1 : A1 → C and
f2 : A2 → C with the same codomain, then a pair factorization of (f1, f2) consists of a pair
of jointly surjective morphisms e1 : A1 → K and e2 : A2 → K and an injective morphism
m : K → C constructed as follows: Consider the disjoint union A1 +A2 of A1 and A2 and
the induced morphism f : A1 + A2 into C. Construct an epi-mono factorization of f with
m ◦ e = f , m : K → C and e : A1 + A2 → K. Now e1 = e ◦ τ1 and e2 = e ◦ τ2 with τ1

and τ2 the injections of A1 (resp. A2) into A1 + A2.

A1
τ1

RRRR
((RR e1◦τ1

XXXXXXXX

,,XXXXXXXX
f1

**A1 + A2 e // K m // C

A2

τ2llll
66ll e2◦τ2ffffffff

22ffffffff
f2
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2.5.2 Definition (concurrent rule for a rule sequence).

n = 0 The concurrent rule pc for rule p0 is pc itself.

n ≥ 1 A concurrent rule pc for the rule sequence p0, . . . pn is defined by pc = (Lc
l◦k′c←

K
r◦kn→ R) as shown in the following diagram, where p′c : L′c ← K ′c → R′c is a

3Note that in comparison to [29] we do not demand explicitly for a transformation to be E-related. Each
transformation t for some graph transformation system with NACs is automatically E-related since in the
category GraphsTG a unique pair factorization into jointly surjective and injective morphisms exists, and
theM−M′ PO-PB decomposition property (M =M′ =injective graph morphisms) holds (this follows
directly from Fact 5.29 in [29]).
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concurrent rule for the rule sequence p0, . . . pn−1, (e′c, en) jointly surjective, (1),(2),
(3) and (4) are pushouts and (5) is a pullback. We denote the concurrent rule pc also
as p′c ∗E pn.

L′c

(3)

��

K ′c

(1)

��

//oo R′c

e′c ��@@@@@@@@
Ln

(2)
en

~~~~~~~~~~
Kn

(4)

��

oo // Rn

��
L C1

loo // E Cnoo r // R

K

(5)
kc

hh

kn

66

2.5.3 Remark. Since pullbacks, pushouts and pushout complements are unique in the cat-
egory GraphsTG [29], a concurrent rule for n ≥ 1 is uniquely determined by its E-
dependency relations (e′c, en) as defined in [29].

2.5.4 Definition (concurrent rule, concurrent (co-, lhs-)match induced by G0
n+1
=⇒ Gn+1).

n = 0 For a direct transformation G0 ⇒ G1 via match g0 : L0 → G0, comatch g1 :
R1 → G1, and rule p0 : L0 ← K0 → R0, the concurrent rule pc for p0 induced by
G0 ⇒ G1 is defined by pc = p0, the concurrent comatch hc is defined by hc = g1,
the concurrent lhs-match by id : L0 → L0, and the concurrent match gc by gc = g0 :
L0 → G0.

n ≥ 1 Consider p′c : L
′
c ← K ′c → R′c (resp. g′c : L

′
c → G0, h′c : R

′
c → Gn,m′c : L0 → L′c),

the concurrent rule (resp. concurrent match, comatch, lhs-match) for p0, . . . , pn−1

induced by G0
n

=⇒ Gn. Let ((e′c, en), h) be the pair factorization of the comatch
h′c and match gn of Gn ⇒ Gn+1. Then the following diagram can be constructed
(see explanation in Remark 2.5.5), where (1) is a pullback and all other squares are
pushouts:

L0

m′c // L′c

mc

��

g′c

��

K ′c

cc

��

//oo R′c

e′c   

h′c

��

Ln

en
~~

gn

��

Kn

cn

��

oo // Rn

��

gn+1





Lc

gc

��

Cc

��

loo // E

h

��

Cn

��

oo r // Rc

hc

��

Kc

(1)
kc

aa
kn
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G0 Dn
en //oo Gn D

dnoo // Gn+1

For a transformation sequence G0
n+1
=⇒ Gn+1, the concurrent rule pc (resp. concur-

rent match, comatch, lhs-match) for p0, . . . , pn induced by G0
n+1
=⇒ Gn+1 is defined

by pc = Lc
l◦kc← Kc

r◦kn→ Rc (gc : Lc → G0, hc : Rc → Gn+1, mc ◦m′c : L0 → Lc).
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2.5.5 Remark. The second and third square in the lower row of the above diagram can be
constructed as PBs via h and en (resp. h and dn). Because of the universal property of
PBs, the morphisms cc and cn can be constructed such that the second and third square in
the upper row commute. Because of PO-PB decomposition, it follows that the second and
third square in the upper and lower row are POs. Now the first square and last square in
the upper row can be constructed as POs. Because of the universal property of POs, then
also the first and last square of the second row can be constructed such that they commute.
Because of PO decomposition, then also the first and last square of the lower row are POs.
Finally, (1) can be constructed as a PB. Note that the concurrent rule induced by some
transformation t is uniquely determined because of the uniqueness of the pair factorization
as presented in Construction 2.5.1, PBs, and POs, and the universal property of PBs and
POs.

2.5.6 Theorem (concurrency theorem without NACs).

1. Synthesis. Given a transformation sequence t : G0
∗

=⇒ Gn+1 via a sequence of
rules p0, p1, . . . , pn, then there is a synthesis construction leading to a direct trans-
formation G0 ⇒ Gn+1 via the induced concurrent rule pc : Lc ← Kc → Rc, match
gc : Lc → G0 and comatch hc : Rc → Gn+1 induced by t : G0

∗
=⇒ Gn+1.

2. Analysis. Given a direct transformation G0 ⇒ Gn+1 via some concurrent rule pc :
Lc ← Kc → Rc of rules p0, p1, . . . , pn, then there is an analysis construction leading
to a transformation sequence t : G0

∗
=⇒ Gn+1 via p0, p1, . . . , pn.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.5.5 in Chapter 3.

Now we present a construction that we use to shift a set of NACs on some rule occurring
in a transformation t to a set of equivalent NACs on the concurrent rule induced by t. Recall
that in Def. 2.3.19, a construction is already given to shift NACs on some graphA into a set
of equivalent NACs on some graph B over some morphism m : A→ B. Moreover, recall
that in Def. 2.3.10, it is explained how to construct an equivalent set of left NACs from a
set of right NACs on a rule. A combination of these constructions leads to a construction
of a set of equivalent NACs on the LHS of a concurrent rule for a rule sequence from the
set of NACs on each rule in this sequence.

2.5.7 Definition (concurrent rule with NACs for a rule sequence).

n = 0 The concurrent rule pc with NACs for rule p0 with NACs is p0 with NACs itself.

n ≥ 1 A concurrent rule pc = p′c ∗E pn with NACs for the rule sequence p0, . . . pn with
NACs is defined recursively as in Def. 2.5.2 and equals pc = (Lc

l◦kc← K
r◦kn→ R) as
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shown in the following diagram in which (1)-(4) are POs and (5) is a PB

Nj

L′c

(3)

��

K ′c

(1)

��

//oo R′c

e′c ��@@@@@@@@
Ln

nj

OO

(2)
en

~~~~~~~~~~
Kn

(4)

��

oo // Rn

��
Lc C1

loo // E Cnoo r // R

K

(5)
kc

hh

kn

66

with NACpc = DLpc(NACLn) ∪Dmc(NACL′c) with Dmc according to Def. 2.3.19
and DLpc(NACLn) with NACLn = {NAC(nj)|j ∈ J} constructed as follows:

DLpc(NACLn) = ∪j∈JDLpc(NAC(nj)) = ∪j∈JLp(Den(NAC(nj)))

with p : Lc ← C1 → E and Den (resp. Lp) according to Def. 2.3.19 (resp. Def.
2.3.10).

2.5.8 Definition (concurrent rule with NAC induced by G0
n+1
=⇒ Gn+1).

n = 0 For a direct transformation G0 ⇒ G1 via match g0 : L0 → G0, comatch g1 : R1 →
G1, and rule p0 : L0 ← K0 → R0 with NACp0 the concurrent rule pc with NAC
induced by G0 ⇒ G1 is defined by pc = p0 with NACpc = NACp0 , the concurrent
comatch hc is defined by hc = g1, the concurrent lhs-match by id : L0 → L0, and
the concurrent match gc by gc = g0 : L0 → G0.

n ≥ 1 Consider p′c : L
′
c ← K ′c → R′c (resp. g′c : L

′
c → G0, h′c : R

′
c → Gn,m′c : L0 → L′c),

the concurrent rule with NACs (resp. concurrent match, comatch, lhs-match) induced
by G0

n
=⇒ Gn. For a transformation sequence G0

n+1
=⇒ Gn+1 the concurrent rule pc

with NACs (resp. concurrent match, comatch, lhs-match) induced by G0
n+1
=⇒ Gn+1

is defined by pc = Lc ← Kc → Rc (gc : Lc → G0, hc : Rc → Gn+1, mc ◦m′c : L0 →
Lc) the induced concurrent rule pc (resp. concurrent match, comatch, lhs-match) as
defined in Def.2.5.4 for transformations without NACs. Thereby, NACpc is defined
by NACpc = DLpc(NACLn) ∪Dmc(NACL′c).

2.5.9 Theorem (concurrency theorem with NACs).

1. Synthesis. Given a transformation sequence t : G0
∗

=⇒ Gn+1 via a sequence of
rules p0, p1, . . . , pn, then there is a synthesis construction leading to a direct trans-
formation G0 ⇒ Gn+1 via the concurrent rule pc : Lc ← Kc → Rc with NACpc ,
match gc : Lc → G0 and comatch hc : Rc → Gn+1 induced by t : G0

∗
=⇒ Gn+1.

2. Analysis. Given a direct transformation G0 ⇒ Gn+1 via some concurrent rule pc :
Lc ← Kc → Rc with NACpc for a sequence of rules p0, p1, . . . , pn, then there is an
analysis construction leading to a transformation sequence t : G0

∗
=⇒ Gn+1 with

NACs via p0, p1, . . . , pn.
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Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.5.8 in Chapter 3.

2.5.10 Example (concurrent transformation for Elevator). In Fig. 2.22, the concurrent rule
is shown induced by the first three direct steps starting from SElevator of the transforma-
tion in Fig. 2.18 as described in Example 2.3.16. In this transformation a stop request is
recorded on the upper floor, then a call request is recorded on the third floor, and afterwards
the elevator car moves one floor upward. On the first row in Fig. 2.22, the concurrent rule
induced by this transformation is shown, summarizing into one rule the pre- and postcon-
dition of what happened during this transformation. The first NAC on the second row in
Fig. 2.22 stems from rule stop request, as presented in Fig. 2.4. Analogously, the sec-
ond NAC stems from rule call request, as presented in Fig. 2.10. The first NAC on the
third row, forbidding a stop request on the ground floor, stems from rule move up, as pre-
sented in Fig. 2.5. The second NAC on the third row corresponds to the shifted NAC
no stop request glue leading to a non-injective NAC. Note that not all NACs of the con-
current rule are shown. Shifting NACs over a morphism leads to more NACs gluing in all
possible ways the floors in the NACs depicted in Fig. 2.22. This procedure was explained
already in Example 2.3.22. Note that for the construction of the complete set of NACs only
the gluing of floors (1, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4), (2, 3), and (3, 2, 4) should be considered. Other
kinds of gluing can be omitted since they would lead to graph structures that never occur
anyway in Elevator (for example, floor 1 and 2 cannot be mapped to the same floor since
there is an edge of type next up in between). Because of similar reasons, it is possible
to omit NACs in which in addition a call request is glued with a stop request. This has
already been explained in more detail in Example 2.3.22. Finally, note that assuming rules
operating with injective matching only the construction of concurrent NACs becomes more
straightforward since each non-injective NAC can be omitted as stated in Corollary 2.3.21.

Finally, we can characterize the notion of parallelism for rules and transformations, as
given in Def. 2.4.5, by describing it by means of concurrency as in the following theorem.

2.5.11 Theorem (characterization of parallelism via concurrency). A direct parallel trans-
formation with NACs G ⇒ G′ via m : L1 + L2 → G and the parallel rule p1 + p2

with NACp1+p2 exist if and only if G ⇒ G′ is a direct transformation with NACs via
m : L1 + L2 → G and the concurrent rule p1 ∗R1+L2 p2 with NACp1∗R1+L2

p2 and G⇒ G′

is a direct transformation with NACs via m : L1 + L2 → G and the concurrent rule
p2 ∗R2+L1 p1 with NACp2∗R2+L1

p1 .

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.5.9 in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.22: concurrent rule stop request ∗ call request ∗ move up induced by the first
three direct steps starting from SElevator of the transformation in Fig. 2.18 for Elevator
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2.6 Conflicts and Causal Dependencies for Transforma-
tions

Two graph transformations are not always parallel or sequentially independent. In this
section, we explain what it means for two direct transformations to be in conflict (resp. to
depend on each other), i.e. not being parallel independent (resp. not being sequentially
independent).

2.6.1 Definition (conflict). Two direct transformationsG
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 withNACp1 andG

p2,m2
=⇒

H2 with NACp2 are in conflict if they are not parallel independent, i.e. if

@h12 : L1 → D2 s.t. (d2 ◦ h12 = m1 and e2 ◦ h12 |= NACp1)

or
@h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. (d1 ◦ h21 = m2 and e1 ◦ h21 |= NACp2).

N1 N2

R1

��

K1
//oo

��

L1

n1

OO

h12

''
m1   @@@@@@@@ L2

n2

OO

h21

ww
m2~~~~~~~~~~

K2
oo //

��

R2

��
H1 D1 d1

//
e1
oo G D2d2

oo
e2
// H2

2.6.2 Definition (causal dependency). Consider a sequence of two direct transformations
G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp1 and NACp2 . These transformations are causally depen-

dent if they are not sequentially independent, i.e. if

@h12 : R1 → D2 s.t. (d2 ◦ h12 = m′1 and e2 ◦ h12 |= NACp−1
1
)

or
@h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. (e1 ◦ h21 = m2 and d1 ◦ h21 |= NACp2).

N1 N2

L1

n1

OO

��

K1
//oo

��

R1

h12

((
m′1   BBBBBBBB L2

n2

OO

h21

ww
m2}}||||||||

K2
oo //

��

R2

��
G D1 e1

//
d1

oo H1 D2d2
oo

e2
// H2

The following lemmata allow an elegant characterization of conflicts and causal depen-
dencies in Theorem 2.6.5 and Theorem 2.6.7. They state that if a morphism exists that
potentially leads to parallel or sequential independence of two direct transformations, then
it is unique.
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2.6.3 Lemma. Given two direct transformations G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 with NACp1 and G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2

with NACp2 , then the following holds:

• if ∃h12 : L1 → D2 s.t. d2 ◦ h12 = m1 then h12 is unique,

• if ∃h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. d1 ◦ h21 = m2 then h21 is unique.

Moreover, if the match morphism m1 (resp. m2) is injective, then also h12 (resp. h21) is
injective.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Lemma 3.6.3 in Chapter 3.

2.6.4 Lemma. Given a sequence of two direct transformations G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 with NACp1

and H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp2 , then the following holds:

• if ∃h12 : R1 → D2 s.t. d2 ◦ h12 = m′1 then h12 is unique,

• if ∃h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. e1 ◦ h21 = m2 then h21 is unique.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Lemma 3.6.4 in Chapter 3.

The following conflict characterization describes which types of conflicts may arise be-
tween a pair of direct transformationsG

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 andG

p2,m2
=⇒ H2. In particular, G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1

causes a so-called delete-use conflict with G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 if rule p1 deletes something that is

used by p2. G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 causes a so-called produce-forbid conflict with G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 if rule

p1 produces something forbidden by NACp2 of p2. Analogously, G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 can cause a

delete-use conflict (resp. produce-forbid conflict) with G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1.

2.6.5 Theorem (conflict characterization). Two direct transformations G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 with

NACp1 and G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp2 are in conflict if and only if at least one of the

following assumptions holds:

1. @h12 : L1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1,

2. there exists a unique h12 : L1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1, but e2 ◦ h12 6|= NACp1 ,

3. @h21 : L2 → D1 : d1 ◦ h21 = m2,

4. there exists a unique h21 : L2 → D1 : d1 ◦ h21 = m2, but e1 ◦ h21 6|= NACp2 .

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.6.5 in Chapter 3.

2.6.6 Definition (conflict characterization). Consider two direct transformations G
p1,m1
=⇒

H1 with NACp1 and G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp2 that are in conflict. If case (1) in Theorem

2.6.5 occurs, we say that G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 causes a delete-use conflict with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1. If case

(2) occurs, we say that G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 causes a produce-forbid conflict with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1. If

cases (1) or (2) occur, we say in general that G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 causes a conflict with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1.
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If case (3) occurs, we say that G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 causes a delete-use conflict with G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2. If

case (4) occurs, we say thatG
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 causes a produce-forbid conflict withG

p2,m2
=⇒ H2. If

cases (3) or (4) occur, we say in general that G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 causes a conflict with G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2.

Note that case (1) (resp. case (3)) cannot occur simultaneously to case (2) (resp. case
(4)) in Theorem 2.6.5, since 1 ⇒ ¬2 (resp. 3 ⇒ ¬4). This means that G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 (resp.

G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1) can only cause a produce-forbid conflict with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 (resp. G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2)

if it does not cause a delete-use conflict. All other cases can occur simultaneously. This
means that G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 can cause a delete-use conflict or produce-forbid conflict with

G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1, and simultaneously G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 can cause a delete-use conflict or produce-

forbid conflict with G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2.

The following causal dependency characterization describes which types of causal de-
pendencies may arise between G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 and H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 in a sequence of two direct

transformations. In particular,G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is in a produce-use dependency withH1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2

if rule p1 produces something that is used by p2. G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is in a delete-forbid depen-

dency with H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 if rule p1 deletes something forbidden by NACp2 of p2. These

causal dependencies express that the application of rule p2 is triggered by the application
of rule p1. Moreover, G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is in a deliver-delete dependency with H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 if

rule p1 preserves or produces something that is thereafter deleted by p2. G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is in

a forbid-produce dependency with H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 if rule p2 produces something forbidden

by NACp−1
1

. These causal dependencies express that the application of p1 cannot be made
irreversible anymore after applying p2 by applying thereafter p−1

1 .

2.6.7 Theorem (dependency characterization). Given a sequence of two direct transfor-
mations G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp1 and NACp2 , then they are causally dependent

if and only if at least one of the following assumptions holds:

1. @h12 : R1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m′1,

2. there exists a unique h12 : R1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m′1, but e2 ◦ h12 6|= NACp−1
1

,

3. @h21 : L2 → D1 : e1 ◦ h21 = m2,

4. there exists a unique h21 : L2 → D1 : e1 ◦ h21 = m2, but d1 ◦ h21 6|= NACp2 .

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.6.7 in Chapter 3.

2.6.8 Definition (causal dependency characterization). Consider a sequence of two direct
transformations G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp1 and NACp2 such that G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 and

H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 are causally dependent. If case (1) in Theorem 2.6.7 occurs, we say that

G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is in a deliver-delete dependency with H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2. If case (2) occurs, we

say that G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is in forbid-produce dependency with H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2. If cases (1) or

(2) occur, we say in general that G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is irreversible after H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2. If case (3)

occurs, we say that H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 is in produce-use dependency with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1. If case (4)
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occurs, we say that H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 is in delete-forbid dependency with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1. If cases

(3) or (4) occur, we say in general that H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 is triggered by G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1.

Note that analogous to the conflict cases, case (1) (resp. case (3)) cannot occur simulta-
neously to case (2) (resp. case (4)) in Theorem 2.6.7. This means that G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 can only

be in forbid-produce dependency (resp. delete-forbid dependency) with H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 if it

is not in deliver-delete dependency (resp. produce-use dependency). All other cases can
occur simultaneously. This means that G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 can be irreversible after H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2

and simultaneously H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 can be triggered by G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1.

2.6.9 Example (conflicts and causal dependencies for Elevator). Consider Fig. 2.23 de-
picting a conflict for Elevator. Note that we omit showing edges of type higher than since
they would blow up the figure. A graph G is given, modeling the situation that the elevator
is on the first floor, set in downward direction, and with a request on the upper floor. On
the one hand, the elevator can be set in upward mode by applying rule set direction up. On
the other hand, an external call request can be recorded for the ground floor by applying
rule call request. In this case, G ⇒ H2 via rule call request causes a produce-forbid con-
flict with G ⇒ H1 via set direction up. This is because rule call request has generated a
request that is forbidden by NAC no lower request of rule set direction up. Consider Fig.

Figure 2.23: produce-forbid conflict for Elevator

2.24 depicting another conflict for Elevator. Here, a graph G is given, modeling that the
elevator is on the second floor in downward mode with a stop request and a call request on
the second floor and a call request on the first floor. On the one hand, the call request on
the second floor can be processed by applying rule process call down. On the other hand,
both the call and stop request on the second floor can be processed by applying rule pro-
cess stop and call. In this case, G ⇒ H1 via rule process call down causes a delete-use
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conflict with G⇒ H2 via process stop and call and the other way round. This is because
rule process call down deletes a call request that is still used (in order to delete) by pro-
cess stop and call. The other way round, rule process stop and call deletes a call and stop
request from which the call request is still used (in order to delete) by process call.

Figure 2.24: delete-use conflict for Elevator

Consider Fig. 2.25 depicting a causal dependency for Elevator. A graph G is given,
modeling the initial state of Elevator. After a stop request is recorded for the upper floor
by applying rule stop request, the elevator starts moving upward by applying rule move up.
In this case, G ⇒ H1 is in produce-use dependency with H1 ⇒ H2. This is because rule
stop request generates a request on an upper floor that is used by rule move up. We also
say that H1 ⇒ H2 is triggered by G ⇒ H1. Consider Fig. 2.26 depicting another causal
dependency for Elevator. Here, a graph G is given, modeling that the elevator is on the
first floor in upward direction holding a stop request, and in addition the upper floor is
holding a stop request. After the stop request is processed for the first floor by applying
rule process stop up, the elevator continues moving upward by applying rule move up. In
this case, G ⇒ H1 is in delete-forbid dependency with H1 ⇒ H2. This is because rule
process stop up deletes the stop request that is forbidden by rule move up. We also say
that H1 ⇒ H2 is triggered by G ⇒ H1. Consider Fig. 2.27 depicting another causal
dependency for Elevator. A graph G is given, modeling that the elevator is on the first
floor in downward mode. After a call request is recorded for the first floor by applying rule
call request, the request is immediately processed by applying rule process call down.
In this case G ⇒ H1 is in deliver-delete dependency with H1 ⇒ H2. This is because
rule process call down deletes on the first floor the call request that is delivered by rule
call request. We also say that G ⇒ H1 is irreversible after H1 ⇒ H2. In this example
the application of call request can no longer be made irreversible because the generated
request has already been processed by process call down. Consider Fig. 2.28 depicting
another causal dependency for Elevator. A graph G is given, modeling that the elevator
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Figure 2.25: produce-use dependency for Elevator

is in upward direction on the first floor holding a stop request, and in addition the upper
floor is also holding a stop request. After the stop request is processed for the first floor by
applying rule process stop up, a call request is recorded for the first floor by applying rule
call request. In this case, G ⇒ H1 is in forbid-produce dependency with H1 ⇒ H2. This
is because rule process stop up forbids a call request that is produced by rule call request.
We also say that G ⇒ H1 is irreversible after H1 ⇒ H2. In this example, the application
of process stop up can no longer be made anymore because rule call request has produced
a call request that is forbidden by process stop up.

In the last part of this section, we give yet another characterization of conflicts and causal
dependencies. The following definitions emphasize in a more constructive way the reasons
for conflicts and causal dependencies. By means of specific pullback constructions, graphs
are distinguished that may constitute the reason for a conflict or causal dependency between
transformations. For example, if there exist two transformations on G, then a graph S1 can
be constructed that contains deleted parts of the first transformation and used parts of the
second transformation. We restrict ourselves here to characterizing delete-use conflicts,
produce-use dependencies and deliver-delete dependencies. It is part of future work to
characterize in an analogous way conflicts and causal dependencies caused by NACs in the
transformations.

The construction of conflict and causal dependency reasons is based on the construction
of initial pushouts over morphisms. Therefore, here we reintroduce their construction (see
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Figure 2.26: delete-forbid dependency for Elevator

Example 6.2 in [29]). Initial pushouts over morphisms are constructed by means of bound-
ary and context graphs. The boundary graph of a morphism f contains all nodes and edges
that are glued by f , and all nodes to which edges are added by f . Roughly speaking, the
initial pushout expresses that the codomain of f is the gluing of the domain of f and some
context graph of f along the boundary graph.

2.6.10 Construction (initial pushout, boundary, context). Consider an injective graph mor-
phism f : A→ A′. The boundary graph B of f consists of all nodes a ∈ A such that f(a)
is adjacent to an edge inA′\f(A). The context graphC of f is equal toA′\f(A)∪f(b(B)).
Then A′ is a gluing of A and C via B such that (1) is an initial pushout over f . If the given
graph morphism f is not injective, we have to add to the boundary object B all nodes and
edges x, y ∈ A with f(x) = f(y), and those nodes that are the source or target of two
edges that are equally mapped by f .

B

(1)

��

b // A

f
��

C c // A′

In addition, we need pullbacks of graph morphisms that are constructed componentwise
in Sets. The construction idea of a conflict (resp. dependency) reason is the following: By
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Figure 2.27: deliver-delete dependency for Elevator

means of the initial pushout of the LHS-morphism of a rule (resp. RHS-morphism of a rule)
we concentrate on the parts that are actually deleted (resp. produced) by a rule. Then the
conflict reason can be constructed by building a specific pullback zooming in on the deleted
parts of one rule and used parts of the other rule. Analogous to causal dependencies, the
reason can be constructed by building a specific pullback zooming in on produced (resp.
delivered) parts of one rule and used (resp. deleted) parts of the other rule.

2.6.11 Definition (conflict reason). Given a pair of direct transformations H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒
H2 with p1 : L1

l1← K1
r1→ R1 (resp. p2 : L2

l2← K2
r2→ R2) and (21) (resp. (22)) the initial

pushout over l1 (resp. l2), then

• if (S1, o1 : S1 → C1, q12 : S1 → L2) is the pullback of (m1 ◦ g1,m2), and if
@s1 : S1 → B1 injective such that c1 ◦ s1 = o1, then (S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) is called a
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Figure 2.28: forbid-produce dependency for Elevator

conflict reason for H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒ H2.

B1

(21)b1
��

c1
// C1

g1
��

S1o1
oo

(1)

q12   AAAAAAA

R1

(41)
��

K1

(31)

l1 //r1oo

��

L1

m1   AAAAAAAA L2

(32)
m2~~}}}}}}}}

K2

(42)

l2oo r2 //

��

R2

��
H1 D1 d1

//
e1
oo G D2d2

oo
e2
// H2

• if (S2, q21 : S2 → L1, o2 : S2 → C2) is the pullback of (m1,m2 ◦ g2), and if
@s2 : S2 → B2 injective such that c2 ◦ s2 = o2, then (S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2) is called a
conflict reason for H1

p1,m1⇐ G
p2,m2⇒ H2.

S2 o2
//

(1)

q21

~~}}}}}}}
C2

(22)g2
��

B2

b2
��

c2
oo

R1

(41)

��

K1

(31)

l1 //r1oo

��

L1

m1   AAAAAAAA L2

(32)
m2~~}}}}}}}}

K2

(42)

l2oo r2 //

��

R2

��
H1 D1 d1

//
e1
oo G D2d2

oo
e2
// H2
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2.6.12 Definition (causal dependency reason). Given a sequence of two direct transforma-
tions G

p1,m1⇒ H1
p2,m2⇒ H2 with p1 : L1

l1← K1
r1→ R1 (resp. p2 : L2

l2← K2
r2→ R2) and (21)

(resp. (22)) the initial pushout over r1 (resp. l2), then

• if (S1, o1 : S1 → C1, q12 : S1 → L2) is the pullback of (m′1 ◦ g1,m2), and if:
@s1 : S1 → B1 injective such that c1 ◦ s1 = o1, then (S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) is called a
causal dependency reason for G

p1,m1⇒ H1
p2,m2⇒ H2.

B1

(21)b1
��

c1
// C1

g1
��

S1o1
oo

(1)

q12   BBBBBBBB

L1

(41)

��

K1

(31)

r1 //l1oo

��

R1

m′1   BBBBBBBB L2

(32)
m2~~||||||||

K2

(42)

l2oo r2 //

��

R2

��
G D1 e1

//
d1
oo H1 D2d2

oo
e2
// H2

• if (S2, q21 : S2 → L1, o2 : S2 → C2) is the pullback of (m′1,m2 ◦ g2), and if
@s2 : S2 → B2 injective such that c2 ◦ s2 = o2, then (S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2) is called a
causal dependency reason for G

p1,m1⇒ H1
p2,m2⇒ H2.

S2 o2
//

(1)

q21

~~||||||||
C2

(22)g2
��

B2

b2
��

c2
oo

L1

(41)

��

K1

(31)

r1 //l1oo

��

R1

m′1   BBBBBBBB L2

(32)
m2~~||||||||

K2

(42)

l2oo r2 //

��

R2

��
G D1 e1

//
d1
oo H1 D2d2

oo
e2
// H2

The following theorems now state that a conflict (resp. causal dependency) occurs be-
tween transformations if and only if a corresponding conflict reason (resp. causal depen-
dency reason) exists.

2.6.13 Theorem (conflict characterization with reason). Given a pair of direct transforma-
tions H1

p1,m1⇐ G
p2,m2⇒ H2, then the following equivalences hold:

• G p1,m1⇒ H1 causes a delete-use conflict with G
p2,m2⇒ H2

⇔

(S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) as given in Def. 2.6.11 is a conflict reason for H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒ H2 .

• G p2,m2⇒ H2 causes a delete-use conflict with G
p1,m1⇒ H1

⇔

(S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2) as given in Def.2.6.11 is a conflict reason for H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒ H2.
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Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Lemma 3.6.12 in Chapter 3.

Note that in the first case S1 represents what is deleted by rule p1, and used by rule p2.
Thus, S1 represents the reason for the conflict with G

p2,m2⇒ H2 caused by G
p1,m1⇒ H1.

Analogously, in the second case S2 represents what is deleted by rule p2, and used by p1.
Thus, S2 represents the reason for the conflict with G

p1,m1⇒ H1 caused by G
p2,m2⇒ H2.

2.6.14 Theorem (causal dependency characterization with reason). Given a sequence of
two direct transformations G

p1,m1⇒ H1
p2,m2⇒ H2, then the following equivalences hold:

• G p1,m1⇒ H1 is in produce-use dependency with H1
p2,m2⇒ H2

⇔

(S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) as given in Def. 2.6.12 is a causal dependency reason.

• G p1,m1⇒ H1 is in deliver-delete dependency with H1
p2,m2⇒ H2

⇔

(S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2) as given in Def. 2.6.12 is a causal dependency reason.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Lemma 3.6.13 in Chapter 3.

Note that S1 represents in case 1 what is produced by rule p1, and used by rule p2. Thus,
S1 represents the reason for the triggering of H1

p2,m2⇒ H2 by G
p1,m1⇒ H1. Analogously, S2

represents in case 2 what is preserved or produced by rule p1 and deleted by p2. Thus, S2

represents the reason for the irreversibility of G
p1,m1⇒ H1 after H1

p2,m2⇒ H2.

2.6.15 Example (conflicts and causal dependency reasons for Elevator). Consider Fig.
2.24, where the reason for the delete-use conflict for Elevator – as explained in Example
2.6.9 – is surrounded by a thick black dashed line. A call request is deleted and used
by both rules. Consider Fig. 2.25, where the reason for the produce-use dependency for
Elevator – as explained in Example 2.6.9 – is surrounded by a thick black dashed line. The
elevator can start moving upward, because a stop request is generated on the highest floor.
Consider Fig. 2.27, where the reason for the deliver-delete dependency for Elevator – as
explained in Example 2.6.9 – is surrounded by a thick black dashed line. A call request is
delivered that is deleted immediately afterwards.

2.7 Critical Pairs and Critical Sequences

The conflict (resp. causal dependency) characterization formulated in Theorem 2.6.5 (resp.
Theorem 2.6.7) leads to a new critical pair (resp. so-called critical sequence) notion for
transformations with NACs. A critical pair (resp. critical sequence) definition is given in
this section describing a conflict (resp. causal dependency) between two rules in a minimal
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context. Moreover, it is proven in this section that the new critical pair (resp. sequence) def-
inition satisfies completeness. This means that for each conflict (resp. causal dependency)
occurring between two direct transformations with NACs there is a critical pair (resp. se-
quence) expressing the same conflict (resp. causal dependency) in a minimal context. At
the end of this section, it is shown that if there are no critical pairs (resp. sequences) for
a given transformation system, then all direct transformations are parallel (resp. sequen-
tially) independent. Such kinds of systems is called conflict-free (resp. dependency-free).

2.7.1 Definition (critical pair). A critical pair is a pair of direct transformationsK
p1,m1⇒ P1

with NACp1 and K
p2,m2⇒ P2 with NACp2 such that:

1. (a) @h12 : L1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1 and (m1,m2) jointly surjective
(delete-use conflict)
or

(b) there exists h12 : L1 → D2 s.t. d2 ◦ h12 = m1, but for one of the NACs
n1 : L1 → N1 of p1 there exists a morphism q12 : N1 → P2 injective s.t.
q12 ◦n1 = e2 ◦h12 and thus, e2 ◦h12 6|= NACn1 , and (q12,m

′
2) jointly surjective

(produce-forbid conflict)

or

2. (a) @h21 : L2 → D1 : d1 ◦ h21 = m2 and (m1,m2) jointly surjective
(delete-use conflict)
or

(b) there exists h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. d1 ◦ h21 = m2, but for one of the NACs
n2 : L2 → N2 of p2 there exists an injective morphism q21 : N2 → P1 s.t.
q21 ◦n2 = e1 ◦h21 and thus, e1 ◦h21 6|= NACn2 , and (q21,m

′
1) jointly surjective

(produce-forbid conflict)

N1
q12

��

N2
q21

��

R1

m′1
��

K1
l1 //r1oo

��

L1

h12

''

n1

OO

m1   AAAAAAAA L2

h21

ww

n2

OO

m2~~}}}}}}}}
K2

��

l2oo r2 // R2

m′2
��

P1 D1 d1
//

e1
oo K D2d2

oo
e2
// P2

2.7.2 Example (critical pairs for Elevator). Consider Fig. 2.29 depicting a critical pair
for Elevator. K

call request⇒ P2 causes a produce-forbid conflict with K
set direction up⇒ P1

since a call request is produced by rule call request on a lower floor as the elevator floor.
Such a request is forbidden by rule set direction up. Note that P2 is an overlapping of
the negative application condition no lower request of set direction up and the right-hand
side of rule call request. Consider Fig. 2.30 depicting another critical pair for Elevator.
K

process call down⇒ P1 causes a delete-use conflict with K
process stop and call⇒ P2 since the first
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Figure 2.29: critical pair for Elevator

transformation deletes a call request still used (in order to delete) by the other transforma-
tion. Note that K is an overlapping of the left-hand sides of rules process call down and
process stop and call.

Figure 2.30: critical pair for Elevator

2.7.3 Definition (critical sequence). A critical sequence is a sequence of direct transfor-
mations K

p1,m1⇒ P1 with NACp1 and P1
p2,m2⇒ P2 with NACp2 such that at least one of the

following four assumptions holds:

1. @h12 : R1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m′1 and (m′1,m2) jointly surjective (deliver-delete
dependency),
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2. there exists h12 : R1 → D2 s.t. d2◦h12 = m′1, but for one of the NACs n1 : R1 → N1

of NACp−1
1

there exists an injective morphism q12 : N1 → P2 s.t. q12 ◦ n1 = e2 ◦ h12

and (q12,m
′
2) jointly surjective (forbid-produce dependency),

3. @h21 : L2 → D1 : e1 ◦ h21 = m2 and (m′1,m2) jointly surjective (produce-use
dependency)

4. there exists h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. e1 ◦h21 = m2, but for one of the NACs n2 : L2 → N2

of p2 there exists an injective morphism q21 : N2 → P1 s.t. q21 ◦ n2 = d1 ◦ h21 and
(q21,m1) jointly surjective (deliver-delete dependency)

N1
q12

��

N2
q21

��

L1

m1

��

K1
r1 //l1oo

��

R1

h12

''

n1

OO

m′1   AAAAAAAA L2

h21

ww

n2

OO

m2~~}}}}}}}}
K2

��

l2oo r2 // R2

m′2
��

K D1 e1
//

d1
oo P1 D2d2

oo
e2
// P2

2.7.4 Remark. As noted already in Remark, 2.4.2 K
p1
=⇒ P1

p2
=⇒ P2 are sequentially

independent if and only if K
p−1
1⇐= P1

p2
=⇒ P2 are parallel independent. Thus, the above

critical sequence definition is obtained by Def. 2.7.1 for the pair K
p−1
1⇐= P1

p2
=⇒ P2.

2.7.5 Example (critical sequences for Elevator). Consider Fig. 2.31 depicting a critical
sequence for Elevator. K

stop request⇒ P1
move up⇒ P2 is in produce-use dependency since a

stop request is generated on a higher floor than the elevator floor by rule stop request. This
request is then used by rule move up, and triggers a movement of the elevator in upward
direction. Note that P1 is the overlapping of the right-hand side of rule stop request and
the left-hand side of move up. Consider Fig. 2.32 depicting another critical sequence for
Elevator. K

process stop up⇒ P1
move up⇒ P2 is in delete-forbid dependency since a stop re-

quest is processed by rule process stop up such that the elevator can afterwards move one
floor upwards. This is because the NAC no stop request is then fulfilled. Note that K
is an overlapping of the NAC no stop request of rule move up with the left-hand side of
rule process stop up. Consider Fig. 2.33, depicting another critical sequence for Elevator.
K

call request⇒ P1
process call down⇒ P2 is in deliver-delete dependency since rule call request

delivers a call request that afterwards is deleted by rule process call down. Note that P1

is an overlapping of the right-hand side of rule call request and the left-hand side of rule
process call down. Consider Fig. 2.34, depicting another critical sequence for Elevator.
K

process stop up⇒ P1
call request⇒ P2 is in forbid-produce dependency since rule call request

produces a call request that is forbidden by rule process stop up. Note that P2 is an over-
lapping of the shifted NAC no call of rule process stop up to its right-hand side (consisting
of a floor node holding a call request) and the right-hand side of rule call request.
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Figure 2.31: critical sequence for Elevator

By means of the following definition and theorem, it is possible to prove that Def. 2.7.1
(resp. 2.7.3) of critical pairs (resp. sequences) leads to completeness. In particular, an
extension diagram with NACs describes how a transformation t : G0 ⇒∗ Gn with NACs
can be extended to a transformation t′ : G′0 ⇒∗ G′n with NACs via an extension morphism
k0 : G0 → G′0. On the other hand, the restriction theorem with NACs states that a direct
transformation with NACs can be restricted to a direct transformation with NACs, starting
with a smaller context. For showing completeness of critical pairs (resp. sequence), it can
then be shown that each pair of conflicting transformations (resp. sequence of causally
dependent transformations) can be restricted to some critical pair (resp. critical sequence).

2.7.6 Definition (extension diagram with NACs). An extension diagram is a diagram (1),

G0

(1)

∗t +3

k0
��

Gn

kn
��

G′0
∗t′ +3 G′n

where, k0 : G0 → G′0 is a morphism, called extension morphism, and t : G0
∗⇒ Gn

and t′ : G′0
∗⇒ G′n are transformations with NACs via the same rules (p0, · · · , pn−1), and

matches (m0, · · · ,mn−1) and extended matches (k0 ◦m0, · · · , kn−1 ◦mn−1), respectively,
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Figure 2.32: critical sequence for Elevator

defined by the following DPO diagrams :

pi : Li

mi

��

Ki

ji
��

ri
//

li
oo Ri

ni

��
Gi

ki
��

Di

di
��

gi
//

fi
oo Gi+1

ki+1

��
G′i D′i g′i

//
f ′i

oo G′i+1

2.7.7 Theorem (restriction theorem with NACs). Given a direct transformation G′
p,m′⇒ H ′

with NACs, an injective morphism s : G → G′, and a match m : L → G such that
s ◦ m = m′, then there is a direct transformation G

p,m⇒ H with NACs leading to the
following extension diagram:

N

L

n

OO

(1)

m′

��

m

��

K
k′

��

k
��

(2)
��

loo r // R

h′

��

h
��

G

(3)s

��

D

(4)f
��

d
oo

e
// H

o

��
G′ D′

d′
oo

e′
// H ′
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Figure 2.33: critical sequence for Elevator

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.7.5 in Chapter 3.

Now, we are ready to formulate the completeness theorem for critical pairs with NACs,
stating that each potential conflict is represented in a minimal context by some critical pair.

2.7.8 Theorem (completeness of critical pairs with NACs). For each pair of direct trans-

formations H1

p1,m′1⇐= G
p2,m′2=⇒ H2 in conflict, there is a critical pair P1

p1⇐= K
p2
=⇒ P2 with

extension diagrams (1) and (2) and m injective.

P1

��
(1)

Kks +3

(2)m

��

P2

��
H1 Gks +3 H2

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.7.6 in Chapter 3.

2.7.9 Remark. Note that the critical pair that can be found exhibits the same type of conflict
(see Def. 2.6.6) as the pair of conflicting direct transformations.

Critical pairs allow for static conflict detection. Each conflict, which may occur at some
moment in the graph transformation, is represented by a critical pair. Thus, it is possible
to foresee each potential conflict by computing the set of all critical pairs before running
the graph transformation system (GTS). A conflict detection algorithm is implemented
in the graph transformation tool AGG. In Chapter 3, with regard to the certification of
Property Conflicts as Expected, a more detailed explanation is given about the visualization
of the critical pairs in AGG. Each pair of rules of the GTS induces a set of critical pairs.
Computing this set for each pair of rules delivers us in the end the complete set of critical
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Figure 2.34: critical sequence for Elevator

pairs. Here, a straightforward construction is given to compute a set of critical pairs for a
given pair of rules.

2.7.10 Construction. Consider a pair of rules p1 : L1 ← K1 → R1, p2 : L2 ← K2 → R2

with NACs:

N1
q12

��

N2
q21

��

R1

(1)h1
��

K1

(2)

l1 //r1oo

��

L1

h12

''

n1

OO

m1   AAAAAAAA L2

(3)h21

ww

n2

OO

m2~~}}}}}}}}
K2

(4)

��

l2oo r2 // R2

h2
��

P1 D1 d1
//

e1
oo K D2d2

oo
e2
// P2

1. Consider any jointly surjective pair (m1 : L1 → K,m2 : L2 → K).

(a) Check the gluing condition for (l1,m1) and (l2,m2). If it is satisfied for both
cases, then construct PO-complements D1, D2 in (2),(3) and POs P1, P2 in (1)
and (4).

(b) Check if the pair of direct transformations P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 is in delete-use
conflict, leading to the critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2.

2. Consider for each NAC n1 : L1 → N1 of p1 any jointly surjective pair of morphisms
(h2 : R2 → P2, q12 : N1 → P2) with q12 injective.
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(a) Check the gluing condition for (h2, r2). If it is satisfied, then construct the
PO-complement D2 in (4).

(b) Construct PO K in (3) and abort if m2 6|= NACp2 .

(c) Check existence of h12 : L1 → D2 s.t. e2 ◦ h12 = q12 ◦ n1. If not existent, then
abort.

(d) Define m1 = d2 ◦ h12 : L1 → K and abort if m1 6|= NACp1 .

(e) Check the gluing condition for (m1, l1). If it is satisfied, then construct the
PO-complement D1 in (2).

(f) Construct P1 as PO in (1) leading to the critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2.

3. Consider for each NAC n2 : L2 → N2 of p2 any jointly surjective pair of morphisms
(h1 : R1 → P1, q21 : N2 → P1) with q21 injective and continue analogously to step
2.

This construction is derived quite straightforwardly from Definition 2.7.1. We are able
to show that it yields all critical pairs of a pair of rules of the GTS with NACs4.

2.7.11 Theorem (correctness of critical pair construction). The critical pair construction
in 2.7.10 yields the set of all critical pairs for a pair of rules (p1, p2) of a GTS with NACs.

Proof. • First we prove that the pair of direct transformations constructed in steps 1, 2
and 3 is indeed a critical pair. Step 1: Since the matches (m1,m2) of P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2

are jointly surjective and this pair is in delete-use conflict, it is a critical pair. Step 2:
Since there exists a morphism h12 : L1 → D2 with m1 = d2 ◦ h12 and an injective
morphism q12 : N1 → P2 with e2 ◦ h12 = q12 ◦ n1 and (h2, q12) jointly surjective, it
is a critical pair in produce-forbid conflict. Step 3: Analogous to Step 2.

• Secondly, we prove that each critical pair is constructed by step 1, 2 or 3. Looking
at Definition 2.7.1 there are four different types of critical pairs. Given a critical
pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 of type 1a or 2a (delete-use conflict), then it is constructed
by step 1. This is because the matches (m1,m2) are jointly surjective, (l1,m1) and
(l2,m2) satisfy the gluing condition since (2) and (3) are pushouts, (1) and (4) are
also pushouts, pushouts are unique up to isomorphisms, and P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 are
in delete-use conflict. Given a critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 of type (1b) (produce-
forbid conflict), then it is constructed by step 2. This is because (h2, q12) are jointly
surjective, the gluing condition for (h2, r2) is satisfied because (4) is a pushout, (3)
is a pushout, m2 |= NACp2 , h12 : L1 → D2 exists s.t. e2 ◦ h12 = q12 ◦ n1, m1 |=
NACp1 , the gluing condition for (m1, l1) holds since (2) is a pushout, (1) is a pushout
and pushouts are unique up to isomorphisms. Given a critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2

of type (2b) (produce-forbid conflict), then it is constructed by step 3, analogous to
a critical pair of type (1b).

4Note that this construction and theorem are analogous for any other instantiation of adhesive HLR sys-
tems with NACs.
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As for the conflict case, we can now formulate the completeness theorem for critical
sequences with NACs, stating that each potential causal dependency is represented in a
minimal context by some critical sequence.

2.7.12 Theorem (completeness of critical sequences with NACs). For each sequence of

causally dependent direct transformationsG
p1,m′1=⇒ H1

p2,m′2=⇒ H2, there is a critical sequence
K

p1
=⇒ P1

p2
=⇒ P2 with extension diagrams (1) and (2) and m injective.

K

��
(1)

+3 P1
+3

(2)m

��

P2

��
G +3 H1

+3 H2

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.7.8 in Chapter 3.

2.7.13 Remark. Note that, analogous to Remark 2.7.9, the critical sequence that can be
constructed exhibits the same type of dependency (see Def. 2.6.8) as the sequence of
causally dependent direct transformations.

Critical sequences allow for static causal dependency detection. Each causal depen-
dency, which may occur at some moment in the graph transformation, is represented by
a critical sequence. Thus, it is possible to foresee each potential causal dependency by
computing the set of all critical sequences before running the GTS. A causal dependency
detection algorithm is implemented in the graph transformation tool AGG. In Chapter 3,
with regard to the certification of property Causalities as Expected, a more detailed expla-
nation is given about the visualization of the critical sequences in AGG. Each sequence
of two rules of the GTS induces a set of critical sequences. Computing this set for each
sequence of two rules delivers us in the end the complete set of critical sequences. Because
of Remark 2.7.4, the construction of such a set of critical sequences can be derived from
the one for critical pairs (see Construction 2.7.10).

2.7.14 Construction. Consider a sequence of rules (p1 : L1 ← K1 → R1, p2 : L2 ←
K2 → R2) with NACs:

1. compute p−1
1 according to Def. 2.3.17

2. compute the set of critical pairs for p−1
1 and p2 according to Construction 2.7.10

3. interpret each critical pair P1

p−1
1⇐ K

p2⇒ P2 in this set as a critical sequence K ′
p1⇒

P ′1
p2⇒ P2 with K ′ = P1 and P ′1 = K according to Theorem 2.3.18.

2.7.15 Example (completeness for Elevator). Consider again the conflicts and causal de-
pendencies described in Example 2.6.9. The conflicts shown in Fig. 2.23 (resp. Fig. 2.24)
are represented by the critical pairs described in Example 2.7.2 and depicted in Fig. 2.29
(resp. Fig. 2.30). Analogously, the causal dependencies shown in Fig. 2.25 (resp. Fig.
2.26,2.27, and 2.28) are represented by the critical sequences described in Example 2.7.5
and depicted in Fig. 2.31 (resp. Fig. 2.32,2.33, and 2.34).
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The following fact characterizes that each pair of direct graph transformations is not in
conflict if the corresponding graph transformation system has an empty set of critical pairs.
Such a system is called conflict-free. Thereby, note that a pair of direct transformations via
the same rule must be non-conflicting as well.

2.7.16 Fact (a necessary and sufficient condition for parallel independence). Each pair of
direct transformations H1 ⇐ G ⇒ H2 in a graph transformation system with NACs is
parallel independent if and only if there are no critical pairs for this graph transformation
system with NACs.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Fact 3.7.10 in Chapter 3.

2.7.17 Definition (conflict-free system). A graph transformation system with NACs in
which each pair of direct transformations H1 ⇐ G⇒ H2 is parallel independent is called
conflict-free.

Analogously, we have a fact characterizing that a sequence of two direct graph transfor-
mations is not causally dependent if the corresponding graph transformation system has an
empty set of critical sequences. Such a system is called dependency-free. Thereby, note
that a sequence of two direct transformations via the same rule must be independent as
well.

2.7.18 Fact (a necessary and sufficient condition for sequential independence). Each se-
quence of direct transformations G ⇒ H1 ⇒ H2 in a graph transformation system with
NACs is sequentially independent if and only if there are no critical sequences for this
graph transformation system with NACs.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Fact 3.7.12 in Chapter 3.

2.7.19 Definition (dependency-free system). A graph transformation system with NACs in
which each sequence of direct transformations G⇒ H1 ⇒ H2 is sequentially independent
is called dependency-free.

2.7.20 Example (dependency-free subsystem of Elevator). Consider the subset of rules of
Elevator consisting of call request and stop request. This subset of rules is a dependency-
free system. It is not possible to find any critical sequence via the rules call request and
stop request. This means that the order of consecutive recordings of an internal stop or
external call request does not matter. On the other hand, there does not exist any subsystem
of Elevator that is conflict-free. Namely, for each rule a pair of direct transformations via
the same rule can be constructed that is conflicting.

2.8 Independence, Conflicts and Causal Dependencies for
Rules

We now shift the notions of parallel and sequential independency as well as conflicts and
causal dependencies for transformations to the rule-level. This will allow static analysis
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techniques such as, for example, investigations on rule sequence applicability in the next
section.

2.8.1 Independence for Rules

We define parallel (resp. sequential) independency for rules by demanding that the corre-
sponding transformations are independent. Analogously, it is possible to define rules that
are in conflict (resp. rules that depend on each other).

2.8.1 Definition (parallel independent rules). Rules r1 and r2 are parallel independent if

every pair of transformations G
(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1 via r1 with NACr1 and G

(r2,m2)
=⇒ H2 via r2 with

NACr2 is parallel independent as defined in Def. 2.4.1.

2.8.2 Definition (sequentially independent rules). The pair of rules (r1, r2) is sequentially

independent if every sequence of transformationsG
(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1 via r1 withNACr1 followed

by H1
(r2,m2)
=⇒ H via r2 with NACr2 is sequentially independent as defined in Def. 2.4.1.

2.8.3 Corollary (characterization of parallel independent rules). Rules r1 and r2 are par-

allel independent if and only if there exist no critical pairs P1
(r1,m1)⇐= K

(r2,m2)
=⇒ P2.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.8.3 in Chapter 3.

2.8.4 Corollary (characterization of sequentially independent rules). The pair of rules

(r1, r2) is sequentially independent if and only if there exist no critical sequences K
(r1,m1)
=⇒

P1
(r2,m2)
=⇒ P2.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.8.3 in Chapter 3.

Analogous to Remark 2.4.2, we can relate parallel and sequential independency for rules
instead of transformations.

2.8.5 Corollary (relating parallel and sequential independency for rules). The rule pair
(r1, r2) is sequentially independent if and only if r−1

1 and r2 are parallel independent. The
rules r1 and r2 are parallel independent if and only if the rule pair (r−1

1 , r2) is sequentially
independent if and only if the rule pair (r−1

2 , r1) is sequentially independent.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.8.5 in Chapter 3.

2.8.6 Example (independent rules for Elevator). Rules process stop down and stop request
(as presented in Fig. 2.16, resp. in Fig. 2.4) are parallel independent. It is not possible to
construct any critical pair for them. Consider some system state for Elevator such that, on
the one hand, some stop request r is processed and, on the other hand, some stop request
r′ for some floor f is generated. Then because of parallel independency we know that, on
the one hand, the stop request r′ can still be generated for floor f , and, on the other hand,
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the stop request r can still be processed. Note that although rules process stop down and
stop request are parallel independent, rules (stop request,process stop down) are not se-
quentially independent. This is because rule stop request might trigger rule
process stop down by generating a stop request on the elevator floor, which can then be
processed by process stop down. Moreover, in the same context rule stop request is irre-
versible after process stop down. Rules (call request, stop request), as presented in Fig.
2.4 and in Fig. 2.10, are sequentially independent. It is not possible to construct any crit-
ical sequence for them. Consider some system state for Elevator such that at first some
call request, and afterwards some stop request is generated. Then, because of sequential
independency, we know that these requests could also have been generated the other way
round.

2.8.2 Conflicts and Causal Dependencies for Rules

We defined parallel (resp. sequential) independency for rules by demanding that the corre-
sponding transformations are independent. Analogously, it is possible to define rules that
are in conflict (resp. rules that depend on each other).

2.8.7 Definition (conflicting rules). Rules r1 and r2 are in conflict if there exists a pair of
transformations G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 with NACp1 and G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp2 that are in conflict

according to Def. 2.6.1.

2.8.8 Definition (causally dependent rules). Given a pair of rules (r1, r2), then rules r1 and
r2 are causally dependent if there exists a sequence of two direct transformations G

p1,m1
=⇒

H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp1 and NACp2 that are causally dependent according to Def. 2.6.2.

2.8.9 Corollary (characterization of conflicting rules). Two rules r1 and r2 are in con-

flict according to Def. 2.8.7 if and only if there exists at least one critical pair P1
(r1,m1)⇐=

K
(r2,m2)
=⇒ P2.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.8.8 in Chapter 3.

2.8.10 Corollary (characterization of causally dependent rules). Given a pair of rules
(r1, r2), then they are causally dependent according to Def. 2.8.8 if and only if there exists

at least one critical sequence K
(r1,m1)
=⇒ P1

(r2,m2)
=⇒ P2.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.8.9 in Chapter 3.

Analogous to the conflict and causal dependency characterizations for transformations
in Def. 2.6.6 (resp. 2.6.8), we can characterize conflicts and causal dependencies between
rules as well.

2.8.11 Definition (rule r1 causes a delete-use (resp. produce-forbid) conflict with rule
r2). Rule r1 causes a delete-use (resp. produce-forbid) conflict with rule r2 if there is a
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transformation G
(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1 via r1 with NACr1 that causes a delete-use (resp. produce-

forbid) conflict with G
(r2,m2)
=⇒ H2 via r2 with NACr2 as defined in Def. 2.6.6. In general,

we say that r1 causes a conflict with r2.

2.8.12 Definition (rule pair (r1, r2) is in produce-use (resp. delete-use) dependency). A
rule pair (r1, r2) is in produce-use (resp. delete-use) dependency if there is a transformation

sequence G
(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1

(r2,m2)
=⇒ H2 such that G

(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1 is in produce-use (resp. delete-

use) dependency with H1
(r2,m2)
=⇒ H2 according to Def. 2.6.8. In general, we say that r2 is

triggered by r1.

2.8.13 Definition (rule pair (r1, r2) is in deliver-delete (resp. forbid-produce) dependency).
A rule pair (r1, r2) is in deliver-delete (resp. forbid-produce) dependency if there is a

transformation sequence G
(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1

(r2,m2)
=⇒ H2 such that G

(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1 is in deliver-delete

(resp. forbid-produce) dependency with H1
(r2,m2)
=⇒ H2 according to Def. 2.6.8. In general,

we say that r1 is irreversible after r2.

2.8.14 Remark. Note that the following correspondences exist. Rules r1 and r2 are parallel
independent if and only if r1 does not cause a conflict with r2 and r2 does not cause a
conflict with r1. Rule pair (r1, r2) is sequentially independent if and only if r2 is not
triggered by r1 and r1 is not irreversible after r2.

Analogous to Corollary 2.8.5, we can also relate conflicts and causal dependencies for
rules.

2.8.15 Corollary (relating conflicts and causal dependencies for rules). Rule r1 causes a
conflict with r2 if and only if r2 is triggered by r−1

1 if and only if r−1
2 is irreversible after

r1. Given rule pair (r1, r2), r2 is triggered by r1 if and only if r−1 causes a conflict with r2.
Moreover, r1 is irreversible after r2 if and only if r2 causes a conflict with r−1

1 .

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.8.14 in Chapter 3.

2.8.16 Example (conflicting and dependent rules for Elevator). Rule call request causes
a produce-forbid conflict with rule set direction up. A corresponding pair of transforma-
tions in conflict is shown in Fig. 2.23. Rule process call down causes a delete-use conflict
with rule process stop and call and the other way round. A corresponding pair of transfor-
mations in conflict is shown in Fig. 2.24. Rule move up is triggered by stop request by a
produce-use dependency. A corresponding transformation sequence is shown in Fig. 2.25.
Rule move up is triggered by rule process stop up by a delete-forbid dependency. A corre-
sponding transformation sequence is shown in Fig. 2.26. Moreover, rule process stop up
is irreversible after rule move up. This is because of a deliver-delete dependency, and it can
be recognized as well on the transformation in Fig. 2.26. Since the elevator has moved to
the second floor, the inverse rule of process stop up cannot be applied on the first floor any-
more. Rule call request is irreversible after process call down because of a deliver-delete
dependency. A corresponding transformation sequence is shown in Fig. 2.27. Moreover,
process call down is triggered by rule call request because of a produce-use dependency.
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This can be recognized as well on the transformation in Fig. 2.27. A call request is pro-
duced that is processed immediately by rule process call down. Rule process stop up is
irreversible after call request because of a forbid-produce dependency. A corresponding
transformation sequence is shown in Fig. 2.28.

If neighbored rules in a rule sequence are sequentially independent, then they can be
switched as well. We say that such sequences are shift-equivalent.

2.8.17 Definition (shift-equivalent rule sequences). A rule sequence s′ is shift-equivalent to
a rule sequence s : r1, r2, . . . , rm if the pair (s, s′) belongs to the reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive closure of the shift-equivalent relation S: a pair of rule sequences (s, s′) belongs
to the shift relation S if s′ can be deduced from s by switching the rules rj with rj+1

and the switching is allowed only if (rj, rj+1) and (rj+1, rj) are sequentially independent
according to Def. 2.8.2.

If neighbored rules in a rule sequence are sequentially independent only in one order,
then we say that they are just shift-related. These notions are used in Theorem 2.9.11,
2.9.14, and Corollary 2.9.15 to define rule sequence reductions with regard to their appli-
cability resp. non-applicability.

2.8.18 Definition (shift-related rule sequences). A rule sequence s′ is shift-related to a rule
sequence s : r1, r2, . . . , rm if the pair (s, s′) belongs to the reflexive and transitive closure
of the shift-relation S: a pair of rule sequences (s, s′) belongs to the shift-relation S if s′

can be deduced from s by switching the rules rj with rj+1 and the switching is allowed
only if the rule pair (rj+1, rj) is sequentially independent according to Def. 2.8.2.

2.8.19 Remark. Note that because of Theorem 2.8.5 rule pair (r1, r2) is sequentially inde-
pendent if and only if r2 and r−1

1 are parallel independent rules.

We can distinguish a special case of causal dependency for the case without NACs. It is
possible that a rule r1 produces everything that is needed by r2 regardless of what is already
present in the corresponding transformations. This so-called pure dependency will be used
for the applicability criteria of rule sequences in Section 2.9. Note that if r2 is a rule with
NACs, then it could be the case that r1 produces everything that is needed by r2, but also
that r1 produces something that is forbidden by r1. Therefore, here we first restrict to the
case without NACs.

2.8.20 Definition (rule r1 purely enables r2). A rule r2 : L2 ← K2 → R2 is purely enabled
by r1 : L1 ← K1 → R1 if r2 is a rule without NACs and there exists an injective morphism
l21 : L2 → R1.

2.8.21 Remark. Rule r2 without NACs is triggered by rule r1 according to Def. 2.8.12, if
r2 is purely enabled by r1 and the following mild assumptions are satisfied: a morphism
k21 : L2 → K1 does not exist such that r1 ◦k21 = l21, match l21 fulfills the gluing condition
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for r2, and id : L1 → L1 |= NACr1 .

L1

idL1

��

K1l1oo

idK1

��

r1 // R1

idR1

BBB

  BBB

L2

l21

~~}}}}}}}}

l21

vv

L1 K1l1oo r1 // R1

2.8.22 Example (purely enabled rule for Elevator alarm). Suppose that the elevator con-
trol in our running example Elevator is extended by a fire-alarm control [10] operating the
elevator cabin to the ground floor as soon as the fire alarm is released. The elevator car
then stays in this position until the fire alarm is unset. We call this extended elevator con-
trol Elevator alarm, and modify and extend the graph transformation system GTSElevator
to GTSElevatorAlarm as follows. First, we add a node of type alarm to the type graph of
Elevator (see Fig. 2.1). We then add the rules set alarm and unset alarm as shown in Fig.
2.35. They model that a fire alarm is set (resp. unset). Note that rule unset alarm is purely
enabled by set alarm. Now we modify each rule of Elevator as follows: we add a NAC
no alarm consisting of the left-hand side of the rule and an extra node of type alarm. Thus,
these rules cannot be applied anymore once the fire alarm is released. Finally, we add a
rule move down alarm modeling the fact that the elevator car should move downward as
soon as a fire alarm is present. Note that one should moreover add rules setting the elevator
into an initial state again before the alarm is unset, but we do not depict these rules here.

Figure 2.35: rules set alarm and unset alarm for Elevator

Figure 2.36: rule move down alarm for Elevator
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2.8.3 Independence of Concurrent Rules

This section describes that independency for concurrent rules can be derived from inde-
pendency of their single rules.

2.8.23 Theorem (independence of concurrent and single rule). Consider a concurrent rule
rc for some sequence of rules r1, r2 . . . , rn and some rule r. rc and r are parallel indepen-
dent ((rc, r) resp. (r, rc) are sequentially independent) if ri and r are parallel independent
((ri, r) resp. (r, ri) are sequentially independent) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.8.21 in Chapter 3.

2.8.24 Theorem (independence of concurrent rules). Consider a concurrent rule rc (resp.
r′c) for some sequence of rules r1, r2 . . . rn (resp. r′1, r

′
2, . . . , r

′
m). rc and r′c are parallel

independent ((rc, r′c) resp. (r′c, rc) are sequentially independent) if ri and r′j are parallel
independent ((ri, r′j) resp. (r′j, ri) are sequentially independent) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤
j ≤ m.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.8.22 in Chapter 3.

2.8.25 Example. Consider the concurrent rule of process stop down and process call down
processing a stop request and a call request on the elevator floor. Moreover, consider the
concurrent rule of stop request and call request generating a stop request and a call request
for the same floor. This rule then holds two NACs expressing that neither a stop request nor
a call request should be present on the floor. These concurrent rules are parallel indepen-
dent according to Theorem 2.8.24 since their single rules are. Consider some system state
of Elevator such that, on the one hand, a stop request and a call request can be processed in
downward mode for some floor f and, on the other hand, a stop request and a call request
can be generated for another floor. Then, on the one hand it is possible to generate the stop
and call request for floor f ′ and on the other hand it is possible to process the stop and call
request on floor f .

Consider the concurrent rule of call request and call request generating a call request
for two floors. This rule holds a set of NACs expressing that this rule can only be applied
in an injective way on both floors and forbidding any call request on each of the floors.
Analogously, consider the concurrent rule of stop request and stop request. These con-
current rules are sequentially independent according to Theorem 2.8.24 since their single
rules are. Consider some system state of Elevator such that first a call request is generated
on two floors, and afterwards a stop request is generated on two floors. Then because of
sequential independence it is possible to generate the stop requests first, and afterwards
generate the call requests.

2.8.26 Corollary (parallel (resp. sequentially) independent rules and concurrency). Given
a conflict-free (resp. dependency-free) graph transformation system GTS with NACs as
given in Def. 2.7.17 (resp. Def. 2.7.19), then the graph transformation system GTS’ with
NACs equal to GTS, but holding in addition concurrent rules for sequences of rules in
GTS, is conflict-free (resp. dependency-free) as well.
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Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.8.23 in Chapter 3.

2.9 Applicability and Non-Applicability of Rule Sequences

In this section, we first introduce some reductions of rule sequences allowing us to conclude
applicability (resp. non-applicability) of the original rule sequences from the applicabil-
ity (resp. non-applicability) of the reduced sequences. Thereafter, we present sufficient
criteria for the applicability and for the non-applicability of a rule sequence to a graph.
These criteria are based mainly on the causal dependencies and conflicts between rules as
presented in Section 2.8. Moreover, the non-satisfaction of one of the criteria may give
a hint to the reason for a rule sequence to be applicable or inapplicable. In Chapter 4, it
is explained with regard to the certification of property Applicability that this applicability
analysis is implemented in AGG. Note that applicability criteria have been studied also in
[118] for simple digraphs using matrix graph grammars.

Before starting this section though we make the following assumption. It ensures that
as soon as a suitable match is found for a rule into some host graph, the gluing condition
(see Def. 2.3.6) is always fulfilled. Moreover, some first results concerning applicability
and non-applicability of rules can be deduced from this assumption (see Corrs .2.9.3, 2.9.5
and Theorem 2.9.7). Note that a match m fulfills the gluing condition for some rule p if
the identification and dangling edge conditions are fulfilled. The identification condition
ensures that no graph elements are glued by m such that one or both elements should be
deleted by p. The dangling edge condition ensures that no nodes are deleted from the graph
G to which p is applied without deleting all adjacent edges in G with them.

2.9.1 Assumption (gluing condition always fulfilled). In this section, we restrict ourselves
to transformations via injective matches. Therefore, the identification condition is always
fulfilled. Moreover, we restrict ourselves to a set of rules such that each rule is either non-
deleting on nodes (dangling edge condition automatically fulfilled) or the dangling edge
condition is fulfilled because nodes are deleted by rules only together with all possible
incoming/outgoing edges. Thereby, note that NACs do not necessarily need to be fulfilled.

2.9.2 Example (gluing condition for Elevator). Rules move up and move down are the
only rules in Elevator that can be applied in a non-injective way. In order to apply the
theory in this chapter, we replace the rule move up (resp. move down) in Elevator by
two move rules that can be applied in an injective way with the same effect as applying
the original rule in a non-injective way (see Fig. 2.37 depicting the equivalent rules for
move up). Analogously, both rules for move down can be derived. Moreover, we have
the node-deleting rules set direction up, set direction down, and all process rules in Ele-
vator. We have to argue that they fulfill the dangling condition in any circumstance. Since
the type graph of Elevator (see Fig. 2.1) does not allow any incoming or outgoing edge
for nodes of type up or down, the dangling edge condition for rules set direction up and
set direction down is always fulfilled. Moreover, each process rule deletes a request node
together with either a call loop or a stop loop. Since the rules call request and stop request
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generate request nodes either with a call or with a stop loop, the initial system state does not
hold any requests, and no other rules generate requests, then the dangling edge condition
is fulfilled for each process rule.

Figure 2.37: equivalent move up rules for Elevator

Based on Assumption 2.9.1, it is possible to express the applicability of some rule p with
at most one NAC(n) to graph G, by the satisfaction and non-satisfaction of a specific con-
straint (as given in Corollary 2.9.3) derived from rule p. Analogously, the non-applicability
of p with at most one NAC(n) to a graph G is equivalent to the satisfaction of a specific
constraint (as given in Corollary 2.9.5) derived from p. Note that Def. 2.2.13 reintroduces
the notion of graph constraints. It is part of future work to generalize the following corol-
laries to nested application conditions and constraints as presented in [46]. With these
more general constraints it will also be possible to express the applicability (resp. non-
applicability) of rules with more than one NAC(n). Note that Corollary 2.9.5 is used in
Chapter 4 in order to certify Property Constraint Guaranteed. Moreover, it could be used
as a basis for certifying deadlock-freeness. In particular, a constraint can be computed
expressing that none of the rules is applicable anymore. If this constraint is equivalent to
false, then a deadlock cannot occur. It is part of future work to describe this topic in more
detail.
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2.9.3 Corollary (rule applicability and constraints). Given a rule p : L← K → R without
NACs and a graphG, then p is applicable toG if and only ifG satisfies Cappl(p) = PC(L).
Given a rule p : L← K → R with single NAC(n) and a graph G, then p is applicable to
G if and only if G satisfies PC(L) and G does not satisfy PC(n : L→ N) i.e. G satisfies
Cappl(p) = PC(L) ∧ ¬PC(n).

Proof. Some rule p without NACs is applicable to G if and only if an injective match
morphism m : L → G exists i.e. G |= PC(L). Rule p with NAC(n) is applicable
to G because of two reasons. First, there should exist some injective match morphism
m : L → G. Moreover, if such a match morphism m exists, then m |= NAC(n) if and
only if it holds that no injective morphism q : N → G exists such that q ◦ n = m. This
means that PC(n : L→ N) should not be fulfilled by G. Note that since m automatically
fulfills the gluing condition (see Assumption 2.9.1), there is no third reason for p to be
applicable.

2.9.4 Example (applicability of rule move up of Elevator). Consider rule move up as de-
picted in Fig. 2.37. It is applicable to each system state of Elevator such that the elevator
is in upward mode, some request is available on a higher floor than the elevator floor that
is different from the next floor, and the elevator floor does not hold any stop request. This
is expressed by the constraint PC(L)∧¬PC(n) with L the left-hand side of move up and
n the morphism of NAC no stop request.

2.9.5 Corollary (rule non-applicability and constraints). Given a rule p : L ← K → R
without NACs and a graph G, then p is not applicable to G if and only if G satisfies
CapplNot(p) = NC(L). Given a rule p : L ← K → R with single NAC(n) and a graph
G, then p is not applicable to G if and only if G satisfies NC(L) or PC(n : L → N) i.e.
G satisfies CapplNot(p) = NC(L) ∨ PC(n).

Proof. This follows because of Corollary 2.9.3 or because of the following argumentation:
Some rule pwithout NACs is not applicable toG if and only if no injective match morphism
m : L→ G exists i.e. G |= NC(L). If p is not applicable to G, then this can have exactly
two reasons. The first one is that no match is found from L to G. In this case, G satisfies
NC(L). The second reason is that for each existing match m : L → G, NAC(n) is not
fulfilled, i.e. there exists some injective morphism q : N → G such that q ◦ n = m. This
corresponds to the fact that G satisfies PC(n : L → N). Note that since m automatically
fulfills the gluing condition (see Assumption 2.9.1), there is no third reason for p to be
non-applicable.

2.9.6 Example (non-applicability of rule process stop down of Elevator). Consider rule
process stop down as depicted in Fig. 2.16. It is not applicable to each system state of
Elevator such that no elevator in downward mode is present on a floor with a stop request.
This is expressed by the constraint NC(L) with L the left-hand side of process stop down.

Based on Assumption 2.9.1 and the conflict and dependency characterizations (see Def.
2.6.6 and Def. 2.6.8), we can formulate a weaker version of the Local Church-Rosser The-
orem with NACs (see Theorem 2.4.3). It characterizes what it means for a transformation
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not to cause a conflict with another transformation (resp. not to depend on another trans-
formation). Namely, it is possible to derive different new kinds of rule applicabilities. The
following cases occur: If two rules p1 and p2 are applicable to the same graph G and the
direct transformation G ⇒ H1 via p1 does not cause a conflict with the direct transforma-
tion G ⇒ H2 via p2, then it is possible to apply p2 on the result of the first transformation
H1. If a sequence of rules p1, p2 is applicable to G and the first transformation G⇒ H1 via
p1 is reversible after H1 ⇒ G′ via p2, then it is possible to apply p−1

1 to G′. If a sequence
of rules p1, p2 is applicable to G and the second transformation H1 ⇒ G′ via p2 is not
triggered by the first one G⇒ H1 via p1, then it is possible to apply p2 also to G.

2.9.7 Theorem (weak local Church-Rosser Theorem with NACs). Given a graph trans-
formation system GTS with NACs and two direct transformations with NACs H1

p1,m1⇐
G

p2,m2⇒ H2 such that G
p1,m1⇒ H1 does not cause a conflict with G

p2,m2⇒ H2 (as defined in

Def. 2.6.6), then there is a graph G′ and a direct transformation H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′. Vice versa,

given two direct transformations with NACs G
p1,m1⇒ H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′ such that G
p1,m1⇒ H1 is

reversible after H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′ (as defined in Def. 2.6.8), then there is a graph H2 and a direct

transformation H2

p1,m′1⇒ G′. Finally, if H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′ is not triggered by G
p1,m1⇒ H1 (as

defined in Def. 2.6.8), then there is a graph H2 and a direct transformation G
p2,m2⇒ H2.
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Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.9.2 in Chapter 3.

2.9.8 Example (weak local Church-Rosser property for Elevator). Consider a system state
of Elevator such that the elevator is on the first floor holding a stop request. Now, on
the one hand, rule process stop up can be applied, processing the stop request on the first
floor . On the other hand, rule call request can be applied, generating a call request on
the first floor. The transformation via process stop up does not cause a conflict with the
transformation via call request. Therefore, it is possible according to Theorem 2.9.7 to
apply call request to the first floor after the stop request has been processed. Note that the
other way round it is not possible to apply process stop up on the first floor after a call
request has been generated for the first floor. This is because process stop up holds a NAC
no call forbidding a call request. Consider another system state of Elevator such that the
elevator is in upward mode on the second floor holding a stop request. Now at first rule pro-
cess stop up can be applied processing the stop request on the elevator floor. Afterwards
it is possible to apply rule stop request on the ground floor. The transformation via pro-
cess stop up is reversible after stop request. Therefore, according to Theorem 2.9.7 it is
possible to apply the inverse rule of process stop up to the second floor after a stop request
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has been generated by stop request on the ground floor. Moreover, the transformation via
stop request is not triggered by the transformation via process stop up since we consider
requests on different floors. Note that this would be different if we were to process a stop
request on a certain floor, and afterwards generate a stop request for the same floor. In this
case though, according to Theorem 2.9.7, it is possible to apply stop request at first on the
ground floor, and afterwards process the stop request on the elevator floor.

2.9.1 Reduction of Rule Sequences

Most of the reductions that follow in this section (summary reduction, repeated elements
reduction, and loop reduction) reduce a rule sequence to a shorter one under specific condi-
tions. These conditions ensure that the longer sequence is applicable if the short one can be
shown to be applicable. These reductions together with the shift-equivalent reduction can
also be used to reduce a set of rule sequences to a smaller set of rule sequences. Thereby,
the applicability of each rule sequence in the original set follows from the applicability of
each rule sequence in the smaller set. The reduced set of rule sequences is obtained by ap-
plying the reductions to single rule sequences in this set. Thereby, reduced rule sequences
may be equal to already present rule sequences, and therefore, the size of the original set
of rule sequences may be reduced. Moreover, by applying summary reduction, repeated
elements reduction, or loop reduction to single rule sequences also the length of the rule
sequences may be reduced. First, we present a reduction of rule sequences summarizing
neighbored rules into concurrent rules (summary reduction), and thereby, show that appli-
cability is not affected.

2.9.9 Theorem (summary reduction). Consider s : r1, r2, . . . , rn, a sequence of n rules, a
graph G0, and a rule sequence s′ : r′1, r

′
2, . . . , r

′
m with m < n in which neighbored rules

ri, ri+1, . . . ri+k with k > 0 in s are summarized by some concurrent rule for ri, ri+1, . . . ri+k.
If the summarized rule sequence s′ is applicable to G0 with injective matching, then the
original rule sequence s is applicable to G0 with injective matching and the same result.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.9.3 in Chapter 3.

2.9.10 Example (summary reduction for Elevator). Consider the rule sequence
s : stop request, stop request, call request, and the summarized rule sequence
s′ : stop request, stop request * call request in which the last two rules are summarized
into one concurrent rule generating a call and stop request for the same floor. According to
Theorem 2.9.9, s is applicable to some G0 if s′ is applicable to G0. Consider, for example,
the initial system state of Elevator (see Fig. 2.2) and the following application of s′ to this
initial state. First, a stop request is generated for the third floor, and afterwards a stop and a
call request are generated for the second floor. Then it is possible to generate a stop request
for the third floor first, then generate a stop request for the second floor, and afterwards
generate a call request for the second floor. Note that the other way round this does not
have to be the case. Consider a system state of Elevator in which each floor except for
the second floor already holds a call request, and the second floor holds a stop request. It
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is possible to apply s on this state in the following way. First, a stop request is generated
for the third floor, then a stop request is generated for the first floor, and afterwards a call
request is generated for the second floor. Now s′ is not applicable since each floor holds
at least one type of request already. Therefore, rule stop request * call request will not be
applicable since it holds NACs expressing that neither a call request, nor a stop request can
be already present on the floor.

In shift-equivalent rule sequences (see Def. 2.8.17) rule rj in s is switched with rule rj+1

repeatedly under the condition that the pairs of rules (rj, rj+1) and (rj+1, rj) are sequen-
tially independent. We show in the following reduction of rule sequences that switching
such pairs of sequentially independent rules does not affect applicability. Note that this is
a bidirectional reduction. We then also formulate a somewhat weaker unidirectional shift
reduction, where we don’t require that (rj, rj+1) is sequentially independent. Note that in
[51] a weaker kind of equivalence, so-called permutation equivalence, is introduced for the
framework of subobject transformation systems.

2.9.11 Theorem (bidirectional shift-equivalence reduction). Rule sequence s : r1, r2, . . . , rn
is applicable to graph G0 if and only if all shift-equivalent rule sequences as defined in
Def. 2.8.17 are applicable to G0 with the same result.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.9.4 in Chapter 3.

Analogously to Theorem 2.9.11, we can formulate the following reduction, expressing
that all shift-equivalent rule sequences are not applicable to G0 as soon as one of them
appears to be non-applicable.

2.9.12 Corollary (bidirectional shift-equivalent reduction: non-applicability). A rule se-
quence s : r1, r2, . . . , rn is not applicable to graph G0 if and only if none of the shift-
equivalent rule sequences as defined in Def. 2.8.17 is applicable to G0 either.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.9.5 in Chapter 3.

2.9.13 Example (shift-equivalent reduction for Elevator). As partly shown in Example
2.8.6, rules (stop request, call request) as well as (call request, stop request) are sequen-
tially independent. Therefore, the set of three rule sequences consisting of two times
stop request and one call request in any order is applicable to some graph G0 if and only
if one of these rule sequences is applicable. Consider, for example, the initial system state
of Elevator as depicted in Fig. 2.2. Rule sequence stop request, stop request, call request
is applicable to this state and, therefore, the other sequences in which call request comes
as first or second rule are applicable as well. Consider, on the other hand, a system state
of Elevator in which each floor holds already a stop request and a call request. Then, no
sequence is applicable since stop request, stop request, call request cannot be applied .

Based on the weaker notion of shift-related rule sequences as given in Def. 2.8.18, we
can formulate the following unidirectional reductions with regard to applicability (resp.
non-applicability).
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2.9.14 Theorem (unidirectional shift reduction). Consider some rule sequence
s : r1, r2, . . . , rn, start graph G0, and rule sequence s′ such that s′ is shift-related to s.
If s′ is applicable to G0, then s is applicable to graph G0.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.9.6 in Chapter 3.

2.9.15 Corollary (unidirectional shift reduction: non-applicability). Consider some rule
sequence s : r1, r2, . . . , rn, start graph G0, and rule sequence s′ such that s is shift-related
to s′. If s′ is not applicable to G0, then s is not applicable to G0 either.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.9.7 in Chapter 3.

In order to prove, in Chapter 3, the correctness of some more unidirectional reductions,
we introduce two lemmas. In addition, we use these lemmas in Chapter 3 to show the
correctness of the applicability criteria in Theorem 2.9.25. The first lemma describes under
which conditions an existing transformation sequence can be elongated by a rule that is
applicable to one of the intermediate graphs in this sequence. The second lemma can
be derived from the first one, and describes under which conditions an applicable rule
sequence can be elongated by a rule that has occurred in the rule sequence before.

2.9.16 Lemma (elongate by rule applicable to intermediate graph). Consider a transfor-
mation sequence t : G0

r1⇒ G1 . . . Gn−1
rn⇒ Gn via the rule sequence r1, r2, . . . , rn. Rule r

is applicable with injective matching to Gn whenever r is applicable with injective match-
ing to some intermediate graph Gj with 0 ≤ j ≤ n in the transformation sequence t, and
each ri with j + 1 ≤ i ≤ n causes no conflict with r.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Lemma 3.9.8 in Chapter 3.

2.9.17 Lemma (elongate by occurring rule). Given a rule sequence r1, r2, . . . , rn that
is applicable to some G0 with monomorphic matching, then the extended rule sequence
r1, r2, . . . , rn, rj with 1 ≤ j ≤ n is applicable with injective matching to G0 if ri with
j ≤ i ≤ n causes no conflict with rj .

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Lemma 3.9.9 in Chapter 3.

Now, we show another unidirectional reduction for rule sequences in which a subse-
quence of identical rules occurs such that this rule does not cause any conflict with itself.
The applicability of these rule sequences can be deduced from the applicability of the same
rule sequence in which this subsequence is reduced to only one occurrence of the rule.

2.9.18 Theorem (repeated elements reduction). Consider a rule sequence s : q, rn, q′ con-
sisting of a rule sequence q followed by n (with (n > 1)) times r followed by a rule
sequence q′. Sequence s is applicable to G0 with injective matching if sequence s′ : q, r, q′

is applicable to G0 with injective matching, and r does not cause any conflict with itself,
and in addition for each r′ in q′ one of the following cases holds:
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• r′ is equal to some predecessor rule r′′ in s′ , and r′′ together with all intermediate
rules of r′′ and r′ in s′ do not cause a conflict with r′

• r′ is purely enabled as given in Def. 2.8.20 by some predecessor r′′ in s′ , and all
intermediate rules of r′′ and r′ in s′ do not cause a conflict with r′

• r′ is applicable to the start graphG0 and all predecessor rules of r′ in s′ do not cause
a conflict with r′.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.9.10 in Chapter 3.

2.9.19 Example (repeated elements reduction for Elevator). In our running example, all
rules are conflicting with themselves. Therefore, it is difficult to find a suitable repeated
elements reduction with these rules as an example. Imagine though that we have a rule
add person to floor generating a person who is present on a specific floor. We can add this
rule to the generating grammar GGElevatorGen as introduced in Example 2.3.16. There-
fore, we need to enrich the type graph of Elevator by a node type person and edge type
present on from person to floor. The rule add person to floor then has in its left-hand side
a floor node. In its right-hand side it has the same floor node together with a new edge of
type present on from a new node of type person to the floor. This rule can be used to gen-
erate a graph modeling not only how many floors the elevator should serve, but also how
many persons are present on each floor. This would enable to also design rules that model
the passenger traffic of an elevator with regard to model animation, for example. Now
suppose that we have a rule sequence s′ : qrq′ with q = add floor, add floor, q′ the empty
subsequence, and r =add person to floor. Consider again the start graph SElevatorGen as
presented in Fig. 2.7 and described in Example 2.3.16. It should be possible to generate
with the rule add person to floor as many persons as desired to each floor in the building.
Now we can deduce because of the above repeated elements reduction that s : qrnq′ is
applicable to SElevatorGen if s′ is applicable to it. This is because add person to floor is not
in conflict with itself. Since s′ is applicable to SElevatorGen generating two more floors in
the building, we can conclude that also s is generating n persons on different floors in the
building.

It is not only possible to reduce repeated elements of some sequence, but also to reduce
repeated subsequences. We call this reduction loop reduction since the loop body should
be repeated only once. Note that the loop body is fixed i.e. some subsequence is repeated
identically. For this loop reduction in addition to the repeated elements reduction the rules
belonging to the loop body should be pairwise parallel independent.

2.9.20 Theorem (loop reduction). Consider a rule sequence s : q, (r1, r2, . . . , rm)
n, q′

consisting of a rule sequence q followed by n (with (n > 1)) times sequence r1, r2, . . . , rm
followed by a rule sequence q′. Sequence s is applicable to G0 with injective matching if
sequence s′ : q, r1, r2, . . . , rm, q

′ is applicable to G0 with injective matching, and ri and rj
are parallel independent for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, and in addition for each r′ in q′ belonging to s′

one of the following cases holds:
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• r′ is equal to some predecessor rule r′′ in s′ , and r′′ together with all intermediate
rules of r′′ and r′ in s′ do not cause a conflict with r′

• r′ is purely enabled as given in Def.2.8.20 by some predecessor r′′ in s′ , and all
intermediate rules of r′′ and r′ in s′ do not cause a conflict with r′

• r′ is applicable to the start graphG0 and all predecessor rules of r′ in s′ do not cause
a conflict with r′.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.9.11 in Chapter 3.

2.9.21 Remark. Note that the repeated elements reduction is a special case of the loop
reduction.

2.9.22 Example (loop reduction for Elevator). We continue with considering the rule
add person to floor as introduced in Example 2.9.19. Now, suppose that we have a rule
sequence s′ : qr1r2q

′ with q empty, r1 =add floor, r2 =add person to floor and q′ empty.
Rules add floor and add person to floor are parallel independent, and they are also paral-
lel independent with themselves. Therefore, as soon as rule sequence s′ is applicable to
some graph G0 also the rule sequence s : (r1r2)

n with n > 1 will be applicable. Thus, we
can add a floor to the building, and afterwards add a person to some floor in the building –
for example, to the new floor – as many times as desired.

2.9.2 Applicability Criteria

Let s : r1r2 . . . rn be a sequence of n rules and G0 a graph on which this sequence should
be applied. The criteria defined in the following definition guarantee this applicability.
Note that these criteria are sufficient, but not necessary. The reductions presented in the
previous section can help if the criteria appear to be not sufficient enough. The initialization
criterion is trivial since it just requires the first rule being applicable toG0. The no impeding
predecessors criterion ensures that the applicability of a rule ri is not impeded by one of
the predecessor rules rj of ri. Criterion pure enabling predecessor will be satisfied if rule
ri is purely enabled by some predecessor rule rj in the sequence s. In this case rj triggers
the applicability of ri regardless of what is present already in the start graph G0. The not-
needed enabling predecessor criterion applies to rules that are already applicable to the
start graph G0, and do not need to be triggered by some predecessor rule. The correctness
of the criteria is proven in Theorem 2.9.25.

2.9.23 Definition (applicability criteria). Given a sequence s : r1r2 . . . rn of n rules and a
graph G0, then we define the following applicability criteria for s on G0:

initialization r1 is applicable to G0 via some injective match m1 : L1 → G0

no impeding predecessors ∀ri, rj in s with 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, rj does not cause a conflict
with ri
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enabling predecessor ∀ri in s with 1 < i ≤ n one of the following cases holds

pure there exists a rule rj in s with 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n and ri is purely enabled by rj ,
which especially means that ri has no NACs

not needed rule ri itself is applicable to G0 via some injective match. We say that
ri is self-enabled.

2.9.24 Remark (partial rule dependencies). Note that these applicability criteria as well
as the non-applicability criteria (as presented in the next section) are only sufficient for
applicability (resp. non-applicability). For example, the no impeding predecessor criterion
forbids each kind of conflict that might be caused by some predecessor rule. It might be the
case though that the matches of the corresponding transformation can be chosen in such a
way that these potential conflicts do not occur. It is part of future work to consider these
eventualities in improved criteria. The notion of partial rule dependencies as introduced in
[55] should support this development. They express which nodes (or also edges) should be
reused within the graph transformation when applying the rule sequence.

2.9.25 Theorem (correctness of applicability criteria). Consider s : r1, r2, . . . , rn a se-
quence of n rules and a graph G0. If the criteria in Def. 2.9.23 are satisfied for rule se-
quence s and graph G0, then this rule sequence is applicable to G0 with injective matching
i.e. there exists a transformation G0

r1⇒ G1 . . . Gn−1
rn⇒ Gn with injective matching.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.9.14 in Chapter 3.

2.9.26 Example (applicable rule sequence for Elevator). Consider rule sequence
s : stop request, call request and the initial system state of Elevator as G0 and depicted
in Fig. 2.2. This rule sequence is applicable to G0 since stop request can be applied to
G0 (initialization), stop request does not cause any conflict with call request (no impeding
predecessors), and call request is applicable to G0 (not needed). Note that according to
the applicability criteria above, this rule sequence is applicable to each system state G0 to
which stop request and call request are applicable.

The pure enabling predecessor criterion is only sufficient for the case that some rule r
does not need anything from the start graph G0, for example. The more general criterion
direct enabling predecessor ensures the applicability of a rule ri causally dependent on
a direct predecessor rule together with the start graph G0. This is expressed by the fact
that a concurrent rule rc of ri−1 and ri exists that is applicable to the start graph G0. The
construction of a concurrent rule with NACs is explained in Section 2.5. The correctness of
this new criterion can be shown by using the summary reduction introduced in the previous
section.

2.9.27 Definition (direct enabling predecessor criterion). Given a sequence s : r1, r2, . . . , rn
of n rules and a graph G0, then we define the direct enabling predecessor criterion for s
on G0 as follows:
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direct there exists a concurrent rule rc of ri−1 and ri such that rc is applicable via some
injective match on G0 and rj does not cause a conflict with rc for j < (i − 1). We
say that ri is directly enabled.

2.9.28 Theorem (direct enabling predecessor criterion). Theorem 2.9.25 (correctness of
applicability criteria) still holds if the enabling predecessor in Def. 2.9.23 is extended by
the direct enabling predecessor criterion as given in Def. 2.9.27. Thus, a rule can be also
directly enabled in order to fulfill the enabling predecessor criterion.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.9.16 in Chapter 3.

2.9.29 Remark. Please note that rc can be matched to G0 in a different way to how rn−1

was related to G0 during the checking procedure of the applicability criteria. Thus, the
last step in the transformation sequence that arose for rule sequence r1 . . . rn−1 can be
overwritten when checking the criteria for rule rn. This is avoided by Def. 2.9.34 of
forwarded concurrent matches.

2.9.30 Example (direct enabling predecessor in Elevator). Consider rule sequence
s : stop request, call request, process call down (see Fig. 2.37) and the system state G0

of Elevator as depicted in Fig. 2.38, expressing that the elevator car is on the highest floor
in downward direction without any requests. Analogously to Example 2.9.26, we can con-

Figure 2.38: elevator on highest floor

clude that the first two rules of s are applicable to G0. We check at first the no impeding
predecessor criterion for rule process call down. Since rule process call down does not
forbid anything, no conflicts occur with its predecessor rules stop request and call request.
We then show that rule process call down is directly enabled by call request. The follow-
ing concurrent rule of call request and process call down can be applied to G0. It consists
of the identical rule checking for the existence of an elevator cabin in downward direction
on some floor, and thereby, forbidding the presence of a call request on this floor. This
concurrent rule expresses the situation that an external call for the elevator in downward
direction is registered on the elevator floor, which can then be processed immediately. It is
applicable to G0 in which the elevator is on the highest floor and no requests are present
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at all. Note that according to the criteria rule sequence s is applicable to each system state
G0 such that a stop request can be generated on some floor, the elevator car is in downward
mode, and the elevator car is on a floor without call request.

2.9.31 Definition (multiple direct enabling predecessors criterion). Given a sequence s :
r1, r2, . . . , rn of n rules and a graph G0, then we define the multiple direct enabling prede-
cessors criterion for s on G0 as follows:

multiple direct there exists a concurrent rule rc of r′c and ri such that r′c is a concurrent
rule of ri−k, ri−k+1, . . . , ri−1 with k > 1, rc is applicable via some injective match on
G0 and rj does not cause a conflict with rc for j < (i− k). We say that ri is multiple
directly enabled.

2.9.32 Theorem (multiple direct enabling predecessors criterion). Theorem 2.9.25 (cor-
rectness of applicability criteria) still holds if the enabling predecessor in Def. 2.9.23 is
extended by the multiple direct enabling predecessors criterion as given in Def. 2.9.27.
Thus, a rule can also be multiple directly enabled in order to fulfill the enabling predeces-
sor criterion.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.9.19 in Chapter 3.

2.9.33 Example (multiple direct enabling predecessor in Elevator). Consider rule sequence
s : stop request, call request, process stop and call. We show that this rule sequence is
applicable to the initial system state G0 of Elevator. As explained in Example 2.9.26 it
is possible to apply stop request and call request to G0. Now process stop and call is
multiple directly enabled by stop request and call request by means of the following con-
current rule. It checks for the existence of an elevator standing on a certain floor (identical
rule) with a NAC checking if neither a stop nor a call request is present for the elevator
floor. This rule is applicable to the initial system state G0 of Elevatorwith an elevator car
on the ground floor without any requests. In general, it follows from the criteria that s is
applicable to each system state G0 where the elevator floor holds neither a stop nor a call
request.

The following definition of forwarded concurrent match ensures that when matching a
rule (resp. concurrent rule) to some graph G0 the same match is continued to be used when
extending it to a concurrent (resp. longer concurrent) rule.

2.9.34 Definition (forwarded concurrent match).
Consider a concurrent rule rc = r′c∗E rn of a sequence of rules r0, . . . , rn
as defined in Def. 2.5.2 and matches mc : Lc → G0 and m′c : L

′
c → G0

from the LHS of rc (resp. r′c) into G0. Let lc be the lhs-match of rc. We
say that m′c is forwarded to mc if mc ◦ lc = m′c as shown on the right.
We say that mc is a forwarded concurrent match.

L′c
lc //

m′c
��

=

Lc

mc~~}}}}}}}}

G0

We can formulate yet another enabling predecessor criterion for the case that the enabling
predecessor is not direct.
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2.9.35 Definition (partial enabling predecessor criterion). Given a sequence
s : r1, r2, . . . , rn of n rules and a graph G0, then we define the partial enabling prede-
cessor criterion for s on G0 as follows:

partial there exists a concurrent rule rc = rj ∗E ri of rule ri and a not necessarily direct
predecessor rule rj with 1 ≤ j < i such that rc is applicable via some injective
match mrc to G0. Moreover, all predecessors rk with 1 ≤ k < j of rc do not cause
a conflict with rc. In addition, the following forward condition should hold: rj was
self-enabled via some mrj such that mrj is forwarded to mrc as in Def. 2.9.34. We
say that ri is partially enabled by rj via rc and mrc .

2.9.36 Remark. Please note that the difference of the partial enabling predecessor criterion
and the direct enabling predecessor criterion in Def. 2.9.23 is that the partial enabling pre-
decessor does not need to be direct, but in return fulfills the forward condition. Moreover,
note that if ri fulfills the partial enabling predecessor criterion without any intermediate
rule between ri and rj (i.e. j = i− 1), then ri is directly enabled.

2.9.37 Theorem (partial enabling predecessor criterion). Theorem 2.9.25 (correctness of
applicability criteria) still holds if the enabling predecessor criterion in Def. 2.9.23 is
extended by the partial enabling predecessor criterion as given in Def. 2.9.35. Thus, a rule
can be also partially enabled in order to fulfill the enabling predecessor criterion.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.9.23 in Chapter 3.

2.9.38 Example (partial enabling predecessor in Elevator). Consider rule sequence
s :stop request, call request, process stop down and the system state G0 of Elevator as
depicted in Fig. 2.38, expressing that the elevator car is in downward direction on the high-
est floor without any requests. Analogous to Example 2.9.26, we can conclude that the first
two rules of s are applicable to G0. We show as a next step that the no impeding predeces-
sor criterion holds for process stop down. This is the case since it does not forbid anything
that could have been produced by its predecessors. We now show that process stop down
is partially enabled by stop request under the following conditions. Consider the follow-
ing concurrent rule of stop request and process stop down. It is an identical rule checking
for the existence of an elevator cabin in downward direction on some floor without stop
request. This concurrent rule expresses that on an elevator floor without stop request a stop
request can be generated that is immediately processed afterwards. Note that stop request
is self-enabled such that its match can be forwarded to a match for this concurrent rule.
This is the case if we apply stop request to the elevator floor. The same match will be
’reused’ by the concurrent rule. Note that call request is self-enabled in this case since it
can be applied on any floor without a call request. Note that, in general, according to the
above criteria s is applicable to any system state G0 of Elevator where the elevator car is
in downward mode, no stop request is already present on the elevator floor, and a floor is
present for which a call request can be generated.

From the applicability criteria for a rule sequence, we can deduce some specific con-
ditions under which a rule of a conflict-free grammar is always applicable. This leads in
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addition to a sufficient and necessary condition for non-termination of conflict-free gram-
mars.

2.9.39 Corollary (necessary and sufficient condition for rule applicability in (resp. non-ter-
mination of) conflict-free grammar). Consider a conflict-free (according to Def. 2.7.17)
graph grammar with NACs GR = (P, S) with start graph S. Rule p in P is applicable to
each graph belonging to L(GR) if and only if p is applicable to the start graph S. This
means in particular that a conflict-free grammar (P, S) is non-terminating if and only if at
least one rule p in P is applicable to the start graph S.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.9.24 in Chapter 3.

If in a regular grammar no rule causes a conflict with some rule p, then p is always
applicable if and only if it is applicable to the start graph. Therefrom we can deduce
another sufficient condition for non-termination of grammars.

2.9.40 Corollary (necessary and sufficient (resp. sufficient) condition for rule applicability
in (resp. non-termination of) grammar). Consider a graph grammar with NACs GR =
(P, S) with start graph S such that each rule in P does not cause any conflict according to
Def. 2.8.11 with some particular rule p in P . Rule p is applicable to each graph belonging
to L(GR) if and only if it is applicable to the start graph S. In particular, this means that
a grammar (P, S) is non-terminating as soon as at least one rule p in P is applicable to
the start graph S such that p does not cause any conflict with itself.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.9.25 in Chapter 3.

2.9.41 Example (Elevator is non-terminating). Consider rule sequence s : stop request,
call request, process stop and call of Elevator. Consider the concurrent rule of this rule
sequence as introduced in Example 2.9.33. It checks for the existence of an elevator stand-
ing on a certain floor (identical rule) with a NAC checking if neither a stop nor a call request
is present for the elevator floor. This concurrent rule expresses the situation that on the el-
evator floor an internal stop and an external call is registered that can then be processed
immediately. We call this concurrent rule stop call process. Consider now graph grammar
GGElevator = (GTSElevator, SElevator) as introduced in Example 2.3.5. We can add rule
stop call process to this grammar obtaining GGElevatorExt. Since rule stop call process
is non-conflicting with itself, and since stop call process is applicable to SElevator, we
have that GGElevatorExt is non-terminating. It follows straightforwardly from Theorem
2.5.9 that the languages generated by GGElevator and GGElevatorExt are equal. This is be-
cause each transformation via the concurrent rule stop call process can be decomposed in
a transformation via the single rules stop request, call request, and process stop and call.
Therefore, we can conclude that also GGElevator is non-terminating.

2.9.3 Non-Applicability Criteria

Let s : r1, r2, . . . , rn be a sequence of n rules and G0 a graph. The satisfaction of the fol-
lowing criteria for s and G0 guarantee that s will not be applicable to G0. The initialization
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error is trivial since it just requires the first rule being non-applicable to G0. Criterion no
enabling predecessor checks if predecessors for a rule ri, which is not applicable already
on G0, are present in the sequence that can trigger the applicability of ri. If not, ri will not
be applicable, and therefore, neither will the rule sequence be applicable.

2.9.42 Definition (non-applicability criteria). Given s : r1, r2, . . . , rn a sequence of n rules
and a graph G0, then we define the following non-applicability criteria for s on G0:

initialization error r1 is not applicable to G0

no enabling predecessor ∃ri in s with 1 < i ≤ n such that ri is not applicable to G0 and
for all rules rj in s with 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, ri is not triggered by rj .

2.9.43 Theorem (correctness of non-applicability criteria). Consider a sequence
s : r1, r2, . . . , rn of n rules and a graph G0. If the initialization error or no enabling prede-
cessor criterion in Def. 2.9.42 is satisfied for rule sequence s and graph G0, then this rule
sequence is not applicable to G0 i.e. there exists no transformation G0

r1⇒ G1 . . . Gn−1
rn⇒

Gn.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.9.27 in Chapter 3.

2.9.44 Remark. Please note that this theorem holds for general matching.

2.9.45 Example (non-applicable rule sequences for Elevator). Consider the initial system
state G0 of Elevator as depicted in Fig. 2.2. Each sequence starting with rule move up is
not applicable because of an initialization error. Rule move up cannot be applied as long
as no request is present. Moreover, consider rule sequence s : call request, stop request,
move up, move down. Rule move down is not applicable toG0 since it expects the elevator
to be in downward mode. Therefore, s is not applicable to G0 because rule move down
has no enabling predecessor. The elevator should at first change its direction mode before
being able to move down.

From the non-applicability criteria for a rule sequence we can deduce some sufficient and
necessary condition under which a rule of a dependency-free grammar is never applicable.
This leads in addition to a sufficient condition for rules to be superfluous in a dependency-
free grammar.

2.9.46 Corollary (necessary and sufficient (resp. sufficient) condition for rule non-ap-
plicability (resp. superfluity) in dependency-free grammar). Consider a dependency-free
(according to Def. 2.7.19) graph grammar with NACs GR = (P, S) with start graph S.
Rule p in P is not applicable to the start graph S if and only if it is not applicable to any
graph belonging to L(GR). If rule p in P is not applicable to the start graph S, then
L(GR) = L(GR’) where GR’ is GR with a new set of rules P ′ = P \ {p}.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.9.28 in Chapter 3.
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2.9.47 Corollary (necessary and sufficient (resp. sufficient) condition for rule non-applica-
bility (resp. superfluity) in grammar). Consider a graph grammar with NACs GR = (P, S)
with start graph S such that p cannot be triggered by any rule in P \ {p}. Rule p in P is
not applicable to the start graph S if and only if it is not applicable to any graph belonging
to L(GR). If rule p in P is not applicable to the start graph S, then L(GR) = L(GR’)
where GR’ is GR with a new set of rules P ′ = P \ {p}.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.9.29 in Chapter 3.

2.9.48 Example (no superfluous rules in Elevator). In Elevator, we cannot deduce from the
above corollary that any rule is superfluous. This is because each rule that is not applicable
to the initial system state (see Fig. 2.2) of Elevator is triggered by at least some other
rule. Suppose though that we were to delete the rules stop request and move down from
the rules in Elevator. Then, the rule process stop down would be superfluous in Elevator
since it can no longer be triggered by any rule.

2.10 Embedding and Confluence

In Section 2.5 we have defined the concurrent rule pc with NACs (resp. match gc) induced
by a transformation t. We need this definition in order to define NAC consistency, which
is an extra condition needed on top of boundary consistency to generalize the Embedding
and Extension Theorem to transformations with NACs. Having generalized the notion of
critical pairs, completeness, embedding and extension to transformations with NACs, it is
now possible to formulate a sufficient condition on the critical pairs with NACs in order to
obtain local confluence of a graph transformation system with NACs, i.e. to formulate the
Critical Pair Lemma with NACs.

We start though with the definition of NAC consistency for an extension morphism k0

w.r.t. a transformation t. It expresses that the extended concurrent match induced by t
should fulfill the concurrent NAC induced by t.

2.10.1 Definition (NAC consistency). A morphism k0 : G0 → G′0 is called NAC consistent
w.r.t. a transformation t : G0 ⇒∗ Gn if k0 ◦gc |= NACpc with NACpc the concurrent NAC
and gc the concurrent match induced by t.

The Embedding Theorem for rules with NACs requires as extra condition on the exten-
sion morphism k0 NAC consistency. Note the following renaming in order to be able to
distinguish better NAC consistency from the consistency needed for the Embedding Theo-
rem without NACs. In the following we speak about boundary consistency when we mean
consistency as in Def. 6.12 of [29]. For readability reasons, we reintroduce the definition
of boundary consistency. Intuitively, it means that the boundary graph B (see Construction
2.6.10) of the extension morphism k0 is preserved by the transformation t.

2.10.2 Definition (boundary consistency). Given a transformation t : G0
∗⇒ Gn with

a derived span der(t) = (G0
d0← D

dn→ Gn) (see Def. 6.9 in [29]), then a morphism
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k0 : G0 → G′0 is called boundary consistent with respect to t if there exist an initial
pushout (1) (see Construction 2.6.10) over k0 and an injective morphism b with d0 ◦ b = b0:

B

��

b ((
b0 //

(1)

G0

k0
��

Dd0oo dn // Gn

C // G′0

2.10.3 Theorem (embedding theorem with NACs). Consider a transformation t : G0 ⇒n

Gn with NACs. If k0 : G0 → G′0 is boundary consistent and NAC consistent w.r.t. t, then
there exists an extension diagram with NACs over t and k0.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.10.3 in Chapter 3.

2.10.4 Example (embedding a transformation for Elevator). Consider the transformation
as depicted in Fig. 2.39. It adds a stop request on the elevator floor for an elevator in
upward direction, and immediately afterwards processes this request such that the eleva-
tor can continue moving upward. Note that we again omit depicting the arrows of type
higher than since they would make the picture too complex. The concurrent rule induced
by this transformation consists of the following parts. Its left-hand side holds an elevator
standing on a certain floor connected to the next upward floor and a floor that is higher than
the elevator floor holding a request. The right-hand side is identical to the left-hand side
except for the elevator having moved to the next upward floor. Moreover, the induced con-
current rule holds the following NACs. The first NAC stems from stop request and already
forbids the elevator floor to hold a stop request. The second NAC forbids this as well for
the case that the next upward floor to the elevator floor is the same as the floor with the
triggering request for the move up rule. The third NAC stems from NAC no call of rule
process stop up. It forbids the elevator floor to hold a call request. The fourth NAC forbids
this as well for the case again that the next upward floor to the elevator floor is the same
as the floor with the triggering request. The next NAC stems from NAC no stop request
of rule move up, and already forbids the elevator floor to hold a stop request. This NAC
is identical to the first one, and thus, can be omitted. The next NAC stems from NAC
no stop request glue, and forbids the elevator floor to hold a stop request already for the
case that the next upward floor and the floor holding the triggering upward request are the
same. This NAC is identical to the second one, and thus, can be omitted. Now consider
both graphs G′0 and G′′0 in Fig. 2.40. From G0 to G′0 there is an extension morphism k0

embedding the system state of Elevator into a building with one more higher floor. Can the
above sequence be embedded into this bigger context? First, we check if k0 is boundary
consistent. The boundary consists in this case of the highest floor in the old building since
a new higher floor is attached to it by k0. The interface D of the derived span of G0 ⇒3 G3

consists of the intersection of G0 and G3. The highest floor in the old building is contained
in D, and therefore, k0 is boundary consistent. Now we check if k0 is also NAC consistent.
We see that there is neither a stop request nor a call request on the elevator floor. Therefore,
the transformation can be embedded into G′0, and can be repeated in the higher building.
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Now we consider the embedding morphism k′0 fromG0 intoG′′0 adding a call request on the
elevator floor. We now see that k0 is not NAC consistent since call requests are forbidden
by the induced concurrent rule on the elevator floor. Therefore, it is not possible to embed
the transformation into G′′0.

Figure 2.39: transformation for Elevator

Figure 2.40: embedding Elevator transformation in Fig. 2.39 into G′0 or G′′0

The following Extension Theorem with NACs describes the fact that boundary and NAC
consistency are not only sufficient, but also necessary conditions for the construction of
extension diagrams for transformations with NACs.
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2.10.5 Theorem (extension theorem with NACs). Given a transformation t : G0 ⇒n Gn

with NACs with a derived span der(t) = (G0
d0← Dn

dn→ Gn) and an extension diagram (1)
as in the following picture:

B
b0 //

��
(2)

G0

(1)

∗t +3

k0
��

Gn

kn
��

C // G′0
∗t′ +3 G′n

then

• k0 : G0 → G′0 is boundary consistent w.r.t. t, with the morphism b : B → Dn.

• k0 : G0 → G′0 is NAC consistent w.r.t. t.

• Let pc : Lc ← Kc → Rc (resp. gc : Lc → G0) be the concurrent rule with NACpc
(resp. concurrent match) induced by t. There is a direct transformation G′0 ⇒ G′n
via der(t) with NACder(t) = Dgc(NACpc) and match k0 given by pushouts (3) and
(4) with h and kn injective.

• There are initial pushouts (5) and (6) over h injective and kn injective, respectively,
with the same boundary-context morphism B → C.

G0

k0
��

(3)

Dn

(4)

dn //

h
��

d0oo Gn

kn
��

G′0 D′n //oo G′n

B

(5)

b //

��

Dn

h
��

C // D′n

B

(6)

dn◦b //

��

Gn

kn
��

C // G′n

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.10.4 in Chapter 3.

For the Critical Pair Lemma with NACs, we need a stronger condition as in the case
without NACs in order to obtain local confluence of the graph transformation system. In
addition to strict confluence of the set of critical pairs, we also need NAC confluence. If
a critical pair is strictly confluent via some transformations t1 and t2, we call t1 and t2 a
strict solution of the critical pair. NAC confluence of a critical pair expresses that the NAC
consistency of an extension morphism w.r.t. a strict solution of the critical pair follows
from the NAC consistency of the extension morphism w.r.t. the critical pair itself.

We reintroduce the definition of strict confluence first. Intuitively, it means that the
common graph part, which is preserved by the critical pair, is also preserved by the strict
solution of the critical pair.

2.10.6 Definition (strict confluence of critical pairs). A critical pair P1
p1,g1⇐ K

p2,g2⇒ P2 is
called strictly confluent, if we have the following:

Confluence The critical pair is confluent, i.e. there are transformations t1 : P1
∗⇒ K ′,

t2 : P2
∗⇒ K ′ with derived spans der(Pi

∗⇒ K ′) = (Pi
vi+2← Ni+2

wi+2→ K ′) for
i = 1, 2.
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Strictness Let der(K
pi,oi⇒ Pi) = (K

vi← Ni
wi→ Pi) for i = 1, 2, and let N be the pullback

object of the pullback (1). Then, there are morphisms z3 and z4 such that (2),(3), and
(4) commute:

K (p2,o2)

"*LLLLLL
LLLLLL(p1,o1)

t| rrrrrr
rrrrrr

P1

∗"*LLLLLL
LLLLLL P2

∗t|
rrrrrr

rrrrrr

K ′

K

N1

v1qq

88qqq

w1
rr

yyrrr

(1) N2

v2MM
ffMMM

w2
LL

%%LLL

P1 N
z3

rrr
xxrr z4

LLL

&&LL

z2rrr

88rrz1LLL
ffLL

(3)(2)

(4)

P2

N3

v3LL
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2.10.7 Definition (strictly NAC confluent). A critical pair P1
p1,g1⇐ K

p2,g2⇒ P2 is strictly
NAC confluent if and only if

• it is strictly confluent via some transformations t1 : K
p1,g1⇒ P1 ⇒∗ X and t2 : K

p2,g2⇒
P2 ⇒∗ X

• and it is NAC confluent for t1 and t2, i.e. for every injective morphism k0 : K → G

that is NAC consistent w.r.t. K
p1,g1⇒ P1 and K

p2,g2⇒ P2 it follows that k0 is NAC
consistent w.r.t. t1 and t2.

G

K

k0

OO

(p1,g1)

z� }}}}}}}

}}}}}}}
(p2,g2)

�$
AAAAAAA

AAAAAAA

P1

∗�$
AAAAAAA

AAAAAAA
P2

∗ z� }}}}}}}

}}}}}}}

X

A sufficient condition for local confluence that is easy to check is described in the fol-
lowing fact.

2.10.8 Fact (no critical pairs). A graph transformation system with NACs is locally conflu-
ent if there are no critical pairs for this graph transformation system with NACs.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Fact 3.10.7 in Chapter 3.

2.10.9 Theorem (local confluence theorem – critical pair lemma with NACs). Given a
graph transformation system with NACs, it is locally confluent if all its critical pairs are
strictly NAC confluent.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.10.8 in Chapter 3.
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Given a critical pair and a strict solution for it, it is in general difficult to check for NAC
confluence of this solution. It would be desirable to have a constructive method to check
for NAC confluence. Therefore, the following theorem formulates a constructive sufficient
condition (called implication condition) for a critical pair P1

p1⇐ K
p2⇒ P2 that is strictly

confluent via some transformations t1 : K
p1,g1⇒ P1 ⇒∗ X and t2 : K

p2,g2⇒ P2 ⇒∗ X
to be also NAC confluent for t1 and t2. This means by definition that for every extension
morphism k0 : K → G that is injective and NAC consistent w.r.t. K

p1,g1⇒ P1 andK
p2,g2⇒ P2

it follows that k0 is also NAC consistent w.r.t. t1 and t2. In the following theorem two
different conditions on each single NAC(n1,j) (resp. NAC(n2,j)) of the concurrent NAC
induced by transformation t1 (resp. t2) are given leading to NAC confluence if one of
them is satisfied. The first condition expresses that there exists a suitable NAC on p1 (resp.
p2) evoking the satisfaction of NAC(n1,j) (resp. NAC(n2,j)). The second condition first
asks for a suitable morphism between the LHS’s of the concurrent rules induced by both
transformations t1 and t2. Moreover, it expresses that there exists a suitable NAC on p2

(resp. p1) evoking the satisfaction of NAC(n1,j) (resp. NAC(n2,j)).

2.10.10 Theorem (implication condition for NAC confluence). Consider a critical pair
P1

p1⇐ K
p2⇒ P2 that is strictly confluent via the transformations t1 : K

p1,g1⇒ P1 ⇒∗ X
and t2 : K

p2,g2⇒ P2 ⇒∗ X . Let Lc,1 (resp. Lc,2) be the left-hand side of the concurrent
rule pc,1 (resp. pc,2) and m1 : L1 → Lc,1 (resp. m2 : L2 → Lc,2) the lhs-match induced
by t1 (resp. t2). Then the critical pair P1

p1⇐ K
p2⇒ P2 is also NAC confluent for t1 and t2,

and thus, strictly NA confluent if one of the following implication conditions holds for each
NAC(n1,j) : Lc,1 → N1,j (resp. NAC(n2,j) : Lc,2 → N2,j) of the concurrent NACpc,1
induced by t1 (resp. NACpc,2 induced by t2)

• there exists a NAC(n′1,i) : Lc,1 → N ′1,i (resp. NAC(n′2,i) : Lc,2 → N ′2,i) in
Dm1(NACp1) (resp. Dm2(NACp2)) and an injective morphism dij : N ′1,i → N1,j

(resp. dij : N ′2,i → N2,j) such that (1) (resp. (1’)) commutes.

• there exists a morphism l21 : Lc,2 → Lc,1 (resp. l12 : Lc,1 → Lc,2) s.t. (2) (resp. (2’))
commutes and in addition a NAC(n′2,i) : Lc,2 → N ′2,i (resp. n′1,i : Lc,1 → N ′1,i) in
Dm2(NACp2) (resp. Dm1(NACp1)) with an injective morphism mij : N

′
2,i → N1,j

(resp. mij : N
′
1,i → N2,j) s.t. n1,j ◦ l21 = mij ◦ n′2,i (resp. n2,j ◦ l12 = mij ◦ n′1,i).
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Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.10.9 in Chapter 3.

The following corollary follows directly from this theorem.

2.10.11 Corollary (critical pair solution without NACs). A critical pair P1
p1⇐ K

p2⇒ P2 is
strictly NAC confluent if

• it is strictly confluent via the transformations t1 : K
p1,g1⇒ P1 ⇒∗ X (resp. t2 : K

p2,g2⇒
P2 ⇒∗ X) and both P1 ⇒∗ X and P2 ⇒∗ X are transformation sequences without
NACs.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Corollary 3.10.10 in Chapter 3.

2.10.12 Example. Consider at first the critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 as depicted in Fig.
2.30 via the rules process stop and call and process stop down. These rules are without
NACs and also the following strict solution is without NACs. Apply rule process call down
to P2 in order to obtain P1. This solution is strict since an elevator node linked to the
elevator floor and the node down is preserved by the critical pair and also by the solution.
This critical pair is trivially NAC confluent since it holds no NACs at all. Consider now

Figure 2.41: critical pair for Elevator

the critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 as depicted in Fig. 2.41 via the rules call request and
move down. A strict solution for this pair consists of applying process call down to P1

obtaining K again to which in turn move down can be applied to obtain P2. Thus, t1 of
the solution consists of three direct transformations, and t2 consists only of K ⇒ P2. We
need to show that the implication condition is fulfilled for this solution. Thus, we check if
the NACs on P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 imply the ones present in t1. Rule process call down does
not hold any NACs. The satisfaction of the NACs of rule move down in t1 of the solution
is implied by the satisfaction of the NACs of the same rule move down in the critical pair.
This corresponds to the second case in Theorem 2.10.10. Therefore, also the critical pair
in Fig. 2.41 is strictly NAC confluent. Finally, consider the critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 as
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Figure 2.42: critical pair for Elevator

depicted in Fig. 2.42 via the rules call request and process stop up. A solution of this pair
consists of applying process stop and call to P1 obtaining P2. It is strict and also NAC
confluent since process stop and call is a rule without NACs (see Corollary 2.10.11).

In order to formulate not only a sufficient, but also a necessary and sufficient condition
for local confluence of a graph transformation system with NACs, we define the so-called
set of extended critical pairs.

2.10.13 Definition (extended critical pair). For each critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 that is
not strictly NAC confluent, an extended critical pair is a pair of direct transformations
H1 ⇐ G ⇒ H2 as in the following figure, with k0 : K → G a NAC consistent and
boundary consistent injective morphism w.r.t. K ⇒ P1 and K ⇒ P2:

G

(p2,NACp2 )

��

(p1,NACp1 )

�


K

k0

OO

(p1,NACp1 )

z� }}}}}}}

}}}}}}} (p2,NACp2 )

�$
AAAAAAA

AAAAAAA

H1 P1
k1oo P2

k2 // H2

2.10.14 Remark. If we take k0 = id, then each critical pair that is not strictly NAC confluent
belongs to the set of its extended critical pairs.

2.10.15 Theorem (extended critical pair lemma). A graph transformation system with
NACs is locally confluent if and only if all its extended critical pairs are locally conflu-
ent.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.10.13 in Chapter 3.

2.10.16 Example (extended critical pair for Elevator). Consider the critical pair P1 ⇐
K ⇒ P2 as depicted in Fig. 2.43 via the rules stop request and move up. The left trans-
formation causes a produce-forbid conflict with the right one because for the elevator floor
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Figure 2.43: critical pair for Elevator to be extended

on the left a stop request is generated that is forbidden by the right transformation. Now
this critical pair is strictly confluent in the following way. It is possible to apply rule pro-
cess stop up, and afterwards move up to P1 arriving at P2. This transformation is shown
in Fig. 2.44. It is a strict solution for the critical pair since everything that is preserved

Figure 2.44: strict, but not NAC confluent solution for critical pair in Fig. 2.43

from K ⇒ P1 and K ⇒ P2 (everything from K except for on edge) is preserved also
by the proposed solution. The induced concurrent NAC of the transformation, however,
forbids a stop request as well as a call request on the elevator floor. A NAC consistent
extension morphism k0 : K → G w.r.t. K ⇒ P1 and K ⇒ P2 forbids a stop request
on the elevator floor as well, since stop request as well as move up also do. In general
though, a call request on the elevator floor for a NAC consistent extension morphism k0

w.r.t. K ⇒ P1 and K ⇒ P2 is not forbidden. Thus, we cannot conclude that this critical
pair is strictly NAC confluent and, therefore, consider the corresponding extended critical
pairs. Thereby, we distinguish two cases. In the first case, k0 is an extension morphism
embedding K into some G without any call request for the elevator floor. In the second
case, on the other hand, k0 adds a call request to the elevator floor in G. In the first case
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the above-described solution is valid for the corresponding extended critical pairs. In the
second case we consider another solution. Instead of applying process stop up to P1, now
t1 consists of applying process stop and call and then move up again. In this case the
induced NAC of t1 merely forbids a stop request on the elevator floor, which is fulfilled
by the implication condition. Therefore, also this second type of extended critical pairs is
locally confluent.

Finally, we consider the following critical pairs for Elevator for which local conflu-
ence analysis becomes rather complex. The critical pairs for the rules call request and
stop request causing produce-forbid conflicts with the rules set direction up and
set direction down need quite a few types of extensions in order to be able to conclude
local confluence. Consider, in particular, the critical pair representing a produce-forbid
conflict in a minimal way caused by rule call request with set direction up as depicted in
Fig. 2.29. A call request is generated on a lower floor than the elevator floor such that
afterwards it is not longer possible for the elevator to change its direction mode. First
the new call request should be processed in order for the elevator to be able to change its
direction. Note at first that it is not possible to conclude local confluence of this critical
pair without considering extra context. We need to know how many floors there are in
between the elevator floor and the floor with the generated call request. Therefore, we need
to consider at least as many types of extended critical pairs as the number of possible inter-
mediate floors. The argumentation that all these types of extended critical pairs are locally
confluent is then analog for each of them5. We know that the NAC no lower request needs
to be fulfilled when applying the rule set direction up. Thus, we only need to extend K
in a way that in G lower floors do not hold any requests. Therefore, the only request that
can be found on a floor lower than the elevator floor in the extended graph H2 of P2 is
the call request generated just now. Now we can argue that rule move down is applicable
to H2. On the elevator floor in H2 there is no request because there was no request on
the elevator floor in G (NAC no request and NAC no request glue of rule set direction up
are fulfilled on G). We can now apply rule move down as often as necessary to reach the
floor with the call request. This depends on the type of extended critical pair, and thus, on
the number of intermediate floors between the elevator floor and the lower floor with the
call request. Having reached this floor rule process call down can be applied. Afterwards
rule set direction up can be applied since this was the only request for this floor. Finally,
rule move up should be applied as long as necessary in order to reach the original elevator
floor again. This is possible since we know that all the intermediate floors do not hold any
request.

In Chapter 4, it is described how to conclude local confluence for (parts of) Elevator
based on the local confluence analysis of critical pairs. To this end, as a first step the
automatic critical pair detection in AGG is used. Moreover, guidelines are introduced for
automatizing not only conflict detection, but also local confluence analysis of critical pairs.

5Proving that it is enough to consider only these types of extended critical pairs and, thus, that they are
complete, is beyond the scope of this thesis. It is part of future work to relate constraints and local confluence
in order to obtain a more precise notion of (extended) critical pairs.
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Since the set of extended critical pairs can become infinitely big, the necessary and
sufficient condition based on the extended critical pairs is difficult to check. Therefore, we
still introduce a necessary condition for local confluence that can be checked statically. In
the case that this condition is not fulfilled, it demonstrates easily that a graph transformation
system is not locally confluent.

2.10.17 Theorem (necessary condition for local confluence). If a graph transformation
system with NACs is locally confluent, then there exists no critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2

such that no rule of the graph transformation system is applicable to P1 (resp. P2), and
thereby, P1 and P2 are not isomorphic.

Proof. Follows from Fact 3.2.15 and Theorem 3.10.14 in Chapter 3.

2.11 Efficient Conflict and Causal Dependency Detection

The notion of critical pairs (resp. critical sequences) already allows a static conflict (resp.
causal dependency) detection, which is important for all kinds of applications and already
implemented in AGG. Unfortunately the standard construction is not very efficient. In
this section we present two alternative solutions making the static conflict and causal de-
pendency detection more efficient. The first solution presents a way to utilize negative
constraints holding for every potential system state under consideration, ruling out critical
pairs (resp. sequences) not satisfying these constraints. The second alternative solution in-
troduces the concept of essential critical pairs and sequences based on conflict resp. causal
dependency reasons. In both cases, efficiency is obtained because the set of critical pairs
resp. sequences is reduced significantly. Therefore, the set of representative conflicts (resp.
causal dependencies) to be computed statically diminishes. Moreover, it is more efficient
to analyze the reduced sets of critical pairs for strict confluence than it is for the larger set
of critical pairs. Thus, not only conflict detection, but also conflict analysis becomes more
efficient. Both more efficient ways of static conflict (resp. causal dependency) detection
are implemented in AGG.

2.11.1 Critical Pairs and Sequences satisfying Negative Constraints

Recall that negative constraints are defined in Section 2.2 (see Def. 2.2.9). We consider
here negative constraints of the form NC(C) with C a graph. Negative constraints of this
form are very similar to negative application conditions since they also check for the non-
existence of a certain graph pattern. In this case it is checked for the non-existence of C.
The difference is that a negative constraint can be checked against each graph representing
a system state. A negative application condition on the contrary is formulated for a specific
rule, and checked for satisfaction before or after applying this rule. The following example
illustrates that the set of critical pairs is reduced significantly, when only the critical pairs
satisfying a specific set of negative constraints is considered.
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2.11.1 Example (critical pairs (resp. sequences) satisfying negative constraints for Eleva-
tor). AGG computes 60 critical pairs for rule move up with itself. This is because each
overlap of the left-hand side of move up with itself leads to a critical pair. The set of critical
pairs, on the contrary, consists of only three pairs. All the others do not fulfill the negative
constraints (see Fig. 2.3) or maximal multiplicities (see Fig. 2.1), which can be expressed
as negative constraints, of Elevator. Analogously, we can consider at first the set of critical
sequences for rule pair (set direction up, move up). AGG computes 88 critical sequences
for them. The set of critical sequences satisfying negative constraints consists of only 12
sequences. All the others do not fulfill the negative constraints or multiplicities of Elevator.

The following theorem states that it is sufficient to consider the subset of critical pairs,
satisfying the set of negative constraints NC = {NC(C)|C a graph}, if each graph rep-
resenting a potential system state satisfies them. Note that it is part of future work to
discover which kind of nested constraints (see [46]) can reduce the set of critical pairs
(resp. sequence) to consider with regard to critical pair (resp. critical sequence) detection.

2.11.2 Theorem (completeness of critical pairs satisfying negative constraints). For each

pair of direct transformations H1

p1,m′1⇐= G
p2,m′2=⇒ H2 in conflict such that G,H1, and H2

satisfy a set of negative constraints NC = {NC(C)|C a graph} there is a critical pair
P1

p1⇐= K
p2
=⇒ P2 with extension diagrams (1) and (2) and m injective such that K,P1,

and P2 satisfy NC as well. We say in this case that this critical pair satisfies the negative
constraints NC.

P1

��
(1)

Kks +3

(2)m

��

P2

��
H1 Gks +3 H2

Proof. From Theorem 2.7.8 it follows directly that the critical pair P1
p1⇐= K

p2
=⇒ P2

with extension diagrams (1) and (2) and m injective exists. Consider a NC(C) from the
set NC. Suppose that K does not satisfy NC(C). Then there would exist some injective
morphism q : C → K. Because of composition of monomorphisms, then there exists a
monomorphism m ◦ q : C → G. This is a contradiction, and therefore, K satisfies NC as
well. Analogously, it follows that also P1 and P2 satisfy NC.

2.11.3 Theorem (completeness of critical sequences satisfying negative constraints). For

each sequence of causally dependent direct transformations G
p1,m′1=⇒ H1

p2,m′2=⇒ H2 such that
G,H1, and H2 satisfy NC, there is a critical sequence K

p1
=⇒ P1

p2
=⇒ P2 with extension

diagrams (1) and (2) and m injective such that also K,P1, and P2 satisfy NC. We say in
this case that this critical sequence satisfies the negative constraints NC

K

��
(1)

+3 P1
+3

(2)m

��

P2

��
G +3 H1

+3 H2
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Proof. As noted already in Remark 2.4.2, G
p1
=⇒ H1

p2
=⇒ H2 are sequentially independent

if and only ifG
p−1
1⇐= H1

p2
=⇒ H2 are parallel independent. Therefore, the above assumption

follows directly from this remark and Theorem 2.11.2.

Finally, it follows that a pair of transformationsH1 ⇐ G⇒ H2 in conflict satisfyingNC
is locally confluent via transformations satisfyingNC as well, if the corresponding critical
pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 representing the same conflict in a minimal context is strictly NAC
confluent (see Def. 2.10.7) via some solution t′1 : P1

∗⇒ K ′ and t′2 : P2
∗⇒ K ′. Moreover,

the rules occurring in this solution (i.e. in t′1 and t′2) preserve the constraints in NC. We
demand the satisfaction of this extra condition in order to ensure that the transformations
making H1 ⇐ G ⇒ H2 locally confluent satisfy NC as well. Note that a rule p preserves
a constraint NC(C), if for every direct transformation G

p⇒ H such that G |= NC(C), it
holds that also H |= NC(C). In Section 4.3.9, it is explained how it is possible to verify
that a rule is constraint-preserving.

2.11.4 Theorem (critical pair lemma with negative constraints). Consider a graph trans-
formation system with NACs, a set of negative constraints NC = {NC(C)|C a graph},
and a pair of direct transformations H1

p1,m′1⇐= G
p2,m′2=⇒ H2 such that G,H1, and H2 satisfy

NC = {NC(C)|C a graph}. The pair of transformations H1

p1,m′1⇐= G
p2,m′2=⇒ H2 is locally

confluent via transformations t1 : H1
∗⇒ X and t2 : H2

∗⇒ X such that each graph be-
longing to t1 and t2 satisfiesNC = {NC(C)|C a graph}, if p1 and p2 are rules preserving
NC, and in addition all critical pairs satisfying NC are strictly NAC confluent via some
solution t′1 : P1

∗⇒ K ′ and t′2 : P2
∗⇒ K ′, consisting of rules preserving NC.

Proof. If H1

p1,m′1⇐= G
p2,m′2=⇒ H2 are parallel independent, then it follows because of The-

orem 2.4.3 that H1
p2⇒ X

p1⇐ H2 exist. Therefore, this pair of transformations is locally
confluent, and since p1 and p2 preserve NC, it follows that X preserves NC as well. Let

H1

p1,m′1⇐= G
p2,m′2=⇒ H2 be conflicting. Then it follows from Theorem 2.11.2 that a critical

pair satisfyingNC exists, representing the same conflict, in a minimal context. Because of
2.10.9, the assumption that each critical pair satisfying NC is strictly NAC confluent via
some solution with NC-preserving rules, then there exist transformations t1 : H1

∗⇒ X
and t2 : H2

∗⇒ X such that each graph belonging to t1 and t2 satisfy NC.

2.11.2 Essential Critical Pairs and Sequences

We introduce the concept of essential critical pairs (still smaller as introduced in [71],
see Remark 2.11.5), allowing for a more efficient conflict detection. This is based on the
conflict characterization (see Theorem 2.6.13) (resp. causal dependency characterization
as presented in Theorem 2.6.14) in Section 2.6, which determines for each conflict (resp.
causal dependency) occurring between two rules the exact conflict reason. This new notion
of conflict reason leads us to an optimization of conflict (resp. causal dependency) detec-
tion. Note that this conflict (resp. causal dependency) characterization with reason is for-
mulated for transformations without NACs, and therefore, only delete-use conflicts (resp.
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produce-use dependencies and deliver-delete dependencies) will be captured by essential
critical pairs. It is part of future work to characterize conflicts and causal dependencies
caused by NACs in the transformations. In this section, we show that indeed for each con-
flict (resp. causal dependency) in the system, there exists an essential critical pair (resp.
sequence) representing it. Finally, a local confluence lemma based on essential critical
pairs is shown.

First, we introduce the notion of essential critical pairs. The idea behind this notion is
that for each conflict reason (as given in Def. 2.6.11) we have an essential critical pair,
expressing the conflict caused by exactly this conflict reason in a minimal context. Analo-
gously, essential critical sequences can be defined based on the notion of causal dependency
reason span (as given in Def. 2.6.12). Note that for Def. 2.6.11 and 2.6.12 we need ini-
tial pushouts over graph morphisms, general PBs, and in addition for the essential critical
pairs and sequences we need general pushouts of graph morphisms that are constructed
componentwise in Sets.

2.11.5 Remark. Note that in [71], reasons for symmetrical conflicts have been constructed
separately. Here we show that without considering these reasons separately, the resulting
set of essential critical pairs is still complete in the sense of Theorem 2.11.9.

2.11.6 Definition (essential critical pair). A pair of direct transformations P1
p1,m1⇐ K

p2,m2⇒
P2 is an essential critical pair for the pair of rules (p1, p2) if the following holds: K

p1,m1⇒ P1

causes a delete-use conflict with K
p2,m2⇒ P2 or the other way round and (K,m1,m2) is a

pushout of the causal dependency reason (S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) or (S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2) of P1
p1,m1⇐

K
p2,m2⇒ P2 according to Definition 2.6.11.

2.11.7 Definition (essential critical sequence). A sequence of direct transformationsK
p1,m1⇒

P1
p2,m2⇒ P2 is an essential critical sequence for the sequence of rules (p1, p2) if the fol-

lowing holds: K
p1,m1⇒ P1 is in produce-use dependency or deliver-delete dependency

with P1
p2,m2⇒ P2 and (K,m′1,m2) is a pushout of the conflict reason (S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12)

or (S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2) of K
p1,m1⇐ P1

p2,m2⇒ P2 according to Definition 2.6.12.

2.11.8 Example (essential critical pairs (resp. sequences) for Elevator). AGG computes
60 critical pairs expressing delete-use conflicts in some minimal context for rule move up
with itself. This is because each overlap of the left-hand side of move up with itself leads
to a critical pair. The set of essential critical pairs, on the contrary, consists of only one
pair (depicted in Fig. 2.45) since there is only one reason to be in conflict with itself. This
reason consists of the edge on from the elevator node to the elevator floor because it is
deleted and used (in order to delete as well). The conflict expresses that the elevator cannot
be moved from some floor to another one twice one after the other. Analogously, we can
consider the set of critical sequences for rule pair (set direction up, move up). AGG com-
putes 88 critical sequences for these rules. 68 of them express produce-use dependencies
in some minimal context. The other 20 express deliver-delete dependencies in some mini-
mal context. The set of essential critical sequences consists of two sequences (one of them
depicted in Fig. 2.46) since there are two reasons for this sequence to be dependent. The
first reason consists of the node up. This is because the presence of this node triggers the
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Figure 2.45: essential critical pair for Elevator

application of move up. The second reason consists of the elevator standing on the floor
from which it moves one floor upward. This is because after moving the elevator car up-
ward it is on another floor such that it becomes impossible to undo the previous application
of set direction up.

Figure 2.46: essential critical sequence for Elevator

2.11.9 Theorem (completeness of essential critical pairs). For each critical pair P ′1
p1,m′1⇐

K ′
p2,m′2⇒ P ′2 of (p1, p2) such that K ′

p1,m′1⇒ P ′1 causes a delete-use conflict with K ′
p2,m′2⇒ P ′2

or the other way round, there exists an essential critical pair P1
p1,m1⇐ K

p2,m2⇒ P2 of (p1, p2)
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with the same conflict reason and extension diagrams (1) and (2).

P1

��
(1)

Kks +3

(2)m

��

P2

��
P ′1 K ′ks +3 P ′2

Remark: m : K → K ′ is surjective, but not necessarily injective.

Proof. For the critical pair P ′1
p1,m′1⇐ K ′

p2,m′2⇒ P ′2 according to Theorem 2.6.13 the following
cases can occur:

1. (S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) is a conflict reason

2. (S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2) is a conflict reason

with (S1, o1 : S1 → C2, q12 : S1 → L2) the pullback of (m′1 ◦ g1,m
′
2), (S2, q21 : S2 →

L1, o2 : S2 → C2) the pullback of (m′1,m
′
2 ◦ g2).

R1

��

K1
l1 //r1oo

k′1
��

L1

m′1   AAAAAAAA L2

m′2~~}}}}}}}}
K2

l2oo r2 //

k′2
��

R2

��
P ′1 D′1 d′1

//
e′1

oo K ′ D′2d′2

oo
e′2

// P ′2

1. Analogous to the following case.

2. Construct the pushout (9) (K,m1 : L1 → K,m2 : L2 → K) of the conflict reason
(S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2).

S2 o2
//

(9)

q21

~~}}}}}}}}
C2

g2
��

B2

b2
��

c2
oo

R1

(1)f1
��

K1

(2)

l1 //r1oo

k1
��

L1

m1   AAAAAAAA

m′1

��

L2

(5)

m′2

��

m2~~}}}}}}}}
K2

(6)

l2oo r2 //

k2
��

R2

f2
��

P1

(3)
��

D1

a′1
��

(4)

d1 //
e1
oo K

m

��
(7)

D2

a′2
��

(8)

d2oo
e2
// P2

��
P ′1 D′1 d′1

//
e′1

oo K ′ D′2d′2

oo
e′2

// P ′2

Since (9) is a pushout and m′1 ◦ q21 = m′2 ◦ g2 ◦ o2, a unique morphism m : K → K ′

exists such that m′1 = m ◦ m1 and m′2 = m ◦ m2. Now we can construct the
pullback (4) (D1, d1 : D1 → K, a′1 : D1 → D′1) of (d′1,m) and the pullback (7)
(D2, d2 : D2 → K, a′2 : D2 → D′2) of (d′2,m). Since (4) (resp. (7)) is a pullback and
d′1 ◦ k′1 = m ◦m1 ◦ l1 (resp. d′2 ◦ k′2 = m ◦m2 ◦ l2), a morphism k1 : K1 → D1 resp.
(k2 : K2 → D2) exists s.t. a′1◦k1 = k′1 (resp. a′2◦k2 = k′2) and d1◦k1 = m1◦l1 (resp.
d2 ◦ k2 = m2 ◦ l2). Now we prove that (d1,m1) and (d2,m2) are jointly surjective.
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(a) We start with proving that (d1,m1) is jointly surjective. Since (m1,m2) are
jointly surjective, K can also be written as K = KL2\L1 ∪KL1 with KL2\L1 =
m2(L2) \ m1(L1) and KL1 = m1(L1). For all x ∈ KL2\L1 we have to prove
that they have a preimage in D1. So, we assume that ∃y2 ∈ L2 : m2(y2) = x
and @y1 ∈ L1 : m1(y1) = x. Since (m′1,m

′
2) are also jointly surjective, K ′ =

K ′L2\L1
∪K ′L1

with K ′L2\L1
= m′2(L2) \m′1(L1) and K ′L1

= m′1(L1).

• m(x) ∈ K ′L2\L1
implies that m(x) doesn’t have a preimage in L1. But

since (m′1, d
′
1) jointly surjective, ∃x1 ∈ D′1 : d′1(x1) = m(x) and since (4)

is a pullback we have (x1, x) ∈ D1 with d1(x1, x) = x.
• m(x) ∈ K ′L1

implies that there exists an y1 ∈ L1 s.t. m′1(y1) = m(x).
Now again we distinguish two cases:

– Let y1 ∈ L1\C1. Then ∃x1 ∈ K1 : l1(x1) = y1 andm(x) = m′1(y1) =
m′1(l1(x1)) = m(m1(l1(x1))) = d′1(a

′
1(k1(x1))). This implies that

(a′1(k1(x1)), x) ∈ D1 with d1(a
′
1(k1(x1), x) = x since (4) is a pull-

back.
– On the other hand, if y2 ∈ C2 then g2(y2) = y2 and m′2(g2(y2)) =
m′2(y2) = m(x) = m(m1(y1)) = m′1(y1) and since (S2, q21, o2) is a
pullback of (m′1,m

′
2◦g2) it follows that (y1, y2) ∈ S2. But since (9) is a

pushout this impliesm1(y1) = m1(q21(y1, y2)) = m2(g2(o2(y1, y2))) =
m2(y2). This is a contradiction since now m1(y1) = m2(y2) = x, but
@y1 ∈ L1 : m1(y1) = x.

(b) Now we prove that (d2,m2) are jointly surjective. Since (m1,m2) are jointly
surjective, K = KL1\L2 ∪ KL2 . It suffices to show that for each x ∈ KL1\L2

there exists y′2 ∈ D2 : d2(y
′
2) = x. So, we assume that ∃y1 ∈ L1 : m1(y1) = x

and @y2 ∈ L2 : m2(y2) = x. Since also (m′1,m
′
2) are jointly surjective, K ′ =

K ′L1\L2
∪K ′L2

, and we distinguish the following two cases:

• m(x) ∈ K ′L1\L2
implies that m(x) doesn’t have a preimage in L2. Since

(m′2, d
′
2) are jointly surjective, there exists x2 ∈ D′2 : d′2(x2) = m(x).

Because (7) is a pullback (x2, x) ∈ D2 with d2(x2, x) = x.
• m(x) ∈ K ′L2

implies that there exists y2 ∈ L2 : m′2(y2) = m(x). Now
again we distinguish two cases:

– Let y2 ∈ L2\C2. Then ∃x2 ∈ K2 : l2(x2) = y2 andm(x) = m′2(y2) =
m′2(l2(x2)) = m(m2(l2(x2))) = d′2(a

′
2(k2(x2))). This implies that

(a′2(k2(x2)), x) ∈ D2 with d2(a
′
2(k2(x2), x) = x since (7) is a pull-

back.
– On the other hand, if y2 ∈ C2 then g2(y2) = y2 and m′2(g2(y2)) =
m′2(y2) = m(x) = m(m1(y1)) = m′1(y1) and since (S2, q21, o2) is a
pullback of (m′1,m

′
2◦g2) it follows that (y1, y2) ∈ S2. But since (9) is a

pushout this impliesm1(y1) = m1(q21(y1, y2)) = m2(g2(o2(y1, y2))) =
m2(y2). This is a contradiction since now m1(y1) = x = m2(y2), but
@y2 ∈ L2 : m2(y2) = x.
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Now we know that if we build (K,m1,m2) as a pushout of the conflict reason of P ′1
p1,m′1⇐

K ′
p2,m′2⇒ P ′2, (d1,m1) and (d2,m2) are jointly surjective. Now we can conclude that (2)

(resp. (5)) is a pullback since (d1,m1) (resp.(d2,m2)) are jointly surjective, (4) (resp. (7))
is a pullback and (2)+(4) (resp. (5)+(7)) is a pushout and also a pullback. Since l1 (resp.
l2) is injective, (2)+(4) (resp. (5)+(7)) is a pushout and (2),(4) (resp.(5),(7)) are pullbacks,
this implies that (2),(4) (resp.(5),(7)) are also pushouts. Then we can construct P1 and P2

as pushouts of (r1, k1) resp. (r2, k2) and because of the pushout property the two lacking
morphisms f1 and f2 for the essential critical pair are constructed. Because of pushout-
pushout decomposition, now we can deduce that (1),(3),(6) and (8) are pushouts. Now we
know that P1

p1,m1⇐ K
p2,m2⇒ P2 is a pair of direct transformations.

Since (K,m1,m2) was constructed as a pushout over the conflict reason of P ′1
p1,m′1⇐

K ′
p2,m′2⇒ P2, we still have to prove that the conflict reason stays the same for P1

p1,m1⇐
K

p2,m2⇒ P2. Therefore, first, we have to show that if (S2, q21, o2) is a pullback of (m′1,m
′
2 ◦

g2) then it is also a pullback of (m1,m2 ◦ g2).

X

x
��

x2

��1
11111111111111

x1

�����������������

S2

(9)

o2   BBBBBBBB

q21~~}}}}}}}}

L1

m′1

��1
11111111111111

m1

!!BBBBBBBB C2

m′2◦g2

��m2◦g2

}}||||||||

K

m

��
K ′

m1 ◦ q21 = m2 ◦ g2 ◦ o2 because (9) is a pushout. Moreover, if we take another graph
X and morphisms x1 : X → L1 and x2 : X → C2 such that m1 ◦ x1 = m2 ◦ g2 ◦ x2,
this implies m′1 ◦ x1 = m ◦ m1 ◦ x1 = m ◦ m2 ◦ g2 ◦ x2 = m′2 ◦ g2 ◦ x2 and because
of the pullback property of the outer pullback a unique morphism x : X → S2 exists s.t.
q21 ◦ x = x1 and o2 ◦ x = x2. Thus, (S2, q21, o2) is also a pullback of (m1,m2 ◦ g2).
Analogously, we can prove that (S1, q12, o1) is also a pullback of (m1 ◦ g1,m2). Therefore,
we know that the conflict reason (S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) (resp. (S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2)) stays the same
for P1

p1,m1⇐ K
p2,m2⇒ P2, which implies by Theorem 2.6.13 that also P1

p1,m1⇐ K
p2,m2⇒ P2

is in conflict. Now we have constructed an essential critical pair P1
p1,m1⇐ K

p2,m2⇒ P2 with
extension morphism m : K → K ′.

2.11.10 Theorem (completeness of essential critical sequences). For each critical se-

quence K ′
p1,m′1⇒ P ′1

p2,m′2⇒ P ′2 of (p1, p2) such that they are in produce-use dependency or
deliver-delete dependency, there exists an essential critical sequence K

p1,m1⇒ P1
p2,m2⇒ P2
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of (p1, p2) with the same causal dependency reason and extension diagrams (1) and (2).

K

��
(1)

+3 P1
+3

(2)m
��

P2

��
K ′ +3 P ′1 +3 P ′2

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 2.11.9 and Remark 2.4.2.

2.11.11 Remark. Note that the following combination of critical pairs (resp. sequences)
satisfying negative constraints and essential critical pairs (resp. sequences) can be made.
It is possible to reduce the set of essential critical pairs (resp. sequences) to a subset of
essential critical pairs (resp. sequences) satisfying negative constraints that are checked
for non-injective satisfaction. Non-injective means that the morphism q as given in Def.
2.2.9 is non-injective instead of injective. In our running example Elevator the set of neg-
ative constraints that are also satisfied when checked in a non-injective way consists of
no up and down, higher is not next, higher is not opposite, next is not opposite,
no stop and call, and no intermediate as depicted in Fig. 2.3. They can, therefore, be
used to reduce the set of essential critical pairs and sequences even more. Moreover, hav-
ing maximal multiplicities or negative constraints checked for satisfaction in an injective
way (as introduced in Def. 2.2.9) the following check can be done: try and glue the graphs
K,P1, and P2 of the essential critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 (resp. sequence K ⇒ P1 ⇒ P2)
in such a way that the maximal multiplicity or negative constraint, when checked in an
injective way, is fulfilled. If no gluing exists such that the constraint with injective satisfac-
tion is fulfilled, then probably the essential critical pair can be omitted. It is part of future
work to formulate these ideas more precisely and supply tool support.

Finally, we can also formulate a Local Confluence Theorem for essential critical pairs as
follows.

2.11.12 Theorem (essential critical pair lemma). If all essential critical pairs of a graph
transformation system are strictly confluent, then this graph transformation system is lo-
cally confluent.

Proof. In the proof of the critical pair lemma in [29] for adhesive HLR systems it is de-
manded that the extension morphism m belongs to the special subset of monomorphisms
M′ in the corresponding adhesive HLR category. For the proof of this lemma though it is
sufficient to demand the existence of an initial pushout over the extension morphism m. In
the case of essential critical pairs m is not necessarily an injective morphism, as shown in
Theorem 2.11.9, but an initial pushout over a non-injective morphism m in the category
Graphs (or also GraphsTG) always exists. Therefore, the proof of the critical pair lemma
can be repeated, restricting the set of critical pairs to the set of essential critical pairs.
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Chapter 3

Rule-Based Modeling using High-Level
Transformation

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, graphs have been introduced to represent system states of rule-
based models. Moreover, graph transformation formalizes the rule-based manipulation,
evolution, reconfiguration, etc. of models. Graphs consist of a set of nodes and edges,
and two mappings, describing source and target of these edges. However, as soon as rule-
based models need to describe more complex concepts like, for example, attribution or
inheritance, it is not that easy anymore to formalize these models. Category theory of-
fers the opportunity to abstract from the internal details of models, which might become
quite complex. Instead, it is investigated if and how models are related to each other. A
category consists of objects and morphisms between objects. Thereby, objects play the
role of opaque models, and morphisms can be interpreted as relations between models. In
category theory, the only possibility to get to know something about a specific object is to
investigate how it is related by specific morphisms to other objects in the category. For ex-
ample, in the category of graphs, the object that is the empty graph is identifiable because
there exists a unique graph morphism of the empty graph in any other graph. Note that
in order to identify the empty graph in this way, it was not necessary to have a look into
the internals of this object. Analogously, it is possible to define with categorical means the
concept of rules and transformations of objects via rules. Such a categorical approach has
the advantage that proof reasoning abstracts from fine-grained internals. Instead, a cate-
gorical proof is concerned with finding specific morphisms between specific objects. This
technique is often called diagram chasing.

A categorical framework is based on a predefined category in which a set of assumptions
hold for specific classes of morphisms. The objects and morphisms of such a predefined
category might be graphs resp. graph morphisms, but also some other kinds of high-level
structures resp. morphisms fulfilling the assumptions. For each instance fitting into such a
categorical framework, specific properties can be derived. In this thesis, we are interested
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mainly in a framework that applies particularly well to deriving properties important for
rule-based transformation systems. Using such a categorical framework has the advantage
that theory can be developed on such an abstract level that it applies to several possible
instances of transformation systems at once. Therefore, we call such a categorical frame-
work for transformation systems high-level transformation systems and the corresponding
transformations high-level transformations.

In particular, adhesive High-Level Replacement (HLR) categories, as introduced in [29],
provide a formal method to describe transformation systems. The development of adhesive
HLR categories was inspired by the notion of HLR-systems [36] and the notion of adhesive
categories as introduced in [65]. The resulting framework is called adhesive HLR systems.
These systems are based on rules that describe in an abstract way how objects in adhesive
HLR categories can be transformed. Moreover, in [29], it is explained how to define ap-
plication conditions for rules, restricting the application of a rule. However, in [29], most
of the theoretical results are formulated for adhesive HLR systems based on rules without
application conditions. Thus, these results should be generalized to adhesive HLR systems
based on rules holding application conditions. The most frequently used kind of applica-
tion condition is the so-called negative application condition (NAC), as introduced in [44]
and used, for example, in [19, 59, 84, 116]. It forbids a certain structure to be present
before or after applying a rule. Therefore, in this chapter, we concentrate on generalizing
the theoretical results, formulated for adhesive HLR systems based on rules without appli-
cation conditions, to adhesive HLR systems based on rules holding NACs. To this end, in
Section 3.2, we introduce a new kind of category, called NAC-adhesive HLR. Based on this
category, in Section 3.3, we will introduce adhesive HLR systems with NACs.

A lot of theoretical results for the particular case of (typed) graph transformation with
NACs have already been presented in Chapter 2. The overall goal of this theory is to
come up with practical analysis techniques for rule-based models. In practice though, most
of these results are needed for the instantiation of typed attributed graph transformation
systems with application conditions. This more general kind of graph transformation tech-
nique is most significant for modeling and meta-modeling in software engineering and
visual languages. In [29], it has already been proven that such a typed attributed graph
transformation system is a valid instantiation of adhesive HLR systems. In this chapter,
we show that typed attributed graph transformation systems are also a valid instantiation
of adhesive HLR systems with NACs. This is one of the most important motivations for
lifting the theory of graph transformation with NACs to the level of adhesive HLR transfor-
mation with NACs. Moreover, results within adhesive HLR systems can be applied to all
other instantiations of adhesive HLR systems such as, for example, hypergraph, algebraic
signature, or specification transformations with NACs. In order to allow more instantia-
tions, so-called weak adhesive HLR categories and systems are defined in [29]. In this
slightly weaker framework all important theoretical results still hold. For example, Petri
net transformation is an instantiation of weak adhesive HLR systems.

Summarizing, this chapter lifts the results presented in Chapter 2 for the case of (typed)
graph transformation with NACs to the level of adhesive HLR systems with NACs. There-
fore, the structure of this chapter is completely analogous to the structure of Chapter 2. The
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proofs for the theorems presented in Chapter 2 can be found in the corresponding sections
of this chapter on the level of NAC-adhesive HLR categories. For a detailed introduction to
the results of Chapter 2, for (typed) graph transformation with NACs, we refer to Section
2.1. Here, we merely give a brief overview of the results for adhesive HLR systems with
NACs, as presented in this chapter. Section 3.2 introduces NAC-adhesive HLR categories,
and in particular, it shows that the category of Graphs, GraphsTG (typed graphs), and
AGraphsTG (typed attributed graphs) are NAC-adhesive HLR. Based on NAC-adhesive
HLR categories, we define the framework of adhesive HLR systems with NACs in Section
3.3. Independence and parallelism for adhesive HLR transformations with NACs are han-
dled in Section 3.4. The main results in this section are the Local Church-Rosser Theorem
and Parallelism Theorem for adhesive HLR systems with NACs. In Section 3.5, concurrent
adhesive HLR transformations with NACs are defined and a corresponding Concurrency
Theorem for adhesive HLR systems with NACs is proven. Section 3.6 is concerned with
characterizing conflicts and causal dependencies between adhesive HLR transformations
with NACs. Section 3.7 introduces the theory of critical pairs and sequences for adhesive
HLR systems with NACs. It formulates the Restriction Theorem for adhesive HLR trans-
formations with NACs and a Completeness Theorem for critical pairs and sequences. In
Section 3.8, the notion of conflict and causal dependency are considered on the rule level
instead of the transformation level. This enables us to deduce properties of the adhesive
HLR system with NACs by analyzing the corresponding rules. In Section 3.9, sufficient
criteria are introduced leading to applicability (resp. non-applicability) of a rule sequence
to an object in the NAC-adhesive HLR category. Moreover, a number of reductions for
rule sequences is introduced preserving applicability (resp. non-applicability). Finally,
based on the assumption in this section that the gluing condition is always fulfilled, a weak
Local Church-Rosser Theorem is formulated. Section 3.10 is concerned with embedding
and confluence of adhesive HLR transformations with NACs. A corresponding Embedding
and Extension Theorem, and Critical Pair Lemma (Local Confluence Theorem) are formu-
lated. Finally, Section 2.11 in Chapter 2 is not lifted to the level of NAC-adhesive HLR
categories. It is merely explained which expectations are present concerning the success
of lifting also the theory of essential critical pairs (resp. sequences) and critical pairs (resp.
sequences) satisfying negative constraints1.

3.2 Modeling with High-Level Structures

In this section, we introduce NAC-adhesive HLR categories. This kind of categories can
describe all kinds of high-level structures such as graph-like structures, but also Petri net
structures. Moreover, there are special morphism classes in NAC-adhesive HLR categories,
allowing for rich theory regarding transformation of such high-level structures. NACs are
an important feature for the modeling of transformation systems, expressing that a certain
structure is not present when performing the transformation [44], and thus, enhancing the

1Note that, the results on constraints and applicability, as presented in Section 2.9, are not formulated for
NAC-adhesive HLR systems either. It is part of future work to generalize these results as well.
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expressiveness of the transformation. In order to provide a rich theory for such transfor-
mations with NACs, they are integrated into the framework of adhesive HLR systems as
presented in [29]. For this integration, mainly some new morphism classes have to be
defined, which are necessary for successful adaption of the theory.

First we repeat the notion of weak adhesive HLR categories as introduced in [29]. The
intuitive idea of adhesive categories is that suitable pushouts and pullbacks in these cate-
gories are compatible with each other. This property is expressed by so-called van Kampen
(VK) squares. The idea of these squares is that of a pushout that is stable under pullbacks,
and, vice versa, that pullbacks are stable under combined pushouts and pullbacks. The
name ”van Kampen” originates from the relationship between these squares and the Van
Kampen Theorem in topology (see [20]).

3.2.1 Definition ((weak) van Kampen square). A pushout (1) is a van Kampen square if, for
any commutative cube (2) with (1) in the bottom and where the back faces are pullbacks,
the following statement holds: the top face is a pushout iff the front faces are pullbacks:

A

f

��

m //

(1)

B

g

��
C n // D
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a

��

f ′eeeeeee
rreeeeeee m′

SS
))SS
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n′

SS
))SS

c

��

B′
g′eeeeeeeeee

rreee

b

��

D′

d
��

A
feeeeeeeeeee

rreee m
RRR

((RRR
(2)

C
n

TTT
))TTT B

geeeeeee
rreeeeeee

D

Consider a special morphism class M. A pushout (1) is a weak van Kampen square if
the above property holds for any commutative cube (2) with m ∈ M and (f ∈ M or
b, c, d ∈M).

In [29] it is shown that in Sets regular pushouts are not necessarily van Kampen squares,
but at least pushouts along monomorphisms are. In [64], adhesive categories are intro-
duced in which pushouts along monomorphisms and pullbacks exist, and in particular,
pushouts along monomorphisms are VK squares. In [29], it is shown that the categories
Sets, Graphs and Typed Graphs are adhesive. Moreover, it is motivated that the notion
of adhesive categories should be weakened to adhesive HLR categories in order to handle
high-level structures, including several kinds of graphs and Petri nets as well as algebraic
specifications. In [37] it has been shown that weak adhesive HLR categories based on
weak van Kampen squares are suitable for describing place/transition nets and algebraic
high-level nets.

3.2.2 Definition ((weak) adhesive HLR category). A category C with a morphism classM
is called a weak adhesive HLR category, if

1. M is a class of monomorphisms closed under isomorphisms, composition and de-
composition,

2. C has pushouts (PO) and pullbacks (PB) along M-morphisms and M-morphisms
are closed under pushouts and pullbacks,
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3. pushouts in C alongM-morphisms are (weak) Van Kampen squares.

For a NAC-adhesive HLR category we demand in addition to an adhesive HLR category
some additional properties on special morphism classes in the category in order to be able
to generalize all of the results. We distinguish three classes of morphisms, namelyM,M′

and Q, and a class of pairs of morphisms E ′. M is a subset of the class of all monomor-
phisms as given in [29], and the rule morphisms are always inM. The non-existing mor-
phism q in Def. 3.3.1 for NACs is an element of the morphism classQ. Moreover, for pair
factorization in Def. 5.25 in [29] we need the classesM′ and E ′. First we (re-)introduce
some definitions for properties that the morphism classesM, E ′,M′ and Q should have.
Thereafter all needed properties are listed in the definition for adhesive HLR categories
with NACs.

We repeat the following definitions of properties introduced in [29] for an E ′ −M′ pair
factorization (see Def. 5.25 in [29]), M−M′ PO-PB decomposition (see Def. 5.27 in
[29]), M′ is closed under PO’s and PB’s along M - morphims, and initial PO over M′

- morphisms (see Def. 6.1 in [29]). Moreover, we introduce the definitions for epi - M
factorization, and induced PB-PO forM and Q.

3.2.3 Property ((unique) E ′ − M′ pair factorization). A category with special class of
morphism pairs E ′ with the same codomain and special morphism classM′, has an E ′−M′

pair factorization if, for each pair of morphisms f1 : A1 → C and f2 : A2 → C, there
exists an object K and morphisms e1 : A1 → K, e2 : A2 → K, and m : K → C with
(e1, e2) ∈ E ′ and m ∈M′ such that m ◦ e1 = f1 and m ◦ e2 = f2:

A1
e1

QQ
((QQ
f1

((
K m // C

A2

e2mm
66mm
f2

66

An E ′−M′ pair factorization is unique if two E ′−M′ pair factorizations of f1 and f2 are
isomorphic.

3.2.4 Property (M−M′ PO-PB decomposition). Given a category with special morphism
classesM andM′, it has theM−M′ PO-PB decomposition property if the following
property holds. Given the following commutative diagram with l ∈ M and w ∈ M′, and
where (1) + (2) is a pushout and (2) a pullback, then (1) and (2) are pushouts and also
pullbacks:

A
l��

(1)

k // B r //

s
��

(2)

E
v
��

C u // D w // F

3.2.5 Definition (initial pushout, boundary, context). Consider a morphism f : A → A′.
A morphism b : B → A with b ∈ M is called the boundary over f if there is a pushout
complement of f and b such that (1) is a pushout that is initial over f . (1) is initial over
f if for every pushout (2) with b′ ∈ M there exist unique morphisms b∗ : B → D and
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c∗ : C → E with b∗,c∗ ∈ M such that b′ ◦ b∗ = b, c′ ◦ c∗ = c and (3) is a pushout. B is
then called the boundary object and C the context with respect to f .

B

(1)

��

b // A

f
��

C c // A′

B

(3)

��

b∗ //
b ''
D′ b //

��
(2)

A

f

��
C c∗ //

c
66E c′ // A′

3.2.6 Property (initial PO overM′ - morphisms). A category with special morphism class
M′ has initial PO overM′ - morphisms if the following property holds. For each morphism
f ∈M′ an initial PO over f as given in Def.3.2.5 exists.

3.2.7 Property ((unique) epi -M factorization). A category with special morphism class
M has an epi-M factorization if for each morphism f : A → C there exists some object
B, an epimorphism e : A→ B, and morphism m : B → C ∈M such that m ◦ e = f . An
epi-M factorization is unique if two epi-M factorizations of f are isomorphic.

3.2.8 Property (M′ is closed under PO’s and PB’s alongM - morphims). Given a category
with special morphism classesM andM′, thenM′ is closed under PO’s and PB’s along
M - morphisms if the following holds. Given (1) with m,n ∈M, we have that:

• if (1) is a pushout and f ∈M′, then g ∈M′ also and

• if (1) is a pullback and g ∈M′, then f ∈M′ also:

A m //

f
��

(1)

B

g

��
C n // D

3.2.9 Property (induced PB-PO forM and Q). Given a : A→ C ∈ Q and b : B → C ∈
M and the following PB and PO,

D

(PB)d1
��

d2 // B

b
��

A
a // C

D

(PO)

d2 //

d1
��

B

e1
��

A
e2 // E

then the induced morphism x : E → C with x ◦ e1 = b and x ◦ e2 = a is a monomorphism
in Q.

3.2.10 Remark. Theorem 5.1 in [65] proves the induced PB-PO property in adhesive cat-
egories for a,b being mono with the result that x is also mono. The proof is based on the
fact that general PBs exist in adhesive categories.

3.2.11 Definition (NAC-adhesive HLR category). A NAC-adhesive HLR category is a
weak adhesive HLR category C with special morphism class M and in addition three
morphism classesM′, E ′ and Q with the following properties:
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1. unique E ′ −M′ pair factorization (see Prop. 3.2.3)

2. unique epi -M factorization (see Prop. 3.2.7)

3. M−M′ PO-PB decomposition (see Prop. 3.2.4)

4. M−Q PO-PB decomposition (see Prop. 3.2.4)

5. initial PO overM′ - morphisms (see Prop. 3.2.6)

6. M′ is closed under PO’s and PB’s alongM - morphims (see Prop. 3.2.8)

7. Q is closed under PO’s and PB’s alongM - morphisms (see Prop. 3.2.8)

8. induced PB-PO forM and Q (see Prop. 3.2.9)

9. If f : A→ B ∈ Q and g : B → C ∈M′ then g ◦ f ∈ Q.
Composition of morphisms inM′ and Q

10. If g ◦ f ∈ Q and g ∈M′ then f ∈ Q.
Decomposition of morphisms inM′ and Q

11. If g and f ∈ Q then g ◦ f ∈ Q.
Composition of morphisms in Q

12. If g ◦ f ∈ Q and g ∈ Q then f ∈ Q.
Decomposition of morphisms in Q

3.2.12 Remark. Property 1 is needed for Theorem 3.7.6, Definition 3.5.3, Theorem 3.10.3.
Property 2 is needed for Lemma 3.3.13. Property 3 is needed for Theorem 3.7.5, Definition
3.5.3, Theorem 3.10.3. Property 4 is needed for Lemma 3.3.7. Property 5 is needed for
Theorem 3.10.4. Property 6 is needed for Theorem 3.7.6, Theorem 3.10.4. Property 7 is
needed for Lemma 3.3.7, Lemma 3.3.13. Property 8 is needed for Lemma 3.3.13. Property
9 is needed for Theorem 3.7.5. Property 10 is needed for Theorem 3.7.6. Property 11
is needed for Lemma 3.3.13, Lemma 3.3.7, Theorem 3.10.9. Property 12 is needed for
Lemma 3.3.7.

It can be shown that the following property holds in each NAC-adhesive HLR category
(in particular, it follows from Prop. 3.2.7). It is needed in order to prove Theorem 3.8.21.

3.2.13 Property (diagonal morphism). Given the following commuting diagram such that
a : A→ B is an epimorphism and d : C → D inM, then there exists a diagonal morphism
f : B → C such that f ◦ a = c and d ◦ f = b.

A

c

��

a // B

f
~~~

~~~~~ b
��

C
d // D
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3.2.14 Corollary. Given a NAC-adhesive HLR category, then the diagonal morphism prop-
erty as given in Prop. 3.2.13 holds.

Proof. Consider morphisms b, c, an epimorphism a, and a morphism d ∈ M such that the
following diagram commutes:

A

c

��

ec

  AAAAAAAA
a // B

eb

~~}}}}}}}}

b

��

Kc

mc~~}}}}}}}} i
// Kb

mb   AAAAAAAA

C
d // D

Since in a NAC-adhesive HLR category we have a unique epi-M factorization, we have
c = mc ◦ ec with mc ∈ M : A → Kc and ec : Kc → C an epimorphism, and b = mb ◦ eb
withmb ∈M : B → Kb and eb : Kb → D an epimorphism. Now d◦mc◦ec andmb◦eb◦a
are epi-M factorizations of d ◦ c = b ◦ a. Since epi-M factorizations are unique, we have
an isomorphism i : Kc → Kb such that a morphism f = mc ◦ i−1 ◦ eb : B → C exists with
f ◦ a = c and d ◦ f = b.

3.2.15 Fact (Graphs (resp. GraphsTG) is a NAC-adhesive HLR category). The category
Graphs (resp. GraphsTG of typed graphs) with M = M′ = Q the set of all injective
graph morphisms (resp. typed over TG), and E ′ the set of jointly surjective graph mor-
phisms (resp. typed over TG) is NAC-adhesive HLR.

Proof. Property 1-7 have been shown in [29]. Property 8 holds, because of Remark 3.2.10
and the fact that Graphs (resp. GraphsTG) is adhesive. Property 9-12 corresponds to the
regular composition and decomposition property of injective graph morphisms.

3.2.16 Fact (AGraphsTG is a NAC-adhesive HLR category). The category AGraphsTG
of typed attributed graphs withM injective, and in addition isomorphic on the data type
part,M′ = Q and E ′ as presented in [29] is NAC-adhesive HLR.

Proof. Property 8 holds, since as described in Remark 3.2.10 it is based on the existence of
general PBs. As remarked in [29], although not required, general PBs exist in AGraphsTG.
Properties 1− 7 and 9− 12 have been shown in [29] for AGraphsTG.

In this thesis we are interested mainly in graph-like instantiations. In [101, 102] though
it is proven that the category of Petri nets and Algebraic High-Level Systems is also NAC-
adhesive HLR.
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3.3 Rule-Based Modeling using High-Level Transforma-
tion

Adhesive HLR systems are introduced in [29] as transformation systems for high-level
structures based on adhesive HLR categories. The rules of these abstract transformation
systems do not hold any application conditions. In this section we add negative application
conditions to the rules. NACs are an important feature for the modeling of transformation
systems, expressing that a certain structure is not present when performing the transfor-
mation [44], and thus, enhancing the expressiveness of the transformation. In the former
section, we defined NAC-adhesive HLR categories paving the ground for adhesive HLR
systems with NACs. The extra properties holding in NAC-adhesive HLR categories enable
us to extend all main results presented in [29] for adhesive HLR systems without NACs.

3.3.1 Definition (negative application condition, rule with NACs).

• A negative application condition orNAC(n) on L is an arbitrary morphism n : L→
N . A morphism g : L → G satisfies NAC(n) on L, written g |= NAC(n), if and
only if 6 ∃ q : N → G ∈ Q such that q ◦ n = g.

L

g

��

n // N

qXrrG

A set of NACs on L is denoted by NACL = {NAC(ni)|i ∈ I}. A morphism
g : L → G satisfies NACL if and only if g satisfies all single NACs on L i.e.
g |= NAC(ni) ∀i ∈ I .

• Similarly, a negative application condition or NAC(n) on R is an arbitrary graph
morphism n : R → N . A graph morphism h : R → H satisfies NAC(n) on R,
written h |= NAC(n), if and only if 6 ∃ q : N → H such that q is injective and
q ◦ n = h.

• A set of NACs NACL (resp. NACR) on L (resp. R) for a rule p : L
l← K

r→ R
(with l, r ∈ M) is called left (resp. right) NAC on p. NACp = (NACL, NACR),
consisting of a set of left and a set of right NACs on p is called a set of NACs on p.
A rule (p,NACp) with NACs is a rule p : L

l← K
r→ R (with l, r ∈ M) with a set

of NACs on p. We call L (resp. R), the left-hand side (LHS) (resp. right-hand side
(RHS)) of rule p.

3.3.2 Definition (adhesive HLR system, grammar, transformation, language with NACs).

• An adhesive HLR system with NACs AHS = (C,M,M′, E ′,Q, P ) consists of a
NAC-adhesive HLR category (C,M,M′, E ′,Q) and a set of rules with NACs P . An
adhesive HLR grammar with NACs AHG = (AHS, S) = ((C,M,M′, E ′,Q, P ), S)
consists of an adhesive HLR system with NACs (C,M,M′, E ′,Q, P ) and a start ob-
ject S belonging to C.
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• A direct transformation G
p,g⇒ H from G to H via a rule p : L ← K → R with

NACp = (NACL, NACR) and a match g : L → G consists of the double pushout
(DPO) [23]

L

g

��

K //

��

oo R

h
��

G D //oo H

where g satisfies NACL, written g |= NACL and h : R → H satisfies NACR,
written h |= NACR. Since pushouts along M-morphisms in an adhesive HLR
category always exist, the DPO can be constructed if the pushout complement of
K → L → G exists. If so, we say that the match g satisfies the gluing condition
of rule p. A transformation, denoted as G0

∗⇒ Gn, is a sequence G0 ⇒ G1 ⇒
· · · ⇒ Gn of direct transformations. For n = 0, we have the identical transformation
G0 ⇒ G0. Moreover, for n = 0 we also allow isomorphisms G0

∼= G′0, because
pushouts, and hence also direct transformations, are only unique up to isomorphism.

• An adhesive HLR language L(AHG) consists of S and all objects G such that there
exists a transformation from S to G via rules in P .

3.3.3 Remark (instantiations of adhesive HLR systems with NACs). As noted in Fact 3.2.15
Graphs (resp. GraphsTG, AGraphsTG) is a NAC-adhesive HLR category. Based on these
categories, therefore, we can build (typed, attributed) graph transformation systems with
NACs as adhesive HLR systems with NACs. In this thesis we are interested mainly in
graph-like instantiations. In [101, 102] though it is proven that the category of Petri nets
and Algebraic High-Level Systems is NAC-adhesive HLR, and therefore, the correspond-
ing transformation systems are adhesive HLR systems with NACs.

3.3.4 Assumption (left NACs). From now on we consider only adhesive HLR systems
with rules having an empty set of right negative application conditions.

This assumption is without loss of generality, because each right NAC can be shifted
over a rule to an equivalent left NAC as explained in [34] and [29], where Def. 7.16 and
Theorem 7.17 can be specialized to NACs as shown in the following construction and
lemma. Note that [46] presents this result for more general nested application conditions.

3.3.5 Definition (construction of left from right NACs). For each NAC(ni) on R with
ni : R → Ni of a rule p = (L ← K → R), the equivalent left application condition
Lp(NAC(ni)) is defined in the following way:

L

n′i
��

Koo //

��
(2) (1)

R

ni

��
N ′i Zoo // Ni

• If the pair (K → R,R → Ni) has a pushout complement, we construct (K →
Z,Z → Ni) as the pushout complement (1). Then we construct pushout (2) with the
morphism n′i : L→ N ′i . Now we define Lp(NAC(ni)) = NAC(n′i).
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• If the pair (K → R,R → Ni) does not have a pushout complement, we define
Lp(NAC(ni)) = true.

For each set of NACs on R, NACR = ∪i∈INAC(ni) we define the following set of left
NACs:

Lp(NACR) = ∪i∈I′Lp(NAC(n′i))
with i ∈ I ′ if and only if the pair (K → R,R→ Ni) has a pushout complement.

3.3.6 Remark. Note that Z is unique since pushout complements alongM-morphisms are
unique up to isomorphism in adhesive HLR categories [29].

3.3.7 Lemma (equivalence of left and right NACs). For every rule p with NACR a set of
right NACs on p, Lp(NACR) as defined in Def. 3.3.5 is a set of left NACs on p such that
for all direct transformations G

p,g⇒ H with comatch h,

g |= Lp(NACR)⇔ h |= NACR

Proof. The proof corresponds to case 1 and 3 in the proof of Theorem 7.17 in [29].

Since we have assumed without loss of generality that NACp consists only of a set of
NACs on its left-hand side, we can define applicability of a rule with NACs as follows.
The construction of a direct transformation remains the same as for adhesive HLR systems
without NACs [29].

3.3.8 Definition (applicability of rule). Let p : L
l← K

r→ R be a rule with NACp. For
an object G and a match m : L → G, p is applicable via m if the pushout complement
for K l→ L

m→ G exists (i.e. m fulfills the gluing condition), and in addition m satisfies
NACp.

3.3.9 Fact (construction of direct transformations). Given rule p and match m : L → G
such that p is applicable to G via m as given in Def. 3.3.8, then a direct transformation
can be constructed in two steps:

1. Construct the pushout complement K k→ D
f→ G of K l→ L

m→ G in diagram (1)
below.

2. Construct the pushout D
g→ H

n← R of D k← K
r→ R in diagram (2). This

construction is unique up to isomorphism.

L

m

��
(1)

K

(2)k
��

loo r // R

n

��
G D g //foo H

Proof. As given in Def. 3.3.2 we have a direct transformation via rule p and match m if
m |= NACp and a double pushout (DPO) exists. From Def. 3.3.8 it follows that m |=
NACp and a pushout complement for K l→ L

m→ G exists. Since r ∈ M, pushout (2) can
be constructed as well. Uniqueness is proven in [29].
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By means of the following definition and theorem, we show that it is possible to ap-
ply a rule inversely. It is based on the shifting of NACs over a rule as presented in Def.
3.3.5. Inverse transformations will be used, for example, in Section 3.6 to define causal
dependencies (see Def. 3.6.2) between transformations. In particular, it is shown that a
transformation can become irreversible, after applying an intermediate transformation.

3.3.10 Definition (inverse rule with NACs). For a rule p : L ← K → R with NACp =
(NACL, ∅), the inverse rule is defined by p−1 = R ← K → L with
NACp−1 = (Lp−1(NACL), ∅).

3.3.11 Theorem (inverse direct transformation with NACs). For each direct transforma-
tion with NACs G ⇒ H via a rule p : L ← K → R with NACp a set of left NACs on p,
there exists an inverse direct transformation with NACs H ⇒ G via the inverse rule p−1

with NACp−1 .
N

L

��

n

OO

K

��

//oo

(1)(2)

R

��
G D //oo H

N ′

R

��

n′

OO

K

��

//oo

(2)(1)

L

��
H D //oo G

Proof. This follows directly from Def. 3.3.10 and Lemma 3.3.7.

Finally, the following definition introduces how to shift NACs over a morphism. In
particular, it is shown how to construct for an objectAwith NACs a set of equivalent NACs
on an object B via some morphism m : A → B. In Section 3.5, we use this construction
to define concurrent rules with NACs. Note that [46] presents the following result for more
general nested application conditions.

3.3.12 Definition (construction of NACs on B from NACs on A with m : A → B).
Consider the following diagram:

N ′j
eji //

(1)

Ni

A

n′j

OO

m // B

ni

OO

For each NAC(n′j) on A with n′j : A→ N ′j and m : A→ B, let

Dm(NAC(n
′
j)) = {NAC(ni)|i ∈ I, ni : B → Ni}

where I and ni are constructed as follows: i ∈ I if and only if (eji, ni) with eji : N ′j →
Ni jointly epimorphic, eji ◦ n′j = ni ◦m and eji ∈ Q.
For each set of NACs NACA = {NAC(nj)|j ∈ J} on A the downward shift of NACA is
then defined as:

Dm(NACA) = ∪j∈JDm(NAC(n
′
j))
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3.3.13 Lemma (equivalence of set of NACs on A and set of NACs on B with m : A→ B).
Given g : A→ G0, m : A→ B with NACA and g′ = g ◦m as in the following diagram:

N ′j
eji //

q

%%

(1)

Ni

q
qq

A
=

n′j

OO

m //

g′

��

B

g}}||||||||

ni

OO

G0

then the following holds :

g′ |= NACA ⇔ g |= Dm(NACA).

Proof. • (⇒) Let g 6|= Dm(NAC(A)) = ∪j∈JDm(NAC(n
′
j)) with

NACA = {NAC(n′j)|j ∈ J}. Then for some j ∈ J there is a NAC ni : B → Ni ∈
Dm(NAC(n

′
j)) and eji : N ′j → Ni for which holds that g 6|= NAC(ni), (eji, ni)

jointly epi, eji ∈ Q and eji ◦ n′j = ni ◦ m. Consequently there exists a morphism
q : Ni → G0 ∈ Q such that q◦ni = g. Since g′ = g◦m = q◦ni◦m = q◦eji◦n′j , there
exists a morphism q′ : N ′j → G0 defined by q′ = q ◦ eji s.t. q′ ◦n′j = q ◦ eji ◦n′j = g′.
Because of the composition property for morphisms in Q, we have q′ ∈ Q since
q ∈ Q and eji in Q. Hence g′ 6|= NAC(n′j) ⇒ g′ 6|= NACA, and therefore, (⇒) of
the above equivalence holds.

• (⇐) Let g′ 6|= NACA with NACA = {NAC(n′j)|j ∈ J}. Then for some j ∈ J
a morphism q′ : N ′j → G0 ∈ Q exists such that q′ ◦ n′j = g′. Let (e∗,m∗) be an
epi-M-factorization of g. Construct X with p1 : X → E and m1 : X → N ′j as
pullback of m∗ and q (PBs alongM−morphisms exist).

N ′j

q′

��
(PB)

X
m1oo

p1

��
G0 E

m∗oo B
e∗oo

g

hh

N ′j
eji //

q′

��

p2∈Q
((

(1)

Ni

q
qq

Y

x
jj

A
=

n′j

OO

m //

g′

��

B

g}}||||||||

ni

OO

e∗
// E

m2

OO

G0

Then we have m1 ∈ M and p1 ∈ Q, since m∗ ∈ M and q′ ∈ Q, PBs preserveM
and PBs alongM preserveQ. Now construct Y withm2 : E → Y and p2 : N

′
j → Y

as pushout of m1 and p1. Then we have m2 ∈ M, p2 ∈ Q, since m1 ∈ M,
p1 ∈ Q, POs preserveM and POs alongM preserveQ Because of the induced PB-
PO property, the induced morphism x : Y → G0 with x ◦m2 = m∗ and x ◦ p2 = q′
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is a monomorphism in Q.

X

(PO)

p1 //

m1

��

E

m2

�� m∗

��

N ′j

q′ ++

p2 // Y

x
��
G0

Moreover, it holds that p2,m2 ◦ e∗ jointly epimorphic because e∗ epimorphic and
p2,m2 jointly epimorphic. Summarizing we have the following equations: x ◦m2 ◦
e∗ ◦ m = m∗ ◦ e∗ ◦ m = g ◦ m = g′ = q′ ◦ n′j = x ◦ p2 ◦ n′j and since x mono
we have m2 ◦ e∗ ◦ m = p2 ◦ n′j . Since m2 ◦ e∗ and p2 are jointly epimorphic,
p2 ◦ n′j = (m2 ◦ e∗) ◦ m and p2 ∈ Q we can conclude that m2 ◦ e∗ : Lc → Y
equals one of the morphisms ni : B → Ni ∈ Dm(NAC(n

′
j)). Moreover, since

x ◦m2 ◦ e∗ = m∗ ◦ e∗ = g and x ∈ Q it holds that g 6|= NAC(m2 ◦ e∗) = NAC(ni),
and consequently g 6|= NAC(ni) ⇒ g 6|= Dm(NAC(n

′
j)) ⇒ g 6|= Dm(NACA).

Hence (⇐) of the above equivalence holds.

3.3.14 Remark. Assuming that Q is the set of all morphisms in the NAC-adhesive HLR
category, and each NAC-morphism n is in M (or each match is in M), a more simple
construction of a set of NACs on the domain of a morphism m into an equivalent set of
NACs on the codomain of m is possible. In this case it is not necessary to consider a set
of jointly epimorphic morphisms (eji, n′i) such that (1) commutes. It would be sufficient to
construct the PO of each (n′j,m) for each j ∈ J . The proof of this more simple construction
is omitted here. Different kinds of satisfiability of NACs and translations of one kind of
satisfiability into the other one can be found in [46].

3.4 Independence and Parallelism

In order to generalize the notion of parallelism to adhesive HLR systems with NACs, it
is first necessary to define when two direct transformations with NACs are parallel and
sequentially independent. For a pair of transformations with NACs it is not only possible
that one transformation deletes a structure that is needed by the other one, but also that
one transformation produces a structure that is forbidden by the other one. Moreover, for
a sequence of two direct transformations with NACs it is not only possible that the first
transformation produces a structure that is needed by the second one, but also that the first
transformation deletes a structure that is forbidden by the second one. For this new notion
of parallel and sequential independence we formulate the local Church-Rosser property
with NACs and also a Parallelism Theorem with NACs.
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3.4.1 Definition (parallel and sequential independence). Two direct transformationsG
p1,m1
=⇒

H1 with NACp1 and G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp2 are parallel independent if

∃h12 : L1 → D2 s.t. (d2 ◦ h12 = m1 and e2 ◦ h12 |= NACp1)

and
∃h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. (d1 ◦ h21 = m2 and e1 ◦ h21 |= NACp2)

as in the following diagram:

N1 N2

R1

��

K1
//oo

��

L1

n1

OO

h12

''
m1   @@@@@@@@ L2

n2

OO

h21

ww
m2~~~~~~~~~~

K2
oo //

��

R2

��
H1 D1 d1

//
e1
oo G D2d2

oo
e2
// H2

Two direct transformations G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 with NACp1 and H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp2 are

sequentially independent if

∃h12 : R1 → D2 s.t. (d2 ◦ h12 = m′1 and e2 ◦ h12 |= NACp−1
1
)

and
∃h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. (e1 ◦ h21 = m2 and d1 ◦ h21 |= NACp2)

as in the following diagram:

N1 N2

L1

n1

OO

��

K1
//oo

��

R1

h12

((
m′1   BBBBBBBB L2

n2

OO

h21

ww
m2}}||||||||

K2
oo //

��

R2

��
G D1 e1

//
d1

oo H1 D2d2
oo

e2
// H2

3.4.2 Remark. Note that as for the case without NACs we have the following relationship
between parallel and sequential independence: G

p1⇒ H1
p2⇒ H2 are sequentially indepen-

dent iff G
p−1
1⇐ H1

p2⇒ H2 are parallel independent.

3.4.3 Theorem (local Church-Rosser theorem with NACs). Given an adhesive HLR system
with NACs AHS and two parallel independent direct transformations with NACs H1

p1,m1⇐
G

p2,m2⇒ H2, there are an object G′ and direct transformations H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′ and H2

p1,m′1⇒ G′

such that G
p1,m1⇒ H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′ and G
p2,m2⇒ H2

p1,m′1⇒ G′ are sequentially independent.
Vice versa, given two sequentially independent direct transformations with NACs G

p1,m1⇒
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H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′ there are an object H2 and sequentially independent direct transformations

G
p2,m2⇒ H2

p1,m′1⇒ G′ such that H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒ H2 are parallel independent:

H1
p2,m′2

"*NNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNN

G

p1,m1

4<qqqqqqqqqqqq

qqqqqqqqqqqq

p2,m2
"*MMMMMMMMMMMM

MMMMMMMMMMMM G′

H2

p1,m′1

4<pppppppppppp

pppppppppppp

Proof. 1. Consider the parallel independent transformations H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒ H2 :

L1

m1

��

K1
//oo

��

R1

n1

��
G D1 g1

//
f1

oo H1

L2

m2

��

K2
//oo

��

R2

n2

��
G D2 g2

//
f2

oo H2

Because of Def. 3.4.1 and the parallel independence with NACs of H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒
H2, we know that there exists i2 : L2 → D1 (resp. i1 : L1 → D2) s.t. f1 ◦
i2 = m2 (resp. f2 ◦ i1 = m1) and moreover, g1 ◦ i2 |= NACp2 (resp. g2 ◦ i1 |=
NACp1). Because of the Local Church-Rosser Theorem for parallel independent
transformations without NACs, all necessary pushouts inH1

p2⇒ G′ andH2
p1⇒ G′ can

be constructed s.t. G
p1⇒ H1

p2⇒ G′ and G
p2⇒ H2

p1⇒ G′ are sequentially independent
according to Def. 5.9 in [29] for direct transformations without NACs. In particular,
this means that t1 : R1 → D′2 (resp. t2 : R2 → D′1) exist s.t. s1 ◦ t1 = n1 (resp.
s2 ◦ t2 = n2) and the following diagrams exist in which each square is a pushout:

L2

i2
��

K2
//oo

��

R2

t2
��

D1

g1

��

Doo //

��

D′1

g′1
��

H1 D′2
g′2 //s1oo G′

L1

i1
��

K1
//oo

��

R1

t1
��

D2

g2

��

D //oo

��

D′2

g′2
��

H2 D′1
g′1 //s2oo G′

Since g1 ◦ i2 |= NACp2 and g2 ◦ i1 |= NACp1 , H1
p2⇒ G′ and H2

p1⇒ G′ are valid
direct transformations with NACs. For the sequential independence with NACs of
G

p1⇒ H1
p2⇒ G′ we have to show that i2, t1 are the required morphisms. For i2

we have f1 ◦ i2 = m2, and therefore, f1 ◦ i2 |= NACp2 follows by assumption.
Now we investigate g′2 ◦ t1. Because of Theorem 3.3.11 and the fact that g2 ◦ i1 |=
NACp1 , it follows directly that also g′2 ◦ t1 |= NACp−1

1
. Analogously, the sequential

independence of G
p2⇒ H2

p1⇒ G′ can be proven.
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2. Given sequentially independent direct transformations with NACs G
p1,m1⇒ H1

p2,m′2⇒
G′ with comatches n′1 and n′2, respectively, from Remark 3.4.2 we obtain parallel

independent direct transformations with NACs G
p−1
1 ,n1⇐ H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′. Now part
(i) of the proof gives us sequentially independent direct transformations with NACs

H1

p−1
1 ,n1⇒ G

p2,m2⇒ H2 and H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′
p−1
1 ,n′1⇒ H2. Applying again Remark 3.4.2 to

the first transformation we obtain parallel independent direct transformations with
NACs H1

p1,m1⇐ G
p2,m2⇒ H2: G

p2,m2

"*NNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNN

H1

p−1
1 ,n1

4<ppppppppppppp

ppppppppppppp

p2,m′2 "*NNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNN H2

G′
p−1
1 ,n′1

4<pppppppppppp

pppppppppppp

Now we can generalize the notion of parallelism to adhesive HLR systems with NACs. In
order to build parallel rules, we need binary coproducts. Therefore, we make the following
assumption.

3.4.4 Assumption (binary coproducts exist). Let for Definition 3.4.5 and Theorem 3.4.7
AHS = (C,M,M′, E ′,Q, P ) be an adhesive HLR system with NACs, where C has binary
coproducts.

Recall that in Def. 3.3.12, a construction is given to shift NACs on some object A into
a set of equivalent NACs on some object B over some morphism m : A → B. Moreover,
recall that in Def. 3.3.5, it is explained how to construct an equivalent set of left NACs
from a set of right NACs on a rule. In the following definition we use these constructions
to define a set of NACs on the parallel rule p1 + p2.

3.4.5 Definition (parallel rule and transformation with NAC). Given two rules p1 = (L1
l1←

K1
r1→ R1) withNACp1 and p2 = (L2

l2← K2
r2→ R2) withNACp2 , the parallel rule p1+p2

with NACp1+p2 is defined by the coproduct constructions over the corresponding objects
and morphisms: p1 + p2 = (L1 + L2

l1+l2← K1 + K2
r1+r2→ R1 + R2) and NACp1+p2 =

Di1(NACp1)∪Di2(NACp2)∪Lp1,2fix(Di′2
(NACp2))∪Lp1fix,2(Di′1

(NACp1)) with p1,2fix =
L1 + L2 ← K1 + L2 → R1 + L2 and p1fix,2 = L1 + L2 ← L1 +K2 → L1 +R2.

L1

i1
��

K1

(2)(1)

l1oo r1 //

��

R1

$$IIIIIIIII L2
i′2

zzvvvvvvvvv

L1 + L2 K1 + L2l1+idL2

oo
r1+idL2

// R1 + L2
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L2

i2
��

K2

(4)(3)

l2oo r2 //

��

R2

$$IIIIIIIII L1
i′1

zzvvvvvvvvv

L1 + L2 L1 +K2idL1
+l2

oo
idL1

+r2
// L1 +R2

A direct transformation G ⇒ G′ via p1 + p2 with NACp1+p2 and a match m : L1 +
L2 → G satisfying NACp1+p2 is a direct parallel transformation with NAC or parallel
transformation with NAC for short.

3.4.6 Remark. Note that (1),(2),(3) and (4) in the above diagram are pushouts. Moreover,
note that it is not necessary to require that coproducts are compatible withM as assumed
in Def. 5.14 in [29]. This is because of the following argumentation. Assume that m1 :
A1 → B1 and m2 : A2 → B2 are both in M. We can then conclude that m1 + m2 =
(m1 + idB2) ◦ (idA1 + m2) is in M since M-morphisms are closed under pushouts and
composition.

The following theorem describes that two sequentially independent transformations with
NACs can be synthesized to a parallel transformation with NACs, and the other way around
that a parallel transformation with NACs can be analyzed to two sequentially independent
transformations with NACs.

3.4.7 Theorem (parallelism theorem with NACs). Synthesis. Given a sequentially inde-
pendent direct transformation sequence with NACs G⇒ H1 ⇒ G′ via p1,m1 (resp.
p2,m

′
2) with NACp1 (resp. NACp2), there is a construction leading to a parallel

transformation with NACs G ⇒ G′ via [m1,m2] and the parallel rule p1 + p2 with
NACp1+p2 , called a synthesis construction.

G

p1+p2,[m1,m2]

��

p2,m2

"*NNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNN
p1,m1

t| ppppppppppppp

ppppppppppppp

H1

p2,m′2 "*NNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNN H2

p1,m′1t| pppppppppppp

pppppppppppp

G′

Analysis. Given a direct parallel transformation with NACsG⇒ G′ viam : L1+L2 → G
and the parallel rule p1 + p2 with NACp1+p2 , then there is a construction leading to
two sequentially independent transformation sequences with NACs G ⇒ H1 ⇒ G′

via p1,m1 and p2,m
′
2 and G ⇒ H2 ⇒ G′ via p2,m2 and p1,m

′
1, called an analysis

construction.
G

p1+p2,m

��

p2,m2

"*NNNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNNN
p1,m1

t| ppppppppppppp

ppppppppppppp

H1

p2,m′2 "*NNNNNNNNNNNN

NNNNNNNNNNNN H2

p1,m′1t| pppppppppppp

pppppppppppp

G′
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Bijective Correspondence. The synthesis analysis construction are inverse to each other
up to isomorphism.

Proof. Synthesis. Given the sequentially independent direct transformations with NACs

G
p1,m1⇒ H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′, using the Parallelism Theorem (Theorem 5.18 in [29]) without
NACs we can construct the following double pushout:

L1 + L2

[m1,m2]

��

K1 +K2
//oo

��

R1 +R2

��
G D //oo G′

Because of Theorem 3.4.3, we know that also the sequentially independent direct

transformations with NACs G
p2,m2⇒ H2

p1,m′1⇒ G′ exist. Now we have to prove that
[m1,m2] |= NACp1+p2 such that according to Def. 3.4.5 the above double pushout
becomes a direct parallel transformation with NACs. Let us start with proving that
[m1,m2] |= Di1(NACp1) ∪ Lp1,2fix(Di′2

(NACp2)). Consider, therefore, the follow-
ing diagrams.

L1

i1
��

K1

(2)(1)

l1oo r1 //

��

R1

$$IIIIIIIII L2
i′2

zzvvvvvvvvv

m′2

zz

L1 + L2

[m1,m2]

��

K1 + L2

[o1,h21]

��
(2′)(1′)

l1+idL2oo
r1+idL2 // R1 + L2

[m∗1,m
′
2]

��
G D1c1
oo

e1
// H1

L1

(1+1′)m1

��

K1

(2+2′)

//oo

o1
��

R1

m∗1
��

G D1 e1
//

c1
oo H1

According to Lemma 3.3.13 it can be followed directly that [m1,m2] |= Di1(NACp1).

Because of sequential independence of G
p1,m1⇒ H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′, there exists a morphism
h21 : L2 → D1 such that e1 ◦ h21 = m′2 with m′2 |= NACp2 . Therefore, morphism
[o1, h21] exists. Since (1’) and (2’) commute, (1),(2),(1+1’) and (2+2’) are pushouts
because of decomposition of pushouts also (1’) and (2’) are pushouts. Now because
of Lemma 3.3.13 and m′2 |= NACp2 it holds that [m∗1,m

′
2] |= Di′2

(NACp2) and
because of Lemma 3.3.7 [m1,m2] |= Lp1,2fix(Di′2

(NACp2)). Analogously, we can
argue to prove in addition [m1,m2] |= Di2(NACp2) ∪ Lp1fix,2(Di′1

(NACp1)).

Analysis. Given a parallel transformation G
p1+p2,m
=⇒ G′ with m |= NACp1+p2 , then be-

cause of the Parallelism Theorem without NACs (Theorem 5.18 in [29]) it follows
that G ⇒ H1 and G ⇒ H2 are parallel independent without NACs and more-
over, the necessary double pushouts for G ⇒ H1 ⇒ G′ via p1,m1 and p2,m

′
2 and
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G⇒ H2 ⇒ G′ via p2,m2 and p1,m
′
1 can be constructed s.t. they are sequentially in-

dependent without NACs. Thereby, the match morphism m is identical to [m1,m2].
Note that we again have that the above diagrams with pushouts (1),(1’),(2),(2’) exist.
Now from [m1,m2] |= Di1(NACp1) and Lemma 3.3.13 we can follow immediately
that m1 |= NACp1 . Moreover, since [m1,m2] |= Lp1,2fix(Di′2

(NACp2)) we can
follow from Lemma 3.3.7 that [m∗1,m

′
2] |= Di′2

(NACp2). Consequently because of
Lemma 3.3.13 m′2 |= NACp2 . Analogously, one can prove that m′1 |= NACp1 and
m2 |= NACp2 . Therefore, G ⇒ H1 and G ⇒ H2 are parallel independent as trans-
formations with NACs as defined in Def. 3.4.1. From Theorem 3.4.3 it follows that
G⇒ H1 ⇒ G′ and G⇒ H2 ⇒ G′ are then sequentially independent with NACs.

Bijective Correspondence. Because of the uniqueness of pushouts and pushout comple-
ments [29], the constructions are inverse to each other up to isomorphism.

3.4.8 Remark. Note that in [72], NACp1+p2 is defined differently. It contains fewer sin-
gle NACs as contained in NACp1+p2 in Def. 3.4.5. Therefore, the analysis part of the
Parallelism Theorem with NACs in [72] needs an extra compatibility condition.

3.5 Concurrency

Let t be a transformation via some rule sequence p0, . . . , pn−1, pn with NACs and matches
g0, . . . , gn−1, gn. In general there will be causal dependencies between several direct trans-
formations in this transformation sequence. Therefore, it is not possible to apply the Paral-
lelism Theorem in order to summarize the transformation sequence successively into one
equivalent transformation step. It is possible, however, to formulate a Concurrency Theo-
rem expressing how to summarize such a sequence into one equivalent transformation step
anyway via some induced concurrent rule. Vice versa, it is possible to split up a trans-
formation via such a concurrent rule into a sequence via single rules. In order to develop
the corresponding theory we build on the notion of concurrent rules without NACs as in-
troduced in [29]. Moreover, we have to shift all the NACs occurring in the rule sequence
p0, . . . , pn−1, pn backward into an equivalent set of NACs on the concurrent rule pc of this
rule sequence. This means that we are looking for a set NACpc for the concurrent rule pc
that is equivalent to NACp0 , . . . , NACpn−1 , NACpn for the transformation rules in t. This
section gradually describes how to obtain this concurrent NAC and then generalizes then
the Concurrency Theorem to transformations with NACs.

First, we define how concurrent rules for rule sequences without NACs can be con-
structed. This definition corresponds to the definition of concurrent rules in [29]. However,
we generalize this definition to rule sequences containing more than two rules. Then we
reintroduce the Concurrency Theorem for transformations without NACs , and thereby,
define what a concurrent rule induced by a transformation t is. Note that in comparison
to [29] we do not demand explicitly a transformation to be E−related. Each transforma-
tion t defined by some adhesive HLR system with NACs is automatically E−related since
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each NAC-adhesive HLR category has an E ′ −M′ pair factorization and the M−M′

PO-PB decomposition property automatically holds (this follows directly from Fact 5.29
in [29]). After that, we also introduce concurrent rules with NACs for rule sequences with
NACs. This definition is based on the shifting of all NACs on the rules in a rule sequence
to an equivalent set of NACs on its concurrent rule. Finally, a Concurrency Theorem for
transformations with NACs is formulated.

3.5.1 Definition (concurrent rule for a rule sequence). n = 0 The concurrent rule pc for
rule p0 is pc itself.

n ≥ 1 A concurrent rule pc for the rule sequence p0, . . . pn is defined by pc = (Lc
l◦k′c←

K
r◦kn→ R) as shown in the following diagram where p′c : L′c ← K ′c → R′c is a

concurrent rule for the rule sequence p0, . . . pn−1, (e′c, en) ∈ E ′, (1),(2), (3) and (4)
are pushouts and (5) is a pullback. We denote the concurrent rule pc also as p′c ∗E pn.

L′c

(3)

��

K ′c

(1)

��

//oo R′c

e′c ��@@@@@@@@
Ln

(2)
en

~~~~~~~~~~
Kn

(4)

��

oo // Rn

��
L C1

loo // E Cnoo r // R

K

(5)
kc

hh

kn

66

3.5.2 Remark. Since pullbacks, pushouts and pushout complements are unique in adhe-
sive HLR categories [29] a concurrent rule for n ≥ 1 is uniquely determined by its E-
dependency relations (e′c, en) as defined in [29].

3.5.3 Definition (concurrent rule, concurrent (co-, lhs-)match induced by G0
n+1
=⇒ Gn+1).

n = 0 For a direct transformation G0 ⇒ G1 via match g0 : L0 → G0, comatch g1 :
R1 → G1, and rule p0 : L0 ← K0 → R0, the concurrent rule pc for p0 induced by
G0 ⇒ G1 is defined by pc = p0, the concurrent comatch hc is defined by hc = g1,
the concurrent lhs-match by id : L0 → L0, and the concurrent match gc by gc = g0 :
L0 → G0.

n ≥ 1 Consider p′c : L
′
c ← K ′c → R′c (resp. g′c : L

′
c → G0, h′c : R

′
c → Gn,m′c : L0 → L′c),

the concurrent rule (resp. concurrent match, comatch, lhs-match) for p0, . . . , pn−1

induced by G0
n

=⇒ Gn. Let ((e′c, en), h) be the E ′ −M′ pair factorization of the co-
match h′c and match gn of Gn ⇒ Gn+1. Then the diagram below can be constructed
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as explained in Remark 3.5.4, where is a pullback and all other squares are pushouts:

L0
m′c // L′c

mc

��

g′c

��

K ′c

cc

��

//oo R′c

e′c   

h′c

��

Ln

en
~~

gn

��

Kn

cn

��

oo // Rn

��

gn+1





Lc

gc

��

Cc

��

loo // E

h

��

Cn

��

oo r // Rc

hc

��

Kc

(1)
kc

aa
kn

44

G0 Dn
en //oo Gn D

dnoo // Gn+1

For a transformation sequence G0
n+1
=⇒ Gn+1, the concurrent rule pc (resp. concur-

rent match, comatch, lhs-match) for p0, . . . , pn induced by G0
n+1
=⇒ Gn+1 is defined

by pc = Lc
l◦kc← Kc

r◦kn→ Rc (gc : Lc → G0, hc : Rc → Gn+1, mc ◦m′c : L0 → Lc).

3.5.4 Remark. Since PBs via morphisms inM exist, and en (resp. dn) is inM because it is
closed under pushouts, the second and third square in the lower row of the above diagram
can be constructed as PBs via h and en (resp. h and dn). Because of the universal property
of PBs, the morphisms cc and cn can be constructed such that the second and third square
in the upper row commute. Because of M−M′ PO-PB decomposition, it follows that
the second and third square in the upper and lower row are POs. Now the first square and
last square in the upper row can be constructed as POs, since POs exist via morphisms
inM, and rules consist of a pair of morphisms inM. Because of the universal property
of POs, then also the first and last square of the second row can be constructed such that
they commute. Because of PO decomposition, then also the first and last square of the
lower row are POs. Finally, sinceM-morphisms are closed under POs, and PBs exist via
M-morphisms (1) can be constructed as a PB. Note that the concurrent rule induced by
some transformation t is uniquely determined because of the uniqueness of the E ′ −M′

pair factorization, PBs, and POs, and the universal property of PBs and POs.

3.5.5 Theorem (concurrency theorem without NACs).

1. Synthesis. Given a transformation sequence t : G0
∗

=⇒ Gn+1 via a sequence of
rules p0, p1, . . . , pn, then there is a synthesis construction leading to a direct trans-
formation G0 ⇒ Gn+1 via the induced concurrent rule pc : Lc ← Kc → Rc, match
gc : Lc → G0 and comatch hc : Rc → Gn+1 induced by t : G0

∗
=⇒ Gn+1.

2. Analysis. Given a direct transformation G0 ⇒ Gn+1 via some concurrent rule pc :
Lc ← Kc → Rc of rules p0, p1, . . . , pn, then there is an analysis construction leading
to a transformation sequence t : G0

∗
=⇒ Gn+1 via p0, p1, . . . , pn.

Proof. Synthesis. Case n = 0 is trivial. Case n ≥ 1 can be directly derived from the con-
struction of the induced concurrent rule in Def.3.5.3 and the proof of the Synthesis
part in Theorem 5.23 in [29].
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Analysis. Case n = 0 is trivial. Case n ≥ 1 can be directly derived from the proof of the
Analysis part in Theorem 5.23 in [29].

Now, we present a construction that we use to shift a set of NACs on some rule occurring
in a transformation t to a set of equivalent NACs on the concurrent rule induced by t. Recall
that in Def. 3.3.12, a construction is already given to shift NACs on some object A into
a set of equivalent NACs on some object B via some morphism m : A → B. Moreover,
recall that in Def. 3.3.5, it is explained how to construct an equivalent set of left NACs from
a set of right NACs on a rule. A combination of these constructions leads to a construction
of a set of equivalent NACs on the LHS of a concurrent rule for a rule sequence from the
set of NACs on each rule in this sequence.

3.5.6 Definition (concurrent rule with NACs for a rule sequence).

n = 0 The concurrent rule pc with NACs for rule p0 with NACs is p0 with NACs itself.

n ≥ 1 A concurrent rule pc = p′c ∗E pn with NACs for the rule sequence p0, . . . pn with
NACs is defined recursively as in Def. 3.5.1 and equals pc = (Lc

l◦kc← K
r◦kn→ R) as

shown in the following diagram in which (1)-(4) are POs and (5) is a PB

Nj

L′c

(3)

��

K ′c

(1)

��

//oo R′c

e′c ��@@@@@@@@
Ln

nj

OO

(2)
en

~~~~~~~~~~
Kn

(4)

��

oo // Rn

��
Lc C1

loo // E Cnoo r // R

K

(5)
kc

hh

kn

66

with NACpc = DLpc(NACLn) ∪Dmc(NACL′c) with Dmc according to Def. 3.3.12
and DLpc(NACLn) with NACLn = {NAC(nj)|j ∈ J} constructed as follows:

DLpc(NACLn) = ∪j∈JDLpc(NAC(nj)) = ∪j∈JLp(Den(NAC(nj)))

with p : Lc ← C1 → E and Den (resp. Lp) according to Def. 3.3.12 (resp. Def.
3.3.5).

3.5.7 Definition (concurrent rule with NAC, concurrent (co-, lhs-)match induced by G0
n+1
=⇒ Gn+1).

n = 0 For a direct transformation G0 ⇒ G1 via match g0 : L0 → G0, comatch g1 : R1 →
G1, and rule p0 : L0 ← K0 → R0 with NACp0 the concurrent rule pc with NAC
induced by G0 ⇒ G1 is defined by pc = p0 with NACpc = NACp0 , the concurrent
comatch hc is defined by hc = g1, the concurrent lhs-match by id : L0 → L0, and
the concurrent match gc by gc = g0 : L0 → G0.
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n ≥ 1 Consider p′c : L
′
c ← K ′c → R′c (resp. g′c : L

′
c → G0, h′c : R

′
c → Gn,m′c : L0 → L′c),

the concurrent rule with NACs (resp. concurrent match, comatch, lhs-match) induced
by G0

n
=⇒ Gn. For a transformation sequence G0

n+1
=⇒ Gn+1 the concurrent rule pc

with NACs (resp. concurrent match, comatch, lhs-match) induced by G0
n+1
=⇒ Gn+1

is defined by pc = Lc ← Kc → Rc (gc : Lc → G0, hc : Rc → Gn+1, mc ◦m′c : L0 →
Lc) the induced concurrent rule pc (resp. concurrent match, comatch, lhs-match) as
defined in Def.3.5.3 for transformations without NACs. Thereby, NACpc is defined
by NACpc = DLpc(NACLn) ∪Dmc(NACL′c).

3.5.8 Theorem (concurrency theorem with NACs).

1. Synthesis. Given a transformation sequence t : G0
∗

=⇒ Gn+1 via a sequence of
rules p0, p1, . . . , pn, then there is a synthesis construction leading to a direct trans-
formation G0 ⇒ Gn+1 via the concurrent rule pc : Lc ← Kc → Rc with NACpc ,
match gc : Lc → G0 and comatch hc : Rc → Gn+1 induced by t : G0

∗
=⇒ Gn+1.

2. Analysis. Given a direct transformation G0 ⇒ Gn+1 via some concurrent rule pc :
Lc ← Kc → Rc with NACpc for a sequence of rules p0, p1, . . . , pn, then there is an
analysis construction leading to a transformation sequence t : G0

∗
=⇒ Gn+1 with

NACs via p0, p1, . . . , pn.

Proof. We prove this theorem by induction over the number of transformation steps n+1.

1. Synthesis.

Basis. n=0. For a direct transformation t : G0
p0,g0⇒ G1 via match g0 : L0 → G0

and rule p0 : L0 ← K0 → R0 with NACp0 the concurrent rule pc with NAC
induced by G0 ⇒ G1 is defined by pc = p0 with NACpc = NACp0 and the
concurrent match gc is defined by gc = g0 : L0 → G0. Therefore, the synthesis
construction is equal to G0

pc,gc⇒ G1.

Induction Step. Consider t : G0
n

=⇒ Gn ⇒ Gn+1 via the rules p0, p1 . . . , pn. Let
p′c : L

′
c ← K ′c → R′c (resp. g′c : L

′
c → G0, h′c : R

′
c → Gn), be the concurrent

rule with NACs (resp. concurrent match, comatch) induced by G0
n

=⇒ Gn.

Because of the induction hypothesis,G0
p′c,g

′
c=⇒ Gn is a direct transformation with

NACs in which p′c with NACs is the concurrent rule induced by G0
n

=⇒ Gn as
defined in Def. 3.5.7. The concurrent rule pc with NACs (resp. concurrent
match, comatch) induced by G0

n+1
=⇒ Gn+1 is according to Def. 3.5.7 and as

depicted in the following diagram pc = Lc
l◦kc← Kc

r◦kn→ Rc (gc : Lc → G0,
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hc : Rc → Gn+1) with NACpc = DLpc(NACLn) ∪Dmc(NACL′c).

L′c

mc

��

g′c

��

K ′c

��

//oo R′c

e′c   

h′c

��

Ln

en
~~

gn

��

Kn

��

oo // Rn

��

gn+1





Lc

(6)gc

��

Cc

(7)

��

loo // E

h

��

Cn

��

oo r // Rc

hc

��

Kc

(1)
kc

aa
kn

44

G0 Dn
//oo Gn Doo // Gn+1

According to Theorem 3.5.5 G0
pc,gc
=⇒ Gn+1 is a valid transformation without

considering the NACs. We should prove that G0
pc,gc
=⇒ Gn+1 is also a valid

direct transformation with NACs. We show that gc satisfies NACpc . Since
g′c satisfies NACp′c and gc ◦ mc = g′c, because of Lemma 3.3.13 it holds that
gc |= Dmc(NACL′c . Moreover, since gn satisfies NACpn and gn = h ◦ en
because of Lemma 3.3.13 again it holds that h |= Den(NACL′c . Now because
of Lemma 3.3.7 and the fact that PO along M preserve M such that Lc ←
Cc → E is a rule, which we call p, and (6) and (7) are POs, it follows that
gc |= Lp(Den(NACLn)) = DLpc(NACLn) as defined in Def. 3.5.6.

2. Analysis.

Basis. n=0. For a direct transformation G0 ⇒ G1 via the concurrent rule pc = p0

with NACpc = NACp0 the analysis construction is equal to G0 ⇒ G1.

Induction Step. Consider a direct transformation G0 ⇒ Gn+1 via some concurrent
rule pc : Lc ← Kc → Rc with NACpc for a sequence of rules p0, p1, . . . , pn.
According to the Analysis part of Theorem 3.5.5 the following diagram can be
constructed with G0 ⇒ Gn via p′c : L

′
c ← K ′c → R′c and Gn ⇒ Gn+1 via pn.

L′c

mc

��

g′c

��

K ′c

��

//oo R′c

e′c   

��

Ln

en
~~

��

Kn

��

oo // Rn

��

gn+1





Lc

(5)gc

��

Cc

(6)

��

loo // E

��

Cn

��

oo r // Rc

��

Kc

(1)
kc

aa
kn

44

G0 Dn
//oo Gn Doo // Gn+1

We know by assumption that match g satisfies NACpc . We should show that g′c
satisfies NACp′c and gn satisfies NACpn . Since gc satisfies
NACpc = DLpc(NACLn)∪Dmc(NACL′c) and gc◦mc = g′c, because of Lemma
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3.3.13 it holds that g′c |= NACL′c . Moreover, since gc satisfies NACpc =
DLpc(NACLn)∪Dmc(NACL′c), (5) and (6) are POs, POs alongM-morphisms
are compatible withM and, therefore, p : Lc ← Cc → E is a rule it holds be-
cause of Lemma 3.3.7 and the fact that DLpc(NACLn) = Lp(Den(NACLn))
that h satisfies Den(NACLn). Finally, since h ◦ en = gn because of Lemma
3.3.13 it holds that gn |= NACLn . Therefore, G0 ⇒ Gn ⇒ Gn+1 is a valid
transformation sequence with NACs. Because of the induction hypothesis,
there exists an analysis construction G0 ⇒ G1 ⇒ . . . Gn via p0, p1, . . . , pn−1

for G0 ⇒ Gn via p′c. Thus, we obtain a transformation sequence with NACs
G0 ⇒ G1 ⇒ . . . Gn+1 via p0, p1, . . . , pn for the direct transformation G0 ⇒
Gn+1 via the concurrent rule pc : Lc ← Kc → Rc with NACpc .

Finally, we can characterize the notion of parallelism for rules and transformations, as
given in Def. 3.4.5, by describing it by means of concurrency as in the following theorem.

3.5.9 Theorem (characterization of parallelism via concurrency). A direct parallel trans-
formation with NACs G ⇒ G′ via m : L1 + L2 → G and the parallel rule p1 + p2

with NACp1+p2 exist if and only if G ⇒ G′ is a direct transformation with NACs via
m : L1 + L2 → G and the concurrent rule p1 ∗R1+L2 p2 with NACp1∗R1+L2

p2 and G⇒ G′

is a direct transformation with NACs via m : L1 + L2 → G and the concurrent rule
p2 ∗R2+L1 p1 with NACp2∗R2+L1

p1 .

Proof. Recall that NACp1+p2 = Di1(NACp1) ∪ Di2(NACp2) ∪ Lp1,2fix(Di′2
(NACp2)) ∪

Lp1fix,2(Di′1
(NACp1)) with p1,2fix = L1 + L2 ← K1 + L2 → R1 + L2 and p1fix,2 =

L1 +L2 ← L1 +K2 → L1 +R2 (see Definition 3.4.5). Note that p1 ∗R1+L2 p2 = p2 ∗R2+L1

p1 = p1 + p2 without considering NACs. Moreover, NACp1+p2 = NACp1∗R1+L2
p2 ∪

NACp2∗R2+L1
p1 .

• Suppose that a direct parallel transformation with NACs G⇒ G′ via m : L1+L2 →
G and the parallel rule p1 + p2 with NACp1+p2 exists. In Theorem 3.4.7 it is proven
that the following diagram with (1),(1’),(2), and (2’) POs can then be constructed.
This is possible because G ⇒ G′ can be analyzed into sequentially independent
transformations G ⇒ H1 ⇒ G′. We can complete this diagram by constructing
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(3),(3’),(4),(4’) in an analogous way.

L1

i1

��

K1

(2)(1)

l1oo r1 //

��

R1

��8888888888888 L2

i′2

���������������

m′2

��

K2

(4)(3)

oo //

��

R2

��
L1 + L2

[m1,m2]

��

K1 + L2

[o1,h21]

��

(2′)(1′)

l1+idL2oo
r1+idL2 // R1 + L2

[m∗1,m
′
2]

��

R1 +K2

(3′) (4′)

��

oo // R1 +R2

��
G D1c1
oo

e1
// H1 D′2 //oo G′

Analogously, because G⇒ G′ can be analyzed into sequentially independent trans-
formations G ⇒ H2 ⇒ G′, it is possible to construct the following diagram with
(1-4) and (1’-4’) POs.

L2

i2

��

K2

(2)(1)

l2oo r2 //

��

R2

��8888888888888 L1

i′1

���������������

m′1

��

K1

(4)(3)

oo //

��

R1

��
L1 + L2

[m1,m2]

��

L1 +K2

[h12,o2]

��

(2′)(1′)

idL1
+l2oo

idL1
+r2 // L1 +R2

[m′1,m
∗
2]

��

K1 +R2

(3′) (4′)

��

oo // R1 +R2

��
G D2c2
oo

e2
// H2 D′1 //oo G′

Because of Lemma 3.3.13 and 3.3.7, we can follow that G⇒ G′ is a direct transfor-
mation with NACs via m : L1 + L2 → G and the concurrent rule p1 ∗R1+L2 p2 with
NACp1∗R1+L2

p2 andG⇒ G′ is a direct transformation with NACs via the concurrent
rule p2 ∗R2+L1 p1 with NACp2∗R2+L1

p1 .

• Suppose that G ⇒ G′ is a direct transformation with NACs via m : L1 + L2 → G
and the concurrent rule p1 ∗R1+L2 p2 with NACp1∗R1+L2

p2 and G ⇒ G′ is a direct
transformation with NACs via the concurrent rule p2 ∗R2+L1 p1 with NACp2∗R2+L1

p1 .
Therefore, G⇒ G′ is a direct transformation with NACs via m : L1 + L2 → G and
the parallel rule p1 + p2 with NACp1+p2 .
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3.6 Conflicts and Causal Dependencies for Transforma-
tions

Two transformations in adhesive HLR systems are not always parallel or sequentially in-
dependent. In this section, we explain what it means for two direct transformations to be
in conflict (resp. to depend on each other), i.e. not being parallel independent (resp. not
being sequentially independent).

3.6.1 Definition (conflict). Two direct transformationsG
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 withNACp1 andG

p2,m2
=⇒

H2 with NACp2 are in conflict if they are not parallel independent i.e. if

@h12 : L1 → D2 s.t. (d2 ◦ h12 = m1 and e2 ◦ h12 |= NACp1)

or
@h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. (d1 ◦ h21 = m2 and e1 ◦ h21 |= NACp2).

N1 N2

R1

��

K1
//oo

��

L1

n1

OO

h12

''
m1   @@@@@@@@ L2

n2

OO

h21

ww
m2~~~~~~~~~~

K2
oo //

��

R2

��
H1 D1 d1

//
e1
oo G D2d2

oo
e2
// H2

3.6.2 Definition (causal dependency). Given a sequence of two direct transformations
G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp1 and NACp2 , these transformations are causally de-

pendent if they are not sequentially independent i.e. if

@h12 : R1 → D2 s.t. (d2 ◦ h12 = m′1 and e2 ◦ h12 |= NACp−1
1
)

or
@h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. (e1 ◦ h21 = m2 and d1 ◦ h21 |= NACp2).

N1 N2

L1

n1

OO

��

K1
//oo

��

R1

h12

((
m′1   BBBBBBBB L2

n2

OO

h21

ww
m2}}||||||||

K2
oo //

��

R2

��
G D1 e1

//
d1

oo H1 D2d2
oo

e2
// H2

The following lemmata allow an elegant characterization of conflicts and causal depen-
dencies in Theorem 3.6.5 and Theorem 3.6.7. They state that if a morphism exists that
potentially leads to parallel or sequential independence of two direct transformations, then
it is unique.
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3.6.3 Lemma. Given two direct transformations G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 with NACp1 and G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2

with NACp2 , then the following holds:

• if ∃h12 : L1 → D2 s.t. d2 ◦ h12 = m1 then h12 is unique,

• if ∃h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. d1 ◦ h21 = m2 then h21 is unique.

Moreover, if the match morphism m1 (resp. m2) is monomorphic, then also h12 (resp. h21)
is monomorphic.

Proof. Since each rule consists of two morphisms in M and M-morphisms are closed
under pushouts, d1 and d2 are inM as well. Suppose there exists h′12 : L1 → D2 : d2 ◦
h′12 = m1 then because of d2 inM and thus, a monomorphism and d2◦h′12 = d2◦h12 = m1

it follows that h′12 = h12. Analogously, one can prove that h21 is unique. The monomorphic
property follows from the decomposition property of monomorphisms.

3.6.4 Lemma. Given a sequence of two direct transformations G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 with NACp1

and H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp2 , then the following holds:

• if ∃h12 : R1 → D2 s.t. d2 ◦ h12 = m′1 then h12 is unique,

• if ∃h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. e1 ◦ h21 = m2 then h21 is unique.

Proof. As noted already in Remark 3.4.2 G
p1
=⇒ H1

p2
=⇒ H2 are sequentially independent

if and only ifG
p−1
1⇐= H1

p2
=⇒ H2 are parallel independent. Therefore, the above assumption

follows directly from this remark and Lemma 3.6.3.

In the following conflict characterization it is described which types of conflicts may
arise between a pair of direct transformations G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 and G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2. In particu-

lar, G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 causes a so-called delete-use conflict with G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 if rule p1 deletes

something that is used by p2. G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 causes a so-called produce-forbid conflict

with G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 if rule p1 produces something forbidden by NACp2 of p2. Analogously,

G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 can cause a delete-use conflict (resp. produce-forbid conflict) with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1.

3.6.5 Theorem (conflict characterization). Two direct transformations G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 with

NACp1 and G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp2 are in conflict if and only if at least one of the

following assumptions holds:

1. @h12 : L1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1,

2. there exists a unique h12 : L1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1, but e2 ◦ h12 6|= NACp1 ,

3. @h21 : L2 → D1 : d1 ◦ h21 = m2,

4. there exists a unique h21 : L2 → D1 : d1 ◦ h21 = m2, but e1 ◦ h21 6|= NACp2 .
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Proof. G
p1,m1⇒ H1 with NACp1 and G

p2,m2⇒ H2 with NACp2 are in conflict if

@h12 : L1 → D2 s.t. (d2 ◦ h12 = m1 and e2 ◦ h12 |= NACp1)

or
@h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. (d1 ◦ h21 = m2 and e1 ◦ h21 |= NACp2)

We consider first the first line of this disjunction. Let A(h12) := d2 ◦ h12 = m1, B(h12) :=
e2 ◦ h12 |= NACp1 , P (h12) := (A(h12) ∧ B(h12)) andM12 be the set of all morphisms
from L1 to D2. Then the first line is equivalent to

@h12 ∈M12 : (A(h12) ∧B(h12)) ≡ @h12 ∈M12 : P (h12)

This is equivalent to

∀h12 ∈M12 : ¬P (h12) ≡ (M12 = ∅) ∨ (M12 6= ∅ ∧ ∀h12 ∈M12 : ¬P (h12))

Moreover, P ≡ A ∧ B ≡ A ∧ (A ⇒ B) and thus, ¬P ≡ ¬(A ∧ B) ≡ ¬(A ∧ (A ⇒
B)) ≡ ¬A ∨ ¬(A ⇒ B) ≡ ¬A ∨ ¬(¬A ∨ B) ≡ ¬A ∨ (A ∧ ¬B). This implies that
(M12 = ∅) ∨ (M12 6= ∅ ∧ ∀h12 ∈M12 : ¬P (h12)) ≡

(M12 = ∅) ∨ (M12 6= ∅ ∧ ∀h12 ∈M12 : ¬A(h12) ∨ (A(h12) ∧ ¬B(h12)))

Because of Lemma 3.6.3 and because the disjunction holding for each morphism inM12

is an exclusive one, this is equivalent to

(M12 = ∅)∨ (M12 6= ∅∧∀h12 ∈M12 : ¬A(h12))∨ (∃!h12 ∈M12 : (A(h12)∧¬B(h12)))

Now (M12 = ∅) ∨ (M12 6= ∅ ∧ ∀h12 ∈ M12 : ¬A(h12)) ≡ ∀h12 ∈ M12 : ¬A(h12) ≡
@h12 ∈ M12 : A(h12). This implies finally that @h12 : L1 → D2 s.t. (d2 ◦ h12 =
m1 and e2 ◦ h12 |= NACp1) is equivalent to

(@h12 ∈M12 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1) ∨ (∃!h12 ∈M12 : (d2 ◦ h12 = m1 ∧ e2 ◦ h12 6|= NACp1))

is equivalent to

1. @h12 : L1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1

or

2. there exists a unique h12 : L1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1, but e2 ◦ h12 6|= NACp1 .

Analogously, we can proceed for the second part of the disjunction.

3.6.6 Definition (conflict characterization). Consider two direct transformations G
p1,m1
=⇒

H1 with NACp1 and G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp2 that are in conflict. If case (1) in Theorem

3.6.5 occurs, we say that G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 causes a delete-use conflict with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1. If case

(2) occurs, we say that G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 causes a produce-forbid conflict with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1. If

cases (1) or (2) occur, we say in general that G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 causes a conflict with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1.

If case (3) occurs, we say that G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 causes a delete-use conflict with G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2. If

case (4) occurs, we say thatG
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 causes a produce-forbid conflict withG

p2,m2
=⇒ H2. If

cases (3) or (4) occur, we say in general that G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 causes a conflict with G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2.
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Note that case (1) (resp. case (3)) cannot occur simultaneously to case (2) (resp. case
(4)) in Theorem 3.6.5, since 1 ⇒ ¬2 (resp. 3 ⇒ ¬4). This means that G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 (resp.

G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1) can only cause a produce-forbid conflict with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 (resp. G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2)

if it does not cause a delete-use conflict. All other cases can occur simultaneously. This
means that G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 can cause a delete-use conflict or produce-forbid conflict with

G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 and simultaneously G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 can cause a delete-use conflict or produce-

forbid conflict with G
p2,m2
=⇒ H2.

In the following causal dependency characterization it is described which types of causal
dependencies may arise between G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 and H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 in a sequence of two direct

transformations. In particular,G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is in a produce-use dependency withH1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2

if rule p1 produces something that is used by p2. G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is in a delete-forbid depen-

dency with H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 if rule p1 deletes something forbidden by NACp2 of p2. These

causal dependencies express that the application of rule p2 is triggered by the application
of rule p1. Moreover, G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is in a deliver-delete dependency with H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 if

rule p1 preserves or produces something that is thereafter deleted by p2. G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is in a

forbid-produce dependency with H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 if rule p2 produces something forbidden by

NACp−1
1

. These causal dependencies express that the application of p1 can no longer be
made irreversible after applying p2 by applying thereafter p−1

1 .

3.6.7 Theorem (dependency characterization). Given a sequence of two direct transfor-
mations G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp1 and NACp2 , then they are causally dependent

if and only if at least one of the following assumptions holds:

1. @h12 : R1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m′1,

2. there exists a unique h12 : R1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m′1, but e2 ◦ h12 6|= NACp−1
1

,

3. @h21 : L2 → D1 : e1 ◦ h21 = m2,

4. there exists a unique h21 : L2 → D1 : e1 ◦ h21 = m2, but d1 ◦ h21 6|= NACp2 .

Proof. As noted already in Remark 3.4.2 G
p1
=⇒ H1

p2
=⇒ H2 are sequentially independent

if and only ifG
p−1
1⇐= H1

p2
=⇒ H2 are parallel independent. Therefore, the above assumption

follows directly from this remark and Theorem 3.6.5.

3.6.8 Definition (causal dependency characterization). Consider a sequence of two direct
transformations G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp1 and NACp2 such that G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 and

H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 are causally dependent. If case (1) in Theorem 3.6.7 occurs, we say that

G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is in a deliver-delete dependency with H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2. If case (2) occurs, we

say that G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is in forbid-produce dependency with H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2. If cases (1) or

(2) occur, we say in general that G
p1,m1
=⇒ H1 is irreversible after H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2. If case (3)

occurs, we say that H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 is in produce-use dependency with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1. If case (4)

occurs, we say that H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 is in delete-forbid dependency with G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1. If cases

(3) or (4) occur, we say in general that H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 is triggered by G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1.
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Note that analogous to the conflict cases, case (1) (resp. case (3)) cannot occur simulta-
neously to case (2) (resp. case (4)) in Theorem 3.6.7. This means that G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 can only

be in forbid-produce dependency (resp. delete-forbid dependency) with H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 if it

is not in deliver-delete dependency (resp. produce-use dependency). All other cases can
occur simultaneously. This means that G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 can be irreversible after H1

p2,m2
=⇒ H2

and simultaneously H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 can be triggered by G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1.

In the last part of this section, we give yet another characterization of conflicts and causal
dependencies. The following definitions of conflict and causal dependency condition em-
phasize in a more constructive way the reasons for conflicts and causal dependencies.
By means of specific pullback constructions objects are distinguished that may constitute
the reason for a conflict or causal dependency between transformations. For example, if
there exist two transformations on G, then an object S1 can be constructed that contains
deleted parts of the first transformation and used parts of the second transformation. We
restrict ourselves here to characterizing delete-use conflicts, produce-use dependencies and
deliver-delete dependencies. It is part of future work to characterize in an analogous way
conflicts and causal dependencies caused by NACs in the transformations.

3.6.9 Assumption (general PBs exist, existence initial PO overM- morphism). For the rest
of this section, we assume that pullbacks of regular morphisms always exist. Moreover, we
assume that initial POs as given in Def. 3.2.5 overM-morphisms exist.

3.6.10 Definition (conflict reason). Given a pair of direct transformations H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒
H2 with p1 : L1

l1← K1
r1→ R1 (resp. p2 : L2

l2← K2
r2→ R2) and (21) (resp. (22)) the initial

pushout over l1 (resp. l2), then

• if (S1, o1 : S1 → C1, q12 : S1 → L2) is the pullback of (m1 ◦ g1,m2), and if
6 ∃s1 : S1 → B1 ∈M such that c1 ◦ s1 = o1, then (S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) is called a conflict
reason for H1

p1,m1⇐ G
p2,m2⇒ H2.

B1

(21)b1
��

c1
// C1

g1
��

S1o1
oo

(1)

q12   AAAAAAA

R1

(41)

��

K1

(31)

l1 //r1oo

��

L1

m1   AAAAAAAA L2

(32)
m2~~}}}}}}}}

K2

(42)

l2oo r2 //

��

R2

��
H1 D1 d1

//
e1
oo G D2d2

oo
e2
// H2

• if (S2, q21 : S2 → L1, o2 : S2 → C2) is the pullback of (m1,m2 ◦ g2), and if
6 ∃s2 : S2 → B2 ∈M such that c2 ◦ s2 = o2, then (S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2) is called a conflict
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reason for H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒ H2.

S2 o2
//

(1)

q21

~~}}}}}}}
C2

(22)g2
��

B2

b2
��

c2
oo

R1

(41)

��

K1

(31)

l1 //r1oo

��

L1

m1   AAAAAAAA L2

(32)
m2~~}}}}}}}}

K2

(42)

l2oo r2 //

��

R2

��
H1 D1 d1

//
e1
oo G D2d2

oo
e2
// H2

3.6.11 Definition (causal dependency reason). Given a sequence of two direct transforma-
tions G

p1,m1⇒ H1
p2,m2⇒ H2 with p1 : L1

l1← K1
r1→ R1 (resp. p2 : L2

l2← K2
r2→ R2) and (21)

(resp. (22)) the initial pushout over r1 (resp. l2), then

• if (S1, o1 : S1 → C1, q12 : S1 → L2) is the pullback of (m′1 ◦ g1,m2), and if:
6 ∃s1 : S1 → B1 ∈M such that c1 ◦ s1 = o1, then (S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) is called a causal
dependency reason for G

p1,m1⇒ H1
p2,m2⇒ H2.

B1

(21)b1
��

c1
// C1

g1
��

S1o1
oo

(1)

q12   BBBBBBBB

L1

(41)

��

K1

(31)

r1 //l1oo

��

R1

m′1   BBBBBBBB L2

(32)
m2~~||||||||

K2

(42)

l2oo r2 //

��

R2

��
G D1 e1

//
d1
oo H1 D2d2

oo
e2
// H2

• if (S2, q21 : S2 → L1, o2 : S2 → C2) is the pullback of (m′1,m2 ◦ g2), and if
6 ∃s2 : S2 → B2 ∈M such that c2 ◦ s2 = o2, then (S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2) is called a causal
dependency reason for G

p1,m1⇒ H1
p2,m2⇒ H2.

S2 o2
//

(1)

q21

~~||||||||
C2

(22)g2
��

B2

b2
��

c2
oo

L1

(41)

��

K1

(31)

r1 //l1oo

��

R1

m′1   BBBBBBBB L2

(32)
m2~~||||||||

K2

(42)

l2oo r2 //

��

R2

��
G D1 e1

//
d1
oo H1 D2d2

oo
e2
// H2

The following theorems now state that a conflict (resp. causal dependency) occurs be-
tween transformations if and only if a corresponding conflict reason (resp. causal depen-
dency reason) exists.

3.6.12 Theorem (conflict characterization with reason). Given a pair of direct transforma-
tions H1

p1,m1⇐ G
p2,m2⇒ H2, then the following equivalences hold:
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• G p1,m1⇒ H1 causes a delete-use conflict with G
p2,m2⇒ H2

⇔

(S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) as given in Def. 3.6.10 is a conflict reason for H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒ H2 .

• G p2,m2⇒ H2 causes a delete-use conflict with G
p1,m1⇒ H1

⇔

(S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2) as given in Def. 3.6.10 is a conflict reason for H1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒ H2.

Proof. • Consider (S2, q21, g2◦o2) as conflict reason forH1
p1,m1⇐ G

p2,m2⇒ H2. We need
to show that G

p2,m2⇒ H2 causes a delete-use conflict with G
p1,m1⇒ H1. Assume that

G
p2,m2⇒ H2 does not cause a delete-use conflict with G

p1,m1⇒ H1. Consequently we
have h12 : L1 → D2 with d2 ◦ h12 = m1. It suffices to construct s2 : S2 → B2 ∈ M
with c2 ◦ s2 = o2.

S2 o2
//

(1)

q21

~~}}}}}}}
C2

g2
��

B2

(22) b2
��

c2
oo

R1

(41)
��

K1

(31)

l1 //r1oo

��

L1
h12

''
m1   AAAAAAAA L2

(32)
m2~~}}}}}}}}

K2

(42)

l2oo r2 //

��

R2

��
H1 D1 d1

//
e1
oo G D2d2

oo
e2
// H2

We have pushout along M-morphism, and hence also a pullback (22) + (32), o2 :
S2 → C2 and h12 ◦ q21 : S2 → D2 with m2 ◦ g2 ◦ o2 = m1 ◦ q21 = d2 ◦ h12 ◦ q21,
implying by the pullback property a unique s2 : S2 → B2 with c2 ◦ s2 = o2 and
k2 ◦ b2 ◦ s2 = h12 ◦ q21. Now o2, c2 ∈ M implies s2 ∈ M, becauseM is closed
under decomposition.

S2o2

��

s2

~~

h12◦q21

||

C2

m2◦g2
��

B2

k2◦b2
��

c2oo

G D2
d2oo

Analogously, we can construct s1 : S1 → B1 ∈ M s.t. c1 ◦ s1 = o1 assuming that
G

p1,m1⇒ H1 does not cause a delete-use conflict with G
p2,m2⇒ H2. These are two

contradictions, and therefore, G
p2,m2⇒ H2 causes a delete-use conflict with G

p1,m1⇒
H1. Analogously, we can prove that G

p1,m1⇒ H1 causes a delete-use conflict with
G

p2,m2⇒ H2 if (S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) is a conflict reason.

• Consider G
p2,m2⇒ H2 that causes a delete-use conflict with G

p1,m1⇒ H1, and assume
that (S2, q21, g2 ◦o2) is not a conflict reason. Then there exists a morphism s2 : S2 →
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B2 ∈ M with c2 ◦ s2 = o2. It suffices to show that G
p2,m2⇒ H2 does not cause a

delete-use conflict withG
p1,m1⇒ H1. This is equivalent to constructing h12 : L1 → D2

with d2 ◦ h12 = m1. Therefore, consider the following picture:

S2

o2

��

q21

~~}}}}}}}}
S2

x3

~~
s2

��

idS
oo

L1

m1

��

P

x2

��

x1oo

C2

m2◦g2~~}}}}}}}}
B2

c2oo

k2◦b2~~||||||||

G D2
d2oo

Let (P, x1, x2) be the pullback of (G,m1, d2) in the front square. The left square is
a pullback by construction. Recall that POs alongM-morphisms are also PBs (see
Theorem 4.26 in [29]). Then c2 is a monomorphism since (22) is a PO along mor-
phism b2 inM, and therefore, (22) is also a PB alongM-morphism l2 inducing that
c2 is also inM. Thus, the back square is a pullback because c2 is a monomorphism.
The front pullback leads to a unique morphism x3 : S2 → P s.t. q21 = x1 ◦ x3 and
x2 ◦ x3 = k2 ◦ b2 ◦ s2. The top square is a pullback because x1 is a monomorphism.
The bottom square is a pushout by construction alongM, and hence also pullback.
This implies by pullback composition and decomposition that also the right square
is a pullback. Now the Van Kampen property with bottom pushout and c2 ∈ M
implies that the top is a pushout as well. This implies x1 is an isomorphism. Now let
h12 = x2◦(x1)

−1 : L1 → D2, then d2◦h12 = d2◦x2◦(x1)
−1 = m1◦x1◦(x1)

−1 = m1.
Consider G

p1,m1⇒ H1 that causes a delete-use conflict with G
p2,m2⇒ H2, then anal-

ogously, we can construct h21 with d1 ◦ h21 = m2 assuming that (S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2)
is no conflict reason. These are two contradictions, and therefore, it holds that if
G

p1,m1⇒ H1 (resp. G
p2,m2⇒ H2) causes a delete-use conflict with G

p2,m2⇒ H2 (resp.
G

p1,m1⇒ H1) then (S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) (resp. (S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2)) is a conflict reason.

Note that S1 represents in case 1 what is deleted by rule p1 and used by rule p2. Thus, S1

represents the reason for the conflict with G
p2,m2⇒ H2 caused by G

p1,m1⇒ H1. Analogously,
S2 represents in case 2 what is deleted by rule p2 and used by p1. Thus, S2 represents the
reason for the conflict with G

p1,m1⇒ H1 caused by G
p2,m2⇒ H2.

3.6.13 Theorem (causal dependency characterization with reason). Given a sequence of
two direct transformations G

p1,m1⇒ H1
p2,m2⇒ H2, then the following equivalences hold:

• G p1,m1⇒ H1 is in produce-use dependency with H1
p2,m2⇒ H2

⇔

(S1, g1 ◦ o1, q12) as given in Def. 3.6.11 is a causal dependency reason.
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• G p1,m1⇒ H1 is in deliver-delete dependency with H1
p2,m2⇒ H2

⇔

(S2, q21, g2 ◦ o2) as given in Def. 3.6.11 is a causal dependency reason.

Proof. As noted already in Remark 3.4.2, G
p1
=⇒ H1

p2
=⇒ H2 are sequentially independent

if and only ifG
p−1
1⇐= H1

p2
=⇒ H2 are parallel independent. Therefore, the above assumption

follows directly from this remark and Theorem 3.6.12.

Note that in the first case S1 represents what is produced by rule p1 and used by rule
p2. Thus, S1 represents the reason for the triggering of H1

p2,m2⇒ H2 by G
p1,m1⇒ H1.

Analogously, in the second case S2 represents what is preserved or produced by rule p1

and deleted by p2. Thus, S2 represents the reason for the irreversibility of G
p1,m1⇒ H1 after

H1
p2,m2⇒ H2.

3.7 Critical Pairs and Critical Sequences

The conflict (resp. causal dependency) characterization formulated in Theorem 3.6.5 (resp.
Theorem 3.6.7) leads to a new critical pair (resp. so-called critical sequence) notion for
transformations with NACs. A critical pair (resp. critical sequence) describes a conflict
(resp. causal dependency) between two rules in a minimal context. In this section we in-
troduce a critical pair (resp. sequence) definition with E ′ expressing this minimal context.
Moreover, it is proven in this section that the new critical pair (resp. sequence) definition
satisfies completeness. This means that for each conflict (resp. causal dependency) occur-
ring between two direct transformations with NACs there is a critical pair (resp. sequence)
expressing the same conflict (resp. causal dependency) in a minimal context. At the end
of this section, it is proven that if there are no critical pairs (resp. sequences) for a given
transformation system, then all direct transformations are parallel (resp. sequentially) in-
dependent. Such kinds of systems is called conflict-free (resp. dependency-free).

3.7.1 Definition (critical pair). A critical pair is a pair of direct transformationsK
p1,m1⇒ P1

with NACp1 and K
p2,m2⇒ P2 with NACp2 such that:

1. (a) @h12 : L1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1 and (m1,m2) in E ′
(delete-use conflict)
or

(b) there exists h12 : L1 → D2 s.t. d2 ◦ h12 = m1, but for one of the NACs
n1 : L1 → N1 of p1 there exists a morphism q12 : N1 → P2 ∈ Q s.t. q12 ◦ n1 =
e2 ◦ h12, and thus, e2 ◦ h12 6|= NACn1 , and (q12,m

′
2) in E ′ (produce-forbid

conflict)

or
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2. (a) @h21 : L2 → D1 : d1 ◦ h21 = m2 and (m1,m2) in E ′
(delete-use conflict)
or

(b) there exists h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. d1 ◦ h21 = m2, but for one of the NACs
n2 : L2 → N2 of p2 there exists a morphism q21 : N2 → P1 ∈ Q s.t. q21 ◦ n2 =
e1 ◦ h21, and thus, e1 ◦ h21 6|= NACn2 , and (q21,m

′
1) in E ′ (produce-forbid

conflict)

N1
q12

��

N2
q21

��

R1

m′1
��

K1
l1 //r1oo

��

L1

h12

''

n1

OO

m1   AAAAAAAA L2

h21

ww

n2

OO

m2~~}}}}}}}}
K2

��

l2oo r2 // R2

m′2
��

P1 D1 d1
//

e1
oo K D2d2

oo
e2
// P2

3.7.2 Definition (critical sequence). A critical sequence is a sequence of direct transfor-
mations K

p1,m1⇒ P1 with NACp1 and P1
p2,m2⇒ P2 with NACp2 such that at least one of the

following four assumptions holds:

1. @h12 : R1 → D2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m′1 and (m′1,m2) in E ′,

2. there exists h12 : R1 → D2 s.t. d2◦h12 = m′1, but for one of the NACs n1 : R1 → N1

of NACp−1
1

there exists a morphism q12 : N1 → P2 ∈ Q s.t. q12 ◦ n1 = e2 ◦ h12 and
(q12,m

′
2) in E ′,

3. @h21 : L2 → D1 : e1 ◦ h21 = m2 and (m′1,m2) in E ′

4. there exists h21 : L2 → D1 s.t. e1 ◦h21 = m2, but for one of the NACs n2 : L2 → N2

of p2 there exists a morphism q21 : N2 → P1 ∈ Q s.t. q21 ◦ n2 = d1 ◦ h21 and
(q21,m1) in E ′ (produce-forbid conflict)

N1
q12

��

N2
q21

��

L1

m1

��

K1
r1 //l1oo

��

R1

h12

''

n1

OO

m′1   AAAAAAAA L2

h21

ww

n2

OO

m2~~}}}}}}}}
K2

��

l2oo r2 // R2

m′2
��

K D1 e1
//

d1
oo P1 D2d2

oo
e2
// P2

3.7.3 Remark. As noted already in Remark 3.4.2, K
p1
=⇒ P1

p2
=⇒ P2 are sequentially

independent if and only if K
p−1
1⇐= P1

p2
=⇒ P2 are parallel independent. Thus, the above

critical sequence definition is obtained by Def. 3.7.1 for the pair K
p−1
1⇐= P1

p2
=⇒ P2.
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Now we prove that Def. 3.7.1 (resp. 3.7.2) of critical pairs (resp. sequences) leads to
completeness. Therefore, we need the following definition and theorem first. In particular,
an extension diagram with NACs describes how a transformation t : G0 ⇒∗ Gn with NACs
can be extended to a transformation t′ : G′0 ⇒∗ G′n with NACs via an extension morphism
k0 : G0 → G′0. On the other hand, the restriction theorem with NACs states that a direct
transformation with NACs can be restricted to a direct transformation with NACs, starting
with a smaller context.

3.7.4 Definition (extension diagram with NACs). An extension diagram is a diagram (1),

G0

(1)

∗t +3

k0
��

Gn

kn
��

G′0
∗t′ +3 G′n

where, k0 : G0 → G′0 is a morphism, called extension morphism, and t : G0
∗⇒ Gn

and t′ : G′0
∗⇒ G′n are transformations with NACs via the same rules (p0, · · · , pn−1), and

matches (m0, · · · ,mn−1) and extended matches (k0 ◦m0, · · · , kn−1 ◦mn−1), respectively,
defined by the following DPO diagrams :

pi : Li

mi

��

Ki

ji
��

ri
//

li
oo Ri

ni

��
Gi

ki
��

Di

di
��

gi
//

fi
oo Gi+1

ki+1

��
G′i D′i g′i

//
f ′i

oo G′i+1

3.7.5 Theorem (restriction theorem with NACs). Given a direct transformation G′
p,m′⇒ H ′

with NACs, a morphism s : G→ G′ ∈M′, and a match m : L→ G such that s◦m = m′,
then there is a direct transformation G

p,m⇒ H with NACs leading to the following extension
diagram:

N

L

n

OO

(1)

m′

��

m

��

K
k′

��

k
��

(2)

��

loo r // R

h′

��

h
��

G

(3)s

��

D

(4)f
��

d
oo

e
// H

o

��
G′ D′

d′
oo

e′
// H ′

Proof. Consider G
p⇒ H with NAC n as shown above. Because theM−M′ pushout-

pullback decomposition property holds in an adhesive HLR category with NACs and be-
cause of the Restriction Theorem without NACs (Theorem 6.18 in [29]), the above ex-
tension diagram without NACs exists. It remains to show that m satisfies the NACs of
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p. Suppose that m doesn’t satisfy some NAC(n) of p, then there exists a morphism
q : N → G ∈ Q s.t. q ◦n = m, but this implies s◦q ◦n = s◦m = m′ with q ∈ Q, s ∈M′

and because of the composition property s ◦ q ∈ Q, and this is a contradiction.

Now, we are ready to formulate the completeness theorem for critical pairs with NACs,
stating that each potential conflict is represented in a minimal context by some critical pair.

3.7.6 Theorem (completeness of critical pairs with NACs). For each pair of direct trans-

formations H1

p1,m′1⇐= G
p2,m′2=⇒ H2 in conflict, there is a critical pair P1

p1⇐= K
p2
=⇒ P2 with

extension diagrams (1) and (2) and m ∈M′.

P1

��
(1)

Kks +3

(2)m

��

P2

��
H1 Gks +3 H2

Proof. According to Theorem 3.6.5 at least one of the following reasons is responsible for

a pair of direct transformations G
p1,m′1=⇒ H1 with NACp1 and G

p2,m′2=⇒ H2 with NACp2 to be
in conflict:

1. @h′12 : L1 → D′2 : d
′
2 ◦ h′12 = m′1,

2. there exists a unique h′12 : L1 → D′2 : d
′
2 ◦ h′12 = m′1, but e′2 ◦ h′12 6|= NACp1 ,

3. @h′21 : L2 → D1 : d
′
1 ◦ h′21 = m′2,

4. there exists a unique h′21 : L2 → D1 : d
′
1 ◦ h′21 = m′2, but e′1 ◦ h′21 6|= NACp2 .

It is possible that 2 and 4 are both false. In this case, 1 or 3 have to be true corresponding
to the type of conflict for transformations without NACs and in [29] it is described how to
embed a critical pair into this pair of direct transformations. This critical pair fulfills the
NACs because of Theorem 3.7.5. In the other case, 2 or 4 are true. First let 2 be true. This
means that there exists a unique h′12 : L1 → D′2 : d′2 ◦ h′12 = m′1, but e′2 ◦ h′12 6|= NACp1 .
Thus, for one of the NACs n1 : L1 → N1 of p1 there exists a morphism q′12 : N1 → H2 ∈ Q
such that q′12 ◦ n1 = e′2 ◦ h′12. For each pair of morphisms with the same codomain, we
have an E ′ −M′ pair factorization. Thus, for q′12 : N1 → H2 and h′2 : R2 → H2 we
obtain an object P2 and morphisms h2 : R2 → P2, q12 : N1 → P2 and o2 : P2 → H2

with (h2, q12) ∈ E ′ and o2 ∈ M′ such that o2 ◦ h2 = h′2 and o2 ◦ q12 = q′12. Considering
that H2 ⇒ G is a direct transformation via p−1

2 (see Theorem 3.3.11), o2 ◦ h2 = h′2 and
o2 ∈ M′ we can apply Theorem 3.7.5. It follows that the extension diagram with NACs
via p−1

2 consisting of pushouts (5) - (8) can be constructed. Because of Theorem 3.3.11,
m2 satisfies NACp2 . Since o2 ∈ M′ and (7) and (8) are pushouts alongM-morphisms,
also f2 ∈ M′ and m ∈ M′. Now we have the first half K ⇒ P2 of the critical pair under
construction. Then we can start constructing the second half of the critical pair. Since (8)
is a pullback and o2◦q12◦n1 = q′12◦n1 = e′2◦h′12, there exists a morphism h12 : L1 → D2,
with e2 ◦ h12 = q12 ◦ n1 and f2 ◦ h12 = h′12. Let m1 be the morphism d2 ◦ h12, then the
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following holds: m ◦ m1 = m ◦ d2 ◦ h12 = d′2 ◦ f2 ◦ h12 = d′2 ◦ h′12 = m′1. Because of
Theorem 3.7.5, m ◦m1 = m′1 and m ∈ M′ the extension diagram with NACs consisting
of pushouts (1) - (4) with m1 satisfying the NACs of p1.
We still have to check if P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 shows a conflict of type 2 as well. We have that
e2 ◦ h12 = q12 ◦ n1 and because of the decomposition property q′12 = o2 ◦ q12 ∈ Q and
o2 ∈ M′ we have q12 ∈ Q. This means that e2 ◦ h12 does not satisfy NAC n1 : L1 → N1

either.
Thus, finally we obtain a critical pair according to Def. 3.7.1 of type 2 because we have h12

with d2 ◦h12 = m1. Moreover, there is q12 ∈ Q with (q12, h2) ∈ E ′ and e2 ◦h12 = q12 ◦n1.

N1
q12

��

q′12

��

N2

R1

(1)h1
��

h′1

��

K1

(2)

l1 //r1oo

��

L1 h12

''

h′12

""m′1 ""

n1

OO

m1   

L2

(5)

m′2||

n2

OO

m2~~

K2

(6)

��

l2oo r2 // R2

h′2

��

h2
��

P1

(3)o1

��

D1

(4)f1
��

d1
//

e1
oo K

(7)
m��

D2

(8)f2
��

d2
oo

e2
// P2

o2

��
H1 D′1 d′1

//
e′1

oo G D′2d′2

oo
e′2

// H2

Analogously, we can proceed for case 4 being true, leading to a critical pair of type 4
according to Def. 3.7.1.

3.7.7 Remark. Note that the critical pair that is constructed in the proof exhibits the same
type of conflict (see Def. 3.6.6) as the pair of conflicting direct transformations.

As for the conflict case, we can now formulate the completeness theorem for critical
sequences with NACs, stating that each potential causal dependency is represented in a
minimal context by some critical sequence.

3.7.8 Theorem (completeness of critical sequences with NACs). For each sequence of

causally dependent direct transformationsG
p1,m′1=⇒ H1

p2,m′2=⇒ H2, there is a critical sequence
K

p1
=⇒ P1

p2
=⇒ P2 with extension diagrams (1) and (2) and m ∈M′.

K

��
(1)

+3 P1
+3

(2)m

��

P2

��
G +3 H1

+3 H2

Proof. As noted already in Remark 3.4.2 G
p1
=⇒ H1

p2
=⇒ H2 are sequentially independent

if and only ifG
p−1
1⇐= H1

p2
=⇒ H2 are parallel independent. Therefore, the above assumption

follows directly from this remark and Theorem 3.7.6.

3.7.9 Remark. Note that, analogous to Remark 3.7.7, the constructed critical sequence ex-
hibits the same type of dependency (see Def. 3.6.8) as the sequence of causally dependent
direct transformations.
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The following fact characterizes that each pair of direct graph transformations is not in
conflict if the corresponding graph transformation system has an empty set of critical pairs.
Such a system is called conflict-free. Thereby, note that a pair of direct transformations via
the same rule must be non-conflicting as well.

3.7.10 Fact (necessary and sufficient condition for parallel independence). Each pair of
direct transformations H1 ⇐ G ⇒ H2 in an adhesive HLR system with NACs is parallel
independent if and only if there are no critical pairs for this adhesive HLR system with
NACs.

Proof. • Consider an adhesive HLR system with NACs with an empty set of critical
pairs and let H1 ⇐ G ⇒ H2 be a pair of direct transformations in conflict for this
adhesive HLR system with NACs. This is a contradiction, since then there would
exist a critical pair that can be embedded into this pair of direct transformations, as
shown in Theorem 3.7.6.

• Consider an adhesive HLR system with NACs with only parallel independent pairs
of direct transformations H1 ⇐ G ⇒ H2. Then, the set of critical pairs has to be
empty, otherwise a critical pair would be a pair of direct transformations in conflict.

3.7.11 Definition (conflict-free system). An adhesive HLR system with NACs in which
each pair of direct transformationsH1 ⇐ G⇒ H2 is parallel independent is called conflict-
free.

Analogously, we have a fact characterizing that a sequence of two direct graph transfor-
mations is not causally dependent if the corresponding graph transformation system has an
empty set of critical sequences. Such a system is called dependency-free. Thereby, note
that a sequence of two direct transformations via the same rule must be independent as
well.

3.7.12 Fact (a necessary and sufficient condition for sequential independence). Each se-
quence of direct transformations G ⇒ H1 ⇒ H2 in an adhesive HLR system with NACs
is sequentially independent if and only if there are no critical sequences for this adhesive
HLR system with NACs.

Proof. As noted already in Remark 3.4.2 G
p1
=⇒ H1

p2
=⇒ H2 are sequentially independent

if and only ifG
p−1
1⇐= H1

p2
=⇒ H2 are parallel independent. Therefore, the above assumption

follows directly from this remark and Fact 3.7.10.

3.7.13 Definition (dependency-free system). An adhesive HLR system with NACs in which
each sequence of direct transformations G ⇒ H1 ⇒ H2 is sequentially independent is
called dependency-free.
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3.8 Independence, Conflicts and Causal Dependencies for
Rules

We now shift the notions of parallel and sequential independency as well as conflicts and
causal dependencies for transformations to the rule level. This will allow static analysis
techniques such as, for example, investigations on rule sequence applicability in the next
section.

3.8.1 Independence for Rules

We define parallel (resp. sequential) independency for rules by demanding that the corre-
sponding transformations are independent. Analogously, it is possible to define rules that
are in conflict (resp. rules that depend on each other).

3.8.1 Definition (parallel independent rules). Rules r1 and r2 are parallel independent if

every pair of transformations G
(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1 via r1 with NACr1 and G

(r2,m2)
=⇒ H2 via r2 with

NACr2 is parallel independent as defined in Def. 3.4.1.

3.8.2 Definition (sequentially independent rules). The pair of rules (r1, r2) is sequentially

independent if every sequence of transformationsG
(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1 via r1 withNACr1 followed

by H1
(r2,m2)
=⇒ H via r2 with NACr2 is sequentially independent as defined in Def. 3.4.1.

3.8.3 Corollary (characterization of parallel independent rules). Rules r1 and r2 are par-

allel independent if and only if there exist no critical pairs P1
(r1,m1)⇐= K

(r2,m2)
=⇒ P2.

Proof. This follows directly from Def. 3.8.1 and Theorem 3.7.10.

3.8.4 Corollary (characterization of sequentially independent rules). The pair of rules

(r1, r2) is sequentially independent if and only if there exist no critical sequences K
(r1,m1)
=⇒

P1
(r2,m2)
=⇒ P2.

Proof. This follows directly from Def. 3.8.2 and Theorem 3.7.12.

Analogous to Remark 3.4.2, we can relate parallel and sequential independency for rules
instead of transformations.

3.8.5 Corollary (relating parallel and sequential independency for rules). The rule pair
(r1, r2) is sequentially independent if and only if r−1

1 and r2 are parallel independent. The
rules r1 and r2 are parallel independent if and only if the rule pair (r−1

1 , r2) is sequentially
independent if and only if the rule pair (r−1

2 , r1) is sequentially independent.

Proof. This follows directly from Def. 3.8.1 and Def. 3.8.2.
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3.8.2 Conflicts and Causal Dependencies for Rules

We defined parallel (resp. sequential) independency for rules by demanding that the corre-
sponding transformations are independent. Analogously, it is possible to define rules that
are in conflict (resp. rules that depend on each other).

3.8.6 Definition (conflicting rules). Rules r1 and r2 are in conflict if there exists a pair of
transformations G

p1,m1
=⇒ H1 with NACp1 and G

p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp2 that are in conflict

according to Def. 3.6.1.

3.8.7 Definition (causally dependent rules). Given a pair of rules (r1, r2), then rules r1 and
r2 are causally dependent if there exists a sequence of two direct transformations G

p1,m1
=⇒

H1
p2,m2
=⇒ H2 with NACp1 and NACp2 that are causally dependent according to Def. 3.6.2.

3.8.8 Corollary (characterization of conflicting rules). Two rules r1 and r2 are in con-

flict according to Def. 3.8.6 if and only if there exists at least one critical pair P1
(r1,m1)⇐=

K
(r2,m2)
=⇒ P2.

Proof. This follows directly from Def. 3.8.6 and Theorem 3.7.6.

3.8.9 Corollary (characterization of causally dependent rules). Given a pair of rules (r1, r2),
then they are causally dependent according to Def. 3.8.7 if and only if there exists at least

one critical sequence K
(r1,m1)
=⇒ P1

(r2,m2)
=⇒ P2.

Proof. This follows directly from Def. 3.8.7 and Theorem 3.7.8.

Analogous to the conflict and causal dependency characterizations for transformations
in Def. 3.6.6 (resp. 3.6.8), we can characterize conflicts and causal dependencies between
rules as well.

3.8.10 Definition (rule r1 causes a delete-use (resp. produce-forbid) conflict with rule
r2). Rule r1 causes a delete-use (resp. produce-forbid) conflict with rule r2 if there is a

transformation G
(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1 via r1 with NACr1 that causes a delete-use (resp. produce-

forbid) conflict with G
(r2,m2)
=⇒ H2 via r2 with NACr2 as defined in Def. 3.6.6. In general,

we say that r1 causes a conflict with r2.

3.8.11 Definition (rule pair (r1, r2) is in produce-use (resp. delete-use) dependency). A
rule pair (r1, r2) is in produce-use (resp. delete-use) dependency if there is a transformation

sequence G
(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1

(r2,m2)
=⇒ H2 such that G

(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1 is in produce-use (resp. delete-

use) dependency with H1
(r2,m2)
=⇒ H2 according to Def. 3.6.8. In general, we say that r2 is

triggered by r1.

3.8.12 Definition (rule pair (r1, r2) is in deliver-delete (resp. forbid-produce) dependency).
A rule pair (r1, r2) is in deliver-delete (resp. forbid-produce) dependency if there is a

transformation sequence G
(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1

(r2,m2)
=⇒ H2 such that G

(r1,m1)
=⇒ H1 is in deliver-delete
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(resp. forbid-produce) dependency with H1
(r2,m2)
=⇒ H2 according to Def. 3.6.8. In general,

we say that r1 is irreversible after r2.

3.8.13 Remark. Note that the following correspondences exist. Rules r1 and r2 are parallel
independent if and only if r1 does not cause a conflict with r2 and r2 does not cause a
conflict with r1. Rule pair (r1, r2) is sequentially independent if and only if r2 is not
triggered by r1 and r1 is not irreversible after r2.

Analogous to Corollary 3.8.5, we can also relate conflicts and causal dependencies for
rules.

3.8.14 Corollary (relating conflicts and causal dependencies for rules). Rule r1 causes a
conflict with r2 if and only if r2 is triggered by r−1

1 if and only if r−1
2 is irreversible after r1.

Given rule pair (r1, r2), then r2 is triggered by r1 if and only if r−1 causes a conflict with
r2. Moreover, r1 is irreversible after r2 if and only if r2 causes a conflict with r−1

1 .

Proof. This follows directly from Def. 3.8.10, Def. 3.8.11 and Def. 3.8.12.

If neighbored rules in a rule sequence are sequentially independent, then they can be
switched as well. We say that such sequences are shift-equivalent.

3.8.15 Definition (shift-equivalent rule sequences). A rule sequence s′ is shift-equivalent to
a rule sequence s : r1, r2, . . . , rm if the pair (s, s′) belongs to the reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive closure of the shift-equivalent relation S: a pair of rule sequences (s, s′) belongs
to the shift-relation S if s′ can be deduced from s by switching the rules rj with rj+1

and the switching is allowed only if (rj, rj+1) and (rj+1, rj) are sequentially independent
according to Def. 3.8.2.

If neighbored rules in a rule sequence are sequentially independent only in one order,
then we say that they are just shift-related. These notions are used in Theorems 3.9.4, 3.9.6,
and Corollary 3.9.7 to define rule sequence reductions with regard to their applicability
resp. non-applicability.

3.8.16 Definition (shift-related rule sequences). A rule sequence s′ is shift-related to a rule
sequence s : r1, r2, . . . , rm if the pair (s, s′) belongs to the reflexive and transitive closure
of the shift relation S: a pair of rule sequences (s, s′) belongs to the shift-relation S if s′

can be deduced from s by switching the rules rj with rj+1 and the switching is allowed
only if the rule pair (rj+1, rj) is sequentially independent according to Def. 3.8.2.

3.8.17 Remark. Note that because of Theorem 3.8.5 rule pair (r1, r2) is sequentially inde-
pendent if and only if r2 and r−1

1 are parallel independent rules.

We can distinguish a special case of causal dependency for the case without NACs. It
is possible that a rule r1 produces everything that is needed by r2 regardless of what is
already present in the corresponding transformations. This so-called pure dependency will
be used for the applicability criteria of rule sequences in Section 3.9. Note that if r2 was
a rule with NACs, then it could be the case that r1 produces everything that is needed by
r2, but also that r1 produces something that is forbidden by r1. Therefore, here we at first
restrict ourselves to the case without NACs.
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3.8.18 Definition (rule r1 purely enables r2). A rule r2 : L2 ← K2 → R2 is purely enabled
by r1 : L1 ← K1 → R1 if r2 is a rule without NACs and there exists a monomorphism
l21 : L2 → R1.

3.8.19 Remark. Rule r2 without NACs is triggered by rule r1, if r2 is purely enabled by
r1 and the following mild assumptions are satisfied: a morphism k21 : L2 → K1 does not
exist such that r1 ◦ k21 = l21, match l21 fulfills the gluing condition for r2, and id : L1 →
L1 |= NACr1 .

L1

idL1

��

K1l1oo

idK1

��

r1 // R1

idR1

BBB

  BBB

L2

l21

~~}}}}}}}}

l21

vv

L1 K1l1oo r1 // R1

3.8.3 Independence of Concurrent Rules

This section describes that independency for concurrent rules can be derived from inde-
pendency of their single rules. In order to prove this fact we need to assume the existence
of binary coproducts.

3.8.20 Assumption (binary coproducts exist, E ′ is joint epi,M−M′ decomposition). Let
for Theorem 3.8.21, Theorem 3.8.22, and Corollary 3.8.23 AHS = (C,M,M′, E ′,Q, P )
be an adhesive HLR system with NACs, where C has binary coproducts. In addition, let
each pair of morphisms in E ′ as defined in Property 3.2.3 be jointly epimorphic. Moreover,
theM−M′ decomposition property holds. This means that if g ◦ f belongs toM′ and g
belongs toM, then f belongs toM′.

3.8.21 Theorem (independence of concurrent and single rule). Consider a concurrent rule
rc for some sequence of rules r1, r2 . . . rn and some rule r. rc and r are parallel indepen-
dent ((rc, r) resp. (r, rc) are sequentially independent) if ri and r are parallel independent
((ri, r) resp. (r, ri) are sequentially independent) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Proof. We argue by induction over the length of the rule sequence n. If n = 1, then r1

is a regular rule and it follows by assumption that rc = r1 and r are not in conflict. Let
n > 1, and suppose that the above assumption holds for any rule r and concurrent rule
r′c for a sequence of rules r1, r2 . . . rn−1. In the following diagram, we have on the left a
direct transformation via r on G. On the right, we have a direct transformation via rc on
G, which can be analyzed according to Theorem 3.5.8 and the recursive Def. 3.5.7 into a
direct transformation via r′c and rn. Thereby, r′c is a concurrent rule via r1, r2 . . . rn−1, (1)
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and (2) are PBs, and all other squares are POs.

L′c

lc
��

m′c

��

K ′c

��

//oo R′c

e0
""

��

Ln

e1
||

��

Kn

��

oo // Rn

��





R

��

Koo //

��

L

m

��/
////////////// Lc

mc

��

Cc

��

loo // E

h

��

Cn

��

oo r // Rc

��

Kc

(1)

bb 33

H De
oo

d
// G Dn−1 en−1

//
dn−1

oo Hn−1 D
dn

oo
en
// Hn

Dc

(2)
cn−1

bbEEEEEEEE cn

33hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

• We at first prove that rc does not cause any conflict with r. Thus, we have to show
that there exists some morphism hc : L → Dc such that dn−1 ◦ cn−1 ◦ hc = m and
en ◦ cn ◦ hc |= NACr. Therefore, we first consider only the following part of the
above diagram.

R

��

Koo //

��

L

m

��.
..............

hn−1

��

L′c

lc
��

m′c
�������

���������

K ′c

��

//oo R′c

e0

��
Lc

mc
��

Cc

��

loo // E

h
��

H De
oo

d
// G Dn−1 en−1

//
dn−1

oo Hn−1

Since r′c by induction hypothesis does not cause any conflict with r, there exists a
morphism hn−1 : L→ Dn−1 such that dn−1 ◦ hn−1 = m and en−1 ◦ hn−1 |= NACL.
Since r′c and r are not in conflict by induction hypothesis, the above pair of direct
transformations H ⇐ G ⇒ Hn−1 is parallel independent. This means that we can
apply Theorem 3.4.3 and construct the left direct transformation Hn−1 ⇒ X of the
following diagram. The right part depicts the direct transformation Hn−1 ⇒ Hn via
rn.

R

��

Koo //

��

L

en−1◦hn−1 !!DDDDDDDD hn

%%

Ln

h◦e1||yyyyyyyy
Kn

��

//oo Rn

��
X DX
oo // Hn−1 Dn en

//
dn

oo Hn

Since r and rn are not in conflict by assumption, the above pair of direct transfor-
mations is not in conflict either. Therefore, there exists some morphism hn such that
dn ◦ hn = en−1 ◦ hn−1 and en ◦ hn |= NACr. Now consider the following diagram
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in which (2) is a PB:

Dn

dn

$$HHHHHHHHH

L

hn
00

hn−1 --

hc
// Dc (2)

cn−1 ""EEEEEEEE

cn
<<yyyyyyyy

Hn−1

Dn−1

en−1

;;vvvvvvvvv

Since (2) is a PB and dn ◦ hn = en−1 ◦ hn−1, there exists a unique morphism hc :
L → Dc such that cn ◦ hc = hn and cn−1 ◦ hc = hn−1. Now dn−1 ◦ cn−1 ◦ hc =
dn−1 ◦ hn−1 = m and en ◦ cn ◦ hc = en ◦ hn |= NACr. Thus, it follows that rc does
not cause any conflict with r.

• Now we prove that r does not cause any conflict with rc. We consider again

R

��

Koo //

��

L

m

��.
.............. hn−1

��

L′ch′c

��

lc
��

m′c
�������

���������

K ′c

��

//oo R′c

e0

��
Lc

mc
��

Cc

��

loo // E

h
��

H De
oo

d
// G Dn−1 en−1

//
dn−1

oo Hn−1

Since r and r′c are not in conflict, it is possible to apply Theorem 3.4.3 on this pair
of transformations and, therefore, the following diagrams depicting Hn−1 ⇒ X via
r and H ⇒ X via r′c can be constructed:

L

hn−1

��

K

��

//oo R

��
Dn−1

en−1

��

D′

��

oo // D′X

��
Hn−1 DX

dxoo // X

L′c

h′c
��

K ′c

��

//oo R′c

h′′c
��

D

e

��

D′

��

oo // DX

ex

��
H D′X //oo X

Note that thereby, dx ◦h′′c = h◦ e0. Moreover, consider the following diagram again:

R

��

Koo //

��

L

en−1◦hn−1 !!DDDDDDDD hn

%%

Lnh′n

yy h◦e1||yyyyyyyy
Kn

��

//oo Rn

��
X DX
oo // Hn−1 Dn en

//
dn

oo Hn

Since r and rn are not in conflict, also h′n exists such that dx ◦ h′n = h ◦ e1. Applying
Theorem 3.4.3 again, the following diagrams depicting Hn ⇒ Y via r and X ⇒ Y
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via rn can be constructed:

L

hn
��

K

��

//oo R

��
Dn

en

��

D′′

��

oo // D′Y

��
Hn DY

//oo Y

Ln

h′n
��

Kn

��

//oo Rn

��
DX

ex

��

D′′

��

oo // DY

��
X D′Y //oo Y

Note that thereby, ex ◦ h′n |= NACLn . Now we can construct the following diagram:

Ln

e1
��@@@@@@@@
h′n

''PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP h◦e1

%%
E

h
,,

DX dx
// Hn−1

R′c

e0

??�������� h′′c

77ooooooooooooooo
h◦e0

99

Note that thereby, as shown before the outer triangles commute. Moreover, dx be-
longs to M. Considering the coproduct R′c + Ln we can construct the following
diagram:

R′c + Ln
[e0,e1] //

[h′′c ,h
′
n]

��

E

h
��

ed

yy
DX dx

// Hn−1

In a NAC-adhesive HLR category the diagonal morphism property (see Prop. 3.2.13)
holds as proven in Corr. 3.2.14. Therefore, some morphism ed : E → DX exists
such that dx ◦ ed = h and ed ◦ [e0, e1] = [h′′c , h

′
n]. Moreover, since h belongs to

M′ and dx toM also ed is inM′. This means that we can construct the following
diagram by means of theM−M′ PO-PB decomposition property, the existence of
POs overM-morphisms, and PO-decomposition.

L′c

��
(1)

h′c

��

K ′c

(2)
��

//oo R′c

e0
  BBBBBBBB

!!

Ln

e1
~~||||||||

h′n

}}

Kn

��

oo // Rn

��

L′′c

(3)

��

C ′c

(4)

��

oo // E

ed

��
D D′ //oo DX D′′oo // DY

Because of uniqueness of PO-complements (see Remark 3.3.6) and PO-objects, it
can be followed that diagrams (1),(2),(3), and (4) equal (1),(2),(3), and (4) in the
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following diagram:

L′c

(1)lc
��

h′c

��

K ′c

(2)

��

//oo R′c

e0
!!BBBBBBBB

""

Ln

e1
}}||||||||

h′n

||

Kn

��

oo // Rn

��

Lc

(3)cc

��

Cc

(4)

��

loo // E

ed
��

D

e

��

D′

��

//oo DX

ex

��

D′′

��

oo // DY

��
H D′Xoo // X D′Yoo // Y

Therefore, there exists some hc : Lc → H with hc = e ◦ cc such that hc |= NACLc

withNACLc = DLrc(NACLn)∪Dlc(NACL′c). This is because hc◦ lc = e◦cc◦ lc =
e ◦ h′c |= NACL′c and ex ◦ ed ◦ e1 = ex ◦ h′n |= NACLn .

Because of Remark 3.4.2, the case that some rule and a concurrent rule are sequentially
independent can be reduced to the former case.

3.8.22 Theorem (independence of concurrent rules). Consider a concurrent rule rc (resp.
r′c) for some sequence of rules r1, r2 . . . rn (resp. r′1, r

′
2, . . . , r

′
m). rc and r′c are parallel

independent ((rc, r′c) resp. (r′c, rc) are sequentially independent) if ri and r′j are parallel
independent ((ri, r′j) resp. (r′j, ri) are sequentially independent) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤
j ≤ m.

Proof. We argue by induction over n. If n = 1, we have rc = r1 and r′c such that r1 is not
in conflict with each single rule in r′c. By Theorem 3.8.21 we can conclude that rc is not
in conflict with r′c. Suppose that the above assumption holds for some rc,n−1 constructed
from a sequence of n − 1 rules. Now we prove that rc and r′c are not in conflict. By Def.
3.5.6 we know that rc is a concurrent rule of some rc,n−1 and rn with rc,n−1 the concurrent
rule for r1, r2, . . . rn−1. By induction hypothesis we know that rc,n−1 is not in conflict with
r′c. Moreover, rn is not in conflict with r′c because of Theorem 3.8.21. Therefore, it follows
again from Theorem 3.8.21 that rc as concurrent rule of rc,n−1 and rn is not in conflict
with r′c. Because of Remark 3.4.2, the case that two concurrent rules are sequentially
independent can be reduced to the former case.

3.8.23 Corollary (parallel (resp. sequentially) independent rules and concurrency). Given
a conflict-free (resp. dependency-free) adhesive HLR system AHS with NACs as given in
Def. 3.7.11 (resp. Def. 3.7.13), then the adhesive HLR system AHS’ with NACs equal to
AHS, but holding in addition concurrent rules for sequences of rules in AHS, is conflict-
free (resp. dependency-free) as well.

Proof. In a conflict-free (resp. dependency-free) system each pair of rules is parallel (resp.
sequentially) independent. Otherwise, there would exist at least one pair of transformations
in conflict (resp. causally dependent transformations), and this is a contradiction with Def.
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3.7.11 (resp. 3.7.13). Because of Theorem 3.8.22, it can be followed directly that each
pair of concurrent rules will be parallel independent (resp. sequentially independent) as
well.

3.9 Applicability and Non-Applicability of Rule Sequences

In this section, we first introduce some reductions of rule sequences allowing to conclude
applicability (resp. non-applicability) of the original rule sequences from the applicabil-
ity (resp. non-applicability) of the reduced sequences. Thereafter, we present sufficient
criteria for the applicability and for the non-applicability of a rule sequence to an object.
These criteria are based mainly on the causal dependencies and conflicts between rules as
presented in Section 3.8. Moreover, the non-satisfaction of one of the criteria may give a
hint to the reason for a rule sequence to be applicable or inapplicable. Applicability criteria
have also been studied in [118] for simple digraphs using matrix graph grammars.

Before starting this section though, we make the following assumption. It ensures that
as soon as a suitable match is found for a rule into some host object, the gluing condition
is always fulfilled.

3.9.1 Assumption (gluing condition always fulfilled). In this section, we restrict ourselves
to transformations via monomorphic matches. Moreover, we restrict ourselves to a set of
rules such that the gluing condition via rules and monomorphic matches is always fulfilled.
Thereby, note that NACs do not necessarily need to be fulfilled.

As noted in Assumption 2.9.1 in Chapter 2 for non-node-deleting graph transformation
rules and injective matches the gluing condition is always fulfilled.

Based on this assumption and the conflict and dependency characterizations (see Def.
3.6.6 and Def. 3.6.8), we can formulate a weaker version of the Local Church-Rosser The-
orem with NACs (see Thm 3.4.3). It characterizes what it means for a transformation not
to cause a conflict with another transformation (resp. not to depend on another transfor-
mation). Namely, it is possible to derive different new kinds of rule applicabilities. The
following cases occur: If two rules p1 and p2 are applicable to the same object G and the
direct transformation G ⇒ H1 via p1 does not cause a conflict with the direct transforma-
tion G ⇒ H2 via p2, then it is possible to apply p2 on the result of the first transformation
H1. If a sequence of rules p1, p2 is applicable to G and the first transformation G⇒ H1 via
p1 is reversible after H1 ⇒ G′ via p2, then it is possible to apply p−1

1 to G′. If a sequence
of rules p1, p2 is applicable to G and the second transformation H1 ⇒ G′ via p2 is not
triggered by the first one G⇒ H1 via p1, then it is possible to apply p2 also to G.

3.9.2 Theorem (weak local Church-Rosser theorem with NACs). Given an adhesive HLR
system AHS with NACs and two direct transformations with NACs H1

p1,m1⇐ G
p2,m2⇒ H2

such that G
p1,m1⇒ H1 does not cause a conflict with G

p2,m2⇒ H2 (as defined in Def. 3.6.6),

then there is an object G′ and a direct transformation H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′. Vice versa, given two

direct transformations with NACs G
p1,m1⇒ H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′ such that G
p1,m1⇒ H1 is reversible
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after H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′ (as defined in Def. 3.6.8), then there is an object H2 and a direct trans-

formation H2

p1,m′1⇒ G′. Finally, if H1

p2,m′2⇒ G′ is not triggered by G
p1,m1⇒ H1 (as defined in

Def. 3.6.8), then there is an object H2 and a direct transformation G
p2,m2⇒ H2.

H1
p2,m′2

�&
G no conflict with↓

p1,m1

8@yyyyyyyy

yyyyyyyy

p2,m2 �&
EEEEEEEE

EEEEEEEE G′

H2

H1
p2,m′2

�&
EEEEEEEE

EEEEEEEE

G reversible after

p1,m1

8@yyyyyyyy

yyyyyyyy
G′

p−1
1 ,m′1x�

H2

H1
p2,m′2

�&
EEEEEEEE

EEEEEEEE

G not triggered by

p1,m1

8@yyyyyyyy

yyyyyyyy

p2,m2 �&

G′

H2

Proof. In the first case, it follows from Def. 3.6.6 that a morphism m′2 : L2 → H1 with
m′2 |= NACp2 exists. By Assumption 3.9.1 we can follow that therefore, p2 is applicable
to H1 such that H1 ⇒ G′ can be constructed. In the second case, it follows from Def. 3.6.8
that a morphism m′1 : R1 → G′ with m′1 |= NACp−1

1
exists. By Assumption 3.9.1 we can

follow that therefore, p−1
1 is applicable to G′ such that G′ ⇒ H2 can be constructed. In the

third case, it follows from Def. 3.6.8 that a morphism m2 : L1 → G with m2 |= NACp1
exists. By Assumption 3.9.1 we can follow that therefore, p1 is applicable to G such that
G⇒ H2 can be constructed.

Reduction of Rule Sequences Most of the reductions that follow in this section (sum-
mary reduction, repeated elements reduction, and loop reduction) reduce a rule sequence to
a shorter one under specific conditions. These conditions ensure that the longer sequence
is applicable if the shorter one can be shown to be applicable. These reductions together
with the shift-equivalent reduction can also be used to reduce a set of rule sequences to a
smaller set of rule sequences. Thereby, the applicability of each rule sequence in the origi-
nal set follows from the applicability of each rule sequence in the smaller set. The reduced
set of rule sequences is obtained by applying the reductions to single rule sequences in
this set. Thereby, reduced rule sequences may be equal to already present rule sequences,
and, therefore, the size of the original set of rule sequences may be reduced. Moreover,
by applying summary reduction, repeated elements reduction, or loop reduction to single
rule sequences also the length of the rule sequences may be reduced. At first, we present a
reduction of rule sequences summarizing neighbored rules into concurrent rules, and show
that thereby, applicability is not affected.

3.9.3 Theorem (summary reduction). Consider s : r1, r2, . . . , rn, a sequence of n rules,
an objectG0, and a rule sequence s′ : r′1, r

′
2, . . . , r

′
m withm < n in which neighbored rules

ri, ri+1, . . . ri+k with k > 0 in s are summarized by some concurrent rule for ri, ri+1, . . . ri+k.
If the summarized rule sequence s′ is applicable to G0 with monomorphic matching, then
the original rule sequence s is applicable to G0 with monomorphic matching and the same
result.

Proof. This follows directly from the Concurrency Theorem with NACs (Theorem 3.5.8).
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In shift-equivalent rule sequences (see Def. 3.8.15) rule rj in s is switched with rule rj+1

repeatedly under the condition that the pairs of rules (rj, rj+1) and (rj+1, rj) are sequen-
tially independent. We show in the following reduction of rule sequences that switching
such pairs of sequentially independent rules does not affect applicability. Note that this is
a bidirectional reduction. We then also formulate a somewhat weaker unidirectional shift
reduction, where we don’t require that (rj, rj+1) is sequentially independent.

3.9.4 Theorem (bidirectional shift-equivalence reduction). Rule sequence s : r1, r2, . . . , rn
is applicable to object G0 if and only if all shift-equivalent rule sequences as defined in
Def. 3.8.15 are applicable to G0 with the same result.

Proof. This follows directly from Def. 3.8.15, the Local Church-Rosser Theorem with
NACs (Theorem 3.4.3), and Def. 3.8.2.

Analogous to Theorem 3.9.4, we can formulate the following reduction, expressing that
all shift-equivalent rule sequences are not applicable to G0 as soon as one of them appears
to be non-applicable.

3.9.5 Corollary (bidirectional shift-equivalent reduction: non-applicability). A rule se-
quence s : r1, r2, . . . , rn is not applicable to object G0 if and only if none of the shift-
equivalent rule sequences as defined in Def. 3.8.15 is applicable to G0 either.

Proof. This is a negation of Theorem 3.9.4.

Based on the weaker notion of shift-related rule sequences as given in Def. 3.8.16, we
can formulate the following unidirectional reductions with regard to applicability (resp.
non-applicability).

3.9.6 Theorem (unidirectional shift reduction). Consider some rule sequence
s : r1, r2, . . . , rn, start object G0, and rule sequence s′ such that s′ is shift-related to s.
If s′ is applicable to G0, then s is applicable to G0.

Proof. This follows directly from Def. 3.8.16, the Local Church-Rosser Theorem with
NACs (Theorem 3.4.3), and Def. 3.8.2.

3.9.7 Corollary (unidirectional shift reduction: non-applicability). Consider some rule
sequence s : r1, r2, . . . , rn, start object G0, and rule sequence s′ such that s is shift-related
to s′. If s′ is not applicable to G0, then s is not applicable to G0 either.

Proof. This follows by contraposition from Theorem 3.9.6.

In order to prove the correctness of some more unidirectional reductions, we introduce
two lemmas. We also use these lemmas to show the correctness of the applicability criteria
in Theorem 3.9.14. The first lemma describes under which conditions an existing transfor-
mation sequence can be elongated by a rule that is applicable to one of the intermediate
objects in this sequence. The second lemma can be derived from the first one and describes
under which conditions an applicable rule sequence can be elongated by a rule that has
occurred in the rule sequence before.
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3.9.8 Lemma (elongate by rule applicable to intermediate object). Consider a transforma-
tion sequence t : G0

r1⇒ G1 . . . Gn−1
rn⇒ Gn via the rule sequence r1, r2, . . . , rn. Then, r is

applicable with monomorphic matching toGn whenever r is applicable with monomorphic
matching to some intermediate object Gj with 0 ≤ j ≤ n in the transformation sequence
t, and each ri with j + 1 ≤ i ≤ n causes no conflict with r.

Proof. Let Gj with 1 ≤ j ≤ n be the intermediate object in t to which r is applicable
via match m. Consider now the transformation sequence t′ : Gj ⇒∗ Gn via rj+1, . . . , rn
arising by cutting off the first j steps of transformation sequence t. Consider then the
following diagram:

Nj+1 N

Rj+1

��

Kj+1
//oo

��

Lj+1

nj+1

OO

mj+1 !!DDDDDDDD L

n

OO

hj+1

vv
m

����������
Koo //

��

R

��
Gj+1 Dj+1

dj+1

//
ej+1

oo Gj Doo // H

Since rj+1 does not cause a conflict with r, the morphism ej+1 ◦ hj+1 exists satisfying
NACr. This makes r applicable with monomorphic matching (see Lemma 3.6.3) to Gj+1

(see Theorem 3.9.2). We can iterate this argumentation up to the conclusion that r is
applicable to Gn, and in the end a transformation sequence with monomorphic matching
t′′ : G0 ⇒∗ Gn

r⇒ Gn+1 exists via r1, r2, . . . , rn, r.

3.9.9 Lemma (elongate by occurring rule). Given a rule sequence r1, r2, . . . , rn that is
applicable to some G0 with monomorphic matching, then the extended rule sequence
r1, r2, . . . , rn, rj with 1 ≤ j ≤ n is applicable with monomorphic matching to G0 if ri
with j ≤ i ≤ n causes no conflict with rj .

Proof. This follows from the previous lemma because of the following argumentation. A
transformation sequence G0

r1⇒ G1 . . . Gn−1
rn⇒ Gn exists via rule sequence r1, r2, . . . , rn

to G0. Rule rj with 1 ≤ j ≤ n is applicable to the intermediate object Gj−1 in this
sequence. Moreover, by assumption each ri with j ≤ i ≤ n causes no conflict with
rj . Therefore, because of Lemma 3.9.8 a transformation sequence G0

r1⇒ G1 . . . Gn−1
rn⇒

Gn
rj⇒ Gn+1 exists with monomorphic matching.

We show, on the basis of both previous lemmas, another unidirectional reduction for
rule sequences in which a subsequence of identical rules occurs such that this rule does
not cause any conflict with itself. The applicability of these rule sequences can be deduced
from the applicability of the same rule sequence in which this subsequence is reduced to
only one occurrence of the rule.

3.9.10 Theorem (repeated elements reduction). Consider a rule sequence s : q, rn, q′ con-
sisting of a rule sequence q followed by n (with (n > 1)) times r followed by a rule
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sequence q′. Sequence s is applicable to G0 with monomorphic matching if sequence
s′ : q, r, q′ is applicable to G0 with monomorphic matching, and r does not cause any
conflict with itself, and in addition for each r′ in q′ one of the following cases holds:

• r′ is equal to some predecessor rule r′′ in s′ , and r′′ together with all intermediate
rules of r′′ and r′ in s′ do not cause a conflict with r′

• r′ is purely enabled as given in Def.3.8.18 by some predecessor r′′ in s′, and all
intermediate rules of r′′ and r′ in s′ do not cause a conflict with r′

• r′ is applicable to the start object G0 and all predecessor rules of r′ in s′ do not
cause a conflict with r′.

Proof. Rule r can be appended n − 1 times to rule sequence s′ : q, r without influencing
applicability to G0 by applying n − 1 times Lemma 3.9.9. This is because r does not
cause a conflict with itself. Therefore, s : q, rn is applicable to G0. Now we can append
all rules r′ of q′ to q, rn because of the following argumentation. If r′ is equal to some
predecessor rule r′′ in s′, we argue as follows: r′ is then also equal to some predecessor
rule r′′ in s. In the case that r′′ = r we interpret the last occurrence of r in s as r′′. Then
the set of intermediate rules between r′′ and r′ in s′ is the same as the set of intermediate
rules between r′′ and r′ in s. Thus, we can apply Lemma 3.9.9. If r′ is purely enabled by
some predecessor rule r′′ in s′, we argue as follows: r′ is then purely enabled by r′′ in s
as well. In the case that r′′ = r we interpret the last occurrence of r in s as r′′. Then the
set of intermediate rules between r′′ and r′ in s′ is the same as the set of intermediate rules
between r′′ and r′ in s. Since r′ is applicable to the resulting object of its purely triggering
predecessor r′′, we can apply Lemma 3.9.8. If r′ is applicable to G0, we argue as follows.
In particular, the intermediate object now equals G0. Note that the set of predecessors of r′

in s′ is equal to the set of predecessors of r′ in s. Since no predecessor rule of r′ causes a
conflict with r′, Lemma 3.9.8 can be applied.

It is not only possible to reduce repeated elements of some sequence, but also to reduce
repeated subsequences. We call this reduction loop reduction, since the loop body should
be repeated only once. Note that the loop body is fixed i.e. some subsequence is repeated
identically. For this loop reduction in addition to the repeated elements reduction the rules
belonging to the loop body should be pairwise parallel independent.

3.9.11 Theorem (loop reduction). Consider a rule sequence s : q, (r1, r2, . . . , rm)
n, q′

consisting of a rule sequence q followed by n (with (n > 1)) times sequence r1, r2, . . . , rm
followed by a rule sequence q′. Sequence s is applicable toG0 with monomorphic matching
if sequence s′ : q, r1, r2, . . . , rm, q

′ is applicable to G0 with monomorphic matching, and
ri and rj are parallel independent for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, and in addition for each r′ in q′

belonging to s′ one of the following cases holds:

• r′ is equal to some predecessor rule r′′ in s′ , and r′′ together with all intermediate
rules of r′′ and r′ in s′ do not cause a conflict with r′
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• r′ is purely enabled as given in Def. 3.8.18 by some predecessor r′′ in s′ , and all
intermediate rules of r′′ and r′ in s′ do not cause a conflict with r′

• r′ is applicable to the start object G0 and all predecessor rules of r′ in s′ do not
cause a conflict with r′.

Proof. By assumption we know that q, r1, r2, . . . , rm is applicable. Because of the Synthe-
sis part of Theorem 3.5.8, we have then that also q, r is applicable with r some concurrent
rule of r1, r2, . . . , rm. Recall that in Corollary 3.8.23 it is stated that a set of parallel in-
dependent rules leads to parallel independent concurrent rules. Thus, in this case r does
not cause any conflict with r. Now consider rule sequence q, rn. Because of Theorem
3.9.10, it holds that q, rn is applicable if q, r is. Thus, we have that q, rn is applicable and
by Theorem 3.9.3 we can conclude that q, (r1, r2, . . . , rm)

n is applicable as well. Now by
an analogous argumentation as in Theorem 3.9.10 we can conclude that also the longer
sequence q, (r1, r2, . . . , rm)

n, q′ is applicable.

3.9.12 Remark. Note that the repeated elements reduction is a special case of the loop
reduction.

Applicability Criteria Let s : r1, r2, . . . , rn be a sequence of n rules and G0 an object
on which this sequence should be applied. The criteria defined in the following definition
guarantee this applicability. Note that these criteria are sufficient, but not necessary. The
reductions presented in the previous section can help if the criteria appear to be not suffi-
cient enough. The initialization criterion is trivial since it just requires the first rule being
applicable to G0. The no impeding predecessors criterion ensures that the applicability of
a rule ri is not impeded by one of the predecessor rules rj of ri. Criterion pure enabling
predecessor will be satisfied if rule ri is purely enabled by some predecessor rule rj in
the sequence s. In this case rj triggers the applicability of ri regardless of what is present
already in the start object G0. The not-needed enabling predecessor criterion applies to
rules that are already applicable to the start object G0, and do not need to be triggered by
some predecessor rule. The correctness of the criteria is proven in Theorem 3.9.14.

3.9.13 Definition (applicability criteria). Given a sequence s : r1, r2, . . . , rn of n rules and
an object G0, then we define the following applicability criteria for s on G0:

initialization r1 is applicable to G0 via some monomorphic match m1 : L1 → G0

no impeding predecessors ∀ri, rj in s with 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, rj does not cause a conflict
with ri

enabling predecessor ∀ri in s with 1 < i ≤ n one of the following cases holds

pure there exists a rule rj in s with 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n and ri is purely enabled by rj ,
which especially means that ri has no NACs

not needed rule ri itself is applicable to G0 via some monomorphic match. We say
that ri is self-enabled.
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3.9.14 Theorem (correctness of applicability criteria). Consider s : r1, r2, . . . rn a se-
quence of n rules and an object G0. If the criteria in Def. 3.9.13 are satisfied for rule
sequence s and object G0, then this rule sequence is applicable to G0 with monomorphic
matching i.e. there exists a transformation G0

r1⇒ G1 . . . Gn−1
rn⇒ Gn with monomorphic

matching.

Proof. Note that because of Assumption 3.9.1 it is always possible to construct the pushout
complement of G m← L

l← K with m a monomorphic match and l the left-hand-side rule
morphism. This means in particular that as soon as a match m is found for a rule r into an
object G, this rule is applicable to G if the NAC is satisfied. Now we prove this theorem
by induction over the number of rules in the rule sequence s.

• (Basis. n = 1) Criterion 1 ensures that a monomorphic match m1 : L1 → G0 exists.
The fact that the gluing condition is always satisfied and m1 satisfies NACr1 allows
us to construct, therefore, the direct transformation G0

m1⇒ G1.

• (Induction Step.) Consider the transformation G0
r1⇒ G1 . . .

rn−1⇒ Gn−1. We are
now looking for a monomorphic match mn : Ln → Gn−1 such that also the direct
transformation Gn−1

rn⇒ Gn exists. We have the following two cases.

– Rule rn is purely enabled by some predecessor rule rj in s such that 1 ≤ j < n
and rn. This means that rn does not have any NACs, and we have a monomor-
phic morphism ln,j : Ln → Rj according to Def. 3.8.18. Consider now the co-
match m′j : Rj → Gj of the direct transformation Gj−1

rj⇒ Gj and the compo-
sition of morphismsm′j◦ln,j . This is a monomorphic matchm′j◦ln,j : Ln → Gj

for rule rn into Gj . Thus, we can apply Lemma 3.9.8 because of the impeding
predecessor criterion and conclude that the direct transformation Gn

rn⇒ Gn+1

exists.

– Rule rn is applicable to G0 via a monomorphic match mn. We know because
of the impeding predecessor criterion in Def. 3.9.13 that each rule rj in the
sequence s with j < n does not cause any conflict with rn. Therefore, we can
apply Lemma 3.9.8, and it follows that transformation Gn

rn⇒ Gn+1 exists with
monomorphic matching.

The pure enabling predecessor criterion is only sufficient for the case that some rule r
does not need anything from the start object G0 for example. The more general criterion
direct enabling predecessor ensures the applicability of a rule ri causally dependent on
a direct predecessor rule together with the start object G0. This is expressed by the fact
that a concurrent rule rc of ri−1 and ri exists that is applicable to the start object G0. The
construction of a concurrent rule with NACs is explained in Section 3.5. The correctness of
this new criterion can be shown by using the summary reduction introduced in the previous
section.
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3.9.15 Definition (direct enabling predecessor criterion). Consider a sequence s : r1, r2, . . . , rn
of n rules and an object G0. Then we define the direct enabling predecessor criterion for s
on G0 as follows:

direct there exists a concurrent rule rc of ri−1 and ri such that rc is applicable via some
monomorphic match on G0 and rj does not cause a conflict with rc for j < (i − 1).
We say that ri is directly enabled.

3.9.16 Theorem (direct enabling predecessor criterion). Theorem 3.9.14 (correctness of
applicability criteria) still holds if the enabling predecessor criterion in Def. 3.9.13 is
extended by the direct enabling predecessor criterion as given in Def. 3.9.15. Thus, a rule
can be also directly enabled in order to fulfill the enabling predecessor criterion.

Proof. We prove the correctness of this criterion by induction. Suppose that r1, r2, . . . , rn−1

is applicable. We can apply the summary reduction (see Theorem 3.9.3) to
s : r1, r2, . . . , rn−1, rn, and consider s′ : r1, r2, . . . , rc. If we can prove the applicability
of s′, also s is applicable. By assumption rc is applicable to G0, and thus, is self-enabled.
Moreover, all predecessors of rc are non-impeding. Therefore, s′ is applicable, and thus,
also s.

3.9.17 Remark. Please note that rc can be matched to G0 in a different way as rn−1 was
related to G0 during the checking procedure of the applicability criteria. Thus, the last
step in the transformation sequence that arose for rule sequence r1 . . . rn−1 can be over-
written when checking the criteria for rule rn. This is avoided by Def. 3.9.20 of forwarded
concurrent matches.

3.9.18 Definition (multiple direct enabling predecessors criterion). Consider a sequence
s : r1, r2, . . . , rn of n rules and an object G0. Then we define the multiple direct enabling
predecessors criterion for s on G0 as follows:

multiple direct there exists a concurrent rule rc of r′c and ri such that r′c is a concurrent
rule of ri−k, ri−k+1, . . . , ri−1 with k > 1, rc is applicable via some monomorphic
match on G0 and rj does not cause a conflict with rc for j < (i− k). We say that ri
is multiple directly enabled.

3.9.19 Theorem (multiple direct enabling predecessors criterion). Theorem 3.9.14 (cor-
rectness of applicability criteria) still holds if the enabling predecessor criterion in Def.
3.9.13 is extended by the multiple direct enabling predecessors criterion as given in Def.
3.9.15. Thus, a rule can be also multiple directly enabled to fulfill the enabling predecessor
criterion.

Proof. This follows directly by the summary reduction (see Theorem 3.9.3) and the cor-
rectness of the direct enabling predecessor criterion.

The following definition of forwarded concurrent match ensures that when matching a
rule (resp. concurrent rule) to some object G0 the same match is continued to use when
extending it to a concurrent (resp. longer concurrent) rule.
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3.9.20 Definition (forwarded concurrent match).
Consider a concurrent rule rc = r′c∗E rn of a sequence of rules r0, . . . , rn
as defined in Def. 3.5.1 and matches mc : Lc → G0 and m′c : L

′
c → G0

from the LHS of rc (resp. r′c) into G0. Let lc be the lhs-match of rc.
Then, we say that m′c is forwarded to mc if mc ◦ lc = m′c as shown on
the right. We say that mc is a forwarded concurrent match.

L′c
lc //

m′c
��

=

Lc

mc~~}}}}}}}}

G0

We can formulate yet another enabling predecessor criterion for the case that the enabling
predecessor is not direct.

3.9.21 Definition (partial enabling predecessor criterion). Consider a sequence
s : r1, r2, . . . , rn of n rules and an object G0. Then we define the partial enabling pre-
decessor criterion for s on G0 as follows:

partial there exists a concurrent rule rc = rj ∗E ri of rule ri and a not necessarily direct
predecessor rule rj with 1 ≤ j < i such that rc is applicable via some monomorphic
match mrc to G0. Moreover, all predecessors rk with 1 ≤ k < j of rc do not cause
a conflict with rc. In addition the following forward condition should hold: rj was
self-enabled via some mrj such that mrj is forwarded to mrc as in Def. 3.9.20. We
say that ri is partially enabled by rj via rc and mrc .

3.9.22 Remark. Please note that the differences of the partial enabling predecessor criterion
with the direct enabling predecessor criterion in Def. 3.9.13 is that the enabling predecessor
does not need to be direct, but in return fulfills the forward condition. Moreover, note that if
ri fulfills the partial enabling predecessor criterion without any intermediate rule between
ri and rj (i.e. j = i− 1), then ri is directly enabled.

3.9.23 Theorem (partial enabling predecessor criterion). Theorem 3.9.14 (correctness of
applicability criteria) still holds if the enabling predecessor criterion in Def. 3.9.13 is
extended by the partial enabling predecessor criterion as given in Def. 3.9.21. Thus, a rule
can be also partially enabled in order to fulfill the enabling predecessor criterion.

Proof. We show again as in Theorem 3.9.14 by induction that s : r1, . . . , rn−1, rn is appli-
cable to G0. The induction hypothesis says that some transformation t : G0

r1⇒ G1 . . .
rn−1⇒

Gn−1 exists. We are looking for a monomorphic match mn : Ln → Gn−1 such that also the
direct transformation Gn−1

rn⇒ Gn exists. By assumption there exists a concurrent rule rc
of rj and rn with 1 ≤ j < n such that rc is applicable to G0. Moreover, each predecessor
of rc does not cause any conflict with rc. Consider the following diagram:

Lj

hj,1

||

lc
��mrj

�����������������

R1

��

K1
//oo

��

L1

  BBBBBBBB Lc

hc,1ww
mrc~~}}}}}}}}

Kc
oo //

��

Rc

��
G1 D1 d1

//
e1
oo G0 Doo // H
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By assumption rj is self-enabled, and the forward condition states that mrj = mrc ◦ lc with
rc = rj ∗rn. We know that Lemma 3.9.8 was used in order to derive frommrj also matches
of rule rj into G1, G2, . . . , Gj−1. First we prove that these derived matches of rj can be
forwarded to matches of rc. The match of rj into G1 equals e1 ◦ hj,1 of Lj into G1 as de-
picted above with d1 ◦hj,1 = mrj . Since by assumption r1 does not cause any conflict with
rc either, analogously, we can derive because of Lemma 3.9.8 a match of Lc intoG1, which
is equal to e1 ◦ hc,1, such that d1 ◦ hc,1 = mrc . We now prove that match e1 ◦ hj,1 is for-
warded to e1◦hc,1 i.e. e1◦hj,1 = e1◦hc,1◦lc. This is true if we can prove that hj,1 = hc,1◦lc.
Because of Lemma 3.6.3, it holds that hj,1 is a unique morphism
such that d1 ◦ hj,1 = mrj . Now also d1 ◦ hc,1 ◦ lc = mrj . This is
becausemrj = mrc ◦ lc (forward condition) andmrc = d1◦hc,1.
Thus, it holds that hj,1 = hc,1◦lc. Continuing this argumentation
iteratively, it follows that the derived match mj : Lj → Gj−1 is
forwarded to mc,j−1 : Lc → Gj−1 as depicted in the diagram on
the right.

Lj

lc
��

mj =

��

Lc

mc,j−1

��
Gj−1

Thereafter, it follows that G0
r1⇒ G1 . . . Gj−1

rc,mc,j−1⇒ G′n exists such that Gj−1
rc,mc,j−1⇒ G′n

can be decomposed intoGj−1
rj ,mj⇒ Gj

rn,mn⇒ G′n because of the Concurrency Theorem with
NACs (see Theorem 3.5.8). Now we know that t : G0

r1⇒ G1 . . .
rn−1⇒ Gn−1 exists. Since

we have just shown that rn is applicable to Gj , then by Lemma 3.9.8 we can conclude that
also Gn−1

rn⇒ Gn exists.

From the applicability criteria for a rule sequence, we can deduce some specific con-
ditions under which a rule of a conflict-free grammar is always applicable. This leads in
addition to a sufficient and necessary condition for non-termination of conflict-free gram-
mars.

3.9.24 Corollary (necessary and sufficient condition for rule applicability in (resp. non-ter-
mination of) conflict-free grammar). Consider a conflict-free (according to Def. 3.7.11)
adhesive HLR grammar with NACs AHG = (AHS, S) = (C,M,M′, E ′,Q, P, S) with
start object S. Rule p in P is applicable to each object belonging to L(AHG) if and only if
p is applicable to the start object S. In particular, this means that a conflict-free grammar
(AHS, S) is non-terminating if and only if at least one rule p in P is applicable to the start
object S.

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.9.14.

If in a regular grammar no rule causes a conflict with some rule p, then p is always
applicable if and only if it was applicable to the start object. Therefrom we can deduce
another sufficient condition for non-termination of grammars.

3.9.25 Corollary (necessary and sufficient (resp. sufficient) condition for rule applicability
in (resp. non-termination of) grammar). Consider an adhesive HLR grammar with NACs
AHG = (AHS, S) = (C,M,M′, E ′,Q, P, S) with start object S such that each rule in
P does not cause any conflict according to Def. 3.8.10 with some particular rule p in P .
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Rule p is applicable to each object belonging to L(AHG) if and only if it is applicable to
the start object S. In particular, this means that a grammar (AHS, S) is non-terminating
as soon as at least one rule p in P is applicable to the start object S such that p does not
cause any conflict with itself.

Proof. The first fact follows directly from Theorem 3.9.14. If, in particular, p is applicable
to the start object S, we have the following non-terminating transformation sequence S

p⇒
S ′

p⇒ S ′′ . . ..

Non-Applicability Criteria Let s : r1, r2, . . . , rn be a sequence of n rules and G0 an
object. The satisfaction of the following criteria for s and G0 guarantee that s will not be
applicable to G0. The initialization error is trivial since it just requires the first rule being
non-applicable to G0. Criterion no enabling predecessor checks if predecessors for a rule
ri, which is not applicable already on G0, are present in the sequence that can trigger the
applicability of ri.

3.9.26 Definition (non-applicability criteria). Consider s : r1, r2, . . . , rn a sequence of n
rules and an objectG0. Then we define the following non-applicability criteria for s onG0:

initialization error r1 is not applicable to G0

no enabling predecessor ∃ri in s with 1 < i ≤ n such that ri is not applicable to G0 and
for all rules rj in s with 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, ri is not triggered by rj .

3.9.27 Theorem (correctness of non-applicability criteria). Consider a sequence
s : r1, r2, . . . , rn of n rules and an object G0. If the initialization error or no enabling pre-
decessor criterion in Def. 3.9.26 is satisfied for rule sequence s and objectG0, then this rule
sequence is not applicable to G0 i.e. there exists no transformation G0

r1⇒ G1 . . . Gn−1
rn⇒

Gn.

Proof. • If the initialization error criterion 1 in Def. 3.9.26 is satisfied, then it is obvi-
ous that a transformation sequence cannot exist.

• If the no enabling predecessor criterion in Def. 3.9.26 is satisfied, then ∃ri in s with
1 < i ≤ n such that there does not exist a match into G0 satisfying NACri and
for all rules rj in s with 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, ri is not triggered by rj . Suppose that
a transformation G0

r1⇒ G1 . . . Gn−1
rn⇒ Gn exists. Then we have the following

diagram:

Ni−1 Ni

Li−1

ni−1

OO

��

Ki−1
//oo

��

Ri−1

##GGGGGGGG
Li

ni

OO

hi,i−1

uu
mi}}zzzzzzzz

Ki
oo //

��

Ri

��
Gi−2 Di−1 ei−1

//
di−1

oo Gi−1 Didi
oo

ei
// Gi
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Because of the assumption and Def. 3.8.11, we know that hi,i−1 exists such that
ei−1 ◦ hi,i−1 = mi and di−1 ◦ hi,i−1 |= NACri . Therefore, we can now construct the
following diagram:

Ni−2 Ni

Li−2

ni−2

OO

��

Ki−2
//oo

��

Ri−2

""FFFFFFFFF
Li

ni

OO

hi,i−2

uu
di−1◦hi,i−1}}{{{{{{{{

Ki
oo //

��

Ri

��
G′i−3 D′i−2 e′i−2

//
d′i−2

oo Gi−2 Didi
oo

ei
// Gi

Again because of the assumption and Def. 3.8.11 we know that hi,i−2 exists such that
e′i−2 ◦ hi,i−2 = di−1 ◦ hi,i−1 and d′i−2 ◦ hi,i−2 |= NACri . Iteratively, in the end we
will find a match m |= NACri : Li → G0 and this is a contradiction. Therefore, a
transformation G0

r1⇒ G1 . . . Gn−1
rn⇒ Gn cannot exist.

From the non-applicability criteria for a rule sequence, we can deduce some sufficient
and necessary condition under which a rule of a dependency-free grammar is never ap-
plicable. This leads in addition to a sufficient condition for rules to be superfluous in a
dependency-free grammar.

3.9.28 Corollary (necessary and sufficient (resp. sufficient) condition for rule non-ap-
plicability (resp. superfluity) in dependency-free grammar). Consider a dependency-free
(according to Def. 3.7.13) adhesive HLR grammar with NACs AHG = (AHS, S) =
(C,M,M′, E ′,Q, P, S) with start object S. Rule p in P is not applicable to the start
object S if and only if it is not applicable to any object belonging to L(AHG). If rule p in
P is not applicable to the start object S, then L(AHG) = L(AHG’) where AHG’ is AHG
with a new set of rules P ′ = P \ {p}.

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.9.27.

3.9.29 Corollary (necessary and sufficient (resp. sufficient) condition for rule non-appli-
cability (resp. superfluity) in grammar). Consider an adhesive HLR grammar with NACs
AHG = (AHS, S) = (C,M,M′, E ′,Q, P, S) with start object S such that p cannot be
triggered by any rule in P \ {p}. Rule p in P is not applicable to the start object S if
and only if it is not applicable to any object belonging to L(AHG). If rule p in P is not
applicable to the start object S, then L(AHG) = L(AHG’) where AHG’ is AHG with a
new set of rules P ′ = P \ {p}.

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.9.27.
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3.10 Embedding and Confluence

In Section 3.5 we have defined the concurrent rule pc with NACs (resp. match gc) induced
by a transformation t. We need this definition in order to define NAC consistency, which
is an extra condition needed on top of boundary consistency to generalize the Embedding
and Extension Theorem to transformations with NACs. Having generalized the notion of
critical pairs, completeness, embedding and extension to transformations with NACs, it is
now possible to formulate a sufficient condition on the critical pairs with NACs in order
to obtain local confluence of an adhesive HLR system with NACs, i.e. to formulate the
Critical Pair Lemma with NACs.

We start, however, with the definition of NAC consistency for an extension morphism
k0 w.r.t. a transformation t. It expresses that the extended concurrent match induced by t
should fulfill the concurrent NAC induced by t.

3.10.1 Definition (NAC consistency). A morphism k0 : G0 → G′0 is called NAC consistent
w.r.t. a transformation t : G0 ⇒∗ Gn if k0 ◦gc |= NACpc with NACpc the concurrent NAC
and gc the concurrent match induced by t.

The Embedding Theorem for rules with NACs requires as extra condition on the exten-
sion morphism k0 NAC consistency. Note the following renaming in order to be able to
distinguish better NAC consistency from the consistency needed for the Embedding Theo-
rem without NACs. In the following we speak about boundary consistency when we mean
consistency as in Def. 6.12 of [29]. For readability reasons we reintroduce the definition
of boundary consistency. Intuitively, it means that the boundary object B of the extension
morphism k0 is preserved by the transformation t.

3.10.2 Definition (boundary consistency). Given a transformation t : G0
∗⇒ Gn with a

derived span der(t) = (G0
d0← D

dn→ Gn) (see Def. 6.9 in [29]), a morphism k0 : G0 → G′0
is called boundary consistent with respect to t if there exist an initial pushout (1) (see Def.
3.2.5) over k0 and a morphism b ∈M with d0 ◦ b = b0:

B

��

b ((
b0 //

(1)

G0

k0
��

Dd0oo dn // Gn

C // G′0

3.10.3 Theorem (embedding theorem with NACs). Consider a transformation t : G0 ⇒n

Gn with NACs. If k0 : G0 → G′0 is boundary consistent and NAC consistent w.r.t. t, then
there exists an extension diagram with NACs over t and k0.

Proof. We prove this theorem by induction over the number of direct transformation steps
n.

Basis. n=1. Consider a direct transformation t : G0
p0,g0⇒ G1 via match g0 : L0 → G0

and rule p0 : L0 ← K0 → R0 with NACp0 and extension morphism k0 : G0 → G′0.
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Because of NAC consistency, k0 ◦ g0 |= NACL0 . This means that the extension
diagram over k0 and t without NACs as described in Theorem 6.14 in [29] is also an
extension diagram over k0 and t with NACs.

Induction Step. Consider t : G0 ⇒n Gn
pn,gn⇒ Gn+1 via the rules p0, p1 . . . , pn. Let

p′c : L
′
c ← K ′c → R′c (resp. g′c : L

′
c → G0, h′c : R

′
c → Gn) be the concurrent rule with

NACs (resp. concurrent match, comatch) induced by G0 ⇒n Gn. The induction
hypothesis says that there exists an extension diagram with NACs over t′ : G0 ⇒ Gn

and k0 : G0 → G′0. In particular, this means that k0 ◦ g0 |= NACL0 , k1 ◦ g1 |=
NACL1 , . . . , kn−1 ◦gn−1 |= NACLn−1 , i.e. each extended match of the extension di-
agram satisfies the NACs on the corresponding rule. Moreover, let G′0 ← D′n → G′n
be the derived span of the extension diagram G′0 ⇒n G′n over t and k0. In the proof
of Theorem 6.14 in [29] it is described how to obtain an extension diagram without
NACs over t : G0 ⇒n Gn ⇒ Gn+1 and k0 : G0 → G′0. The same construction can
be made since k0 is boundary consistent. Now we still have to prove that the last ex-
tended match kn◦gn of the extension diagram without NACs satisfies the set of NACs
on the last rule pn of the transformation sequence. Let ((e′c, en), h) be the E ′ −M′

pair factorization of the comatch h′c of G0
p′c⇒ Gn and match gn of Gn ⇒ Gn+1. PO-

PB decomposition, PO composition and decomposition lead to the diagram below
as described in Fact 5.29 in [29] in which (1) is a pullback and all other squares are
pushouts:

L′c

mc

��

g′c

��

K ′c

��

//oo R′c

e′c   

h′c

��

Ln

en
~~

gn

��

Kn

��

oo // Rn

��

gn+1





Lc

gc

��

Cc

��

loo // E

h

��

Cn

��

oo r // Rc

hc

��

Kc

(1)
kc

aa
k′n

44

G0

k0
��

Dn

��

//oo Gn

kn
��

Dn

��

oo // Gn+1

kn+1

��
G′0 D′noo // G′n D′oo // G′n+1

The concurrent rule pc with NACs (resp. concurrent match, comatch) induced by

G0 ⇒n+1 Gn+1 is pc = Lc
l◦kc← Kc

r◦k′n→ Rc (gc : Lc → G0, hc : Rc → Gn+1).
Thereby, NACpc is NACpc = DLpc(NACLn)∪Dmc(NACL′c) and G0

pc,gc
=⇒ Gn. Be-

cause of NAC consistency of k0, we know that k0◦gc |= NACpc = DLpc(NACLn)∪
Dmc(NACL′c). Now because of Lemma 3.3.13 and Lemma 3.3.7, the fact that
k0 ◦ gc ◦ mc = k0 ◦ g′c, kn ◦ h ◦ en = kn ◦ gn, and (5)-(8) are POs along M it
follows that kn ◦ gn |= NACLn , and thus, we have an extension diagram with NACs
over t and k0.
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The following Extension Theorem with NACs describes the fact that boundary and NAC
consistency are not only sufficient, but also necessary conditions for the construction of
extension diagrams for transformations with NACs.

3.10.4 Theorem (extension theorem with NACs). Given a transformation t : G0 ⇒n Gn

with NACs with a derived span der(t) = (G0
d0← Dn

dn→ Gn) and an extension diagram (1)
as in the following picture:

B
b0 //

��
(2)

G0

(1)

∗t +3

k0
��

Gn

kn
��

C // G′0
∗t′ +3 G′n

then

• k0 : G0 → G′0 is boundary consistent w.r.t. t, with the morphism b : B → Dn.

• k0 : G0 → G′0 is NAC consistent w.r.t. t.

• Let pc : Lc ← Kc → Rc (resp. gc : Lc → G0) be the concurrent rule with NACpc
(resp. concurrent match) induced by t. There is a direct transformation G′0 ⇒ G′n
via der(t) with NACder(t) = Dgc(NACpc) and match k0 given by pushouts (3) and
(4) with h, kn ∈M′.

• There are initial pushouts (5) and (6) over h ∈ M′ and kn ∈ M′, respectively, with
the same boundary-context morphism B → C.

G0

k0
��

(3)

Dn

(4)

dn //

h
��

d0oo Gn

kn
��

G′0 D′n //oo G′n

B

(5)

b //

��

Dn

h
��

C // D′n

B

(6)

dn◦b //

��

Gn

kn
��

C // G′n

Proof. • See proof of item 1 in Theorem 6.16 in [29].

• We should prove that k0 ◦ gc with gc the concurrent match induced by t satisfies
NACpc the concurrent NAC on the concurrent rule pc induced by t. We prove this
by induction over the number of direct transformation steps n.

Basis. n=1. Consider the extension diagram over the direct transformation t :

G0
p0,g0⇒ G1 (via match g0 : L0 → G0 and rule p0 : L0 ← K0 → R0 with

NACp0) and extension morphism k0 : G0 → G′0. Because of Def. 3.7.4,
k0 ◦ g0 |= NACL0 , and therefore, k0 is NAC consistent w.r.t. t.
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Induction Step. Consider the extension diagram over t : G0 ⇒n Gn
pn,mn⇒ Gn+1 (via

the rules p0, p1 . . . , pn with NACs) and the extension morphism k0 : G0 → G′0.
Let p′c : L

′
c ← K ′c → R′c (resp. g′c : L

′
c → G0, h′c : R

′
c → Gn) be the concurrent

rule with NACs (resp. concurrent match, comatch) induced byG0 ⇒n Gn. The
induction hypothesis says that k0 is NAC consistent w.r.t. t′ : G0 ⇒n Gn. In
particular, this means that k0 ◦ g′c satisfies NACp′c . We should now prove that
also k0 ◦ gc satisfies NACpc = DLpc(NACLn)∪Dmc(NACL′c) the concurrent
NAC on the concurrent rule pc induced by t. Because of Lemma 3.3.13 and the
induction hypothesis, we have that k0 ◦ gc |= Dmc(NACL′c) = Dmc(NACp′c).
Because of Def. 3.7.4 kn ◦ gn |= NACLn and because of Lemma 3.3.13 and
Lemma 3.3.7 therefore, k0 ◦ gc |= DLpc(NACLn).

L′c

mc

��

g′c

��

K ′c

��

//oo R′c

e′c   

h′c

��

Ln

en
~~

gn

��

Kn

��

oo // Rn

��

gn+1





Lc

gc

��

Cc

��

loo // E

h

��

Cn

��

oo r // Rc

hc

��

Kc

(1)
kc

aa
k′n

44

G0

k0
��

Dn

��

//oo Gn

kn
��

Dn

��

oo // Gn+1

kn+1

��
G′0 D′noo // G′n D′oo // G′n+1

• In item 2 in Theorem 6.16 in [29] it is proven that there is a direct transformation
G′0 ⇒ G′n without NACs via der(t) and k0 given by the pushouts (3) and (4) with
h, kn ∈ M′. So we still have to prove that k0 |= NACder(t) = Dgc(NACpc). This
follows because of Lemma 3.3.13 and the fact that k0 ◦ gc |= NACpc as proven in
the former item.

• See proof of item 3 in Theorem 6.16 in [29].

For the Critical Pair Lemma with NACs we need a stronger condition as in the case
without NACs in order to obtain local confluence of the adhesive HLR system. In addition
to strict confluence of the set of critical pairs we also need NAC confluence. If a critical pair
is strictly confluent via some transformations t1 and t2, we call t1 and t2 a strict solution
of the critical pair. NAC confluence of a critical pair expresses that the NAC consistency
of an extension morphism w.r.t. a strict solution of the critical pair follows from the NAC
consistency of the extension morphism w.r.t. the critical pair itself.

We reintroduce the definition of strict confluence first.

3.10.5 Definition (strict confluence of critical pairs). A critical pair P1
p1,g1⇐ K

p2,g2⇒ P2 is
called strictly confluent if we have the following:
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Confluence The critical pair is confluent, i.e. there are transformations P1
∗⇒ K ′, P2

∗⇒
K ′ with derived spans der(Pi

∗⇒ K ′) = (Pi
vi+2← Ni+2

wi+2→ K ′) for i = 1, 2.

Strictness Let der(K
pi,oi⇒ Pi) = (K

vi← Ni
wi→ Pi) for i = 1, 2, and let N be the pullback

object of the pullback (1). Then, there are morphisms z3 and z4 such that (2),(3), and
(4) commute:

K (p2,o2)

"*LLLLLL
LLLLLL(p1,o1)

t| rrrrrr
rrrrrr

P1

∗"*LLLLLL
LLLLLL P2

∗t|
rrrrrr

rrrrrr

K ′

K

N1

v1qq

88qqq

w1
rr

yyrrr

(1) N2

v2MM
ffMMM

w2
LL

%%LLL

P1 N
z3

rrr
xxrr z4

LLL

&&LL

z2rrr

88rrz1LLL
ffLL

(3)(2)

(4)

P2

N3

v3LL
eeLLL

w3
MM

&&MM
N4

w4
rr

xxrr

v4rr

99rrr

K ′

3.10.6 Definition (strictly NAC confluent). A critical pair P1
p1,g1⇐ K

p2,g2⇒ P2 is strictly
NAC confluent if and only if

• it is strictly confluent via some transformations t1 : K
p1,g1⇒ P1 ⇒∗ X and t2 : K

p2,g2⇒
P2 ⇒∗ X

• and it is NAC confluent for t1 and t2, i.e. for every morphism k0 : K → G ∈ M′

which is NAC consistent w.r.t. K
p1,g1⇒ P1 and K

p2,g2⇒ P2 it follows that k0 is NAC
consistent w.r.t. t1 and t2.

G

K

k0

OO

(p1,g1)

z� }}}}}}}

}}}}}}}
(p2,g2)

�$
AAAAAAA

AAAAAAA

P1

∗�$
AAAAAAA

AAAAAAA
P2

∗ z� }}}}}}}

}}}}}}}

X

3.10.7 Fact (no critical pairs). An adhesive HLR system with NACs is locally confluent if
there are no critical pairs for this adhesive HLR system with NACs.

Proof. Because of Fact 3.7.10, each pair of direct transformations H1 ⇐ G ⇒ H2 is
parallel independent if there are no critical pairs for the system. Therefore, each pair is
also locally confluent using Theorem 3.4.3. Consequently this adhesive HLR system with
NACs is locally confluent.
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3.10.8 Theorem (local confluence theorem - critical pair lemma with NACs). Given an
adhesive HLR system with NACs, it is locally confluent if all its critical pairs are strictly
NAC confluent.

Proof. If a pair of direct transformations is parallel independent, then they are confluent be-
cause of the Local Church-Rosser Theorem. Suppose we have a pair of direct transforma-
tions H1 ⇐ G⇒ H2 in conflict. Because of Theorem 3.7.6, a critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2

exists that can be embedded into this pair of direct transformations. We know that each
critical pair is strictly NAC confluent, and consequently locally confluent. This means
that an object X exists as in the following picture. We still have to prove, however, that
H1 =⇒∗ H3 ⇐=∗ H2.

G

(p2,NACp2 )

��

(p1,NACp1 )

�


K

k0

OO

(p1,NACp1 )

y� |||||||

|||||||
(p2,NACp2 )

�%
BBBBBBB

BBBBBBB

H1

∗
�%

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
P1

k1oo

∗�%
BBBBBBB

BBBBBBB
P2

k2 //

∗ y� |||||||

|||||||
H2

∗
y� |||||||||||||||||||

|||||||||||||||||||

X

k3
��
H3

In the Critical Pair Lemma without NACs in [29] it is proven that the extension morphisms
k1 and k2 are boundary consistent because of the fact that the critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2

is not only locally confluent, but also strictly confluent. Therefore, extension diagrams
without NACs over t1 : K ⇒ P1 ⇒∗ X and t2 : K ⇒ P2 ⇒∗ X can be constructed
s.t. G ⇒ H1 ⇒∗ H3 and G ⇒ H2 ⇒∗ H3. The uniqueness of H3 is proven in [29].
We should still prove that the extended matches in these extension diagrams satisfy the
NACs of the rule sequences in t1 and t2. First we show that k0 is boundary consistent w.r.t.
K ⇒ P1 (resp. K ⇒ P2). This is because we have an extension diagram over k0 and
K ⇒ P1 (resp. K ⇒ P2) and Theorem 3.10.4. Moreover, we have that k0 ◦ g1 |= NACp1
(resp. k0 ◦ g2 |= NACp2). This means that k0 is also NAC consistent w.r.t. the direct
transformation K ⇒ P1 (resp. K ⇒ P2). Since we have that the critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒
P2 is strictly NAC confluent via t1 and t2, it follows that k0 is NAC consistent w.r.t t1 and t2.
Since k0 is NAC consistent, the Embedding Theorem for rules with NACs can be applied
to k0, t1 and t2 to conclude that the extended matches in the extension diagrams over k0

and t1 (resp. t2) satisfy the NACs of the rule sequences in t1 (resp. t2).

Given a critical pair and a strict solution for it, it is in general difficult to check for NAC
confluence of this solution. It would be desirable to have a constructive method to check
for NAC confluence. Therefore, the following theorem formulates a constructive sufficient
condition (called implication condition) for a critical pair P1

p1⇐ K
p2⇒ P2 that is strictly
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confluent via some transformations t1 : K
p1,g1⇒ P1 ⇒∗ X and t2 : K

p2,g2⇒ P2 ⇒∗ X
to be also NAC confluent for t1 and t2. This means by definition that for every extension
morphism k0 : K → G in M′ and NAC consistent w.r.t. K

p1,g1⇒ P1 and K
p2,g2⇒ P2,

it follows that k0 is also NAC consistent w.r.t. t1 and t2. In the following theorem, two
different conditions on each single NAC(n1,j) (resp. NAC(n2,j)) of the concurrent NAC
induced by transformation t1 (resp. t2) are given leading to NAC confluence if one of
them is satisfied. The first condition expresses that there exists a suitable NAC on p1 (resp.
p2) evoking the satisfaction of NAC(n1,j) (resp. NAC(n2,j)). The second condition first
asks for a suitable morphism between the LHS’s of the concurrent rules induced by both
transformations t1 and t2. Moreover, it expresses that there exists a suitable NAC on p2

(resp. p1) evoking the satisfaction of NAC(n1,j) (resp. NAC(n2,j)).

3.10.9 Theorem (implication condition for NAC confluence). Consider a critical pair
P1

p1⇐ K
p2⇒ P2 that is strictly confluent via the transformations t1 : K

p1,g1⇒ P1 ⇒∗ X
and t2 : K

p2,g2⇒ P2 ⇒∗ X . Let Lc,1 (resp. Lc,2) be the left-hand side of the concurrent rule
pc,1 (resp. pc,2) and m1 : L1 → Lc,1 (resp. m2 : L2 → Lc,2) the lhs-match induced by t1
(resp. t2). Then the critical pair P1

p1⇐ K
p2⇒ P2 is also NAC confluent for t1 and t2, and

thus, strictly NAC confluent if one of the following implication conditions holds for each
NAC(n1,j) : Lc,1 → N1,j (resp. NAC(n2,j) : Lc,2 → N2,j) of the concurrent NACpc,1
induced by t1 (resp. NACpc,2 induced by t2)

• there exists a NAC(n′1,i) : Lc,1 → N ′1,i (resp. NAC(n′2,i) : Lc,2 → N ′2,i) in
Dm1(NACp1) (resp. Dm2(NACp2)) and a morphism dij ∈ Q : N ′1,i → N1,j (resp.
dij ∈ Q : N ′2,i → N2,j) such that (1) (resp. (1’)) commutes.

• there exists a morphism l21 : Lc,2 → Lc,1 (resp. l12 : Lc,1 → Lc,2) s.t. (2) (resp. (2’))
commutes, and in addition a NAC(n′2,i) : Lc,2 → N ′2,i (resp. n′1,i : Lc,1 → N ′1,i) in
Dm2(NACp2) (resp. Dm1(NACp1)) with a morphism mij : N

′
2,i → N1,j ∈ Q (resp.

mij : N
′
1,i → N2,j ∈M) s.t. n1,j ◦ l21 = mij ◦ n′2,i (resp. n2,j ◦ l12 = mij ◦ n′1,i).
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Proof. We shall prove that k0 is NAC confluent for t1 and t2, i.e. each k0 : K → G ∈ M′

that is NAC consistent w.r.t. K
p1⇒ P1 and K

p2⇒ P2 is also NAC consistent w.r.t. t1 : K
p1⇒
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P1 ⇒∗ X and t2 : K
p2⇒ P2 ⇒∗ X . Suppose that k0 ◦ gc,1 does not satisfy the concurrent

NACpc,1 induced by t1, i.e. k0 is not NAC consistent w.r.t. t1. Then we have a morphism
q ∈ Q of a NAC object N1,j of the concurrent NACpc,1 into G s.t. triangle (4) commutes,
i.e. k0 ◦ gc,1 = q ◦ n1,j . Now one of the following two reasonings can be made:

• Because of the existence of a morphism dij such that (1) commutes, we have that
k0 ◦ gc,1 = q ◦ dij ◦ n′1,i. Moreover, q ◦ dij is a morphism in Q because dij, q ∈ Q.
This means that the extended match k0 ◦gc,1 does not satisfy Dm1(NACp1). Because
of Lemma 3.3.13, now it follows that k0 is not NAC consistent w.r.t. K

p1⇒ P1, and
this is a contradiction.

• Because of the existence of l21 : Lc,2 → Lc,1 s.t. (2) commutes andmij : N2,i → N1,j

such that n1,j ◦ l21 = mij ◦ n′2,i, the following equations hold: q ◦ mij ◦ n′2,i =
q ◦n1,j ◦ l21 = k0 ◦gc,1 ◦ l21 = k0 ◦gc,2. Now q ◦mij ∈ Q because of the composition
property , and thus, k0 ◦ gc,2 does not satisfy Dm2(NACp2). Because of Lemma
3.3.13, now it follows that k0 is not NAC consistent w.r.t. K

p2⇒ P2. This is a
contradiction.

Analogously, we can prove that each k0 : K → G that is NAC consistent w.r.t. K ⇒ P1

and K ⇒ P2, is also NAC consistent w.r.t. t2.

The following corollary follows directly from this theorem.

3.10.10 Corollary (critical pair solution without NACs). A critical pair P1
p1⇐ K

p2⇒ P2 is
strictly NAC confluent if

• it is strictly confluent via the transformations t1 : K
p1,g1⇒ P1 ⇒∗ X (resp. t2 : K

p2,g2⇒
P2 ⇒∗ X) and both P1 ⇒∗ X and P2 ⇒∗ X are transformation sequences without
NACs.

Proof. In this case NACpc,1 = Dm1(NACp1), and therefore, dij = id for each single NAC
in NACpc,1 such that the first condition of Theorem 3.10.9 always holds. Analogously, we
can argue for the case NACpc,2 .

In order to formulate not only a sufficient, but also a necessary and sufficient condition
for local confluence of an adhesive HLR system with NACs we define the so-called set of
extended critical pairs.

3.10.11 Definition (extended critical pair). For each critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 that is
not strictly NAC confluent, an extended critical pair is a pair of direct transformations
H1 ⇐ G ⇒ H2 as in the following figure, with k0 : K → G ∈ M′ a NAC consistent and
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boundary-consistent morphism w.r.t. K ⇒ P1 and K ⇒ P2:

G

(p2,NACp2 )

��

(p1,NACp1 )

�


K

k0

OO

(p1,NACp1 )

z� }}}}}}}

}}}}}}} (p2,NACp2 )

�$
AAAAAAA

AAAAAAA

H1 P1
k1oo P2

k2 // H2

3.10.12 Remark. If we take k0 = id, then each critical pair that is not strictly NAC confluent
belongs to the set of its extended critical pairs.

3.10.13 Theorem (extended critical pair lemma). An adhesive HLR system with NACs is
locally confluent if and only if all its extended critical pairs are locally confluent.

Proof. • ⇒ If one of the extended critical pairs is not locally confluent, then the system
is not locally confluent, since an extended critical pair is nothing other than a pair of
direct transformations.

• ⇐ Let H1 ⇐ G ⇒ H2 be a pair of direct transformations. If they are parallel
independent, then they are locally confluent, because of the local Church-Rosser
property. If they are not, then because of Theorem 3.7.6, there exists a critical pair
P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 that can be embedded into this pair of direct transformations. If
this critical pair is strictly NAC confluent, then H1 ⇐ G ⇒ H2 is locally confluent
as it is proven in Theorem 3.10.8. Suppose that the critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 is
not strictly NAC confluent. Because of Theorem 3.10.4, we have that k0 ∈ M′ is
boundary- and NAC consistent w.r.t. K ⇒ P1 and K ⇒ P2. Then H1 ⇐ G ⇒ H2

is an extended critical pair by definition, and all extended critical pairs are locally
confluent by assumption.

Since the set of extended critical pairs can become infinitely big, the necessary and
sufficient condition based on extended critical pairs is difficult to check. Therefore, we
still introduce a necessary condition for local confluence that can be checked statically.
This condition might then demonstrate easily that a transformation system is not locally
confluent.

3.10.14 Theorem (necessary condition for local confluence). If an adhesive HLR system
with NACs is locally confluent, then no critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 exists such that no rule
of the adhesive HLR system is applicable to P1 (resp. P2), and thereby, P1 and P2 are not
isomorphic.

Proof. Since P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 is a pair of transformations that is not locally confluent, the
corresponding adhesive HLR system with NACs is trivially not locally confluent either.
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3.11. EFFICIENT CONFLICT AND CAUSAL DEPENDENCY DETECTION

3.11 Efficient Conflict and Causal Dependency Detection

The notion of critical pairs (resp. critical sequences) already allows a static conflict (resp.
causal dependency) detection. Unfortunately, the standard construction is not very effi-
cient. In Section 2.11 in Chapter 2, two alternative solutions are presented making the
static conflict and causal dependency detection more efficient for the instantiation of typed
graph transformation systems with NACs. The first solution presents a way to utilize neg-
ative constraints, holding for every system state, ruling out critical pairs (resp. sequences)
not satisfying these constraints. The second solution introduces the concept of essential
critical pairs and sequences, based on conflict resp. causal dependency reasons2. In both
cases, efficiency is obtained because the set of critical pairs resp. sequences is reduced
significantly without losing completeness with regard to detecting each conflict resp. de-
pendency. Therefore, the set of representative conflicts (resp. causal dependencies) to be
computed statically diminishes. Moreover, it is more efficient to analyze the reduced sets
of critical pairs for strict confluence than it is for the larger set of critical pairs. Thus, not
only conflict detection, but also conflict analysis becomes more efficient.

It is part of future work to generalize these more efficient constructions of critical pairs,
and prove their correctness in the framework of adhesive HLR systems with NACs. It is
expected to be straightforward to generalize the theory of critical pairs satisfying negative
constraints from graph transformation to adhesive HLR systems with NACs. A more inter-
esting question to be handled is which kind of nested constraints (see [46]) can reduce the
set of critical pairs (resp. sequence) to consider with regard to critical pair (resp. critical
sequence) detection.

It would as well be interesting to be able to generalize the theory of essential critical
pairs, as presented in Section 2.11.2. for the instantiation of graph transformation to adhe-
sive HLR systems with NACs. So far, it has not been possible to find out how this can be
realized or, alternatively, to show that it is not possible at all.

2Note that, for now, by means of these essential critical pairs resp. sequences only conflicts and causal
dependencies that are not caused by some NAC are detected.
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Chapter 4

Certifying Rule-Based Models

4.1 Introduction

Having developed a rule-based model, it is desirable to test it for the satisfaction of certain
properties. As long as this model does not fulfill these desired properties, it can be adapted
until it conforms to the expectations. In this chapter, we introduce so-called certifications
for rule-based models. Each certification corresponds to a specific model property. A
certification may be added to the model if the corresponding property is fulfilled. The
overall goal is to be able to add certifications to the model for each property expected to be
true within the model.

Several kinds of model properties can be of interest depending on what is being modeled.
For some rule-based models confluence might be a desired property, while for other models
specific conflicting transformations might be desired. Moreover, often we are interested in
analyzing specific aspects of a rule-based model. For example, we might be interested
in a particular set of rules, some graph grammar, specific transformations, particular rule
sequences, or also in certain control structures over rules.

How is it possible to add a certification for a specific property to a rule-based model?
This is where graph transformation theory comes into play. It allows for analyzing a va-
riety of properties. If the analysis is able to verify that a property is fulfilled, then the
corresponding certification can be added to the rule-based model. Thereby, we are inter-
ested mainly in static analysis techniques.They run on components of the rule-based model
without actually applying the rules (cf. compile time). In contrast, dynamic verification
techniques might have to run through the whole state space generated by the rule-based
model (cf. run time), which in many cases is infinitely large. However, static analysis tech-
niques do not exist for every property one might want to investigate. In particular, some of
the considered properties in this chapter, for example, confluence and termination [94, 96]
are undecidable. If this is the case, then we follow the strategy that at least a sufficient con-
dition of this property is searched for that can be checked statically. The satisfaction of this
sufficient condition implies the satisfaction of the actual property under consideration. In
general, static analysis techniques based on graph transformation theory are not only able
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to reveal that a property is satisfied, but also why it is satisfied. Summarizing, they allow
to certify properties for rule-based models in a safe and very informative way. Moreover,
static analysis techniques allow for refutation of a property in the case that they are able to
verify the negation of the property under consideration. In this case, analogously, the static
analysis techniques can clarify why the property does not hold in the rule-based model.

In Section 4.2, a general road map is presented to certify properties using graph trans-
formation. For each kind of property, different analysis techniques based on graph trans-
formation theory will be used to verify the property. Moreover, we briefly introduce the
selection of properties, which will be handled in more detail in Section 4.3. Afterwards,
in Section 4.2.3, we describe how certificates for more complex properties can be derived
from certificates for more basic properties; a mechanism that we call certification boot-
strapping. In Section 4.3, a selection of properties is presented together with their specific
road to certification. This property catalog contains a representative set of properties that
is of interest for the analysis of rule-based models. As soon as a road to certification for a
specific property is available with tool support, also for non-expert users it becomes possi-
ble to certify this property on their rule-based models. In particular, by a non-expert user
we mean someone who does not have to be capable of developing and implementing anal-
ysis techniques based on graph transformation theory. Each property is illustrated on our
running example Elevator, and is provided with explanations on tool support in the tool
environment AGG [114, 115, 13, 1]. It supports the algebraic approach to graph transfor-
mation as presented in this thesis, and consists of a graph transformation engine, analysis
tools, and a graphical user interface for convenient user interaction. In Section 4.4, we
describe typical application areas for certifying rule-based models using graph transfor-
mation, as presented in this thesis. Finally, in Section 4.5, we discuss tool support for
certifying rule-based models. In particular, we present the state-of-the-art of tool support
for the selection of properties, as presented in Section 4.3, in the tool environment AGG.

4.2 Road to Certification

In this section, we introduce a general road map for certifying properties, first. Afterwards,
we introduce in an intuitive way a selection of properties that we will certify in particular in
the next section. Thereby, these properties are illustrated on our running example Elevator.

4.2.1 General Road Map for Certifying Properties

In this section, we present a general road map for certifying properties of a rule-based
model using graph transformation. In Fig. 4.1, it is possible to retrace the main steps on
the road to certification.

Starting the road The road to certification starts with a rule-based model, describing the
system to be validated. The part of the rule-based model that we are interested in can
be of the following kinds: a graph transformation system, a graph grammar, graph
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Figure 4.1: road to certification

transformation sequence(s), rule sequence(s) with or without start graph, a control
structure over graph transformation rules, . . . . The corresponding rules and graphs
may be typed and attributed. Having determined the part of the rule-based model to
validate, it is necessary to accurately formulate the property to be certified. In this
thesis, such properties are formulated in natural language. It is part of future work to
investigate if a specific kind of logic can be used or developed that is appropriate to
describe properties over rule-based models 1.

Apply analysis Having determined a property to certify, we proceed with the road to cer-
tification as follows. Thereby, we need to distinguish two cases.

• In the first case, the property is characterized by a necessary and sufficient
condition that can be statically checked. In this case, static analysis is able
to definitely certify or refute the property for the given model. However, a
necessary and sufficient condition, which can be statically checked does not
exist for every property one might want to investigate. In particular, some of
the considered properties in this chapter, for example, confluence and termina-
tion [94, 96], are undecidable. If this is the case, then we follow the strategy as
explained in the next item.

• In the second case, the property holds only a sufficient condition or also nec-
essary condition that can be checked statically (see Fig. 4.2). If the sufficient
condition is identified to be true by static analysis, then the property can be
certified. If the necessary condition is identified to be false by static analysis,
then the property can be refuted. If the sufficient (resp. necessary) condition,
however, appears to be false (resp. true), then both conditions are not powerful
enough. If so, it is not clear whether the property is valid in the model or not.
We call this situation vagueness about the validation of the property.

1This has been already investigated for other verification approaches for graph transformation such as, for
example, in [5, 105].
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Figure 4.2: certification, refutation or vagueness

Certification, refutation or vagueness According to the last item, the result of analyzing
a specific property for a given rule-based model can be of three different kinds. In
the case that a sufficient condition for the property is fulfilled, it is possible to add the
desired certification of the property to the model. Often, this certification provides
not only the information that the property is fulfilled, but also information on why
the property is fulfilled. Usually, this extra information is deduced from the stati-
cally checked corresponding sufficient condition. In Section 4.3, examples are given
for specific certifications that come with such extra information, which we call the
reason for certification. However, it is not always possible to award a model with
the certification for a specific property. Sometimes, the undesired refutation of the
property should be added to the model. This is the case if it is possible to verify that
a corresponding necessary condition is false. Analogous to the certification case, the
refutation usually comes with extra information on the reason for the property not to
be fulfilled. In this case, this refutation reason is deduced from the non-satisfaction
of the statically checked corresponding necessary condition. Finally, in some cases,
after analyzing there is merely vagueness about the validation of the property in the
model. Also, this information can be added to the model, together with the analysis
technique that has been ineffective. It is explained in the next item why this may
be important. In cases of refutation or vagueness, reviewing the model or property
under consideration can be considered as described below.

Reviewing model or property Whenever it is not possible to add the certification of a
specific property to the rule-based model, it might be adequate to review specific
model parts or even review the property under consideration. Such kinds of reviews
can be performed up until the desired certification is achieved for a corresponding
model and property, which may be different to the model and property at the begin-
ning of the road to certification. Thereby, it is important that the modeler is able to
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control these reviews in order to check if they still meet the corresponding system
requirements.

reviewing model In cases of refutation, it is possible to review the model with re-
gard to certification. This is an option, if according to the requirements, the
property should definitely hold in the system being modeled. Usually, the rea-
son for refutation indicates how the model can be reviewed. In practice, review-
ing the model in cases of vagueness is an option as well. The model could be
slightly changed such that its behavior still meets the requirements, and simulta-
neously allows for certification. However, reviewing the model is not always an
option since it may not be allowed in some specific development phase. Then,
the following considerations are important: in cases of vagueness, the property
under consideration might not have been investigated extensively enough in the
context of graph transformation theory. The model then serves as an example
for theoreticians to possibly find a more adequate sufficient – this is weaker
– condition or necessary – this is stronger – condition for the property under
consideration. It is useful, therefore, that also the analysis technique leading to
vagueness is recorded such that analysis can be rerun as soon as new analysis
techniques for the property under consideration are available. As an alternative
to static analysis techniques, it is possible to revert to dynamic and automatic
analysis techniques such as, for example, model checking [24, 106] for graph
transformation (see also related work in Section 5.1).

reviewing property As explained above, in cases of refutation of the property it is
possible to review the model such that the property is fulfilled. On the other
hand, sometimes this refutation clarifies that the property does not need to be
fulfilled in the model. This is supported by the fact that the refutation of the
property is often provided with a reason for the non-satisfaction of the property.
If this reason was not noticed before, then a review of the property instead of
the model could be appropriate. The reviewed property might then lead to
certification for the unchanged model. Also, in cases of vagueness, it might
be appropriate to review the property with regard to certification. It might be
possible, for example, that a somewhat weaker version of this property is still
significant enough, and moreover, can be certified.

consistent model evolution As time is evolving, a rule-based model will evolve as well
because of changing requirements. At best, these requirements are expressed by
properties that can be certified for the model. As soon as one property is added, or
changed, it could be necessary to review the model in order to be able to certify this
new property. It is important, however, to check that certificates for the properties
that do not change are still valid for the reviewed model. If this is the case, then
we call the corresponding model evolution consistent. In view of supporting such a
consistent model evolution, it would be very desirable to be able to revert to a model
version management system [110]. In this way, the model together with its certifica-
tions should be able to evolve without losing information on the history of the model
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and its certificates. Moreover, if only small changes are performed on the model, in
many cases it will not be necessary to rerun the analysis for each certificate again.
Such an incremental analysis will only be possible if model changes are recorded
by the version management system, and passed to the analyzer. Part of future work
is to describe how model reviews may influence already existing certificates, and
in which cases a (partial) rerun of the static analysis becomes necessary. The topic
of consistent model evolution based on incremental certification supported techni-
cally by model version management is not covered in this thesis, but is an interesting
subject of future work.

4.2.2 A Selection of Properties to be Certified

In Section 4.3, the road to certification is outlined for a selection of properties. Here, we
introduce these properties in an informal way. Moreover, we illustrate on our running
example Elevator (as introduced in Example 2.2.1 in Chapter 2) the signification of each
of the properties. Recall that the rules of Elevator are depicted in Fig. 2.4–2.17.

Conflicts As Expected In rule-based models the application of a certain rule can impede
the application of another rule, although both rules are initially applicable to the same
state. If this is the case, then we say that a rule causes a conflict with another rule.
Now if the expectations on the occurrence of such conflicts between rules correspond
to their actual occurrence in the rule-based model, then we say that Property Conflicts
As Expected is fulfilled for the considered rules. Moreover, if for the rule-based
model a set of negative constraints (see Section 2.11.1) is available holding in every
potential state of the rule-based model, then the analysis of this property becomes
still more efficient.

Elevator Consider rules process call down and process stop and call of Elevator.
We expect these rules to be in conflict because they might both compete to
process the same call request. We can certify the property Conflicts As Expected
for these rules as explained in Example 4.3.4.

Causalities As Expected It is not only possible that, as described in the previous property,
a rule impedes the application of another rule. Also, the following situation can
occur: initially, two rules can be applied one after the other on a certain state. It is
not possible, however, to switch the order in which they are applied. If this is the case,
then we say that these rules are causally dependent. Now, if the expectations on the
occurrence of such causalities correspond to their actual occurrence, then we say that
Property Causalities As Expected is fulfilled for the considered rules. Moreover, if
for the rule-based model a set of negative constraints (see Section 2.11.1) is available
holding in every potential state of the rule-based model, then the analysis of this
property becomes yet more efficient.

Elevator Consider rules process stop up and move up of Elevator. We expect these
rules to be causally dependent. This is because after a stop request on the eleva-
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tor floor has been processed, the elevator should be able to move further upward
in order to process other requests. We can certify the property Causalities As
Expected for these rules as explained in Example 4.3.8.

Parallelism In many rule-based models, it is interesting to know which rules can be ap-
plied in parallel. This is the case if the order in which these rules are applied does
not matter, independent of the context to which these rules are applied. If so, then
we say that Property Parallelism is fulfilled for the corresponding rules.

Elevator Consider rule call request and stop request of Elevator. The order in
which a call request and a stop request is made should not matter. They can
be applied in any order with the same result. We can certify the property Par-
allelism for these rules as explained in Example 4.3.12.

Local Confluence Let two rules be applicable to the same state in a rule-based model.
Then, it is important to know if no matter which rule I choose, it is possible to reach
the same state again by applying other available rules of the rule-based model. If this
is the case, then we say that the direct transformations via these two rules fulfill the
Property Local Confluence.

Elevator Consider all rules of Elevator that may process requests if the elevator
is in downward direction: process stop down, process call down, and pro-
cess stop and call. If two rules compete to process the same request in down-
ward direction mode, then it should be possible to reach a common state after-
wards anyway. In this case, this will be the state in which all requests on the
elevator floor are processed. We can certify the property Local Confluence for
these rules as explained in Example 4.3.18.

Termination For specific rule-based models it is important that when applying a set of
rules non-deterministically and as long as possible, this application will finally ter-
minate. This means that a state is reached to which none of the rules is applicable
anymore. Note that the application of a set of rules is in general non-deterministic
due to two reasons: given a state of the rule-based model to which one of the rules
should be applied, then more than one rule could be applicable to that state. There-
fore, there is freedom to choose which rule to apply. Secondly, once a rule to apply
is chosen, it is possible that this rule is applicable to different fragments of this state.
Therefore, there is also freedom to choose where to apply a rule.

Elevator Consider again all rules of Elevator that may process requests if the eleva-
tor is in downward direction mode: process stop down, process call down, and
process stop and call. The processing of requests on the elevator floor should
terminate such that the elevator control is ready to serve new requests or exist-
ing requests on other floors. We can certify the property Termination for these
rules as explained in Example 4.3.24.
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Functional Behavior For specific rule-based models it is not only important to know that
rule application is terminating. It can be also relevant to verify that when applying
a set of rules non-deterministically and as long as possible to a certain state, the
application will always terminate in the same state. If this is the case, then we say
that this set of rules fulfills the Property Functional Behavior.

Elevator We continue with analyzing the rules of Elevator that may process requests
if the elevator is in downward direction mode: process stop down,
process call down, and process stop and call. If these process rules are ap-
plied to an elevator in downward direction as long as possible, then this should
always lead to the same terminal state. This means that the processing of re-
quests in downward direction mode shows a functional behavior. We can cer-
tify the property Functional Behavior for these rules as explained in Example
4.3.29.

Applicability In order to ensure liveness of a rule-based model, it is important to know
if specific rule sequences are applicable to a particular state. If this is the case for
some rule sequence and state, then we say that they fulfill the Property Applicability.
Note that the analysis of this property will allow for discovering also why a specific
rule sequence is applicable to a certain state. This means that it can be indicated how
rules are enabled by which predecessor rules.

Elevator In our running example Elevator, we consider a four-storey building in
which the elevator is operating. Therefore, we expect that a rule sequence con-
sisting of four call requests and four stop requests in any order is applicable to
the initial state of Elevator. This state represents a four-storey building with
the elevator car in upward mode on the ground floor without any request. We
can certify the property Applicability for these rule sequences as explained in
Example 4.3.35.

Non-Applicability For ensuring liveness, it is interesting to investigate applicability of
rule sequences. On the contrary, for safety reasons one can investigate their non-
applicability. We say that a rule sequence fulfills the Property Non-Applicability if it
is not applicable to a specific state.

Elevator Consider an elevator in upward mode that is switched into downward
mode. It is important that the elevator control does not get into an endless loop,
changing the direction mode again into upward mode, and then in downward
mode again and again. Therefore, we check that rule sequence
set direction down,set direction up repeated arbitrary many times is not appli-
cable. We can certify the property Non-Applicability for these rule sequences
as explained in Example 4.3.40.

Constraint Preserved Because of safety reasons, it might be very important that rules
preserve certain properties of the states to which they are applied. Therefore, we say
that a rule fulfills the property Constraint Preserved if the following holds: whenever
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this rule is applied to some state fulfilling a given constraint, then the resulting state
still fulfills this constraint as well.

Elevator Each request should be connected to one specific floor, and not to several.
This safety constraint should be preserved by the rules modeling the elevator
control. We can certify the property Constraint Preserved for this constraint
and each of these rules as explained in Example 4.3.46.

Constraint Guaranteed Due to safety reasons, it might be interesting to check in what
kind of state the application has arrived whenever a specific set of rules is no longer
applicable to this state. Thus, after the rules have been applied as long as possible, the
question arises as to whether it is guaranteed that the resulting state fulfills a specific
constraint. If this is the case, then we say that the Property Constraint Guaranteed is
fulfilled.

Elevator If the elevator control is in downward direction, and it cannot apply any of
the rules process stop down, process call down, or
process stop and call anymore, then all requests on the elevator floor should
have been processed. Thus, we formulate a constraint expressing that no re-
quests are left on the elevator floor to be processed. Then, we can certify the
property Constraint Guaranteed for this constraint and set of rules as explained
in Example 4.3.52.

In the following table, the above properties are listed. In the second column of this table, it
is recorded which kind of input is necessary in order to start the road to certification for the
corresponding property. In the third column, it is recorded if the property can be certified
(c), if it is possible to refute it (r), or if sometimes only vagueness (v) for the property may
be determined. In Section 4.3, each property is formulated more precisely. Moreover, it is
explained more in detail which analysis techniques may lead to certification, refutation, or
also vagueness for each of the properties.

property input output
conflicts as expected sequence of two rules + expected con-

flicts (+ set of negative constraints)
(c) or (r)

causalities as expected sequence of two rules + expected causal-
ities (+ set of negative constraints)

(c) or (r)

parallelism pair of rules (c) or (r)
local confluence pair of rules belonging to set of rules (c), (r), or (v)
termination set of rules (c), (r), or (v)
functional behavior pair of rules belonging to set of rules (c), (r), or (v)
applicability rule sequence + graph (c), (r), or (v)
non-applicability rule sequence + graph (c), (r), or (v)
constraint preserved constraint + rule (c), (r), or (v)
constraint guaranteed constraint + set of rules (c), (r), or (v)
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4.2.3 Bootstrapping Certificates

In this section, we outline briefly how it is possible to derive a certificate for a specific
property from the certificate(s) of another property (resp. of other properties). For exam-
ple, consider the case that the road to certification for a certain property P is specified,
and at some point one is interested in the negation of property P . Then, the further road
to certification for this negated property ¬P can be derived automatically from the road to
certification for the original property as follows: apply the same analysis as for property
P , certify property ¬P if property P is refuted, and refute property ¬P if Property P is
certified. Vagueness for Property ¬P holds as usual whenever neither refutation nor certi-
fication is possible. Reviewing the model can be done in cases of refutation or vagueness
of ¬P . This part has to be described afresh since now we want to review the model with
regard to ¬P instead of P . In Section 4.3, it is described how to derive the road to certifica-
tion for the property Non-Applicability (see Property 4.3.36) from the one for the property
Applicability.

In general, a road to certification can be derived for all first-order formulas of proper-
ties over rules for which the road to certification has been specified already. For example,
it could be interesting to certify not only for one rule, but for a set of rules the property
Constraint Preserved. Thus, it should be shown that the property Constraint Preserved
holds for each rule in this set. It may also be the case that different types of certificates are
combined. For example, the property Functional Behavior (see Property 4.3.25) for the
rule set P as described in Section 4.3 can be specified as the following first-order formula
over the property Local Confluence (see Property 4.3.13) and the property Termination
(see Property 4.3.19): Property 4.3.13 holds for each rule pair in P and Property 4.3.19
holds for the rule set P . The corresponding certificates, refutations, or also vagueness
then follow the scheme of this first-order formula. Another example is the property Paral-
lelism (see Property 4.3.9). Its certificate can be derived from the certificate of the property
CausalitiesAsExpected. Property Parallelism holds for two rules p1 and p2 if and only if
the Property CausalitiesAsExpected holds for the sequence of rules (p1, p2) as well as for
(p2, p1), where the set of expected causalities is in both cases empty. It is part of future
work to describe in a more elaborate way how to derive certificates for complex properties
from certificates for more basic properties.

4.3 Certifying a Selection of Properties

For the selection of properties as introduced informally in Section 4.2.2, we outline in
this section how the corresponding road to certification can be accomplished. Most of
the theory needed to certify these properties has been presented in Chapter 2. Some of
the properties, for example, termination [29] can be certified by means of already existing
analysis techniques. The road to certification for each of the properties is explained on our
running example Elevator, as introduced in Example 2.2.1. Moreover, it is shown to which
extent AGG [114, 115, 13, 1] can automatically support the property analysis, and how
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it could be completed. AGG supports the algebraic approach to graph transformation as
presented in this thesis, and consists of a graph transformation engine, analysis tools, and
a graphical user interface for convenient user interaction.

4.3.1 Conflicts as Expected

Road to Certification:

starting the road A transformation causes a conflict with another transformation if the
first one impedes the other one (see Def. 2.6.6). If such a conflict between trans-
formations occurs, then we say that the rule from the first transformation causes a
conflict with the rule from the other transformation (see Def. 2.8.11). Recall that
different types of conflicts can occur between rules, and that they can occur in differ-
ent contexts. With this certification, we want to find out the answer to the following
question: Given a sequence of two rules, does the first rule actually cause each con-
flict with the second rule and no more conflicts than expected? The expected conflicts
caused by the first rule with the second one can be given in several formats. It might
be the case that it is just mentioned which type of conflicts are expected. Recall
that either delete-use or also produce-forbid conflicts may occur. In this case, the set
of expected conflicts consists of two boolean values delete-use and produce-forbid.
They are true (resp. false) if conflicts of the corresponding type are expected (resp.
not expected). If one of the boolean values is not set, then the analysis is not con-
cerned with the corresponding type of conflict. It might be the case that the set of
expected conflicts consists of concrete pairs of conflicting transformations. It might
be the case that the set of expected conflicts is given more formally by a set of critical
pairs, expressing the expected conflicts that the first rule can cause with the second
one in a minimal context. Summarizing, the part of the model that we want to ana-
lyze is given by a sequence of two rules, for which we want to compare the actually
caused conflicts, of the first with the second rule, with the set of expected conflicts.
The above question can be answered positively if the following property is fulfilled
for a sequence of two rules.

4.3.1 Property (Conflicts as Expected). Consider a sequence of two rules p1, p2, and
a set of expected conflicts, called expectedConflicts, caused by p1 with p2 (and op-
tionally a set of negative constraints holding for each potential state in the rule-based
model). Rule p1 actually causes every expected conflict with p2, and no conflicts
other than the expected ones are caused.

apply analysis In Chapter 2, it is shown that if a transformation causes a conflict with
another transformation, then this conflict is represented by some critical pair (see
Theorem 2.7.8). Critical pairs are complete in this sense, and they represent each po-
tential conflict in a minimal context. Therefore, Property 4.3.1 can be characterized
by the following necessary and sufficient condition that can be checked statically:
each expected conflict between rule applications is represented by a critical pair via
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these rules and, vice versa, each critical pair represents an expected conflict. For
checking the above property, first we need to compute the set of critical pairs for a
sequence of two rules. This means that we compute each potential conflict, which
is caused by the first rule with the second rule, in a minimal context. Secondly, we
check if this set of critical pairs corresponds to the set of expected conflicts.

compute critical pairs The computation of the set of critical pairs (see Def. 2.7.1)
for two rules p1 and p2 is explained in Construction 2.7.10. Note that here we
need to compute merely the critical pairs for a sequence of two rules p1, p2. This
means that we restrict ourselves to critical pairs representing conflicts caused by
the first rule p1 with the second rule p2, and rule out critical pairs representing
conflicts caused by the second rule p2 with the first rule p1. The set of critical
pairs can become quite large depending on the size of the rules and NACs for
the rules. Therefore, two other types of critical pairs (critical pairs satisfying
negative constraints2 in Section 2.11.1 and essential critical pairs in Section
2.11.2) were introduced, which are smaller than the usual set of critical pairs,
but still complete. Thus, in cases of many critical pairs, it is advisable to use
these more efficient constructions.

correspondence of critical pairs with expected conflicts Checking the correspon-
dence of the set of critical pairs with the expected conflicts is usually done
manually. Thereby, for each entry in the automatically computed set of criti-
cal pairs, a check is made to determine whether it corresponds to an expected
conflict in expectedConflicts, and, vice versa, a check is made to see if each
expected conflict in expectedConflicts is represented by some critical pair.

certification or refutation It is possible to check for each sequence of two rules and cor-
responding set of expected conflicts if Property 4.3.1 is fulfilled or not by applying
the analysis as explained above.

4.3.2 Certificate (Conflicts as Expected). If it is possible to verify Property 4.3.1 for
a sequence of two rules p1, p2 and a set of expected conflicts expectedConflicts, then
award p1, p2 and expectedConflicts this certificate. This certificate comes with a set
of critical pairs, called conflictsAsExpected. Thereby, each expected conflict corre-
sponds to a critical pair and each critical pair corresponds to an expected conflict.

4.3.3 Refutation (Conflicts as Expected). If it is possible to verify the negation of
Property 4.3.1 for a sequence of two rules p1, p2 and a set of expected conflicts ex-
pectedConflicts, then add this refutation to p1, p2 and expectedConflicts. This refu-
tation comes with three sets of critical pairs for p1, p2. The first set, called conflict-
sAsExpected, contains critical pairs corresponding to expected conflicts. The second
set, called notFound, contains expected conflicts for which no critical pair was found.
The third set, called notExpected, contains critical pairs corresponding to conflicts
that were not expected.

2Note that this construction may be used only in the case that each potential state of the rule-based model
always satisfies these negative constraints. They should be added in this case as input to Property 4.3.1.
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reviewing model In cases of refutation, either some expected conflict does not actually
occur, or some conflict occurs that was not expected. In the first case, no critical pair
was found by the analysis for the expected conflict. Therefore, there will be an entry
in the set notFound coming with refutation. For each of these entries it should be
checked if the rules can be changed such that the expected conflict actually occurs.
In the second case, some critical pair was found corresponding to a conflict that was
not expected. Therefore, there will be an entry in the set notExpected coming with
the refutation. For each of these entries, it should be checked if it is possible to
change the corresponding rules such that the conflict does not occur anymore.

reviewing property In cases of refutation, either some expected conflict does not actually
occur, or some conflict occurs that was not expected. Now it could be the case
that some conflict was wrongly expected or the conflict that actually occurs was not
expected. This can be discovered by investigating more closely the set notFound
(resp. notExpected). After reviewing the expectations and rerunning the analysis,
these sets should then become empty.

4.3.4 Example (Conflicts as Expected). Road to Certificate Conflicts as Expected for
Elevator:

starting the road Consider rule sequence process call down, process stop and call of El-
evator. We expect that process call down causes a conflict with
process stop and call because process stop and call might compete to process the
same call request as process call down. Since both rules do not hold any NAC,
we do not expect produce-forbid conflicts. We suppose that the set of expected-
Conflicts is given by the boolean values delete-use equal to true, and produce-use
equal to false. Thus a delete-use conflict is expected caused by process call down
with process stop and call, and on the other hand no produce-forbid conflicts are
expected. We can certify Property 4.3.1 (Conflicts As Expected) for rule sequence
process call down, process stop and call3 as explained in the following procedure.

apply analysis: compute critical pairs AGG is able to compute the set of critical pairs
P1

p1⇐ K
p2⇒ P2 for a sequence of two rules. The debug option of the critical

pair analysis module allows one to choose a sequence of two rules belonging
to the active graph transformation system. Initially, an empty so-called con-
flict matrix is depicted containing as many rows and columns as rules in the
graph transformation system. Entry (pi, pj) (row pi, column pj) of the matrix
is filled with the number of critical pairs describing conflicts caused by rule pi
with pj . In Fig. 4.3, the conflict matrix for Elevator is shown after computing
the set of critical pairs for process call down, process stop and call. The entry
(process call down, process stop and call) shows how many critical pairs have
been computed. Clicking this number then shows the critical overlaps leading

3Note that analogously, the other way round process stop and call causes a delete-use conflict with
process call down, but this is handled by the certificate Conflicts as Expected for rule sequence pro-
cess stop and call,process call down.
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to this set of critical pairs as shown also in Fig. 4.3. In cases of a delete-use
conflict, the overlap K of the left-hand sides of the rules p1 and p2 is shown.
Thereby, the conflict reason, consisting of the part in K that is deleted by p1

and used by p2, is depicted in green. In cases of a produce-forbid conflict, the
overlap P2 of a NAC of p2 with the right-hand side of p1 is shown. Thereby, the
conflict reason, consisting of the part in P1 that is produced by p1 and forbidden
by p2, is depicted in green. Moreover, for each of the overlaps it is shown which
type of critical pair it leads to. In this case, we notice the case that 3 critical
pairs of the type delete-use conflict have been computed. Analyzing these 3
critical pairs, we see that they all describe the same type of conflict since the
reason for the conflict (depicted in green) always consists of the call request that
is deleted. In order to avoid this inefficiency as much as possible, two strate-
gies can be followed. The first one is to set the CPA option consistency. Then,
AGG merely computes the set of critical pairs with the constraints given for
the active graph transformation system. In Section 2.11.1, it is shown that for
so-called negative constraints this reduced set of critical pairs is still complete,
provided that only states satisfying these constraints are valid in the rule-based
model. The set of negative constraints for Elevator, expressing which kind of
states are not allowed for Elevator, is depicted in Fig. 2.3. Moreover, for each
maximal multiplicity in the type graph of Elevator, a corresponding negative
constraint is added as well. They can all be used to reduce the set of critical
pairs computed for process call down, process stop and call. We notice that
the set of critical pairs with negative constraints in our example consists of only
one element. Overlaps 1 and 2 as depicted in Fig. 4.3 can be omitted since they
do not correspond to the maximal multiplicities as given in the type graph of
Elevator in Fig. 2.1. Alternatively, in order to obtain a more efficient critical
pair detection, the option essential can be set. In this case, AGG computes
only the essential critical pairs for process call down, process stop and call.
Note that this analysis is only valid up until now for rules without NACs. For
more explanations, see Section 2.11.2. The set of essential critical pairs for
process call down, process stop and call consists of only one element as well.
We continue working with the set of critical pairs, satisfying the negative con-
straints, consisting of one critical pair.

correspondence of critical pairs with expected conflicts AGG does not provide
tool support for this part of the certification yet. Therefore, we now check man-
ually if the computed set of critical pairs corresponds to the set expectedCon-
flicts, given from the beginning for process call down and
process stop and call. The set expectedConflicts expresses by its boolean val-
ues that a delete-use conflict, but no produce-forbid conflict is expected. The
computed set of critical pairs satisfying the negative constraints consists of one
critical pair, describing a delete-use conflict. Thus, the set of computed criti-
cal pairs corresponds to the given set of expectedConflicts. Therefore, the set
conflictsAsExpected corresponds to the set of computed critical pairs.
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Figure 4.3: critical overlaps for (process call down, process stop and call) in AGG

certification The previous analysis enables us to add Certificate Conflicts as Expected to
the rule sequence process call down, process stop and call with expectedConflicts
as given above. It comes with the set conflictsAsExpected, containing the set of com-
puted critical pairs for process call down, process stop and call, and corresponding
to the set of expectedConflicts.

4.3.2 Causalities as Expected

starting the road Consider a sequence of two transformations, starting with T1 via rule
p1, and afterwards T2 via rule P2. They are causally dependent, if T2 is triggered
by the other one or T1 can no longer be made reversible after performing T2 (see
Theorem 2.6.7). If such a causal dependency occurs, then we say that rule sequence
(p1, p2) is causally dependent (see Def. 2.8.8, 2.8.12, and 2.8.13). Recall that dif-
ferent types of dependencies can occur between rules, and that they can occur in
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different contexts. By means of this certification, we now want to find the answer
to the following question: Does every expected causal dependency occur between
T1 and T2, and no more dependencies as the expected ones occur? Note that the set
of expected causal dependencies can be given in different formats analogous to the
set of expected conflicts as introduced in Section 4.3.1. It might be the case that it is
just mentioned which type of causal dependencies are expected. Recall that produce-
use, delete-forbid, forbid-produce, or also deliver-delete dependencies can occur. In
this case, the set of expected causalities consists of four boolean values produce-use,
delete-forbid, forbid-produce, and deliver-delete. They are true (resp. false) if causal
dependencies of the corresponding type are expected (resp. not expected). If one of
the boolean values is not set, then the analysis is not concerned with the correspond-
ing type of causal dependency. It might be the case that the set of expected causal
dependencies consists of concrete sequences of causally depending transformations.
It might be the case that the set of expected causalities is given more formally by a set
of critical sequences expressing the expected causalities between the first and second
rule in a minimal context. Summarizing, the part of the model that we want to ana-
lyze is given by a sequence of two rules for which we want to compare the expected
causalities with the actually occurring causal dependencies. The above question can
be answered positively if the following property is fulfilled for each sequence of two
rules.

4.3.5 Property (Causalities as Expected). Consider a sequence of rules p1, p2 and
a set of expected causal dependencies, called expectedCausalities (and optionally a
set of negative constraints holding for each potential state in the rule-based model).
Every expected causal dependency for p1, p2 actually occurs, and no other causal
dependencies as the expected ones occur.

apply analysis We do not go into detail here since the analysis procedure is analogous
to the one for Property 4.3.1. This is because analogous to conflict detection by
critical pairs, we can detect causal dependencies by computing critical sequences
(see Definition 2.7.3 and Construction 2.7.14). Afterwards, analogously, we compare
these computed dependencies with the expected ones.

certification or refutation It is possible to check for each sequence of rules p1, p2 if Prop-
erty 4.3.5 is fulfilled or not by applying the analysis as explained above.

4.3.6 Certificate (Causalities as Expected). If it is possible to verify Property 4.3.5
for a rule sequence of two rules and its expected dependencies expectedCausali-
ties, then award them this certificate. This certificate comes with a set of critical
sequences, called causalitiesAsExpected, for this rule sequence. Thereby, each ex-
pected causal dependency corresponds to a critical sequence and each critical se-
quence corresponds to an expected causal dependency.

4.3.7 Refutation (Causalities as Expected). If it is possible to verify the negation of
Property 4.3.5 for a rule sequence of two rules and its expected dependencies expect-
edCausalities, then add this refutation. It comes with three sets of critical sequences
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for this rule sequence. The first set, called causalitiesAsExpected, contains critical
sequences corresponding to expected causalities. The second set, called notFound,
contains expected causal causalities for which no critical pair was found. The third
set, called notExpected, contains critical sequences corresponding to causal depen-
dencies that were not expected.

reviewing model or property Analogous to the reviewing of Property 4.3.1.

4.3.8 Example (Causalities as Expected). Road to Certificate Causalities as Expected for
Elevator:

starting the road Consider rule sequence process stop up, move up of Elevator. We ex-
pect that move up is causally dependent on process stop up. This is because after
a stop request on the elevator floor has been processed, the elevator should be able
to move further upward in order to process other requests, and therefore, a delete-
forbid dependency should occur. Moreover, we expect a deliver-delete dependency
since the elevator’s position, which was delivered by process stop up, is changed by
rule move up. We do not expect a produce-use dependency since process stop up
does not produce anything. Neither do we expect a forbid-produce dependency since
move up does not produce any call request forbidden by process stop up. Thus, we
suppose that the set of expectedCausalities is given by the boolean values produce-
use equal to false, delete-forbid equal to true, deliver-delete equal to true, and forbid-
produce equal to false. We can certify Property 4.3.5 (Causalities As Expected) for
rule sequence process stop up, move up as described in the following procedure.

apply analysis: compute critical sequences AGG is able to compute the set of critical
sequences for a sequence of two rules. This is analogous to the computation of
critical pairs for a sequence of two rules. For more details, see the example for
Property 4.3.1. Note that in order to compute all four kinds of causal depen-
dencies the CPA (critical pair analysis) option trigger and switch should be set
in AGG. The result of the computation in AGG of the set of critical sequences
with negative constraints is shown in Fig. 4.4. We obtain two critical overlaps,
expressing the expected delete-forbid and deliver-delete dependency.

correspondence of critical sequences with expected causalities AGG does not
provide tool support for this part of the certification yet. Therefore, we now
check manually if the computed set of critical sequences corresponds to the ex-
pected causal dependencies for process stop up, move up. We expected only
delete-forbid and deliver-delete dependencies, and AGG computed exactly these
kinds of critical sequences for process stop up, move up. Thus, the set causal-
itiesAsExpected corresponds to the set of computed critical sequences.

certification The previous analysis enables us to add a Certificate Causalities as Expected
to the rule sequence process stop up, move up with expectedCausalities as given
above. It comes with the set causalitiesAsExpected, containing the set of computed
critical sequences for process stop up, move up, corresponding to the set of expect-
edCausalities.
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Figure 4.4: critical overlaps for (process stop up, move up) in AGG

4.3.3 Parallelism

starting the road Sometimes, the order in which two graph transformations are performed
does not matter. They can be applied in any order with the same result. It is possible
to find out for two transformations if this is the case before performing them by
analyzing the corresponding rules. Therefore, we are interested in certifying the
following property:

4.3.9 Property (Parallelism). Consider two rules p1 and p2. If the sequence p1, p2 is
applicable to some graph G, then also p2, p1 (and thus also the parallel rule p1 + p2)
is applicable to G with the same result, and if the sequence p2, p1 is applicable to
some graph G, then also p1, p2 (and thus also the parallel rule p1 + p2) is applicable
to G. We say that p1 and p2 can always be applied in parallel.

apply analysis In Theorem 2.4.3 (Local Church-Rosser Theorem) it is stated that a se-
quence of direct transformations via p1 and then p2 on G can be applied in reversed
order with the same result, if and only if the transformations in this sequence are
sequentially independent. Moreover, in Theorem 2.4.6, it is stated that a sequence of
sequentially independent transformations can be performed in parallel by applying
the parallel rule p1 + p2. Each sequence of direct transformations via p1 and then
p2 is sequentially independent if rule sequence p1, p2 is sequentially independent ac-
cording to Def. 2.8.2. On the contrary, rule sequence p1, p2 is causally dependent
if there exists at least one causally dependent sequence of direct transformations on
some graph G (see to Def. 2.8.8). Therefore, Property 4.3.9 can be characterized for
rules p1 and p2 by the following necessary and sufficient condition: rule sequence
p1, p2 and rule sequence p2, p1 are sequentially independent. It is possible to check
this condition statically as described in the following procedure.
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no critical sequences Because of Characterization 2.8.4, a sequence of rules p1, p2

is sequentially independent if and only if there are no critical sequences K ⇒
P1 ⇒ P2 via p1 and then p2. Thus, we compute the set of critical sequences
via p1, p2 (resp. p2, p1) and check that it is empty. How to compute this set of
sequences is explained in Construction 2.7.14.

certification or refutation It is possible to check for each two rules if Property 4.3.9 is
fulfilled or not by applying the analysis as explained above.

4.3.10 Certificate (Parallelism). If it is possible to verify Property 4.3.9 for a set of
two rules, then award them this certificate.

4.3.11 Refutation (Parallelism). If it is possible to verify the negation of Property
4.3.9 for a set of two rules, then add this refutation. It comes with at least one
critical sequence via (p1, p2) or (p2, p1). Such a sequence is called the counterexam-
pleCriticalSequence. Optionally this refutation comes with a complete set of critical
sequences via p1, p2 (called criticalSequences(p1, p2)) and a set of critical sequences
via p2, p1 (analogously, called criticalSequences(p2, p1)).

reviewing model In cases of refutation, the model can be reviewed if the sets
criticalSequences(p1, p2) and criticalSequences(p2, p1) are available. Each critical
sequence has to be investigated, and the rules p1 or p2 should be modified such that
afterwards no critical sequences occur anymore.

reviewing property In case of refutation, it is also possible that one has to admit that
the property Parallelism for the rules p1, p2 cannot be fulfilled. If all entries in the
sets criticalSequences(p1, p2) and criticalSequences(p2, p1) correspond to expected
causal dependencies4, the property Parallelism for the rules p1, p2 should be re-
viewed. It could be weakened, for example, such that rules p1, p2 are applicable in
parallel in some specific context, instead of in any context. Then this new property
should be formulated precisely in such a way that it can be analyzed with appropriate
techniques as well.

4.3.12 Example (Parallelism). Road to Certificate Parallelism for Elevator:

starting the road Consider rules call request and stop request of Elevator. The order in
which a call request and a stop request is made should not matter. It should be
possible to apply these rules in any order with the same result no matter to which
context they are applied. We can certify Property 4.3.9 (Parallelism) for these rules
as described in the following procedure.

apply analysis: no critical sequences We need to check that neither critical sequences
exist for call request, stop request nor stop request,call request. We use AGG
to compute these sets of critical sequences as also explained for Property 4.3.5
(Causalities as Expected). Thereby, we notice that they are indeed both empty.

4Note that this corresponds to validating Property 4.3.5 for p1, p2 (resp. p2, p1) as described in Section
4.3.2.
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certification The previous analysis enables us to add a Certificate Parallelism to the rules
call request and stop request of Elevator.

4.3.4 Local Confluence

starting the road Consider some state to which two rules can be applied. After applying
both rules to this state, two new states are obtained. Is it possible to arrive at the
same state again by a finite number of rule applications? In this case, the part of the
rule-based model that we want to investigate consists of a pair of rules belonging to
a set of rules, inducing potentially local confluence. Therefore, to find the answer to
the above question we analyze the following property:

4.3.13 Property (Local Confluence). Given two rules p1, p2 and a set of rules P
including p1, p2, then each pair of transformations via p1 and p2 is locally confluent
via rules in P .

apply analysis In the Local Confluence Theorem (see Theorem 2.10.9) in Chapter 2, it is
shown that if each critical pair via p1 and p2 is strictly NAC confluent as given in
Def. 2.10.7, then each pair of direct transformations via p1 and p2 is locally conflu-
ent. If the solution of the critical pair consists of rules belonging to P , then each pair
is locally confluent via rules in P . Moreover, in Theorem 2.10.17, a necessary con-
dition for local confluence is given. Therefore, the static analysis of Property 4.3.13
consists of the following parts:

compute critical pairs Compute the set of critical pairs via the rules p1 and p2 as
explained in Construction 2.7.10. If this set is empty, then the Local Conflu-
ence property holds without further conditions. In this case, each pair of direct
transformations via p1 and p2 is parallel independent. Theorem 2.4.3 states that
for such transformations the same state can be reached again. This is because
p1 does not impede the application of p2, and vice versa. If the set of critical
pairs is not empty, then the following considerations should be regarded. Note
that for efficiency reasons in the following cases, it is possible to compute only
a subset of the set of critical pairs. If P is a set of rules without NACs, then be-
cause of Theorem 2.11.12 it is sufficient to compute the set of essential critical
pairs. Note that based on Theorem 2.11.4, it will, alternatively, be possible to
make the verification of local confluence more efficient for the case that a set of
negative constraints is given, fulfilled by each potential state of the rule-based
model. See Remark 4.3.17 for more details on this topic.

check for solution: solution length 0 For each critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 via
p1, p2, a NAC confluent solution should be searched for using rules be-
longing to P . As a first step of this search, one should check if P1 and
P2 are isomorphic such that the isomorphism is compatible with the mu-
tually preserved part of the critical pair (strictness). In cases of success, a
solution of length 0 exists, and the next critical pair can be investigated.
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non-isomorphic critical pair In cases that no isomorphism between P1 and
P2 exists and, moreover, each rule in P is neither applicable to P1 nor to
P2, then the necessary condition of Theorem 4.3.1 is fulfilled. We call
this critical pair a nonResolvableCriticalPair. Thus, in this case Property
4.3.13 is not fulfilled for p1 and p2 belonging to P .

solution length > 0 If, on the other hand, it is possible to apply some rule ofP
to P1 or P2, then the following procedure can be followed: search stepwise
for local confluent solutions of length > 0 via rules in P in a breadth-first
manner. If a local confluent solution has been found, then first it is checked
if this solution is also strict (see Def. 2.10.6). This is the case, intuitively
speaking, if the mutual preserved part of the critical pair is also preserved
by the solution. Afterwards, it is checked if the critical pair is also NAC
confluent for this solution (see Def. 2.10.7). Checking if a critical pair is
NAC confluent is more complex. However, there are sufficient conditions
for this property that are easy to check: the easiest case is that the rules
belonging to the strict solution of the critical pair do not hold NACs. Be-
cause of Corollary 2.10.11, the critical pair is automatically strictly NAC
confluent then. In the second case, if the Implication Condition as given in
Theorem 2.10.10 holds, then the critical pair is also strictly NAC confluent.
Note that especially in the case of non-termination the search for solutions
can be stopped after a predefined number of steps in order to avoid an in-
finite search. This predefined number (called predefinedSolutionLength)
equals the maximal solution length, being the maximal transformation se-
quence length of the potential solution starting from P1 (resp. P2). The
probability of finding an existing solution increases with the rate of this
number, but the number of solution possibilities increases exponentially.

Note that if for some critical pair it is not possible to show strict NAC confluence,
then in some cases one can argue by means of extended critical pairs that local conflu-
ence can be obtained anyway. This is not a generic static analysis technique anymore,
but specific properties of the rules under consideration can be sufficient to conclude
local confluence anyway.

certification, refutation or vagueness It is possible to certify that two rules p1, p2 belong-
ing to a set of rules P fulfill (resp. do not fulfill) Property 4.3.13 if the above analysis
procedure has been run through successfully. On the contrary, if the above explained
necessary condition for local confluence is not fulfilled, then it is possible to refute
it. In cases that neither the sufficient condition holds, nor is the necessary condition
violated, vagueness should be added to p1, p2 with respect to Property 4.3.13.

4.3.14 Certificate (Local Confluence). If it is possible to verify Property 4.3.13 for
two rules p1, p2 belonging to a set of rules P , then award p1, p2, and P this certificate.
This certificate comes with a list of solutions – one solution for each critical pair via
p1, p2, making it strictly NAC confluent. This list is called strictNacSolutionList.
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Having a pair of direct transformationsH1 ⇐ G⇒ H2 via p1 and p2 in conflict, then
the solutions list coming with the certificate can be used as follows: find the critical
pair in the list corresponding to the conflict under consideration. Now the solution of
the critical pair outlines how the same state can be obtained also for the pair of direct
transformations in a bigger context.

4.3.15 Refutation (Local Confluence). If it is possible to verify the negation of Prop-
erty 4.3.13 for two rules p1, p2 belonging to a set of rules P , then add this refutation
to them. This refutation comes with at least one critical pair, called nonResolvable-
CriticalPair, which is not strictly confluent.

4.3.16 Vagueness (Local Confluence). If it is neither possible to award p1, p2 be-
longing to P Certificate 4.3.14 nor to add Refutation 4.3.15, then add vagueness to
p1, p2 belonging to P . Vagueness comes with four lists noSolutionList, solutionList,
strictSolutionList, and strictNacSolutionList. Each entry in the first list holds a crit-
ical pair for which no solution has been found making it locally confluent. Each
entry in the second (resp. third) list holds a solution for each critical pair that is
locally confluent, but not strictly NAC confluent (resp. strictly confluent, but not
strictly NAC confluent). The strictNacSolutionList holds solutions for each critical
pair that is strictly NAC confluent5. Moreover, in cases that the analysis has been
performed merely up until a predefined solution length, vagueness comes with the
number maximalSolutionLength.

Vagueness means that for now Property 4.3.13 can neither be certified, nor refuted.
If sufficient calculating capacity is still available though, then the maximalSolution-
Length could be augmented in order to find potentially existing longer solutions.
Maybe Property 4.3.13 can then be certified anyway in the end.

reviewing model In cases of vagueness and no more calculating capacity the following
procedure can be followed reviewing p1,p2 and P with respect to local confluence.
For each entry in the noSolutionList, check if some rules in P can be changed or
should be added in order to obtain a solution. For each entry in the solutionList,
check if the rules in the solution can be changed such that they preserve the mutually
preserved part of the critical pair. For each entry in the strictSolutionList, check if
some NACs can be strengthened or also added to the rules of the critical pair (resp.
weakened or also deleted from the rules in the solution) such that it becomes NAC
confluent. In cases of rule reviewing it should be checked if already existing solutions
in strictNacSolutionList remain valid. In cases of refutation, check if some rules in
P can be reviewed such that the nonResolvableCriticalPair becomes strictly NAC
confluent. Again, in case of changing some of the rules, check if already existing
solutions in strictNacSolutionList remain valid.

5Note that in cases that each rule in P does not hold any NAC, the list strictSolutionList is always empty.
This is because each critical pair that is strictly confluent, is automatically strictly NAC confluent (See Thm.
2.10.11).
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reviewing property In cases of refutation, a reviewing of Property 4.3.13 should be taken
into consideration. Especially, if some nonResolvableCriticalPair was not expected
before performing the analysis, but appears to be consistent for the system one is
modeling. It might be appropriate, for example, to ask for local confluence of con-
flicts represented by some specific critical pair for p1 and p2.

4.3.17 Remark (rule-based models with constraints). Note that based on Theorem 2.11.4,
it will be possible to make the verification of local confluence more efficient for the case
that a set of negative constraints, fulfilled by each potential state of the rule-based model,
is given. Also, for the case that not only a set of rules P , but a grammar is given, the
corresponding local confluence analysis may be adapted. Note that also for each graph
generated by a graph grammar, it is possible to derive a set of constraints holding for this
graph. It is part of future work to describe the road to certification for rule-based models
with constraints in more detail.

4.3.18 Example (Local Confluence). Road to Certificate Local Confluence for Elevator:

starting the road Consider the subset of rules P of Elevator that may process requests if
the elevator is in downward direction: process stop down, process call down, and
process stop and call. If two rules in P compete for processing the same request
on the elevator floor in downward direction, then it should be possible to reach a
common state afterwards anyway. We can certify the property Local Confluence for
the rules process call down and process stop and call belonging to P as described
in the following procedure6.

apply analysis: compute critical pairs As explained for Property 4.3.1 (Conflicts as Ex-
pected), it is possible with AGG to compute the set of critical pairs for a se-
quence of rules (p1, p2). Note that here we need to compute the set of critical
pairs for two rules p1 and p2, consisting of the union of the sets of critical
pairs for sequence (p1, p2) and (p2, p1). Thus, we compute the set of critical
pairs for rule sequence (process call down, process stop and call) and (pro-
cess stop and call, process call down). Note that because of Theorem 2.11.12
and the fact that process call down and process stop and call are rules with-
out NACs, it is sufficient to check for strict confluence of the corresponding
essential critical pairs. We notice that both sets contain the same essential criti-
cal pair, expressing that process stop and call causes a delete-use conflict with
process call down, and the other way round7. Concluding, the set of essential
critical pairs for rules process stop and call and process call down consists of
one element as depicted in Fig. 4.5, expressing this delete-use conflict. Note

6Note that the certification of Local Confluence of the other rule pairs belonging to P can be done analo-
gously.

7Note that an implementation in AGG comparing the critical pairs arising from the computed critical
overlaps for (p1, p2) and (p2, p1) would be useful. For now, it needs to be done manually in order to obtain
the set of critical pairs for two rules p1 and p2.
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that the conflict reason is surrounded by a thick black dashed line. When em-
bedding the essential critical pair into some context, both elevators need to be
glued.

check for solution This part of the analysis is not supported in AGG. Therefore, we
check manually for a solution for the above computed critical pair
P1

process call down⇐= K
process stop and call

=⇒ P2. After having applied
process call down to graph K, containing two elevators on the elevator floor
with a stop and a call request, in P1 the elevators remain on the elevator floor
with a stop request. On the other hand, in P2, the elevators remain on the eleva-
tor floor with no request. At first, we can see that P1 and P2 are not isomorphic.
Moreover, we see that rule process stop down can be applied to P1 in order to
obtain P2. Since this solution does not delete anything that is preserved by the
critical pair and the rules contain no NACs, we can conclude that we have a
strict NAC confluent critical pair. This solution can be added to the strictNac-
SolutionList.

Figure 4.5: solution of essential critical pair for process call down and pro-
cess stop and call

certification The previous analysis enables us to add a Certificate Local Confluence to the
rules process call down and process stop and call belonging to the subset P of Ele-
vator consisting of process stop down, process call down, and process stop and call.
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It comes with the strictNacSolutionList for the unique essential critical pair computed
for process call down and process stop and call.

4.3.5 Termination

starting the road Rule-based models may possess non-terminating traces. This is because
specific sets of rules may lead to infinitely many rule applications if they are applied
as long as possible in a non-deterministic way. In order to be able to eliminate these
cases, the following property should be investigated:

4.3.19 Property (Termination). Given a set of rules P , then their non-deterministic
application as long as possible always terminates.

apply analysis In [29, 33], sufficient criteria are given for termination of a layered set
of rules. In layered rule application, the rules of one layer are applied as long as
possible before switching to the application of rules belonging to the next layer.
Since here, first, we do not consider layers, the sufficient criteria as given in [29]
should be checked for the case that there is only one layer. Moreover, in Corollary
2.9.40 a sufficient condition for non-termination of a graph grammar is given. This
condition is fulfilled if a rule p exists such that no rule causes any conflict with p,
and p is applicable to the start graph of the grammar. The negation of this condition
is a necessary condition for termination of a graph grammar. Since here we consider
termination of a set of rules, Property 4.3.19 for P can be refuted if a start graph
S exists such that the grammar consisting of P and S does not fulfill the necessary
condition.

check sufficient criteria For further explanations to this check we refer to the ex-
planations in Section 12.3 in [29].

check necessary condition In Corollary 2.9.40, a sufficient condition for
non-termination is given. Note that this corollary is only valid under the as-
sumption that the gluing condition is fulfilled for each rule in P (see As-
sumption 2.9.1). Therefore, as described also for Property 4.3.30, it should be
checked if this is the case for each p in P . Now, in order to check the negation
of the sufficient condition for non-termination in Corollary 2.9.40, we proceed
as follows: compute successively for each rule p in P the set of critical pairs of
the form P1

pi⇐ K
p⇒ P2, where pi is a rule in P such that K

pi⇒ P1 causes a
conflict with K

p⇒ P2. If this set is empty, then check if a graph exists to which
p can be applied. As soon as this is the case for some rule p, the necessary
condition is not fulfilled, and therefore, Property 4.3.19 can be refuted. We call
this rule p always applicable.

certification, refutation or vagueness It is possible to verify for a set of rules that trans-
formations using these rules always terminate. This is the case if the above-described
sufficient criteria hold.
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4.3.20 Certificate (Termination). If it is possible to verify Property 4.3.19 for a set
of rules P , then award P this certificate.

It is possible to refute that a set of rules is terminating if the above-described neces-
sary condition is not fulfilled.

4.3.21 Refutation (Termination). If it is possible to verify the negation of Property
4.3.19 for a set of rules P , then add this refutation to P . This refutation comes with
at least one always applicable rule p.

If it is neither possible to add Certificate 4.3.20, nor Refutation 4.3.21, then we can
only add vagueness about Property 4.3.19 to the rule set P .

4.3.22 Vagueness (Termination). If neither Certificate 4.3.20 nor Refutation 4.3.21
can be added to P , then add vagueness to P .

reviewing model In cases of refutation, it should be investigated if it is adequate to change
the always applicable rule p. At least one rule in P should cause a conflict with p.
Take also the possibility into consideration of changing one of the other rules in P
such that a conflict occurs. After such rule changes the sufficient criteria should be
tested for satisfaction again.

reviewing property In cases of refutation and in cases that changing the model is not an
option a review of Property 4.3.19 should be considered. Maybe it is possible to
show termination if the rules are divided into layers as presented for the general case
in [29]. Alternatively, it could be possible to add some other kind of control structure
to the rules in P .

4.3.23 Remark (rule-based models with constraints). Suppose that a set of constraints is
fulfilled in each potential state of the rule-based model, then it will be possible to enhance
the road to certification for termination. Also, for the case that not only a set of rules
P , but also a grammar is given, the corresponding termination analysis may be adapted.
Note that also for each graph generated by a graph grammar, it is possible to derive a
set of constraints holding for this graph. It is part of future work to describe the road to
certification for rule-based models with constraints in more detail.

4.3.24 Example (Termination). Road to Certificate Termination for Elevator:

starting the road Consider again the subset of rules P of Elevator that may process re-
quests if the elevator is in downward direction: process stop down,
process call down, and process stop and call. The processing of requests on the
elevator floor should terminate such that the elevator control is ready to serve new
requests or existing requests on other floors. We can certify the property Termination
for the rules in P as explained in the following procedure.
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apply analysis In AGG sufficient criteria leading to termination are implemented. For
further explanations for this check, we refer to the explanations in Section 12.3 in
[29]. Since each rule in P is deleting, it is clear that these criteria are fulfilled, and
we can conclude for termination of P .

certification The previous analysis enables us to add a Certificate Termination to the rules
in P: process call down, process stop and call, and process stop down.

4.3.6 Functional Behavior

starting the road Rule-based models may exhibit functional behavior. A set of rules ex-
hibits functional behavior if its rules can be applied non-deterministically as long
as possible, and thereby, always yield the same result. In many rule-based models,
such a functional behavior is a desired property at least for a subset of rules. Thus,
in order to find out if a set of rules features such a behavior, the following property
should be investigated:

4.3.25 Property (Functional Behavior). Given a set of rules P , then their non-
deterministic application as long as possible generates a unique result.

apply analysis By Lemma 6.25 in [29], a set of rules exhibits functional behavior if and
only if it is locally confluent and terminating. A set of rules P is locally confluent
if each pair of direct transformations on G via two rules in P is locally confluent.
Therefore, Property 4.3.25 holds for a set of rules P if and only if Property 4.3.13
holds for each pair of rules in P and Property 4.3.19 holds for P . Note that (as de-
scribed more generally in Section 4.2.3) Property 4.3.25 can be understood as a first-
order formula over the already known Properties 4.3.13 and 4.3.19. Consequently,
the further road to certification of this Property can be derived from the certification
procedure of these properties. The following two steps should be processed 8:

check local confluence Apply the analysis as described in Section 4.3.4 for each
pair of rules in P . If Property 4.3.13 can be certified for each pair of rules, then
P is locally confluent.

check termination Apply the analysis as described in Section 4.3.5 for P . Check if
Certificate Termination can be added to P .

certification, refutation or vagueness The analysis procedure above enables us to draw
the following conclusions. If each pair of rules in P can be awarded with Certifi-
cate 4.3.14 (Local Confluence) and P can be awarded with Certificate 4.3.20 (Ter-
mination), then Property 4.3.25 (Functional Behavior) is fulfilled. The analysis of
Property 4.3.13 (Local Confluence) leads to certification, refutation, or vagueness.

8Thereby, note that these steps are independent of each other and can be performed in parallel to obtain
the analysis result in a faster way
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Because of this reason, also for Property 4.3.25 (Functional Behavior) refutation be-
comes possible, and vagueness can arise. Moreover, the analysis of Property 4.3.19
(Termination) can lead to certification, refutation or vagueness. Therefore, we have
another potential reason for vagueness or refutation of Property 4.3.25 (Functional
Behavior). The following certificate, refutation or vagueness come with analogous
information for the success or failure of the analysis as the certificate, refutation, or
vagueness of Property 4.3.13 (resp. Property 4.3.19).

4.3.26 Certificate (Functional Behavior). If it is possible to verify Property 4.3.25
for a set of rules P , then award P this certificate. Thereby, the set of rules P holds
Certificate 4.3.20. Each pair of rules in P holds Certificate 4.3.14, and comes with a
strictNacSolutionList as introduced in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.27 Refutation (Functional Behavior). If it is possible to verify the negation of
Property 4.3.6 for a set of rules P , then add this refutation to P . This refutation
comes with two boolean variables localConfluence and termination9. The value of
localConfluence is true if each pair in P holds Certificate 4.3.14; otherwise its value
is false. The value of termination is true if P holds Certificate 4.3.20. In cases that
termination equals false, it comes with an always applicable rule p as introduced in
Section 4.3.5. In cases that localConfluence equals false it comes with at least one
nonResolvableCriticalPair as introduced in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.28 Vagueness (Functional Behavior). If neither Certificate 4.3.26 nor Refutation
4.3.27 can be added to a set of rules P , then add vagueness to P . Vagueness comes
with two boolean variables localConfluence and termination. The value of local-
Confluence is true if each pair in P holds Certificate 4.3.14; otherwise its value is
false. The value of termination is true if P holds Certificate 4.3.2010. If localCon-
fluence equals false, then each pair in P for which Vagueness 4.3.16 holds comes
with the noSolutionList, solutionList, strictSolutionList, and strictNacSolutionList as
introduced in Section 4.3.4.

reviewing model The reviewing of the model is analogous to the reviewing of the model
in Section 4.3.4 and Section 4.3.5. The following circumstances determine the suc-
cess of reviewing: in cases of refutation, P is non-terminating, and therefore, the
reviewing as introduced in Section 4.3.5 can be followed. In cases of vagueness,
and in cases that localConfluence equals false for each pair in P holding Vagueness
4.3.16, the reviewing as introduced in Section 4.3.4 can be followed.

reviewing property Analogous to Property 4.3.19 (resp. Property 4.3.13) in cases of refu-
tation, and in cases that reviewing the model is not an option, a review of Property
4.3.25 should be taken into consideration. Maybe, functional behavior is a property
that is too strong and, for example, merely termination (or local confluence) would
be a strong enough requirement.

9Note that at least one of these variables equals false.
10Note that both values can not be true at the same time.
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4.3.29 Example (Functional Behavior). Road to Certificate Functional Behavior for Ele-
vator:

starting the road We continue with analyzing the subset P of rules of Elevator that may
process requests if the elevator is in downward direction: process stop down, pro-
cess call down, and process stop and call. If these process rules are applied to an
elevator in downward direction as long as possible, then this should lead always to
the same terminal state. This means that the processing of requests in downward
direction shows a functional behavior. We can certify the property Functional Be-
havior for these rules as described in the following procedure.

apply analysis: check local confluence As explained in the example of Property 4.3.13
(Local Confluence), it is possible to add to each pair of rules belonging to P the
Certificate Local Confluence. Therefore, we know that P is locally confluent.

check termination As explained in the example of Property 4.3.19 (Termination) it
is possible to add to P the Certificate Termination.

certificate The previous analysis enables us to add a Certificate Functional Behavior to
the rules in P: process call down, process stop and call, and process stop down. It
comes with a strictNacSolutionList, which can be constructed as explained in Section
4.3.4.

4.3.7 Applicability

starting the road Given some rule sequence and a specific state of a rule-based model, it
can be useful to find out if this rule sequence will be applicable to this state, where
the analysis is done in a static way – meaning that the rule sequence is not actually
performed. Especially, if not only one initial state is given, but a collection of poten-
tial initial states, possibly defined by a set of properties fulfilled for this collection
of states. In this case, it may become quite tedious to actually run the rule sequence
on each of these potential initial states. This may become tedious also in cases that
not only one single rule sequence should be tested for applicability, but a potentially
infinite set of rule sequences (see Remark 4.3.34). Here, we consider first a single
rule sequence, and ask us if it is applicable to a certain graph. The answer to this
question depends on the satisfaction or non-satisfaction of the following property:

4.3.30 Property (Applicability). Given a rule sequence p0, p1, . . . , pn and some start
graph G0, then this rule sequence is applicable to G0.

apply analysis In Section 2.9.2, different variants of sufficient criteria for the applicability
of a rule sequence to a graph are introduced. Moreover, in Section 2.9.3, a sufficient
condition for non-applicability of a rule sequence to a graph is introduced. In con-
sequence, its negation is a necessary condition for applicability. Finally, in Section
2.9.1, different types of reductions of rule sequences are presented, preserving the
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applicability or non-applicability of a rule sequence. Note that the sufficient criteria
for applicability hold under the assumption that the rules belonging to the rule se-
quence under consideration always fulfill the gluing condition. Based on this theory,
we can design the following analysis procedure:

check gluing condition Check if Assumption 2.9.1 is satisfied for all rules in the
rule sequence p0, p1, . . . , pn. If not, then for the time being only vagueness can
be diagnosed, but a review of the model is strongly advised. The result of this
check is saved into the boolean variable gluingCondition, which is true (resp.
false) if Assumption 2.9.1 is satisfied (resp. not satisfied). Note that each set of
rules can be reviewed in such a way that they fulfill the gluing condition without
changing their behavioral semantics significantly. For more explanations, see
Assumption 2.9.1 and Example 2.9.2. More explanations for this reviewing can
be found in the reviewing step.

check applicability criteria Check if each applicability criterion, as introduced in
Definition 2.9.23, is fulfilled. If the enabling predecessor criterion is not ful-
filled, then check if one of the alternative enabling predecessor criteria is ful-
filled. They are presented in Definition 2.9.27, 2.9.31, and 2.9.35. If so, then
together with the satisfaction of the gluing condition this leads to the fact that
Property 4.3.30 is fulfilled, and can be certified. In cases of satisfaction, save
the partial result of this check into the list, called enablingPredecessorList.
Each item in this list describes for each rule in the sequence (except for the
first one) the kind of enabling predecessor it possesses according to Definition
2.9.23, 2.9.27, 2.9.31, or 2.9.35, and as the case may be, which rule(s) are the
enabling ones. In cases of failure, save the partial result of this check into the
boolean variables noImpedingPredecessor and enablingPredecessor. The first
one is true (resp. false) if the corresponding criterion in Definition 2.9.23 is ful-
filled (resp. not fulfilled). In cases that noImpedingPredecessor is false, a pair
of rules is saved into a variable, called ruleWithImpedingPredecessor, such that
the first rule causes a conflict with the second one, and the first one is a pre-
decessor of the second one. The variable enablingPredecessor is true (resp.
false) if one of the enabling predecessor criteria is fulfilled (resp. any of them
is fulfilled). If it is false, it comes with a rule number, called ruleNo, expressing
that for pruleNo it was not possible to find an enabling predecessor.

check non-applicability criteria Check the non-applicability criteria as introduced
in Definition 2.9.42. If one of them is true, then the rule sequence is non-
applicable to graph G0 and, therefore, Property 4.3.30 can be refuted. There-
fore, the necessary condition for applicability expresses that both of the non-
applicability criteria (initialization error, and no enabling predecessor) should
be false. The result of this check is saved into the boolean variables initializa-
tionError, which is true (resp. false) if the initialization error criterion is true
(resp. false), and noEnablingPredecessor, which is true (resp. false) if the no
enabling predecessor criterion is true (resp. false). If noEnablingPredecessor
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is true, then the variable, called ruleNo, specifies an integer value such that
0 < ruleNo ≤ n, and pruleNo is a rule for which no enabling predecessor exists.

apply reductions If neither the applicability criteria nor non-applicability criteria
are fulfilled for the considered rule sequence, then the reductions as presented
in Section 2.9.1 can be applied. It is possible that after applying one or more
of these reductions, the applicability criteria (resp. non-applicability criteria)
for the reduced rule sequence are fulfilled. If this is the case, then applicability
(resp. non-applicability) of the original rule sequence holds.

certification or refutation The above analysis procedure leads to certification if the steps
check gluing condition and check applicability criteria are accomplished success-
fully for the original or reduced rule sequence. It leads to refutation if the necessary
condition is not fulfilled. This means that one of the non-applicability criteria is true.
In all other cases, only vagueness can be determined.

4.3.31 Certificate (Applicability). If it is possible to verify Property 4.3.30 for a
rule sequence s : p0, p1, . . . , pn and a graph G0, then award s and G0 this certificate.
This certificate comes with a list, called enablingPredecessorList for s or a reduced
sequence sred of s as introduced in the analysis procedure above.

4.3.32 Refutation (Applicability). If it is possible to verify the negation of Property
4.3.30 for a rule sequence s : p0, p1, . . . , pn and a graph G0, then add this refutation
to s and G0. This refutation comes with the boolean variables intializationError
and noEnablingPredecessor11 for s or a reduced sequence sred of s as introduced in
the above analysis procedure. If noEnablingPredecessor is true, then, moreover, it
comes with ruleNo as introduced in the above analysis procedure.

4.3.33 Vagueness (Applicability). If neither Certificate 4.3.31 nor Refutation 4.3.32
can be added to a rule sequence p0, p1, . . . , pn and a graph G0, then add vague-
ness to them. Vagueness comes with the tree boolean variables gluingCondition,
noImpedingPredecessor,and enablingPredecessor12 as introduced in the analysis pro-
cedure above. If noImpedingPredecessor (resp. enablingPredecessor) equals false,
then, moreover, it comes with ruleWithImpedingPredecessor (resp. ruleNo).

reviewing model • There can be two different reasons for refutation according to the
non-applicability criteria (as presented in Def. 2.9.42). In cases that initializa-
tionError equals true, it should be investigated if either this rule p0 or also G0

can be changed such that p0 becomes applicable. If ruleNo equals j, then this
indicates that some rule pj with 0 < j ≤ n in the rule sequence p0, p1, . . . , pn is
not applicable toG0 and is not causally dependent on some predecessor. There-
fore, it should be investigated if either G0 or pj can be changed such that this
rule becomes applicable, or some predecessor(s) rule of pj can be changed such
that pj can be triggered by some predecessor(s).

11Note that either initializationError or noEnablingPredecessor should be true
12Note that at least one of these values equals false
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• In cases of vagueness, the model can be reviewed as follows: if gluingCondi-
tion equals false, then it is possible for each rule-based model to review it such
that it becomes true. If non-injective matching is allowed for the rules in rule
sequence p0, p1, . . . , pn, then construct for each of the rules that can be applied
in a non-injective way a set of equivalent rules as explained in [46]. The origi-
nal rule is then applicable if and only if one of the equivalent rules is applicable
with injective matching with the same result, and vice versa. This construc-
tion is illustrated in Example 2.9.2. In that way, rule sequence p0, p1, . . . , pn
can be changed into a rule sequence with rules that are matched in an injective
way such that the identification condition is always fulfilled. If some rule p in
p0, p1, . . . , pn is deleting on nodes that may possess adjacent edges, then this
rule can be reviewed as follows: insert for each node type that is deleted a con-
tainer node in the type graph. Add this container node to the rule p such that
it is not deleted by p. If rule p is not typed, then just add one container node
that is not deleted to p. Add an edge to the left-hand side of p from the node
to be deleted to the container node. Now instead of deleting the node, the edge
to the container node is deleted. Thus, the deletion of nodes is simulated by
decoupling the node from the container node. In that way, each rule becomes
non-deleting on nodes. If noImpedingPredecessor equals false, then investigate
if rule pwith its potentially impeding predecessor p′ as given in ruleWithImped-
ingPredecessor can be reviewed such that p′ does not cause any conflict with
p any more. If enablingPredecessor is false, then investigate if pruleNo or one
of its predecessor can be changed such that one of the enabling predecessor
criteria is fulfilled.

After reviewing the model, one should rerun the analysis in order to find out if Ap-
plicability can be certified for the reviewed model.

reviewing property In cases of refutation, and in cases that it is not adequate to change the
rules or start graph such that the necessary condition is fulfilled, a review of Property
4.3.30 should be taken into consideration. For example, maybe it was overlooked
that one of the rules (for example, pruleNo) in the sequence is not (or even should not
be) triggered. In this case one should classify this sequence as one that should fulfill
non-applicability.

4.3.34 Remark (set of rule sequences). Note that this property can be formulated not only
for one rule sequence, but a (possibly infinite) set of rule sequences. Then, the reductions
introduced in Section 2.9.1 play an even more important role. In the conclusion to this the-
sis, it is described briefly as outlook how rule-based models can be extended to rule-based
models with some specific kind of control. This control can be of two types: it determines
the order in which certain rules should be applied, or it determines completely or partially
where to match a specific rule. As soon as the first kind of control is specified, sets of rule
sequences can be generated expressing all the possible orders in which rules can be applied.
Therefore, sets of rule sequences arise that can then be analyzed for applicability. Note that
these sets can become infinitely large because of loops in the control structure, and, there-
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fore, the reduction techniques as presented in Section 2.9.1 can be used to possibly reduce
these infinite sets to finite ones.

4.3.35 Example (Applicability). Road to Certificate Applicability for Elevator:

starting the road In our running example Elevator, we consider a four-storey building in
which the elevator is operating. Therefore, we expect that a rule sequence consisting
of four call requests and four stop requests in any order is applicable to the initial state
G0 of Elevator, as depicted in Fig. 2.2. This state represents a four-storey building
with the elevator car on the ground floor in upward mode without any request. Thus
we consider a rule sequence s : call request4, stop request4, and certify property
Applicability for this rule sequence and start graph G0 as follows13.

apply analysis: check gluing condition The rules call request and stop request fulfill the
gluing condition for each potential match since they do not delete any node and
we can assume injective matching. AGG supports in the following way the
checking for a specific set of rules if the gluing condition is always fulfilled.
It is possible in AGG to restrict to injective matching by choosing this option
in the general option menu. Moreover, during the applicability check for a
rule sequence it tests for a restricted node deletion criterion. This means that
node-deletion is only allowed if nodes are deleted together with the maximal
multiplicity adjacent edges. This ensures that when deleting the corresponding
node, no edges are dangling.

check applicability criteria AGG supports the automatic checking of the appli-
cability criteria (initialization, no impeding predecessor, and enabling prede-
cessor) for a given rule sequence and graph. The initialization criterion for
our example rule sequence s : call request4, stop request4 is fulfilled since
call request is applicable to the initial state G0 of Elevator, as depicted in Fig.
2.2. The no impeding predecessor criterion is not fulfilled since
call request causes a conflict with itself 14. This is because only one call re-
quest can be registered for the same floor. Therefore, we stop checking the ap-
plicability criteria and check if the non-applicability criteria are fulfilled. In the
upper table of Fig. 4.6, it is shown that the applicability analysis for sequence
s to G0 delivers only vagueness, corresponding to the color orange of sequence
1. In the middle table of Fig. 4.6, the more detailed result of the applicability
analysis for sequence s to G0 is shown. Each row (resp. column) corresponds
with a rule (resp. criterion)15. A table entry colored green (resp. orange) ex-
presses that the corresponding applicability criterion for the corresponding rule

13Note that by means of the shift-equivalent reduction (see Theorem 2.9.11) it is possible to certify Appli-
cability in an analogous way for all rule sequences in which the four call requests (resp. stop requests) occur
in any other order

14See Remark 2.9.24 for more explanations on improving the no impeding predecessor criterion such that
not each potential conflict necessarily leads to the failure of this criterion.

15Note that AGG checks for each rule if it is non-deleting on nodes such that, when injective matching is
assumed, the corresponding rule always fulfills the gluing condition.
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is fulfilled (resp. not fulfilled). Moreover, in the impeding predecessor column,
it is shown which rule may be an impeding one. In this case, call request (resp.
stop request) may be impeding itself. Note also that only one of the criteria
4a-4d needs to be fulfilled for applicability. See [74] for more information to
the implementation of this check in AGG.

check non-applicability criteria Since each rule in s : call request4, stop request4

is applicable to G0, neither the initialization error criterion nor the no enabling
predecessor criterion are fulfilled. The lower table of Fig. 4.6 shows the de-
tailed result in AGG of the non-applicability analysis. Each entry has the color
orange, meaning in this case that none of the non-applicability criteria is ful-
filled. If one of the entries was red, then one of the criteria would be fulfilled,
and the sequence would be non-applicable.

apply reductions During checking the applicability criteria, we notice that the no
impeding predecessor criterion is not fulfilled. Therefore, we try to apply the
summary reduction (see Theorem 2.9.9) such that for the reduced sequence sred

this criterion is fulfilled. Note that applying these reductions is not supported
yet in AGG. We can summarize the first four call requests into a concurrent
rule call request four, generating a call request for four floors that do not hold
any call request. Analogously, we can summarize stop request4 into a con-
current rule stop request four, generating a stop request for four floors that do
not hold any stop request. Now, we check if this reduced rule sequence sred :
call request four, stop request four is applicable to G0.

check gluing condition The gluing condition of call request four and
stop request four is fulfilled for each potential match since these rules do not
delete any node and we can assume injective matching.

check applicability criteria The applicability criteria for the reduced rule sequence
sred : call request four, stop request four are fulfilled. This is because
call request four is applicable to G0 leading to the satisfaction of the initial-
ization criterion. Moreover, rule stop request four is also applicable to G0

leading to the satisfaction of the enabling predecessor criterion (not needed).
The enablingPredecessorList for sred contains just one entry of the type not
needed.

certification The previous analysis enables us to add a Certificate Applicablity to the rule
sequence s : call request4, stop request4 and G0 of Elevator as depicted in Fig.
2.2. It comes with the enablingPredecessorList for the reduced rule sequence sred :
call request four, stop request four as described above.
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Figure 4.6: applicability analysis result for s in AGG
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4.3.8 Non-Applicability

starting the road Sometimes one would like to investigate if for some (part of a) rule-
based model the negation of a property, for which the road to certification is specified
already, holds. Here, we present such a case. For safety reasons, it may be useful to
know about certain rule sequences that they are not applicable to a specific state. To
this end, one checks if a specific rule sequence cannot become applicable to a certain
graph G0, expressing this state, under any circumstance. This situation is expressed
by the following property, which is a negation of Property 4.3.30. Therefore, the road
to certification can be derived from the one specified for Property 4.3.30, as described
in Section 4.3.7, as mentioned already in the more general context of certification
bootstrapping in Section 4.2.3,

4.3.36 Property (Non-Applicability). Given a rule sequence p0, p1, . . . , pn and some
start graph G0, then this rule sequence is not applicable to G0.

apply analysis The same analysis procedure as for Property 4.3.30 can be applied. How-
ever, note that it is sensible to switch the order of the corresponding analysis steps
check gluing condition, check applicability criteria, check non-applicability criteria
into check non-applicability criteria, check gluing condition, check applicability cri-
teria. This is because it is expected that the non-applicability criteria are fulfilled
leading, possibly, to a faster certification. The analysis result that led to refutation
(resp. certification) of Property 4.3.30 leads now to certification (resp. refutation). If
vagueness was obtained in the above analysis procedure, then only vagueness can be
diagnosed here as well.

certification, refutation or vagueness The analysis procedure described for
Property 4.3.30 leads for Property 4.3.36 to certification if one of the non-applicability
criteria is true for the original sequence or a reduced sequence. It leads to refutation
if the steps check gluing condition and check applicability criteria are accomplished
successfully for the original rule sequence or a reduced sequence. In all other cases,
only vagueness can be determined.

4.3.37 Certificate (Non-Applicability). If it is possible to verify Property 4.3.36 for
a rule sequence s : p0, p1, . . . , pn and a graphG0, then award s andG0 this certificate.
This certificate comes with the boolean variables intializationError and noEnabling-
Predecessor16 for s or a reduced sequence sred of s as introduced in the analysis
procedure for Property 4.3.30. In the case that noEnablingPredecessor equals true,
then it comes with ruleNo as introduced in the analysis procedure for Property 4.3.30.

4.3.38 Refutation (Non-Applicability). If it is possible to verify the negation of
Property 4.3.36 for a rule sequence s : p0, p1, . . . , pn and a graph G0, then add this
refutation to s and G0. This refutation comes with a list, called enablingPredeces-
sorList, for s or a reduced sequence sred of s as introduced in the analysis procedure
for Property 4.3.30.

16Note that either initializationError or noEnablingPredecessor should be true
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4.3.39 Vagueness (Non-Applicability). If neither Certificate 4.3.36 nor Refutation
4.3.36 can be added to a rule sequence s : p0, p1, . . . , pn and a graph G0, then
add vagueness to them. Vagueness comes with the boolean variables gluingCondi-
tion,noImpedingPredecessor, and enablingPredecessor17 as introduced in the analy-
sis procedure above. If noImpedingPredecessor (resp. enablingPredecessor) equals
false, then moreover, it comes with ruleWithImpedingPredecessor (resp. ruleNo).

reviewing model In cases of refutation, we need to review the model such that the rule
sequence becomes non-applicable to G0. Therefore, we can try to change the rules
or G0 such that the first rule is not applicable anymore. Alternatively, we can change
them such that one of the rules in the rule sequence is neither applicable on G0 nor
triggered by some predecessor rule. Thereby, the enablingPredecessorList can be
helpful. In cases of vagueness, the following reviewing could be taken into account.
If gluingCondition equals false, then review the model as described for Property
4.3.30 such that it becomes true. If enablingPredecessor equals false, then one could
try and change the rules in p0, p1, . . . , pn such that pruleNo is neither applicable to G0

nor triggered in any means by a predecessor rule. After reviewing the model, the
analysis should be rerun in order to find out if it can be certified now.

reviewing property In cases of refutation, it might be the case that after analyzing the rule
sequence, it becomes clear that the sequence should indeed be applicable instead of
non-applicable to G0.

4.3.40 Example (Non-Applicability). Road to Certificate Non-Applicability for Elevator:

starting the road Consider an elevator in upward mode, which is switched into downward
mode because no higher requests are available anymore, and a lower request is regis-
tered. It is important that the elevator control does not get into an endless loop chang-
ing the direction mode again into upward mode, and then in downward mode, . . . .
Therefore, we check that rule sequence set direction down,set direction up repeated
arbitrarily many times is not applicable to the graph G0 as depicted in Fig. 4.7. We
can certify the property Non-Applicability for the rule sequence
s : set direction down, set direction up repeated three times and graph G0 as fol-
lows18.

apply analysis: check non-applicability criteria AGG supports the automatic checking
of the non-applicability criteria (initialization error, and no enabling prede-
cessor) for a given rule sequence and graph. The initialization error criterion
for our example rule sequence s is not fulfilled since set direction down is ap-
plicable to the start graph G0, as shown in Fig. 4.7. On the contrary, the no
enabling predecessor criterion is fulfilled for the second rule in the sequence:
set direction up. This is because set direction up is neither applicable to G0

nor triggered by set direction down.
17Note that at least one of these values equals false
18Note that analogously, it is possible to certify each rule sequence with set direction down,

set direction up repeated arbitrarily many times
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Figure 4.7: start graph G0 – elevator in upward mode with lower request

certification The previous analysis enables us to add a Certificate Non-Applicability to
the rule sequence s : set direction down, set direction up repeated three times and
the start graph G0 as depicted in Fig. 4.7. It comes with the boolean variables
initializationError equal to false, noEnablingPredecessor equal to true, and ruleNo
equal to 2. This means, in particular, that the second rule, being set direction up,
is not triggered making the whole sequence non-applicable. In fact, all subsequent
rules in the sequence will also fulfill the no enabling predecessor criterion.

4.3.9 Constraint Preserved

starting the road In order to ensure safety in a rule-based model, the preservation of spe-
cific properties by certain rules is essential. The following property specifies that this
is the case:

4.3.41 Property (Constraint Preserved). Given a rule p and a constraint C, then p
preserves the satisfaction of constraint C. This means that for each rule application
G

p⇒ H via p it holds that H satisfies C if G satisfies C.

Note that C is a graph constraint as given in Definition 2.2.13. The certification of
this property can be generalized to nested constraints as presented in [46], but this is
not within the scope of this thesis.

apply analysis Consider a rule application G
p⇒ H via p such that G satisfies C. Property

4.3.41 expresses that in this case also H must satisfy C.

L

m

��

K //

��
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m′

��
G D //oo H

In [29], it is presented how to translate a constraint C into an equivalent right ap-
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plication condition ACC,after
p,R for rule p.19 Moreover, in [29], it is shown how to

translate ACC,after
p,R into an equivalent left application condition ACC,after

p,L for rule p.
Summarizing, ACC,after

p,L is fulfilled by match m : L → G if and only if graph H
satisfies C. Note that we can translate C also into an equivalent left application con-
dition ACC,before

p,L such that m : L → G fulfills ACC,before
p,L if and only if G satisfies

C. Based on this knowledge, we can perform the analysis of Property 4.3.41 into
two steps:

compute left application conditions Compute for p and the constraint C the left
application conditions ACC,after

p,L and ACC,before
p,L as described in [29],

and sketched above.

check implication Check for p if for each valid direct transformation via p the al-
ready existing NACp together with ACC,before

p,L imply ACC,after
p,L . This means

that if NACp and ACC,before
p,L are satisfied for some match m satisfying the glu-

ing condition for p, then m satisfies also ACC,after
p,L . It is part of future work to

come up with a general procedure to verify the implication of application condi-
tions. For the special case of negative application conditions, the following sim-
ple implication rule holds: NAC(n1) : L → N1 implies NAC(n2) : L → N2

if there exists an injective graph morphism i : N1 → N2 such that i◦n1 = n2. It
expresses that if N1 cannot be found in an instance graph G via match m, then
neither can the bigger N2 be found. Note that in [90], how to check that one
constraint implicates another one is described more in detail. Since application
conditions can be seen as a special kind of nested constraint over the empty
graph, it should be possible to relate both problems.

Note that the difference between this approach and constraint preservation as pre-
sented in [50, 29, 46] is that rules are not changed by adding application conditions.
Only if it is not possible to verify the above presented implication of application con-
ditions, then rules may be changed during reviewing. Moreover, note that in [46], it
is shown that the implication and tautology problem for nested graph conditions is
undecidable. In [93], it is described how theorem proving can be used to approach
this problem. In [92], it is shown that for a suitable subclass of nested graph condi-
tions these problems are decidable.

certification, refutation or vagueness By the above analysis procedure, it is possible to
certify Property 4.3.41 if it can be verified that the implication from NACp and
ACC,before

p,L to ACC,after
p,L holds. It may be possible, on the other hand, to refute Prop-

erty 4.3.41. In cases of failure of the above-described techniques, only vagueness
can be determined.

19Note that our notion of constraints (see Def. 2.2.13) is more general than the notion of application
conditions arising from these constraints after the translation. In this thesis, we consider only NACs, but in
general also positive application conditions arise. They express that in addition to the LHS (or RHS) some
extra graph part should be present that is not changed by the rule application.
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4.3.42 Certificate (Constraint Preserved). If it is possible to verify Property 4.3.41
for p and some constraint C, then award p and C this certificate. This certificate
comes with ACC,before

p,L and ACC,after
p,L for p as introduced in the analysis procedure

above.

4.3.43 Refutation (Constraint Preserved). If it is possible to verify the negation of
Property 4.3.41 for a rule p and constraintC, then add this refutation to p andC. This
refutation comes with ACC,before

p,L and ACC,after
p,L for p as introduced in the analysis

procedure above.

4.3.44 Vagueness (Constraint Preserved). If neither Certificate 4.3.42, nor Refuta-
tion 4.3.43 can be added to the rule p and constraint C, then add vagueness to them.
Vagueness comes with ACC,before

p,L and ACC,after
p,L for p as introduced in the analysis

procedure above.

reviewing model In cases of vagueness, the implication check for p was not successful.
Check in this case if ACC,after

p,L for p can just be added to p permanently. If so,
then the implication check is trivially successful and, therefore, the model review
concerning Property 4.3.41 as well.

reviewing property In cases of vagueness, and in cases that it is impossible to review
the model as described above, one could take into consideration weakening the con-
straint C such that the implication check becomes successful. In case of refutation, it
might be the case that it becomes clear that p should indeed not preserve C. Maybe
a weaker constraint C can be taken into consideration.

4.3.45 Remark (rule-based model with constraints). Note that it might be the case that
some constraints are available that hold in the rule-based model (at any time or at least)
before applying rule p. These constraints could be used in order to make the precondition
of the above-described implication stronger. Note that also for each graph generated by a
graph grammar, it is possible to derive a set of constraints holding for this graph. It is part
of future work to describe this topic in more detail.

4.3.46 Example (Constraint Preserved). Road to Certificate Constraint Preserved for
Elevator:

starting the road Each request should be connected to one specific floor, and not several.
This safety constraint should be preserved by the rules modeling the elevator con-
trol. Note that this negative constraint NC(floors no same req) is depicted on the
upper right in Fig. 4.8. We can certify the property Constraint Preserved for this
constraint and each of the rules in GTSElevator as introduced in Example 2.3.16. We
explain it here exemplarily for the rule stop request (see Fig. 2.4) as follows:

apply analysis: compute left application conditions Computing at first the application
condition ACC,before

p,L , corresponding to the construction in [29], we notice that
it consists of two negative application conditions. Note that this computation is
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not supported yet by AGG. Basically, all injective overlaps of
floors no same req with the left-hand side of stop request are computed and
interpreted as a NAC. The first NAC expresses that no two other floors point-
ing to the same request may exist. The second one expresses that the floor for
which the request should be produced is not already pointing to some request to
which another floor is pointing as well (see also Fig. 4.8). Computing then also
ACC,after

p,L , corresponding to the construction in [29], we notice that it consists
of exactly the same set of two negative application conditions. This compu-
tation is partly supported by AGG , since it can compute the equivalent right
application condition for a rule and a given constraint. The translation of this
constraint to the left-hand side of the rule is not supported yet. Basically, all in-
jective overlaps of floors no same req with the right-hand side of stop request
are constructed and interpreted as NACs obtaining ACC,after

p,R . Afterwards, if it
is possible, the inverse rule of stop request is applied to each of these NACs,
obtaining ACC,after

p,L .

check implication We conclude that ACC,before
p,L implicates ACC,after

p,L since they are
equal. An implication check of application conditions is not supported yet in
AGG either.

Figure 4.8: ACbefore equals ACafter for stop request and NC(floors no same req)

certification The previous analysis enables us to add a Certificate Constraint Preserved to
the rule stop request and negative constraint NC(floors no same req). It comes
with the application conditions ACC,before

p,L and ACC,after
p,L , both consisting of the

same two negative application conditions as depicted in Fig. 2.4.
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4.3.10 Constraint Guaranteed

starting the road The following question arises when applying a specific set of rules in
a rule-based model non-deterministically and as long as possible: If the application
terminates, does the terminal state fulfill certain properties? In order to answer this
question, one can investigate if a certain constraint C holds after having applied a
specific set of rules P as long as possible and non-deterministically by analyzing the
following property:

4.3.47 Property (Constraint Guaranteed). Given a set of rulesP and some constraint
C, then C is satisfied by any graph G to which no rule in P is applicable.

Note that C is a graph constraint as given in Definition 2.2.13. The certification of
this property can be generalized to nested graph constraints as presented in [46], but
this is not within the scope of this thesis.

apply analysis In Section 2.9 (see Corollary 2.9.5), a constraint is presented that is satis-
fied by a graph G if and only if rule p is not applicable to G. Note that Corollary
2.9.5 holds only under the condition that the gluing condition is fulfilled for each
rule and potential match. Therefore, we can outline the analysis of Property 4.3.47
by the following two steps:

check gluing condition Check if Assumption 2.9.1 is satisfied for all rules in P . If
not, then for the time being only vagueness can be diagnosed, but a review of
the model is strongly advised in this case. The result of this check is saved into
the boolean variable gluingCondition, which is true (resp. false) if Assumption
2.9.1 is satisfied (resp. not satisfied). Each set of rules can be reviewed in such
a way that they fulfill the gluing condition. This is obtained by simulating node
deletion by means of deleting special edges to a container for this node. More
explanations can be found in the reviewing step of the road to certification for
Property 4.3.30.

compute non-applicability constraints Compute the constraint, called
CapplNot(P), consisting of the conjunction of CapplNot(p) for each rule p in P .
CapplNot(p) is introduced in Corollary 2.9.5, and expresses the non-applicability
of rule p. Note that CapplNot(p) can be computed according to Corollary 2.9.5
only for rules without NACs or rules with a single NAC. It is part of future work
to generalize this corollary to rules with more NACs, or even nested application
conditions as presented in [46].

check implication Check that CapplNot(P) implies the given constraint C. This
means that each graph G satisfying CapplNot(P), then also satisfies C. Thus,
we need to check that ¬CapplNot(P) ∨ C holds for each graph G. If this is suc-
cessful, then Property 4.3.30 holds. In [90], how to check that one constraint
implicates another one is described more in detail.
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Note that there is a difference between this approach and constraint guarantee as
presented in [29, 46]. In these approaches, specific application conditions are added
to a rule such that a constraint is guaranteed after rule application. On the other
hand, in this approach, rules are not changed by adding application conditions. Only
if the above introduced implication is not verifiable, then rules may be changed by
adding specific application conditions during reviewing. Another difference is that,
in this thesis, it is investigated if a constraint is guaranteed after applying as long
as possible a set of rule applications, instead of requiring constraint guarantee after
one rule application. Note that [91] shows a refutation procedure for a more general
class of graph conditions with attributes. Moreover, in [46], it is shown that the
implication and tautology problem for nested graph conditions is undecidable. In
[93], it is described how theorem proving can be used to approach this problem. In
[92], it is shown that for a suitable subclass of nested graph conditions these problems
are decidable.

certification, refutation or vagueness By the above analysis procedure, it is possible to
certify Property 4.3.47 if it can be verified that the implication between CapplNot(P)
and C holds. On the other hand, it may be possible to refute Property 4.3.47. In
cases of failure of the above techniques, only vagueness can be determined.

4.3.48 Certificate (Constraint Guaranteed). If it is possible to verify Property 4.3.47
for a set of rules P and some constraint C , then award P and C this certificate. This
certificate comes with CapplNot(P) as introduced in the analysis procedure above.

4.3.49 Refutation (Constraint Guaranteed). If it is possible to verify the negation of
Property 4.3.47 for a set of rulesP and constraintC, then add this refutation toP and
C. This refutation comes with CapplNot(P) as introduced in the analysis procedure
above.

4.3.50 Vagueness (Constraint Guaranteed). If neither Certificate 4.3.48 nor Refuta-
tion 4.3.49 can be added to P and some constraint C, then add vagueness to P and
C. Vagueness comes with the boolean variable gluingCondition and CapplNot(P) as
introduced in the analysis procedure above.

reviewing model If gluingCondition equals false, then it is strongly advised to review
the rules as explained also for Property 4.3.30. If there is no implication between
CapplNot(P) and C, then one could try to review the model such that CapplNot(P)
becomes stronger. One might review some of the rules in P by adding (or scaling
down) some NAC or enlarging their left-hand side. In this way the probability that the
rule is not applicable becomes higher and, therefore, CapplNot(P) becomes stronger.

reviewing property In cases of refutation or vagueness without the possibility of review-
ing the model, proceed as follows: check if it is possible to weaken constraint C
such that it is implicated by CapplNot(P) (resp. CapplNot(P) and Cpres(P)). Often, a
slightly weaker version of C is still expressive enough to meet the requirements, and
therefore, in this case a property review can be appropriate.
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4.3.51 Remark (rule-based model with constraints). Note that for the set of rules in P a
constraint, called Cpres(P), might be available that is fulfilled in each potential state (or at
least each terminal state) of the rule-based model. It could be an imposed constraint, but
also the following case can occur. Suppose that the as-long-as-possible rule application of
rules in P starts with a graph G0 satisfying Cpres(P) such that each rule in P preserves
Cpres(P). Then, we know that also the resulting graph G still satisfies Cpres(P). In such
a case, the above-described implication obtains a stronger precondition since also the sat-
isfaction of Cpres(P) can be taken into consideration. The implication check then consists
of showing that the conjunction of CapplNot(P) and Cpres(P) implies the given constraint
C.

4.3.52 Example (Constraint Guaranteed). Road to Certificate Constraint Guaranteed for
Elevator:

starting the road Suppose that the elevator control is in downward direction and it can no
longer apply any process rule in downward direction. This means that no rule belong-
ing to P , consisting of process stop down, process call down, and
process stop and call is applicable anymore. Then, all requests on the elevator floor
should have been processed. We can formulate a constraint
NC(req on el floor down), expressing that no requests are left on the elevator
floor to be processed for an elevator in downward direction. We can certify the
property Constraint Guaranteed for this constraint and set of rules P as follows.

apply analysis: check gluing condition The rules process stop down,
process call down, and process stop and call fulfill the gluing condition for
each potential match, since they delete only request nodes together with the
call or stop loop attached to it, and we can assume injective matching. AGG
supports in the following way the checking for a specific set of rules if the glu-
ing condition is always fulfilled. It is possible in AGG to restrict to injective
matching by choosing this option in the general option menu. It is not possible
yet to check, in general, if a rule will always fulfill the dangling edge condition.
More explanations to the satisfaction of the gluing condition for Elevator can
be found in Example 2.9.2.

compute non-applicability constraints The rules process stop down,
process call down, and process stop and call do not hold NACs. We compute
the constraint, called CapplNot(P), consisting of the conjunction of CapplNot(p)
for each rule p in P . According to Corollary 2.9.5 we then obtain the conjunc-
tion of the following constraints: NC(stop on el floor down),
NC(call on el floor down), and NC(stop and call on el floor). See also
Fig. 4.9 in which these constraints are depicted in more detail. Note that none
of these computations is supported yet by AGG.

check implication Now we sketch that this conjunction of constraints implicates
NC(req on el floor down), expressing that no request at all is left on the ele-
vator floor for an elevator in downward direction. In order to show this implica-
tion, we see that we still need another constraint
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Figure 4.9: Constraint NC(req on el floor down) guaranteed

Cpres(P) = PC(if req then call or stop) (see Remark 4.3.51), expressing
that each request holds either a stop loop or a call loop, meaning that each re-
quest is of type call or type stop. Note that this type of constraint does not
correspond to Def. 2.2.13 of constraints in this thesis, but this is a nested
constraint as described in [46]. By means of certificate Constraint Preserved
(see Section 4.3.9) it is possible to attest that this constraint always holds for
Elevator. Then, it is relatively straightforward to see that the conjunction of
NC(stop on el floor down), NC(call on el floor down), and
NC(stop and call on el floor) together with PC(if req then call or stop)
implicates indeed NC(req on el floor down). The reason for this is as fol-
lows. Suppose that a request on the elevator floor for an elevator in downward
direction exists. Then, this request is either a call request or a stop request,
but exactly these kinds of requests are not allowed. This is a contradiction
and, therefore, the implication holds. Note that this implication check is not
supported yet by AGG either.

certification The previous analysis enables us to add a Certificate Constraint Guaranteed
to the rules process stop down, process call down, and process stop and call and
negative constraint NC(req on el floor down) provided that
Cpres(P) = PC(if req then call or stop) holds in each terminal state G as well
(see Remark 4.3.51). It comes with the constraint
CapplNot(P) = PC(if req then call or stop), consisting of the conjunction of
NC(stop on el floor down), NC(call on el floor down), and
NC(stop and call on el floor).
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4.4 Application Areas

As pointed out in the introduction of this thesis, rules occurring in a rule-based model
can be characterized according to the type of modification they are describing. Roughly
speaking, we can distinguish three kinds of modifications: syntactical, operational, or
transformational. In the first case, rules define how to generate – and afterwards edit –
the syntactical structure of a system. Thereby, these rules are applied to graphs, modeling
some state of the system structure. In the second case, rules define the operational seman-
tics of a system. Thereby, these rules are applied to graphs, modeling some operational
state of the system. In the third case, rules define some model transformation. Thereby,
these rules are applied to graphs, modeling some state of the model transformation. Such
model transformations can have as an objective to structurally improve the model of the
system one is modeling. Moreover, model transformations may lead to refined models,
describing the system one is modeling in a more detailed way. Model transformations may
also lead to adapted models, describing the system one is modeling fulfilling some revised
requirements.

In this section, first we give a survey on different application areas of rule-based model-
ing. Afterwards, we outline which kind of properties, as considered in this thesis, may be
interesting to certify for the above-mentioned kinds of rule-based modifications.

4.4.1 Applying Rule-Based Modeling

In this thesis, as an application to rule-based modeling, we modeled the control of an
elevator system. We developed rules describing the generation of the elevator system, and
rules describing its operational semantics (see Example 2.3.16). For elaborated examples
of model transformation rules, we refer to, for example, [29], where a simple version
of UML statecharts [89] is transformed to Petri nets [103] using graph transformation.
Thereby, the syntax of the Statechart visual language was defined by a generating graph
grammar first. Roughly speaking, rule-based modeling using graph transformation can
be applied to the following application areas: visual modeling and specification, model
transformation, modeling concurrency and distribution, and software development – as
stated more generally in the introduction of [29]. Moreover, in Chapter 5 of this thesis,
we briefly refer to several other examples fitting into these application areas. Note that the
theory of graph transformation dates back to the 1970s, and a state-of-the-art report for
applications of rule-based modeling using graph transformation developed in the first 30
years is given in [30, 108].

We continue with an overview of several kinds of rule-based models using graph trans-
formation that have been elaborated for different application areas in previous work by
different teams including the author. In [99, 98], it is shown how to apply rule-based
modeling to model refactoring, where the rules, in particular, transform finite automata
into more well-arranged counterparts by eliminating unreachable states. Moreover, in the
following work, the operational semantics of different kinds of systems has been mod-
eled using graph transformation. In [13], for example, a conference scheduling system is
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being modeled and analyzed by means of tool support in AGG [115, 114, 1] and EMF
TIGER [39]. In [74, 75], it is illustrated how to apply applicability (resp. non-applicability)
analysis for verifying safety and liveness properties of a simple mutual exclusion algo-
rithm modeled by graph transformation. In [78, 77] (resp. [54, 76]), live sequence charts
(LSCs) [48] (resp. UML-activity diagrams [89]) are integrated with graph transformation,
leading to controlled rule-based modeling, as explained in more detail in the future-work
section in Chapter 5. These integrated models are used to describe and analyze, for ex-
ample, adaptable service-based applications [78, 77]. It is shown, in particular, how to
model a personal mobility manager [80] using graph transformation. On the other hand
in [54, 76], it is shown how requirements analysis can be performed for an online pizza
service, modeled using graph transformation. A more expressive kind of integrated models
is presented in [55, 56] by adding object flow to activity diagrams integrated with graph
transformation. This is illustrated, in particular, by the model-driven development of a
service-based web university calendar. In [102], an airport control system (AirCS) that
organizes the take-off and landing runways of an airport is modeled and analyzed using
reconfigurable place/transition systems. Note that in this example, it is not graphs that are
modified by rules, but place/transition nets. In particular, in [102], it is demonstrated that
the rule-based modification of place/transition systems with NACs fits into the framework
of adhesive HLR systems with NACs. Moreover, note that in many of the above-described
papers [13, 77, 54, 55], not only typed graphs, as used in Chapter 2, but typed attributed
graphs – as presented in [29] – are used for modeling. In Fact 3.2.16 of Chapter 3, it
is demonstrated that the category of typed attributed graphs is NAC-adhesive HLR, and
therefore the theory presented in this thesis applies to the rule-based modification of typed
attributed graphs as well.

4.4.2 Certifying Rule-Based Models

In Section 4.3, it is described in detail how to certify several properties for the rules, model-
ing the operational semantics of our running example, Elevator. Here, we describe which
kind of certifications, as presented in this thesis, may be interesting to investigate with
regard to rules, describing not only operational, but also syntactical, or transformational
kinds of modifications. Thereby, we illustrate the certification of properties with regard to
syntactical and operational kind of rules on our running example, Elevator. For the trans-
formational kind of rules, we refer to the following examples: in [29], a model transforma-
tion is presented of a simplified version of UML statecharts [89] into Petri nets [103] and in
[84, 85], object-oriented refactorings are modeled using graph transformation. Moreover,
note that in Chapter 5, we refer briefly to other applications for which analogous properties
– or also different ones as presented in this thesis – are verified.

For the syntactical kind of modifications, it may be interesting to certify the following
properties, as presented in Section 4.3, of the corresponding rules in the rule-based model.
By means of the property Conflicts as Expected, it can be investigated how generating or
editing steps, defined by specific rules, can conflict with each other. Moreover, the property
Causalities as Expected investigates how generating or editing steps is causally dependent
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on each other. By means of Applicability (resp. Non-Applicability) analysis it may be
investigated if a specific kind of generating (or editing) rule sequence can (resp. may not)
be performed. For many systems, it is important that during generation or editing, specific
system properties are preserved. Therefore, it may be interesting to investigate the property
Constraint Preserved for specific rules, describing this kind of syntactical modifications.
Moreover, it may be interesting to investigate if the property Constraint Guaranteed is
fulfilled after applying as long as possible in a non-deterministic way a set of generating
rules.

Consider, for example, the rules add floor, rule initial higher, and rule transitive higher
as presented in Example 2.3.16, generating the structure of our elevator system. We expect
that the application of rule add floor triggers the applicability of rule initial higher, and
this rule in turn triggers the rule transitive higher since by the addition of a floor the need
emerges to complete the transitive closure, expressing which floors are higher than other
floors (Causalities as Expected). Moreover, we expect that the rule add floor is in conflict
with itself since it may not be applied twice at the same place. This ensures that no branch-
ing structure of floors arises in the model building (Conflicts as Expected). We could also
investigate, for example, if the rule transitive higher truly computes the transitive closure
of higher than edges by certifying the corresponding property Constraint Guaranteed. For
each of the generating rules, it would be interesting to check that the multiplicity con-
straints as given in the type graph in Fig. 2.1 are preserved (Constraint Preserved). This
avoids checking these constraints for each rule application. Analogously, the preservation
of the negative constraints as presented in Fig. 2.3 could be certified. Finally, note that in
Example 2.9.19 applicability analysis is illustrated for rules extending the elevator system
by modeling the persons being present in the elevator building.

For the operational kind of modifications, it may be interesting to certify the property
Conflicts as Expected for specific rules, investigating how the operations that they define
are conflicting with each other. Moreover, also the property Causalities as Expected may be
interesting to investigate, expressing which system operations that they define are causally
depending on each other. Depending on the operational semantics of the system, one may
expect specific rule sets in the corresponding model to be locally confluent, terminating, or
deterministic. Therefore, it may be interesting to certify the properties Local Confluence,
Termination, or Functional Behavior. In order to ensure safety properties of the opera-
tional semantics of a system, it may be interesting to investigate that specific operations
always preserve some specific constraints. Therefore, the property Constraint Preserved
may be certified for the rules, defining these operations. Moreover, in a terminal state of
the operational semantics, it may be expected that some specific constraint is guaranteed.
Therefore, the property Constraint Guaranteed may be certified for the rules, defining this
semantics. Finally, for ensuring liveness and safety properties in the operational semantics
of the system one is modeling, it may be interesting to certify the properties Applicability,
resp. Non-Applicability for specific rule sequences.

In Section 4.3, it is described in detail how to certify each of these properties for rules,
modeling the operational semantics of our running example, Elevator (as introduced in
Example 2.3.16). One could consider certifying analogous properties of this kind as, for
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example, the following: if the elevator car is in a terminal state – after having applied
as long as possible each operating rule except for the request rules – then are there no
requests pending in the elevator building (Constraint Guaranteed)? Does each operational
rule preserve the multiplicity constraints as given in the type graph in Fig. 2.1 (Constraint
Preserved)? Analogously, do they preserve the negative constraints as presented in Fig.
2.3? Considering, all operational rules except for the request rules, do they terminate
or even show functional behavior? Note that it would be quite tedious to certify these
properties in this thesis with explanatory details, but the same principle can be followed as
for the corresponding smaller examples as presented in Section 4.3.

Finally, for the transformational kind of modifications, the following properties may be
interesting to certify. If the model transformation is defined by a set of rules without any
additional control structure, it may be interesting to investigate if their non-deterministic
as long as possible application leads to a functional behavior of the corresponding trans-
formation. Therefore, it may be interesting to certify property Functional Behavior for the
rules defining the transformation. Moreover, it may be expected that the model transforma-
tion must preserve (resp. guarantee in some resulting terminal state) a specific constraint.
Therefore, it might be interesting to investigate the property Constraint Preserved (resp.
Constraint Guaranteed) for the corresponding rules. Finally, if the model transformation
is, for example, performed by distributed teams, it might be interesting to certify proper-
ties like Conflicts as Expected and Causalities as Expected in order to find out how single
model transformation steps may exclude each other, resp. depend on each other.

In [84, 85], it is analyzed how expected conflicts and causalities of refactoring steps can
drive the application of refactorings possibly performed by different developers. Moreover,
by means of analyzing the property Constraint Preserved, it could be verified that refac-
toring steps preserve specific constraints needing to hold at any time in object-oriented
models. For the model transformation of UML statecharts [89] into Petri nets [103] as de-
scribed in [29], it is verified that it shows functional behavior, by showing local confluence
and termination for the corresponding rules. Note that in [29], the theoretical foundation
for showing local confluence of rules with NACs was not given yet, but is presented in this
thesis. Finally, the property Constraint Guaranteed could be investigated, for example,
with regard to verifying that after transforming some statechart, specific constraints in the
resulting Petri net are fulfilled.

Finally, note that it is part of future work to continually extend the catalog of certifiable
properties using graph transformation as presented in Section 4.3. For example, as men-
tioned in the introduction of Corollary 2.9.3 in Section 2.9, deadlock-freeness might be
another worthwhile property to certify.

4.5 Tool Support

Tool support relying on static analysis techniques for certain properties is present in only
few graph transformation tools (see, for example, [61, 2, 12]). Some other tools support
verification on the basis of model-checking techniques (see, for example, [24, 106]). In the
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following, we concentrate on the static analysis possibilities in AGG [115, 114, 1, 13]. It
supports the algebraic approach to graph transformation as presented in this thesis. AGG
is a tool environment consisting of a graph transformation engine, analysis tools and a
graphical user interface for convenient user interaction. For each certificate presented in
the following section, it is explained how AGG can support the automatic verification of
the property to be certified. Moreover, it is discussed how tool support can be enhanced or
extended in future. For example, AGG is able to perform a significant part of the analysis
procedure for many kinds of properties already, but does not yet support the explicit adding
of certificates, refutations or vagueness to a (part of the) rule-based model. Also, the pos-
sibility of reviewing the model or property under consideration with regard to consistent
model evolution (as explained at the end of Section 4.2.1) is still to be developed. More-
over, note that the interchange of models based on graph transformation is supported by
common exchange formats [113, 66]. Their use should enable the interchange of analyzed
models in AGG with other rule-based tools that may not feature analysis modules or that
feature other kinds of analysis modules. As remarked in [66], it is, moreover, important to
support as much as possible the translation of different graph transformation approaches
(for example, described in [17, 52]) into each other, allowing for exchange also between
tools using different approaches. Summarizing, the further development of tool support in
this regard is indispensable for certification based on static analysis.

Tool Support for Selection of Properties in AGG We give a brief overview of the
extent to which AGG is able to support the road to certification by automatic analysis of
the selection of properties as introduced in Section 4.2.2, and dealt with in more detail in
Section 4.3.

Conflicts As Expected In AGG it is possible to compute the set of potential conflicts
occurring between two rules in a minimal context represented by the so-called critical
pairs. The comparison of these conflicts with the expected ones is not supported yet.

Causalities As Expected In AGG it is possible to compute the set of potential causalities
occurring between two rules in a minimal context represented by the so-called crit-
ical sequences. The comparison of these causalities with the expected ones is not
supported yet.

Parallelism In order to find out if rules can be applied in parallel under any circumstance,
it is sufficient to check that they are causally independent of each other. As men-
tioned already for the previous property, AGG can compute the set of critical se-
quences for these rules, and check if it is empty. Therefore, AGG is able to support
the automatic verification of this property.

Local Confluence A set of rules is locally confluent if all conflicts in a minimal context
via these rules can be resolved in a specific way. AGG can support this check by
computing the set of all critical pairs. Currently, AGG does not support the check if
each critical pair can be resolved in a suitable way.
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Termination AGG has implemented the checking of sufficient criteria leading to termi-
nation of a set of rules. Moreover, AGG is also able to compute for each rule if it is
conflicting with other rules. Since rules that are not conflicting with any other rule
may lead to non-termination, AGG also supports the potential refutation of termina-
tion.

Functional Behavior Functional behavior of a set of rules is given if this set is confluent.
Confluence means that given two (not necessarily direct) transformations of the same
state, it is possible to reach the same state again. A set of rules is confluent if and
only if local confluence holds for each pair belonging to this set and, moreover,
termination holds. We have already described to which extent AGG delivers tool
support for verifying local confluence and termination.

Applicability In AGG , it is possible to check for single rule sequences if they are applica-
ble to a specific start graph. This automatic check relies on sufficient criteria, which
in cases of satisfaction, imply applicability. Analogously, in AGG , the checking of
a sufficient condition for non-applicability of a rule sequence to a specific start graph
is implemented. Therefore, AGG supports also the refutation of applicability.

Non-Applicability As described above, AGG has implemented the checking of a suffi-
cient condition for non-applicability as well as applicability of a rule sequence to a
specific start graph. Therefore, AGG supports the certification as well as refutation
of this property.

Constraint Preserved In AGG , it is possible to compute for a given constraint and a rule
a corresponding right application condition. A sufficient condition for the constraint
to be preserved consists of checking if this application condition computed by AGG
is implicated by the application conditions, holding before applying the given rule.
However AGG does not support to check this implication.

Constraint Guaranteed AGG merely supports the testing if a given constraint holds after
having applied a set of rules for as long as possible. The computation of a constraint
that definitely holds in a terminal state after applying a specific set of rules could be
implemented relatively easily. Checking afterwards that this constraint implies the
given constraint is still open.
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Chapter 5

Comparing, Concluding, and
Continuing

This chapter starts with describing work related to this thesis. Thereby, we compare this
work to other approaches verifying rule-based models using graph transformation. In the
second section of this chapter, we summarize again the most important topics presented in
this thesis and outline the relationship to own work published already. Finally, we conclude
this thesis with an outline of future work.

5.1 Related Work

The theory of graph transformation dates back to the 1970s, and a state-of-the-art report for
the first 30 years is given in the three handbooks of graph transformation [109, 30, 108].
The main topic presented in this thesis comprises the development of a new theory to sup-
port static analysis techniques for graph transformation. A significant part of this new
theory is concerned with generalizing the theory as presented in [29] to transformations
with negative application conditions (NACs) [44]. Thereby, theory is developed for alge-
braic graph transformation in the double-pushout approach [23, 29] as well as the more
abstract framework of adhesive high-level replacement (HLR) [37]. This framework al-
lows for applying the corresponding theory to other instantiations, for example, attributed
graph transformation [29], or Petri net transformation [102]. The development of adhesive
high-level replacement (HLR) categories was inspired by the notion of HLR-systems [36]
and the notion of adhesive categories as introduced in [65].

We continue with giving an overview of static as well as dynamic techniques verifying
models based on graph transformation. Thereby, please note that we try to address the main
different kinds of approaches by selecting and presenting, exemplarily, some representative
publications, and that it is not intended to give a complete overview of related work.

An important part of the newly developed theory in this thesis is concerned with static
conflict and dependency detection, and confluence analysis for transformations with NACs.
Theory related to the static analysis of confluence has been developed for the case of hyper
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graph transformation in [95, 94]. In [65] (resp. [16]), parallel and sequential indepen-
dence have been described for adhesive rewrite systems (resp. borrowed contexts). In
[22], it is described how to characterize conflicts and dependencies for subobject trans-
formation systems. [118] describes how to use matrix graph grammars for conflict and
dependency recognition. To the best of our knowledge these analysis approaches do not
consider application conditions yet. Note that conflict and dependency detection has been
applied successfully, for example, in [83, 84, 49, 63, 21]. In [88], confluence is investigated
for domain-independent product line transformations seeming similar to graph transforma-
tions. The problem of verifying model transformations performed by graph transforma-
tion [26] is related to confluence analysis as well. [38] describes, for example, how to
analyze confluence for model transformations based on triple graph rules [111], which
are a special kind of rules fitting particularly well for specifying model transformations.
However, with regard to analyzing model transformations not only confluence, but also
termination – as investigated by means of static analysis, for example, in [33] – is a de-
sired property. The satisfaction of both properties leads to a functional behavior of the
corresponding model transformation. Another important research topic is concerned with
checking if a model transformation is semantic-preserving. In [86], a technique is pro-
posed to check in a static way for a particular input and output model of the transformation
if they behave similarly with respect to a specific property. Moreover, a static analysis
technique verifying semantic preservation applied to refactoring has been proposed for the
borrowed context approach in [99]. Finally, for example, in [35], semantical correctness
and completeness of model transformations is investigated.

In this thesis, a notion of graphical constraints in the sense of [29] is considered. Note
that more general application conditions and constraints are described, for example, in
[46, 104]. In Chapter 2, it is shown how to relate rule applicability (resp. non-applicability)
to the notion of constraints provided that the gluing condition is always fulfilled. This
theory leads to a general technique, as proposed in Chapter 4, verifying that a specific
constraint is guaranteed in a terminal state. Moreover, a general technique is proposed
in Chapter 4, verifying the preservation of constraints. Both properties and corresponding
analysis techniques can be lifted to more general application conditions and constraints [46]
relatively straightforwardly, but this is part of future work. The verification of constraint
preservation and guarantee is reduced to the problem of constraint implication, investigated
extensively in [90, 91, 92, 93]. Further research efforts in this direction should enable a
successful certification of the above-described properties. Note that in [12], a specific
analysis technique is proposed to check for symbolic invariants in graph transformation
systems. This is related to the verification of constraint preservation as presented in this
thesis. However, the advantage of the approach in this thesis is that the problem of con-
straint preservation is reduced to the problem of constraint implication, and this reduction
mechanism can be generalized to nested constraints [46] and all kinds of transformation
systems fitting into the framework of adhesive HLR systems.

As an alternative to static analysis techniques, it is possible to revert to dynamic tech-
niques like model checking [82] for graph transformation as described, for example, in
[24, 106, 57]. These techniques have the advantage that it is possible to analyze (see, for
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example, [40]) more straightforwardly any property which can be expressed in a specific
kind of temporal logic. In many cases though, the state space of rule-based models us-
ing graph transformation becomes very large or even infinite, and then, model-checking
techniques have their limitations. Note that static analysis techniques do not have this
drawback. Moreover, model-checking techniques require the existence of initial states in
order to construct the state space of the graph-transformation-based model. However, their
existence is not necessarily required for applying static analysis techniques. Another ad-
vantage of using static graph transformation analysis techniques instead of dynamic ones
is the following. Whenever it is possible to certify a specific property, in most cases, the
corresponding analysis also delivers a clarifying and compact reason for this certification.
For example, in the case of local confluence analysis, possible solutions for conflicting
transformations are pointed out in a minimal context. Analogously, the applicability anal-
ysis for rule sequences clarifies why some sequence is applicable by highlighting enabling
predecessors for each rule in the sequence. Analogously, if the investigated property is
refuted because some necessary condition is violated, then in most cases it comes with a
clarifying and compact reason for the refutation. For example, consider some rules that are
expected to be conflict-free (see Property 4.3.1 (Conflicts as Expected)), and instead after
analysis they appear to be conflicting. Then, the refutation comes with the reason for the
rules being in conflict, that is, each kind of potential conflict between those rules is shown
in a minimal context. Note that checking if a necessary condition is violated using static
analysis techniques can be compared with the notion of finding a counterexample in the
case of model checking. However, although in the latter case a counterexample is given,
in the first case a possibly more clarifying and compact reason (cf. conflicting rules) might
be given for the property not to be fulfilled. Thereby, note that if a sufficient and neces-
sary condition is available for the property that can be statically checked, it is possible to
output the refutation reason in such a complete way that the corresponding model can be
reviewed successfully. For example, in the case of checking for conflict-free rules, the rea-
son for refutation might come with each potential conflict occurring in a minimal context
such that the rules can be adapted accordingly.

In this regard, it is interesting to discuss how to combine the advantages of static and
dynamic approaches into powerful analysis strategies for graph transformation. In partic-
ular, static analysis techniques may lead to property-preserving abstractions of rule-based
models with infinite state space such that model checking can be applied to the model
abstraction successfully. This idea has been described, for example, in [25, 79]. Abstrac-
tion techniques have been developed for graph transformation as presented, for example,
in [9, 6, 60, 4]. Note that for example, the reductions of rule sequences as presented in
Section 2.9 can be interpreted as property-preserving abstractions with regard to the ap-
plicability of rule sequences. Accordingly, model-checking techniques, instead of static
analysis, could be used to check for applicability of the reduced sequences. It is part of
future work to study the interplay of static and dynamic techniques in more detail.

Another approach for the verification of graph transformation is the following one: it is
possible to translate a graph-transformation-based model into another modeling language
for which possibly more convenient analysis techniques are available (see, for example,
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[27]). Note that, for example, Petri nets [103] are a kind of models for which static anal-
ysis techniques have been developed successfully in order to verify liveness and safety
properties. In [117], for example, it is shown that termination for graph transformation
can be analyzed in the Petri net domain. [4] follow a similar approach, translating graph-
transformation grammars into so-called Petri graphs on which properties, for example, the
absence of deadlocks can be verified. In [3], the unfolding grammar approach is developed
for the abstract setting of rewriting over adhesive categories. Finally, another example
of this approach is described in [18], translating graph transformation into the domain of
term rewriting. Note that static analysis techniques developed directly for graph transfor-
mation have the following advantage making it worthwhile investigating and improving
them further: a translation of the graph-transformation-based model – with potential over-
approximation or over-abstraction – is not necessary. An analogous problem has been
addressed in [106] for the case of applying model checking, as a dynamic verification tech-
nique, either directly to graph-transformation-based models [107, 57] or to a translation of
these models, suitable as input for existing model checkers [24].

As mentioned in Chapter 4 [93, 46], automated theorem proving can support the verifica-
tion of properties of rule-based models using graph transformation. It is part of future work
to investigate how theorem provers such as, for example, Isabelle/HOL [87] can be applied
to support property certification of rule-based models. For example, in [42], it is investi-
gated how theorem proving can support the verification of semantic equivalence between
the model specification and the generated code, where the corresponding transformation is
described by graph transformation. Theorem provers have the advantage that they support
also proof reasoning for models with infinite state space. In particular, the process of find-
ing the road to certification for some new property, or finding property-preserving model
abstractions as mentioned above could be supported by interactive theorem proving in the
future. In this context, it should be analyzed how to combine the advantage of concise tool
support based on approved theorem provers with the user-friendliness of special-purpose
analysis tools for graph transformation. [112] proposes some first ideas in this respect.

Summarizing, the use of the certification approach for rule-based models using graph
transformation, as presented in this thesis, has the following advantages compared to other
verification approaches: a catalog of properties is presented – and can be extended con-
tinually – for which tool support can be developed allowing for automatic certification.
Moreover, usually, each certificate comes with a compact and clarifying reason for the
successful verification of the corresponding property. In cases of refutation or vagueness
– neither sufficient condition fulfilled nor necessary condition violated – automatic pro-
posals can be made enabling the successful reviewing of the model with regard to certifi-
cation. The analysis techniques, presented in this thesis, are applied directly to the graph
transformation-based model, allowing for verification without the necessity to translate the
model into some other specification language. Moreover, since we consider merely static
analysis techniques, it is possible to verify rule-based models with very large or infinite
state space.
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5.2 Summary

The main results of this thesis are, on the one hand, of a theoretical and, on the other hand,
of a conceptual kind.

Concerning theory, the following new results have been achieved: already existing graph
transformation theory has been extended to the more expressive variant of graph transfor-
mation with negative application conditions (NACs). Thereby, the main results are the
generalization of notions like parallel and sequential independence, local Church-Rosser,
conflict and causal dependency, critical pairs and their completeness, local confluence the-
ory based on the critical pair lemma, concurrency, embedding, and extension of graph
transformations. New theory has been introduced allowing for applicability (resp. non-
applicability) analysis of rule sequences together with some new reduction techniques. A
characterization of conflicts and causal dependencies on the transformation as well as the
rule level has been introduced, allowing for a more elaborate conflict and causal depen-
dency detection. Moreover, a more efficient kind of conflict and causal dependency de-
tection is proposed based on critical pairs (resp. sequences) satisfying negative constraints
(resp. essential critical pairs).

The main part of this new theory has not only been introduced for typed graph transfor-
mation systems with NACs, but is formulated also in the categorical framework of adhesive
HLR systems. Therefore, it can be instantiated as well for other visual modeling techniques,
for example, for Petri net transformation or for graph transformation with attribution. The
theoretical part of this thesis paves the ground for the verification of such rule-based mod-
els.

In the second, more conceptual part of the thesis, it is explained how to apply graph
transformation theory with regard to verifying successfully, and thus being able to certify,
specific properties for rule-based models. This road to certification is based on apply-
ing static analysis techniques rooted in graph transformation theory. Thereby, note that
these techniques operate independently of the size of the state space, which might become
very large or even infinite for rule-based models. Nevertheless, some of the considered
properties are undecidable, and therefore, it is proposed to revert to sufficient (resp. nec-
essary) conditions which can be statically checked. They then lead in cases of satisfaction
to certification (resp. refutation) of the corresponding property. In some cases, merely
vagueness about the property can be determined. If so, it might be sensible to review parts
of the model in order to be able to cope with it. The road to certification is developed for
a selection of properties that are very significant for rule-based models. This catalog of
properties can serve as a consultation document in view of the use (or further extension)
of analysis techniques for certifying rule-based models, and to develop (or extend current)
corresponding tool support.

Finally, note that several results, in particular in the theoretical part of this thesis, have
already been published by different teams including the author in technical reports, confer-
ence proceedings, and journals. In the following, we give a short overview of how this kind
of ”own work” has been used as a basis for this thesis: in [68], an efficient method for the
computation of critical pairs is proposed, leading in [71, 70], to a subset of critical pairs –
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so-called essential critical pairs – being still complete with regard to conflict detection. In
this thesis, we were still able to slightly reduce the set of essential critical pairs. Moreover,
we added another improved notion of critical pairs using negative constraints, holding in
the corresponding rule-based model. In [69], conflict characterization and detection by
means of critical pairs for graph transformation with NACs is presented. In this thesis,
in addition, we formulated the corresponding theory for the framework of adhesive HLR
systems with NACs. Moreover, we described the characterization and detection of causal
dependencies, closely related to conflicts, as well.

In [78], the need for applicability analysis of rule sequences emerged. This kind of con-
sistency analysis is addressed with more formal details in different applications [77, 54],
based on the formulation of sufficient criteria for applicability in [74, 75]. Moreover,
in [77, 54, 76], first reduction mechanisms for rule sequences with regard to applicabil-
ity (resp. non-applicability) are presented. In this thesis, the applicability (resp. non-
applicability) criteria and reductions are presented with more formal details and partly
optimized. Moreover, the corresponding theory is lifted to the framework of adhesive HLR
systems with NACs. The further improvement of the criteria and reductions is part of fu-
ture work, and it will be based on the notion of partial rule dependencies as introduced
in [55, 56]. Note that in [78, 77], some first proposals are made with regard to reviewing
models in cases that inconsistencies are diagnosed. In Chapter 4 of this thesis, this idea is
picked up with regard to reviewing in cases of refutation or vagueness.

In [67], adhesive HLR systems with NACs are introduced, and the notions of parallelism
and concurrency [72] are described for transformations with NACs. In this thesis, we im-
proved the corresponding Parallelism Theorem with NACs, and added a characterization of
parallelism via concurrency. Moreover, we explicitly described the corresponding theory
for the instantiation of typed graph transformation with NACs. In [31], parallelism and con-
currency are described already for the more general case of rules with nested application
conditions. In [99, 98], the concurrency theorem is applied to come up with a method for
statically verifying behavior preservation of refactorings. Often, it is not possible to verify
that a single refactoring rule is behavior-preserving, but this verification is possible for a
concurrent rule, also considering subsequent refactoring steps. Embedding and confluence
of graph transformation with NACs is described in [73]. Analogous to other results, this
theory is extended to adhesive HLR transformation with NACs. Moreover, in the Elevator
case study it is illustrated that the critical pairs for locally confluent transformations are not
necessarily locally confluent. It is shown in this example how extended critical pairs can
support the verification of local confluence anyway. In [102], it is demonstrated that NACs
can be added to reconfigurable place/transition systems such that they fit into the frame-
work of adhesive HLR systems. In this thesis, however, we restrict ourselves to describing
the instantiation of typed graph transformation with NACs. In [97], it is described how to
construct adhesive HLR categories, satisfying some additional properties, from already ex-
isting ones. It is part of future work to generalize these results to the set of extra properties
fulfilled in NAC-adhesive HLR categories.

Finally, with regard to tool support and applications, the following work can be men-
tioned: in [66], a new version of GTXL [113], a common exchange format for graph
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transformation was proposed. In [13], a report of current tool support of the modeling and
analysis possibilities in AGG [115, 114, 1] and EMF TIGER [39] is given, which is pre-
sented in the case study of modeling a conference scheduling system. Moreover, note that
in the already mentioned work, concerned mainly with introducing new theory, systems
from different application fields have been modeled and analyzed as well. In [74, 75], it is
illustrated how to apply applicability (resp. non-applicability) analysis for verifying safety
and liveness properties of a simple mutual exclusion algorithm. In [78, 77] (resp. [54, 76]),
live sequence charts (LSCs) [48] (resp. UML-activity diagrams [89]) are integrated with
graph transformation, leading to controlled rule-based modeling, as explained in more de-
tail in the future work section. These integrated models are used to describe and analyze,
for example, adaptable service-based applications [78, 77]. It is shown, in particular, how
to develop a personal mobility manager [80] in an iterative way. On the other hand, in
[54, 76], it is shown how requirements analysis can be performed for an online pizza ser-
vice. A more expressive kind of integrated models is presented in [55, 56] by adding object
flow to activity diagrams integrated with graph transformation. This is illustrated, in par-
ticular, by the model-driven development of a service-based web university calendar. In
[102], an airport control system (AirCS) that organizes the starting and landing runways
of an airport is modeled and analyzed using reconfigurable place/transition systems. Fi-
nally, in [99, 98], it is shown how to apply rule-based modeling to model refactoring. In
particular, it is shown how to eliminate unreachable states from finite automata.

5.3 Future Work

We can consider the following important lines of future work arising from this thesis.
It would be interesting to investigate which kind of other properties could be added to the

catalog of properties that can be certified by means of analysis techniques based on graph
transformation theory as presented in this thesis. In this context, it should also be studied
which is the most appropriate way to express these properties, as investigated for other
approaches already, for example, in [5, 105]. Other than verifying, for example, by means
of model-checking techniques, it is not possible to analyze straightforwardly any property
that can, for example, be expressed in some specific kind of temporal logic. However,
once the road to certification using graph transformation for specific properties is known,
it is possible to automatize it with corresponding tool support. Moreover, the road to cer-
tification for more complex properties based on properties that are already certifiable can
be derived straightforwardly. This is related to certification bootstrapping, as mentioned
earlier in this thesis, which is a concept to be handled in a more elaborate way in the future
as well.

As soon as models evolve over time, the concept of consistent model evolution becomes
very important. In this thesis, first proposals are made how to ensure and enable it also
technically. It is part of future work to develop a more elaborate concept with regard
to consistent model evolution. In particular, it should be investigated extensively how to
transfer certificates from one model to an adapted one.
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As already mentioned in Section 5.1, it is part of future work to compare more exten-
sively the approach in this thesis with other verification techniques like model checking and
theorem proving. In this regard, it is also part of future work to study the interplay of static
and dynamic techniques in more detail. Moreover, it is part of future work to investigate
how theorem provers such as, for example, Isabelle/HOL [87] can be applied to support
property certification of rule-based models. In this context, it should be analyzed how to
combine the advantage of concise tool support based on approved theorem provers with
the user-friendliness of special-purpose analysis tools for graph transformation.

Finally, it is not sufficient to generalize graph transformation theory to the more expres-
sive variant of graph transformation with NACs. As the use of graph transformation to
model rule-based behavior of systems grows, the need to make this modeling technique
more expressive becomes more urgent as well. The generalization of graph transforma-
tion theory to nested constraints [46, 31], for example, is one of the next main steps to
tackle. Moreover, the fact that specific constraints might hold at any time in the rule-
based model should be regarded in order to make already available analysis techniques
(see Remarks 4.3.17,4.3.45, and 4.3.51) more powerful. However, the development of
analysis techniques should not be restricted to extensions like application conditions or
constraints. With regard to broadening the scope of applying graph transformation tech-
niques to model-driven software development, concepts like, for example, more elaborate
kinds of typing [58, 7, 14] and amalgamation [15] will deserve our further attention.

Another kind of extension is the powerful concept of controlled graph transformation.
Analysis techniques (see, for example, [45]) should be adapted to this kind of graph trans-
formation, in which rule application is controlled by structures like, for example, sequential
and parallel composition, loops, or branching (see, for example, [47, 41, 62, 43]). In ad-
dition, it is possible to add more control to the matching process by defining, for example,
partial rule dependencies as introduced in [55]. Moreover, in [78, 77, 54], different kind
of control mechanisms (live sequence charts (LSCs) [48] or UML-activity diagrams [89])
are integrated with graph transformation rules. These controlled rule-based models are
then analyzed for consistency [77, 54]. This kind of work should be continued in order
to support the certification of a variety of properties for controlled rule-based modeling as
well.
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